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About the Author

I spent my youth in a quiet suburban midwestern

neighborhood. Fascinated with nature, I spent much of this

time in nearby woods, riverbanks, and old farm fields. Like

many children, I was fascinated with

outdoor skills, often building shelters,

making bows and arrows from sticks

and string, rubbing sticks together to

make fire, eating wild berries, and stalk-

ing squirrels, rabbits, and frogs. 1 dreamt

of living in the wilderness by using these

survival skills.

By the early 1970s, my interests

began to focus more specifically on

wild foods. Initially, through the study

of Bradford Angier s book How to Stay

Alive in the Woods (1956), and shortly

thereafter by Allan Halls The Wild

Food Trailguide (1973), and by Euell

Gibbons’ Stalking the Wild Asparagus

(1962), I seriously began studying and

gathering edible wild plants.

While pursuing a science cur-

riculum at Michigan State University, I

organized a six-month vagabonding trip

for myself through Europe. I planned

to supplement my diet with wild foods,

hoping to save some money during my

travels. In preparation, I took college

courses in wilderness survival, nutrition, and edible wild

plants.

I spent my time in the European countryside, traveling

on old back roads and through small villages where tour-

ists did not travel. In the mid 1970s, these areas were less

affected by modern American culture then they are today.

People were still practicing traditional foodways. In the

process of traveling, I met locals who invited me for dinner

or to stay with them a few days. I routinely asked the food

John Kallas emerging from

a Michigan Swamp with a

b jndle of cattails. (Photo

by Raelle Corliss. 1973.)
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preparers if they knew of and used any wild foods. They

almost always did and gladly showed me what they knew.

After studying in this way for months, J was getting all

of my vegetables from wild plants. Upon returning to the

States and with encouragement from administrators and

professors, i began teaching seniordevd classes in edible

wild plants at Michigan State University. That continued

from 1978 to 1985.

While teaching and working on my masters and doc-

torate degrees, t studied botany under Dr. John Beaman,

curator of the MSU herbarium. 1 also took conventional

botany and taxonomy courses. Over die years, many

wild food research expeditions were conducted, inelud-

ing ones to Washington, D.C., Nordi Carolinaj West

Virginia, Michigan, Indiana, Illinois, Wisconsin, North

Dakota, Montana, Idaho, Utah, Wyoming, Georgia,

Nevada, Ohio, Oregon, Washington, California, British

Columbia, and Alberta. My PhD in nutrition is helping

me achieve my long-term goal of advancing die held of

wild foods. My formal academic training has helped me

learn about nutrients, human physiology and biochem-

istry, cultural foodways, anthropology, food preparation,

and nutritional toxicology.

I moved CO Oregon in 1989, where I continued my

research and teaching. Since moving to Portland, I have

rauglit wild food classes at Portland State University,

Clackamas Community College, Portland Parks and Rec-

reation, and Wild Food Adventures. As of January 1994,

1 have been running Wild Food Adventures as a full-time

career. It is a teaching and research institution devoted to

edible wild plants and other foragables. You can hnd more

information about Wild Food Adventures at http://www.

wildfoodadventures. com.

As a result of my experiences, 1 have a doctorate in

nutrition, a masters in education, and degrees in biology

and zoology. Pm a trained botanist, nature photographer,

writer, researcher, and teacher. Over the years, I have taught



and trained thousands of pen^ple about wild foods ail over

North America* given hundreds ot wild food presentations

to a wide variety of groups, assembled a comprehensive

wild food library, and documented hundreds of wild foods

in photographs and notes. Between newsletters* magazines*

academic periodicals, and titc Internet, I have published

over 1 00 articles on edible wild plants*



Disclaimer? Yeah, Right!

If you venture out of youi' nuclear-pro of, earthquake-

proof asteroid- proof bunker into the real world, you might

be at risk* Yes, its true! You may be hit by a bus or get

K coli or staphylococcus poisoning from a church poducL

Ifyou kiss someone, you may get herpes, mono, or worse^

—

a tragic relationship* On the golf course, you may be hit by

lightning. If you go ice skating, you may break your neck.

Ifyou go on a hike, you may trip on loose rocks, fall over a

cliff, and die. Or you might be in the World Trade Center

at the wrong time.

Look, you can either curl up under your bed cov-

ers and live a safe, dull, insulated life reading about other

people doing things you wish you were doing. Or you can

join the real world. If you venture into the real world, you

risk living your life to its fullest. You risk the rush of climb-

ing chat mountain, of dancing all night, of scuba diving

in reefs of mind-blowing color, of standing in the rain on

an ocean viewpoint, watching huge waves crashing against

the rocks, of meeting the partner of your dreams. You risk

getting exercise and breathing fresh air* You risk making

life worth living.

So ifyou decide to venture imo the world ofwild foods,

you’d better prepare yourself For some fiui, adventure, and

risk. Yes, there aie risks to earing new foods that youVe

never tried before. You might make some mistakes or have

allergies to foods you havenc been exposed to yet. Nature

has its own agenda ajid is not looking our for the safety

of humans—and that fact provides some unpredictability

in all things wild. But if you are a reasonable student, if

you don’t just jump haphazardly into eating everything

in sight, and if you pay attention to what your body is

telling you, your chances of any real danger are slim. For

the vast majority of people, getting into wild foods will be

nothing but fun* For that rare person who becomes that

exception, we may end up calking about your unusual

case in future books.



WHfi^rA ey.PB^ie^^cei ifmu / a a/ mne
(TTHAOUSH THBFAmWfTASur HuflTlNG FlYSBlf

And while your experiences may be different from

mi tie. 1 have never regrette<l eating wild foods, which I

have done for over thirty-five years* 1 hope your experi-

ences will be as good as mine. So be a good student, and

you will minimize the chance that you will regret living

your life to its fullest.

Disclainner? Yeah, Right! 13



The field of wild foods» first popuJjrized by Eueli

Gibbons in the 1960s, has been languishing from neglect.

For a field with so much potentiaJ, wild foods remajn a

mystery after almost fifty years of books on the subject.

People buy books and try to study the subject but come

away with little real understanding or useful knowledge.

In addition to lack of information:, there is a disconnect

between what is said about these plants and what real-

ity seems to serve you, the reader* Pleasant dining experi-

ences are few. Anyone can write a book on wild foods,

and almost anyone has*

The effort to aid die reader in plant identification is

almost as bad* Cryptic technicaJ descriptions have little

meaning for the layperson. Line drawings ot plants typi-

cally are not useful unless the reader already knows the

plant. Photograph-based identification guides are hold’

overs from wildflower guides. Wildflowcr guides are con-

cerned with flowers at the neglect of other parts of the

plant. Plants are complex organisms that change shape

as they grow, often with variable leaves, stemsj and over-

all form* Many species have more than one form, so a

single photograph gives you only a fraction, a small clue,

to ideniifying a plant.

Many wild lood guides are nothing more than catalogs

ol plants with no real detail written by audio rs who have

never experienced what they are writing about. The more

plants covered in a book results in less useful information

per plant. Most books have one to three sentences describ-

ing the edibility of a plant. A few rare books take a chapter

CO describe how a plant is edible and how to make the best

use of that knowledge. Tlie handful of great authors are the

ones who write based on experience and provide the detail

to guide you through all aspects of wild food knowledge-

—

identifying, gathering, transporting, processing, preparing,

and serving.

Tills book was written and designed in every way to

serve you, the reader—co overcome directly all the limita-



tions lUted above. The goal is to take the mystery, not the

romance, out of wild foods, to give you the tools to move

forward with confidence, and to have lots of success actu-

ally using wild foods. Whole chapters are devoted to single

plants. Designed as a pictorial manual, photographs are

plentiful} showing you different growth stages from seed-

ling to fully raarure plant. All edible stages are shown as

well as processing techniques and finished dishes.

To satisfy the need to supply detail this book rep-

resents only the beginning of the plants 1 will cover over

the years. This is the first in an intended series of themed

books covering different topics in the area of wild edi-

ble plants and other foragables. As the first, I selected

easy-ioddendfy common plants that everyone in North

America will be able to find somewhere between their

yard and the local neighborhood. Included are important

wild greens and vegetables eaten by our European ances-

tors since the beginning of time. Many of them grow as

weeds in the typical garden. The benefit of local plants is

that you can have everyday access. If you can grab your

salad from the backyard in a matter of minutes, you are

more likely to cat these plants than if you have to drive

two hours to reach more exotic habitats. That is how our

European ancestors ate, from foraged plants growing

around their homes.

Historically, people learned about wild foods from

their elders. ICids would tag along as parents gathered

wild foods. By direct observation and parental guidance,

children learned the plants from seedling to seed produc-

tion. They saw first-hand how to judge when the collect-

able parts were perfect for picking; how ro handle and

transfer the take; how to dean it, process it, and prepare

St for eating. In lieu of learning from elders today, this

book attempts to provide the same content in a different

format. You are learning from a career professiona! who

writes from experience.



Some Issues about Content
Bocanical names are based on chc plants cataloged

at the Integrated Taxonomic Information System offered

rhrough a parmerskip between the United States, Oana^

dian, and Mexican federal agencies. Plant names were veri-

fied at http://wwv^. itis.gov/index.htniL

ITe maps were generated from several sources,

including but not limited to the personal experience of

the author, USDA Plants Database (http://plants.usda.

gov/), NatureServe Explorer (http://www.natureserve.

org/explorer/), Natural Resources Canada (http://www:

planthardiness.gc.ca/), the Biology of Canadian Weeds

book series—Reprints from the Canadian journal of Plant

Science* and plant distribution map.s offered bv Web sites

of individual states.
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Welcome to My World

Whether you are new to wild foods or are well versed

in the topic, my intent is that you should find this book

personal, practical, and fun to use* J write from personal

experience and present information in a way intended to

help you learn what you really need to Imow to be success-

ful. By successful I mean that with time you will be able to

identify the plants 1 cover, understand how to get the most

out of dicm, and have satisfying culinary experiences as a

result of your eftorts. And chat is the point, isn't it? To go

from the wild to something your taste buds recognize as

good food.

I love wild foods, the whole idea of eating horn the

wild, the joy ofbeing outdoors and being closer to die earth,

and the adventure of the whole experience. Given all that, I

do not sugarcoac what you need to know. When something

IVe read about wild foods is disingenuous or misleading,

or doesn't seem to work, 111 let you know. Ifsome taste or

texture ofsomething people might have eaten in die distant

past is beyond what anyone would find acceptable today,

ni let you know. So if youVe been dissatisfied with books

you may have read on this topic—those that have coo few

photographs or not enough information to be useful

—

then read on. My goal is to make wild foods user-friendly,

rewarding, and fun.

This book is designed as a user manual It is written from

the perspective of a aireer piofessional in the area of wild

foods* Not merely a field guide or a cookbook, it is intended

to cake you deeper into the secret world of plants. Each

plants cleat photographs are used to show you its develop-

ment at all stages of growth* Captions with each photograph

explain what you are looking at. Processing techniques are

clearly illustrated. Foundational ways to prepare each food

are given within a context that will allow you to improvise

recipes* This maiuiai is, in essence, a reverse field guide. It

provides die means to learn identification directly from read-

ing the chapters. Therefore, you do not struggle to identify

plants when you aie in the fields you recognize them and

then verify your find by reviewing this hook.



Wild Greens, Vegetables,
and Their Seeds

Wild greens, vegetables, and their seeds describe the

foods offered by the plants in this book For purposes of

discussion, I am labeling leaves as greens (a partioilar kind

of vegetable); three-dimensional pares like shoots, stems,

leafy stems, roots, buds, and flov^ers as vegetables; and fruits

with their seeds. I divide the selected plants into the fol-

lowing categories: foundation, carts pungent, and bitten In

my view, combining elements from these different catego-

ries makes the best salads and cooked dishes, and provides

a wider array of nutrients and potentially beneficial phy^

cochemicals chan eating from any single category alone.

Categorizing plants in distinct groups is difficult.

Since the greens and vegetables provided by these plants

can have many food applications (eaten raw, boiled, sau-

teed, creamed, etc*), they may fall under more than one

category. So IVe cried to place them in groups that make

the most overall sense. For example, the pungent greens

listed in this book are primarily mustards. So mustards earn

their own grouping, even chough some ofthem are also bit-

ter, a different flavor category.

Gourmet quality, of course, depends on gathering the

edible parts at their prime stage of growth and using those

pares to their best advantage. Likeability depends on your

unique array of taste buds and personal preference. For the

most part, however, I believe what I call the foundation

greens have flavors even the most finicky eaters will enjoy

raw or cooked. To be fully enjoyed, the tart, pungent, and

bitter greens may require you to pay more attention to

detail regarding gathering, preparation, and use.

Newly disturbed soils, where most of the plants in

this book grow^ are found in gardens, y^ards, neighborhood

lots, and land overturned by construction sites and tilling

equipment.

18 Edible Wild Plants



How This Book Is Organized
This book IS divided into Parts that have Sections and

Chapters:

Part I Understanding Wild Foods is filled with practi-

cal information you need to know to help you understand

and use wild foods and to give context, understanding, and

foster success in ways that apply to all edible plants. If you

skip this part of the book because you think that going

directly to the plant chapters is mote efficient, you’ll be

holding yourself back. Reading Parr I will make you a more

successful forager.

Part II Ihe Plants covers the plants featured in this

book. Those plants are separated into the four flavor cate-

gories mentioned on page 18. Each plant has its own

chapter that follows the plant from emerging seedling to

end-of-Ufe seed production, from foraging to food, from

preparation to dining.

Part ill lJ?e Potential ofWild Foods takes you beyond

the basics, addressing topics like the rationale for eating

wild foods, nutrition, and explanations of some additional

concepts.

The Value of the
Information Within

There are no official certifications or professional

degrees that qualify anyone to he a wild foods expert. And

there are no expert panels that systematical ly look at the

content of this book to verily its accuracy. As far as I kno\v,

the lack of oversight has been true for every book ever writ-

ten about edible wild plants.

1 make great attempts to faithfully report whar 1 have

found from my own experiences over the last thirty-eight

years. Those experiences are biased/shaped by personal per-

ceptions, previous education and beliefs, food preferences,

and my personal complement of taste buds.



Persociil experience is further compllaited by naturCj

which is not here for our convenience. Unlike domesticated

plants, wild plants are free to mate and mutate and change

locally or regionally without consulting us humans. Every

plant within a species can have a different genetic makeup.

Genetic uniqueness can affect a plants taste, texture, and

chemical composition. Plants are further aifected by cli*

made differences. For examplei in order to survive colder

winters, a species growing in the north may become hardier

than that same species in the south. Hardiness may affect

chewability and, hence, the eating experience.

1 am one person who is .sharing hts experiences with

you based on the plants 1 have found and worked with.

And while 1 may be able to provide some guidance, die

more you have your own experiences, the more a general

understanding develops within you. Your own experience

is priceless. The test of the value of any user manual will be

on how much the experience the author has facilitates the

experiences you have.

The problem with most wild foods books is that

authors merely repeat information theyVe read rather than

actually trying things themselves. So when misinformation

exists, it gets repeated over and over again by author after

author until everyone believes it. Only testing long-held

beliefs results in confirming or correcting the record. Tlie

more people test and report the results of their personal

experiences, the better the picture we have of the real situ-

ation for any plant.

Researching and teaching about wild foods has been

my lifes work. 1 do it because I'm passionate about the

topic, it helps me improve the wild food knowledge base

and provides some dear guidance tor those that follow.

Again, I am but one link m a chain of people who help to

keep this knowledge alive.



Summary
This book Is designed ro help you successfully identify,

understand, manage, and enjoy the wild foods covered. It is

a user manual and a reverse field guide whose development

is based on experience. It is filled witli purposefuJ photo-

graphs and the kind of information designed to genuinely

serves your learning needs. Tlie plants included are divided

into flavor categories to help guide your use,

I take fill I responsibility for the content of this booL

Any mistakes arc mine and mine alone. Should you dis-

cover a mistake, have an experience fundamentally dif-

ferent from mine, or notice an important omission,

please contact me through my Web site at www.wildfood

adventures,com, I will seriously consider any advice and

make corrections and/or additions Ln any future editions of

this book and on my Web site.





PART I

UNDERSTANDING
WILD FOODS
Thefirstpart ofthis hook isfilled with thingsyou need to know to helpyou understand

the world ofwildfoods. Ifyou skip these chapters because you think that going directly

to the plant chapters is more efficient, you will he deprivingyourself Itprovides tools,

ideas, context, and perspective that will help you be a more successfulforager It also

provides somefoundational definitions that thefield ofwildfoods has neededfora long

time. These definitions are particularly useful to help keep you safe and to provide a

meansfor teachers to base their instruction on a common foundation.

21



Plants change as they mature. Look carefully at these four pictures of field mustard. Each shows

different leaves, stems, and other structures. They represent only some of the stages and parts of

the life story of one plant. Additional variations will occur if the plant is growing under stressful

conditions. If you do not learn the life story of this plant—wild mustard—you will only learn a

fraction of its usefulness.

24 Edible Wild Plants—Understanding Wild Foods



Identifying and
Enjoying Wild Foods

This chapter helps you better understand edible plants

and offers some guidance to make the most of the informal

tioJi in Part II of this book.

The Life Story of Plants
There are secrets to wild foods—secrets that used to

be common knowledge^ part of a way of life for people all

over the planet. These secrets are revealed when you begin

to learn the "life story'" of plants, which is composed oftwo

things. First, the phases and forms the plane passes through

as It grows from seedling to mature plant is often called

a plant s "natural history* somecimes a plants '^Iife cycle/*

Second, plant form (what it looks like) is a result of both

nature and nurture; the conditions under which it is grow-

ing affects the expression of those forms.

Each story is unique and gives clues to why a plant

and its parts at various stages of growth turn out a certain

way^—-why leaves on one plant are great-tasting while oth-

ers may be intolerable* Heed these life stories, and you will

reap the great rewards that wild foods have to offer. Ignore

them, and both your understanding and your success will

be limited.

The reason store-bought vegetables are relatively

consistent in flavor and texture is because of modern

agricultural practices in which farm-raised vegetables grow in

similarly prepared land from the same genetically consistent

seed, are planted at a similar time in similar climates with

similar soil and water conditions, and are harvested at

the prime of their lives. In other words, these foods are

domesticated. They tend to have relatively consistent flavors

and textures, and. you typiciilly get what you expect.

Wild plants, on the oifter hand, do not share this

regimented fate. Enlightenment has arrived when you can

come upon a wild plant wherever it happens to be and

know where it is in its own life story. It "speaks to you*

by its appearance, its surroundings, and a myriad of other

dues that we*ll talk about in this book. It will tdl you if and



seen in this book. Once youVe verified your iden-

tification, follow the steps in part B*

B) If you already know a plant, read tlic chapter

covering it. This will clue you into its life story

and its possibilities. Then locate the plant nearby.

Once you ve tound it, study the plant. Try to

determine the following:

1) Where is it in its life cycle? Is it a seedling

in a rapidly growing phase? Is it in a vegetative

form only, or has it begun its reproductive phase

by producing buds, Howers, or seeds?

2) What life history (growing conditions)

has it experienced? Ts it in its ideal habitat or is it

under stress? Is it Hourishing or is it struggling?

3) What parts, il any* are edible at this stage

of growth? What parrs are pre-prime, at prime, or

post-prime?

4) 1 f any parts are considered edible at this

point, predict what the flavors and textures will

be like considering where the plant is in its devd-

opmenn soil conditions, etc.

5) Try the part(s). If your predictions are true,

then gather some of the plant* If your predic-

tions are wrong, check this book to try to deter-

mine why the part was different from what you

expected. If your understanding comes out differ-

ently than mine, it may be as simple as you and

me having different taste or texture sensibilities.

It may be that you need to study the plant a little

more. Or it may be that my understanding of the

plant is inadequate. There is so much more to any

plant than fll ever know. You will gain answers

with experience and rime.

To get the most out of this book, don t just read the

cover pages for each plant; read the entire chapter. If you
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plant: forms can vary within

the same species. Both

of these plants are young

miner's lettuce (C/ayfon/a

perfolf'ata). They are both at

the same stage of growth,

just different forms. Their

similarities wifi increase

when they are in fiower.
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go right to the explanations ol’ edibility, skipping the devel-

opmental history, you are missing some of the most impor-

tant parts of understanding the plants you will be eating.

Observe, experiment, and play with plants you find,

What you get horn this book is only the beginning. You

will learn more by being carefully observant in the field

and innovative with what you do in the kitchen. Gather,

process, and prepare these foods in any way imaginable.

A person with enough experience could go beyond the

scheme of this book and write a whole book about each

plant. I limited what 1 included in some chapters to get

a good representative coverage of plants. Experiment and

play. You 11 find they are the same thing, DO NOT eat or

experiment with plants or plant parts you do not “know'*

to be edible!

Identifying Plants
Identifying plants t$ always a wonderful challenge and

part of the adventure of wild foods. Tie same plant can

look different not only in this book but in other books,

depending on the angle of the photograph, the condition

of the plant, and the sensibilities of the photographer. The

same plant can also take on several different personalities;

that is, you can have several of the same species growing

side by side but get the impression that they are different

species. This is why it is so difficult to match what you see

in nature to what you see in a book. The photograph may

only show one version of a ptanfs personality, while real

life may offer another version.

Miners lettuce, for example, has one form as a sprout,

two forms as an adolescent, and two forms as an adult. A
novice may only recognize one of these five versions.

As a plant grows, it develops different structures,

moving through different stages of growth, a plant

can transform so much that young and old versions look

like different species. While 1 make an effort to familiarize

you with all the major developmental stages of each plant,
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most field guides only show you how a plant looks as a

flowering adult. Most edible parts of vegetables are at their

prime for eating at young stages of growth—before the

flowers appear. So It is essential to know what plants look

like in all their developmental stages.

Inedible or poisonous look-alikes

This is one of the most frustrating areas for beginners.

There are thousands of plants out therej so how do you

begin separating out the edible ones? Make no mistake,

this is an important issue. Intdihle plants are ones not suit-

able, for one reason or another, to be used as food. Some

inedible plants are poisonous, While most inedible plants

and their parts are relatively haxmJess in. small quantities,

there are certainly a few really bad players out there.

In lieu of becoming a professional botanist, one must

take advantage of multiple resources to positively identify

plants. I cannot overemphasize the benefits ofknowing the

natural history of the plants you are interested in eating.

If you study the derailed characteristics 1 will show you, it

will be very unlikely that you will accidentally consume a

poisonous look-alike. Even so, I make it a point to include

some poisonous look-alikes in this book so you can see

which common plants to avoid.

Hunting and Gathering Strategy
Plants are found everywhere that has not been paved.

It is a great joy to find them dean, in prime condition, In

great quantity, and in a form that is easy to gather. Nature

and its seasons are relatively predictable, so there are many

things vve can look fonvard to. Climatic changes can

make things less predictable. One year, chickweed {Stel-

laria media) may be abundant; the next, it may be scarce

or stringy. This becomes a problem when you have expec-

tations about what you want to gather. Nature does not

always provide exactly whar you want.

Once you learn the fundamentals, gathering wild foods
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will often be quite easy, llie^e are many times now that I

can go iiuo my backyard with an empty bowl and come

back with a krge, delightfully delicious salad in less lime

tlian it would take me to make one from grocery foods in

the refrigerator. Some yards may be this way naturally but

others need to be enabled. Til get into this more later on,

OPPORTUNITY HARVESTING: Since you may not

always find the plant parts you want, gather the ones you

find. This strategy is very productive. Opportunity harvest-

ing is gathering whatever you find thats worth harvesting.

Ill is year the wild spinach may be abundant and in season

when you are foraging, so you collect it. The wild letruce,

on the other hand, may be struggling, so you leave it, Tlie

greater your knowledge of the life story of plants, die better

you will be able to predict what wiJJ be available, at what

quality, and in what part of the season. The uncertainty is

parr ol the adventure. It is extremely satisfying, however,

when your predictions turn our to be right.

PLAY/WORK TO DO: A supermaiket is convenient

and a restaurant even more convenient. As a forager get-

ting your food directly from nature, you happily take on

the following jobs: naturalist, harvester, food transporter,

food cleaner, food storer, food processer, recipe designer,

cook, waiter, and consumer, lliis requires very little effort

if the food is close to the kitchen and easy to prepare, and

if you are creariog a simple dish* 1 am trying to create these

easy conditions through the content of this book. Propor-

tionately more effort is required if you are working with

less-convenient wild foods and/or if you are challenging

yourselfwith an ambitious outcome.

For example, want some dandelion root crowns? Tlie

cleaning rime required to get out all the soil and creatures

wedged in the mass of leaf bases can make these more of a

pastime project than a quick meah But if you are like me,

the joy is mostly in the journey.
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Aside l^rom nariire nor providing you with the conve-

niences odered by modem food systems, there arc other

things to consider. It is Inconvenient that nature generates

different species that look alike and that individual plants

w'ithin a species may have unique genetics affecting flavors

and textures* So even if you have everything figured out,

sometimes a plant part you eat may just not come out the

way you expect it. Thats okay. Try again* Tliat is part of

the adventure.

Microanalyze This!
How to Taste a Wild Food
for the First Time

Over a lifetime, the flavors and textures of food youVe

eaten develop meaning. Pood is associated with good times,

family, holidays, and other patterns in your life, h is assod'

aced with acquired tastes, sarisfacdon, and comfort, among

other things. Because of this, most of us have developed

our own comfortable eating patterns. We ear certain foods

in certain ways—liking some more than others. We accept

their flavors as is and rarely just sit and carefully analyze

them. We enjoy our domesticated broccoli. And even if

we did do a slow, careful tasting, we can no longer judge

it independently from out cumulative experience. Judging

broccoli now would result in an expression of how good it

is relative to our “idealised" broccoli.

Now propel yourself into a totdly new' culinary sensa-

tion. Ever}^ new wild food you try is unknown and mysteri-

ous— iliere is no idealized version of it to compare it to. Tliis

results in a much more cautious, delibenite, and focused tast-

ing procedure. You examine each item’s flavor and texture

more closely than you would any other food in your regular

diet. You search for ways to characterize it. You microanalyze

it. You am do this fiom one of three perspectives:

1) You can timidly examine it, hoping you will

not come across anything disagreeable like off-
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Ravors. bittcmessi or rankness, Ihis makes you

sicnsitive to and looking for the disagreeable^ And

if there is any there, you are darned and deter-

iTiined to find it.

2) You can hope that it will taste like a familiar

comfort food you already know. How caji a new

food compete with the old favorites? Or

3) You can view this new sampling as an adven-

ture—looking for the plants uniqueness, charac-

ter, and potential. An open-minded anticipation

of potential will result in a more pleasurable and

useful wild foods kind of experience. And if you

are like me, all sorts of culinary options will pop

into your mind.

During your microanalysis, you should keep in mind

chat tasting a raw unadorned food is a very different thing

chart tasting a food prepared for eating. There are many

dandelion dishes that are totally delicious; many without a

shred of bitterness—even though the raw dandelions used

were congne torturers. So raw wild foods that are bicter,

pungent, or tart, if treated properly can transform into

something pleasing to even the wimpiest palate.

Not that you have to get rid of those interesting fia-

vors. With time, you may learn to like them or learn to nse

them sparingly to s/fke up dishes rather than the dish. I

am not a fan of bitter and strongly pungent flavors eaten

alone, bur I find that the more 1 work with these plants and

experiment with them in different recipes, the more I enjoy

the accents and variety they add to my diet.
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Chapter 2

1

What Is Edible?

IVe often heard people say that such and such a plant is

**edible.” Well, what exactly does “edible” mean in the con-

text of wild foods? If a plant is edible, its edible—right?

People generally consider blue elderberry to be an

edible plant. You might assume that you can eat its flowers,

berries, leaves, and stems—right? But wait! My poisonous

plant book says that blue elderberry is poisonous! Herein

lies the problem. You must “know” a so-called edible plant

well before you start eating it. Assuming edibility for a plant

or its various parts can be dangerous and even deadly.

Considering the potential confusion, I have created

some formal definitions for edible wild plants (also known

as wild food plants), poisonous plants, and medicinal

plants. These definitions will help you intelligently navi-

gate your way through the world of wild foods.

Edible Wild Plants Defined
Edible wild plants are endowed with one or more parts

that can be usedforfood ifgathered at the appropriate stage of

growth andproperly prepared.

Lets divide this definition into meaningful pieces and dis-

cuss the significance of each.

“One or More Parts”

Plants typically have a variety of parts. Stems, leaves,

roots, buds, fruits, seeds, and shoots are just a small number

of parts that can be found on plants. If a plant is considered

edible, that means there is at least one part of the plant that

you can eat. But the plant may also have poisonous parts,

medicinal parts, woody parts, bitter parts, or parts that are

too hairy to use. For instance, all but the cooked underground

tuber ofthe potato plant is poisonous! All but the flowers and

the ripe fruit of blue elderberry {Sambucns canadensis [eastern

Nordi America] / Sambucus cendea [western North America])

is poisonous. In reality, potato and elderberry are both edible

plants and poisonous plants, so one key to the successful and

RAW POTATOES
Raw domesticated potatoes

have very small, probably

harmless amounts of the

toxin that is in the rest of

the plant. Cooking destroys

most of the remaining toxin

and makes the potato more

palatable Green potatoes

and those producing

buds accumulate harmful

concentrations of the toxin

that cannot be cooked out
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safe use ofwild plants for food is co focus on the part or parts

known to be edible. Generalizing and improvising by eating

unspecified parts of plants can be deadly.

“Gathered at the Appropriate
Stage of Growth”

Each edible part has its own ideal stage for eating.

Knowing [' at stage no only provides the best food, it can

also keep yon safe.

Some plane parts become poisonous with maturity.

Common milkweed {Asclepias syriacd) produces a pod

containing seeds. When the pods are young and tender,

and the immature seeds are still white, the pod is an excel-

lent cooked vegetable. But once the seeds start maturing

(turning brown), the pod is poisonous—and that poison

Western blue elderberry

iSambucus cerutea). This

branchlet has fully ripe

edible berries. The plant

contains cyanide and other

toxins m its leaves, stems,

branches, and bark
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cannot be cooked out. So the hot'

torn line U that it you wish to con-

sume a plant part, gather it at its

edible stage* Not paying attention

to a plant’s various stages ot growth

can lead to a deadly experience.

“Properly Prepared”
Some “edible” plant pans may

not become truly edible or palat-

able unless they are processed in

some way. Processing may involve,

among other things, physically

removing certain parts of a plant

{like the seeds from a fruit or the

rind of a root), leaching undesir-

able water-soluble substances out

of a plant part (like soaking tannin

out of the acorn), or heating to a

certain temperature (like winter-

cress leaves). Even the edible leaves

of dandelion in the raw form carry

sesquiterpenes and other substances

that, in high enough quantity, can

cause excessive urination and diar-

rhea. Using them sparingly when

raw or boiling them helps to mini-

mize these effects,

Tlie biggest and most dan-

gerous mistake that you can make

when using wild foods is to eat

parts of plants not known to be edi-

ble. In addition to making a proper

identification, you must make sure

that only the proper parts are col-

lected at the appropriate stages of

growth and properly prepared*

Mature miikweed pods iAseJepias syndca). Fully mature

poisonous brown seeds are shown here. Milkweed

is considered both an edible and a poisonous plant,

depending on the part and its stage of growth. These

pods are edible at a younger stage of growth.

Young pokeweed shoots {Phytolocca omericana). Most

people harvest them at the growth stage shown here.

Because of the name "poke sellet," which identifies

a common cooked dish served in the South, many

novices misunderstand satef to mean that the greens

can be eaten raw. Pokeweed is poisonous raw but

becomes edibie once cooked properly for that dash.
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POISONSfi^TOXINS
While having different

technical meanings; the

words '‘poison ' and "toxin''

are used interchangeably in

the common plant-related

literature. According to my
understanding, they can be

defined in the following ways:

Poison: a chemfcal from

any source that is harmful,

even in small quantities,

to Jiving systems.

Toxin: a poison originating

from plant or animal sources:

that is, a poison synthesized

by living things. Toxins are a

class or subset of all poisons.

So when talking about

poisonous plants, it is nor

only permissible but also

correct to use the two

words interchangeably.

Poisonous Plants Defined
Pohorwm jtlmtis are plants endowed with one or more

fjans having chemical or physkal attrihutes tlmi van cwme

acute or umierlying injury or death upon ingestion, touch, or

inhalation. Dosage determines the severity of the damage. Poi-

sons can affect some species differently than othen.

Okay, that was a mouthliil. But if you take this definition

piece by piece, it will be easier to grasp.

Poisonous plants have at least one poisonous part. As

IVe said, blue elderberry has both edible and poisonous

parts. Of course, a whole plant can be poisonous. A plant

is considered poisonous even if the poison can be cooked

or processed out.

Most people are only familiar with the kind of poison

you see in the spy movies, where someone keels over and

dies within a few seconds of ingesting that poisoned mar-

tini. Blit toxins found in nature are more clever and diverse

than that. Something youVe eaten may be causing damage

to your liver, kidneys, heart, nervous system, or reproduc-

tive system, even if it tasted good and you are feeling fine

after eating it.

This hidden toxicity demonstrates the difFerence

between an acute toxin and a more subtle or underlying

one. An acute toxin is fast-acting and dramatic. You may

not die from it, but you feel symptoms as soon as the toxin

starts affecting the body With an aaitc toxin, you know

that youVe been poisoned. Symptoms may include con-

fusion, disorientation, nausea, vomiting, diarrhea, chest

pains, arrhythmia, cramps, intense sweating, and even

death. You may totally recover from an acute toxic inci-

dent, you may retain some permanent ciamage, or you may

die from it.

An underlying toxin is one that works at a less obvi-

ous level. Tlie toxin may build up over time to produce

more dramatic symptoms later or may continually dam-

age some organ or physiological process, thereby degrading
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function. It may also have a temporary effect. That is, your

body heals over time if you stop being exposed, to it; or

the toxin may cause permanent damage even if you stop

being exposed to it. An underlying toxin can cause death

by damaging vital systems over time. These toxins are the

reason you cannot assume that just because a plant part

tastes good, it is edible. Many novices and some wild food

instructors make this mistake. You must know that a plant

is edible from a long tradition of use.

Basically, a toxin has to get into your body in order to

do damage. Ingestion (eating) is the obvious way to bring

a toxin into the body* Certain toxins can enter the body by

absorption through the skin, by injection by a plant under

the skin, or by inhalation* Poison ivy's toxin urushiol absorbs

through the skin. Urushiol can also be inhaled accidentally

through smoke when one of these plants is being burned.

(left) Jack-in-the-pulpit

{Arisaerna tnphyHum). This

plant contains calcium

oxalate crystals, a physical

and chemical toxin.

(right) Poison ivy

( toxicodendron radicans).

Lrushiol, this plant's toxin,

causes a rash on the skin or

in the lungs if the smoke from

a burning plant is inhaled.
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Jnhalacion of urushiol can be deadly. If inhaled in quantity,

poison hemlock pollen can also produce permanent lung

damage. Ihis can happen ifyou arc in a field where the plant

is in flower. As yon walk through, brushing agaijist plants or

trying to hack them down, the air can get diick with the pol-

len* nic more you breathe in, the gi eater your exposure.

Obviously the more of a toxin you ingest^ touch, or

inhale, the greater the potential damage. Some toxins are

cumulative; that b, they build up over time. That buildup is

icduced by the body’s ability to remove it. So if you intake

the toxin faster than your body can remove it, it builds up.

If yoLi are ingesting a toxin at very low levels, your body's

ability to remove it may render it harmless, A good example

of this is cyanide* The body gets rid of cyanide by exhaling

it horn the lungs* Many plants you eat contain some cya-

nide. Eating small amounts is harmless because your body

moves it to the lungs where you breathe it out* Ingest too

much cyanide, however, and you overwhelm your lungs*

ability to dear it, so it builds to harmful levels^—harmful

enough so chat it can kill you.

Medicinal Plants Defined
Medichutl plants arc plants endowed with om or more

pnm Immng thempmdc ejfem when gathered at the appropri-

ate stage oj growtlh properly prepared, and properly iulminis-

tereei

Note the similarity of this definition to the edible plants

definition* This definition b relatively self-explanatory. I

would like to point out, however, that most medicines are

poisons administered in controlled amounts for specific

purposes. Sell-medication can be dangerous or even deadly

without enough knowledge of prepajation and adminis-

tration* Further confusing things, some edible parts like

dandelion leaves are also considered medicinal* Wc'll talk

about this in the dandelion chapter.

There are two important things to take away from this
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discussion on edible, poisonous, and medicinal plants. First,

before you eat anything, learn your plants well enough to

know which parts at what stage of growth are edible, poi-

sonous, medicinal, or of unknown status. Knowledge is

power and safety. Second, ifyou are faced with an unknown

parr, always keep in mind the concept of what IVe called

“underlying” toxin. Hopefully this will deter you from

recklc.ssly experimenting with parts of unknown edibility,

because even though they may taste fine, they may cause

some underlying damage to you or anyone you feed. Only

experiment with and eat plant parts that you know to be

edible, that are found at the appropriate stage of growth,

and that you know how to prepare. Ifyou do not know

all three of these things about a plant, you do not know

enough to be eating it.

Caution—Uncharted Territory
For the most part, if you learn the basic information

you need to know to safely cat wild foods, you can expect to

experience many happy dining adventures. Your body will

treat these new foods just like any other foods in your diet.

For a few people with sensitive digestive tracts, eating a new

food for the first time may initiate a temporary laxative effect

and possibly some minor flatulence. This is not of concern

except to friends breathing nearby. As you eat more of the

food, particularly in the context of normal meals, your diges-

tive tract will adjust and behave more in public.

Ihere are a couple of other issues that, on rare

occasion, can complicate matters for some people. Your

genetic makeup may be sensitive or allergic to certain

substances commonly found in certain plants or plant

families. For instance, some people are sensitive to edible

fruits of the nightshade family (tomato, green pepper),

while the rest of us can eat them with impunity. Others are

sensitive to peanuts. Some rare individuals are so sensitive

chat even mild contact caji cause anaphylaxis and death.

If you have no food sensitivities to conventional foods.

ANAPHYLAXIS
(also known as

ariaphylactic shock)

A powerful, often life-

threatening, allergic reaction

caused by a second or third

e>posure (touch, ingestion,

innalation) to a substance

(tv'picaliy a protein or

cfiemical) that is foreign to

the body, This substance is

referred to as an antigen The

antigen stimulates a cascade

of reactions in the body’s

defense (immune) systems,

causing those systems to

go so extreme as to hurt

the body they are trying to

defend. Mild cases cause

hay fever, asthma, and hives,

Severe cases can lead to

airway constriction and death.

Tiie most common food-

related causes of anaphylaxis

are peanuts, tree nuts, and

shellfish. Bee stings are a

common nonfood cause.
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Tawny day lily iHemerocaffis

fulva'). A small percentage

of this plant’s population is

a mutant strain that causes

nausea and diarrhea.

you will probably have no food sensitivities to wild foods.

On the other hand, if you have lots of food sensitivities to

conventional foods, your chances arc higher that this might

also he true for wild foods.

You might also come across a mutant strain of a com-

mon wild food that is harmful if eaten. This is rare. One

such plant is the tawny dayiily Common to yards and

roadside ditches all across North America, it apparently has

two forms that differ in their chemistry Idle predominant

form has buds and flowers that are perfectly edible—a fan-

tastic wild food. A less common, physically identical form

has something in it that can cause severe nausea and diar-

rhea, taw or cooked. Since you cannot cell the difference

between these two versions of this species, it is always a bit

of a gamble to eat it from an unfamiliar patch.
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Chapter 3

When Plant Parts
Morph into Food

111ere are certain tendencies that plants have as they

develop. The more ymi Iciiow about these tendencies, the

better you will be able to make judgments about exactly

when an edible part will be at its best. You will also have

a better idea of what might have gone wrong it something

(taste or texture) does not go as expected.

In this chapter, you will NOT learn how to deter-

mine if an unfamiliar plain part is edible. Tlierc are no

good rules for guessing edibility. What you will gain from

this chapter are more insights into plants that are already

known to have edible parts. ITie idea is to improve your

chances of success by gi ving you a basic understanding of

how plants change as cliey go through life and how chose

changes affect edibilit)t

In general^ vegetative plant parts evolve from being

tender to becoming fibrous as they mature. ‘'Rapid growth'"

and ''end size” are important concepts in this chapter. Tliese

concepts will give you the best way to determine when a

plant part will be at its highest qualit)^ for eating. Each

plant part will have its own story of growth and size, so lets

cover them one by one.

What Makes Plant
Parts Tender?

Ajiy plant parr undergoes growdi until it reaches its

end size. Rapid giowth results from optimal growing con-

ditions, resulting in larger stems, roots, leaves, etc.

Growth does not happen uniformly across all plant

parts. For instance, a lower stem may have solidified into a

sturdy nongrowing support structure, but at the same time,

it can be transporting nutrients and water to new growdi

points near the top of a plant. That lower mature stem is

fibrous or even woody, while the emerging new growths are

tender. The fastest-growing [sarts are determined by where

the emerging new growtiis are.

Gathering an edible parr at die right stage of growth

f^OPPH
To change graduatly from

one Form to another, like a

biid growing/transforming

into a leaF or a branch.

PLANT PARTS
Examples of these are

root, stem, leaves, Flowers,

fruits, buds, and shoots.

They can be separated into

vegetative and reproductive

parts: vegetative plant

parts include leaves, stems,

and shoots; reproductive

p.ant parts include flowers,

fruits, nuts, and seeds
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Young bull leaf. There

15 tenderness underneath

all the hairs and spines oP

young, rapidly growing bull

thistle leaf iCirsium vutgere).

Most leaves of plants we

generally eat do not typically

have these barriers (hair and

spines) to good mouth feel.

If you get a young enough

rapidly growing bull thistle

leaf, it IS completeiy tender,

spines and all, once boiled

for a few minutes. When
older, the spines remain solid

and sharp even after boiling.

This is because the spines

have reached their end size

and stiffen, even though the

leaf may still be growing.

is important to maximize flavor and texture. I lere we will

examine tlie toles that growth and end size have on various

parrs of plants

End size

End size can refer to the whole plant once it stops grow-

ing. But for the purposes of this book* we are only referring

to individual plant parts. Individual plant parts each grow

at thdr own rate and at their own time. The end size of

each part is determined by both genetics and how^ nature

has nurtured the plant. Tlie end size of a leaf, for instance,

can be large if it has bad generous amounts of water, nutri-

entSj and sunlight during its life, "fhe end size is smaller if

the plant has been starved of any of these factors.

For most plant parts, chemical and structural changes

occur once the end size is reached. Tliose parts transition

from growth to support and maintenance structures. What

happens in a maintenance metabolism?

Fiber builds to strengthen the leaf, and

some of the nutrients chat were required

for growth travel out to stilbgrowing

parts of the plant. Off-flavors often

develop as the sun continues to bake a

static leaf.

Leaves
As a genera! rule, leaves (like other

plant parrs) start out tender and remain

reasonably so until they reach their end

size. Done be fooled by small leaf size,

just because a leaf is small does not mean

it is young, tender, or tasty. As IVe just

said, a small leaf might be small because

it has been starved ofwater and nutrients,

reaching its end size very early in life. This

is often the case in summer, when the soil

has been hard and dry for a while. On the
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other hand, it you find smdl leaves on a well-watered plant,

it is most likely that those leaves are young and still growijig.

More mature (not so young) plants can have rapidly growing

parts that are great for eating*

Some leaves like those found on miners lettuce {Clay-

coma perfblmca) and wild spinach (Chempodlum album)

never get ‘"too" fibrous to eat; they just get less choice until

they brown, widier, and die. Tve enjoyed eating properly

prepared dandelion ( Taraxacum offidmtle) leaves that were

eighteen inches long. These leaves were growing in such

excellent conditions that, even at eighteen indies, they had

not yet reached their full size. They looked beautiful, like

they were found on display in the farmers' market. They

were still tender, and their bitterness had not yet had a

chance to get intolerably harsh.

In some naturally bitter leaves, the strength of their

biiterness is related to slow grow-th and endsLze. Plants like

dandelions or wild lettuce {Ijtctuca serriobt) accumulate

biiterness over time. Tlie faster a leaf is growing, the more

spread out and less intense that bitterness is. The slower the

leaf is growing, or if it has reached its end size, the more

bitterness that is concentrated from exposure to the sun.

dhink of it this way: The longer the leaves bake in the sun.

the more bitter they become, and the harder it is to manage

that bitterness in rhe kitchen. So, rapidly growing leaves are

not only more tender, they tend to be less bitter in those

plants that produce bitter flavors.

Stems
Stems provide structure and support for leaves, flowers,

fruits, and seeds. Stems grow to expand the lengch of a

plant, al lowing new leaves and odier structures to spread

out. Depending on the plane, stems can grow upright,

along the ground, under the ground, or they can spread

oiitw'ard. Some plants have obsaoiis stems and some do not.

All the stem.s we ll talk about in this book are on herbaceous

(nonwQody) plants* Some plants generally called biennials
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poor OR STEM?
It may be that all plants have

some form of stem even

though it is not obvious.

For instance, to the casual

observer, all the leaves of

dandelion appear to arise

from its root. However,

upon close Inspection, you

see the dandelion has a

short stubby stem from

which all leaves originate

HERBACEOUS
PLANTS
In the botanical sense, these

plants grow without wood

or bark. They may develop

fibrous and rigid stems, but

they are basically considered

soft-bodied plants that

don't survive the winter.

only grow stems in their second year of growth. Stems can

be a great source of food if you know the right time to use

them in the plants development.

Just like leaves, stems that are aaively growing have

more tender parts. It is almost always the tips of stems that

arc actively growing. Like leaves, the parts of the stem that

are not growing serve a support function. The no-longer-

growing areas will become more fibrous. The longer the

stem gets, the more fiber is laid down to support the weight.

Lets talk about the potential edibility of different stages of

stem development in plants with edible stems.

Shoots (growing tips of plants)

Lets start at the soil level when a plant is emerging

from the ground. Some herbaceous plants like asparagus

grow rapidly in the spring from perennial roots. They send

up thick shoots that look like the asparagus we buy from

the grocery. Ifyou think about it, asparagus is an immature

stem that hasn't branched out yet. When it still has that

asparagus-sprig look, it is rapidly growing and will be ten-

der enough to eat. We also know that there is a point near

the base of that stem that is too fibrous to eat. So we peel it,

or snap it off to be discarded. That fibrous part is there to

stiffen the stem so it can better support a taller plant.

The asparagus we find in the produce department is

typically picked when it is about ten inches long. Rapidly

growing asparagus can be eaten as long as the spear can be

easily snapped from the elongating stem. IVe snapped the

tender upper spears of stems up to two feet tall. Even after

branching, the growing branchlet tips are tender enough

to eat when they are still forming. Asparagus becomes too

fibrous to eat once the stem is only supportive and all the

leaves have fully grown out. 1 mention asparagus because

most people know this plant—or at least what it looks like

in the market or on a dinner plate. But this same principle

applies to many wild foods.
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Leafy stem
When I was getting started with wild foods, I tried

exactly what they said in the books. Since the leaves ofwild

spinach {Chempodium alburn} are edible, I would pluck

them one by one from the stem. Cleating a stem of leaves

can take some time. Once 1 realized that the whole leafy

upper stem was edible, one pluck got me about ten leaves

and some tender stem. This makes the job easier and gives

you more food. If you just haivTSt the growing leafy stem

tips, your pruning will stimulate growth, providing you

with even more food for a later harvest.

Factors Affecting Rapid Growth

Growing conditions

As IVe explained, rapid growth is the source of ten-

derness and choiceness. Many things affect the growth

of a plant and its parts. The appropriateness of the soil,

the length of daylight, the amount of water available,

temperature range, and when the seeds germinate are the

main factors. When all of these things are optimal for a

Rapidly growing wild

asparagus shoots about

15 inches tall. As long

as the upper part of the

spears are tender, they are

still harvestable. They are

tender as long as you can

easily snap the stem.

The upper edible leafy stem

of young wild spinach.

The top of the plant is

tender above where the

stem snaps cleanly.
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(left) Green amaranth iAmsran^hus

retrofiexus). 5 feet tall, mature, and going

to seed. This plant germinated early in Its

season, allowing for a long happy life before

that season ended. It had the further benefit

of growing in the rich well-watered soil of

a garden. This long life in rich conditions

allowed lots of tender, edible, rapidly

growing stems and leaves (food for us) to

be produced prior to seed production. In

these conditions, huge amounts of seed

(food for us) are eventually produced

because the plant was so healthy.

(below) Green amaranth iAmarsnthus

retroffexus). 10 inches tall, mature, and

going to seed. This plant germinated late

in its season—not allowing much time to

grow before that season ended. The soil

was dry and there was a lot of competition

from surrounding plants. These conditions

forced the plant to mature quickly, using

what little energy and water it had to go

right to seed—at the expense of leaf and

stem growth. So the plant is tiny, almost

leafless, and produces only a few seeds.

There is not much food to be eaten from

plants growing under this kind of stress.
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particular plants the plant grows rapidly, becoming larger

and more vigorous. Seed praduction is delayed so the plant

can contiJiue to groWj producing more photosynthesizing

machinery (leaves and stems), llien, after achieving vigor-

OLis growth, tremendous quantities of seeds are produced.

In contrast, when one or more of the.se things are

restricted, or at least nonop timal, the plant will change

what it does, how big it gets, and how it looks accordingly,

Thu is often called stress. Tlie greater the stress, the more

stunted and less productive a plant becomes.

Bating plants stressed by poor growing conditions is

one reason why many people give up on wild foods, ITie

first plants they find and experiment with may be grow-

ing under harsh conditions. Lets face it, many wild plants

survive in severe conditions that would kill other plants.

But stressed survival talces its toll. Under stress conditions^

instead of putting wTat little energy, food, and water dicy

have into growdi, the plant puts its resoiii ces into reproduc-

tion. This results in rapid aging radier than rapid growth.

Growing slowly bur aging quickly results in stunted plants

with fewer, smaller, fibrous leaves and shorter stems going

to seed. Bicicrness and overall rankness also increase in

mairy edible plants with age.

So, if you are sampling wild foods for the first time,

tasting leaves from a stressed plant will provide a much less

satisfying culinary experience. And from a time perspec-

tive, it will take you longer to collect a reasonable amount

of food from smaller plants that are near their end size. The

leafy stems and leaves wiU be fewer in quantity smaller,

more fibrous, and less choice.

Germination time
Another factor causing plants to age quickly is late

germination. If you are near the end of a plands growing

season but other conditions are right for it to germinate, it

will still grow from seed. For some annuals, this can hap-

pen if the soil is turned over in late summer and there is
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just enough moisture to stimulate germination. Since the

season is late, the main mission ot the plant is to produce

seed before it runs out of growing season. Aging acceler-

ates, which results in stunting. The degree of stunting will

be greater the closer you are to the end of the season.

Chickweed {Stefiaria medf'a}

surviving winter under the

snow. Regular bouts with 20

degree temperatures do not

kill chickweed. Colder, harsher

conditions and physical

damage will kill chickweed.

Overwintering
Many ol the plants in this book are winter hardy;

that is, in spite of below-freezing temperatures and being

covered by snow, they continue to maintain some above-

ground greenery. But lets put this in context relative to

usability. Winter conditions are harsh. These conditions

include temperatures that will crystallize liquid water; ver)^

short days, cloudiness, lack of sunshine, or burial by snow;

growth-promoting soil organisms hibernating or being

compromised; and hardened, regularly frozen soil limiting

root growth and restricting water, among other things.
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Overwintering plants have co adapt to cold weather in

order to survive. In scientific literature, this is called “cold

acclimation/ This process involves gene expression, special

protein production, fluid management, and other things.

How do all these things affect a plants edibility?

Most plants undergo winter changes that make them less

desirable as food. They are srill edible, just less desirable.

Growth seems to stop—old leaves hang on and age in

place. Few new leaves develop, tf any. Remember chat

rapid growth improves tenderness a.nd choiceness. Slow

or no growth tends to do the opposire. Overwintering

plants tend to be fibrous, chewy, and more paper-like,

Srructura) support in the form of increased fiber becomes

a physiological priority to prevent damage to the plant.

Already'hairy leaves become thicker with additional

hairs to insulate them from harsh conditions. Plant parts

become less crisp and more dry because crystallizing water

is what can do the greatest damage to plant cells. Sugars

and alcohols increase to lower the freezing point, allowing

the plant to survive lower temperatures.

FourTegged herbivores like deer and rabbits are

happy to eat overwintering plants, but they arc less

picky than humans. Plants that seem to survive with the

most vigor include miner’s lettuce {Claymtia perfoliata),

chickweed {Stellaria media) y and wintercress {Barharea

vulgam). Bui they still suffer from a quality standpoint.

And if you pick what few leaves a.re there, new ones do

not easily grow back.

Another overwintering issue is increased contamina-

tiaii by dirt and mud. Overwintering plants tend to grow

closer to the ground, almost flattened. And whether they

are fully exposed or growing under the snow, they are

immersed in moist grit. So winter plants also require much

more cleaning for what you get.

Since there are many fresh supermarket alternatives

to wild greens in the winten f use those. Other chan as a

curiosity or for recreational survival training, i personally
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do noi do much with aboveground^ cold-hardened, over-

wintering plants.

Ill sujnjnar}^ being able to evaluate the growth stage

and condition of a plants parts will tell you whether it is

worth gathering and how choice it might be» Understand*

ing how good growing conditions foster rapid growth can

lead you to gathering more tender and davorful parts.
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Chapter 4

I

Foraging Tools

Lets face it. More people will do more things with

wild foods if they are having more ftin and experiencing

less drudgery. If you have to spend half an hour cleaning

some part of a plant, only rewarded with tiny pieces of

food the size of a thimble, your enthusiasm will go the way

of the dinosaur. Any harvest will be easier, less dirt prone,

and more productive if accompanied by the right tools. In

this chapter, I discuss the tools I use and how I carry them.

In addition, this chapter offers concepts involved in food

gathering that will help you be more successful.

Different sets of tools and tactics are required for dif-

ferent situations, such as harvesting from trees, shrubs, or

vines, and collecting in complicated environments like

marshes or the seashore. The tools I’m referring to here are

perfect for gathering the wild foods discussed in this book.

Tools are most efficiently and effectively used when

they are easily accessible. How do you carry all this stuff

around with you? We can all take a lesson from Batman,

the comic book hero who is much more effective because of

his utility belt, fhat belt is

packed with tools/devices

that give him diverse capa-

bilities and advantages

over other crime fighters.

Modern-day workers have

utility belts—police and

carpenters, for instance.

The handier their tools,

the more productive they

are. Each of the tools dis-

cussed in this chapter have

a place on the forager’s

utility belt.

The simplest tools you

can use are your hands, of

course. You can always

grab a bunch of plant

My fully loaded, wild food

utility belt. Left to right: knife,

scissors, bag holder, rag.

spray mister, and spade-pick.

It is not necessary to carry all

these tools all the time—just

camy what you need to suit

the plants you plan to gather.
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matter pull it free from the plant. You can dig with

your hands, pinch leaves free with your fingers, and wrap

your harvest in rhat cxcra shirt or jacket you have with you

for iranspom Gathering without tools involves pinching,

snap-breaking, and jerking parts from the growing plants.

The benefit of this strategy is that you do not have

to carry around any tools. Tlie problems, however, can be

many—depending on the plants you are gathering and

how far you are traveling prior to food preparation. Prob-

Jems encountered are mostly food-quality issues. If you eat

the plants as you pick them rather than transporting them,

you have less to worry about. The more you pinch, jerk,

and pull plant parts during a harvest, the more you bruise

and damage them. Damaged food is harder lo dean, has a

much shorter shelf life, and does not present as well as it

could. And if your hands are dirty (not uncommon while

foraging), you grind that dirt right into the plant, making

it harder to clean.

What follows are suggested tools to cry and the sheaths

that hold diem. Sheaths are specially designed pockets,

often attached to a belt, for holding a tool that hangs off

the body; knives are held in sheaths,

Beit
I use three systems, depending on how flexible I

need things to be and how jnany tools I want to take with

me—no tool belt, my pants belt, or my utility belt.

In those drcumsiances where I am on a simple gather

in my backyard. Til just carry die scissors and bag-s in my

hand. A belt is not involved.

On other occasions, I might cake scissors, a digging

tool, and bags, and loop their sheaths directly to my pants

belt. While diis may seem like the most elficient way to

mount your sheaths, they are stiff solid objects that can

restrict movement around your waist. You might have to

remove them when getting into cars or sitting on a chair.

Threading sheaths on and off your pants belt while simul-
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taneously threading that belt through your pants loops gets

a litde tedious after a while. Due to this inconvenience, I

mostly use a dedicated utilit}'^ belt.

A dedicated utility belt is strictly for holding the

sheathed tools, not for holding up my pants. I can remove

it easily and quickly since it rests on top of everything. If 1

am wearing a coat, a utility belt can easily wrap around the

outside of it. That coat would bury/cover/ restrict access to

tools threaded on a regular belt.

To avoid clutter around your waist, take only the

tools you think you will need for the foods you intend

to gather.

rCARABINEH

Scissors
A sharp pair of scissors is probably your most valuable

took I carry scissors with me whenever I go foraging. If

I could only have one tool for the kinds of plants in this

book, a pair of scissors would be my choice.

The usefulness of scissors will become apparent once

you start using them in the held. Two blades singlehand-

edly trap what you are cutting, providing their own coun-

terforce and shearing action. Cutting plant parts is simple

and precise. Even dull scissors will cut much better than

a dull knife. And when the scissors are sharp, they cut

through plant matter like butter. A clean cut provides less

damage than a jagged edge caused by just pulling with your

hands alone, helping to give the plant a longer shelf life.

Measuring scissor size. The

most useful kind of scissors

has a cutting blade that

is 4 to 5 inches long from

the pivot screw to the tip

of the blade, it is helpful

to have red or orange

markfngs somewhere on

the handle, making it less

likely to forget them on the

ground as you walk away

Also shown is a carabinen

wnich IS one of many

possible ways of attaching

a I'ag to a utility belt
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Scissors arc especially useful because they enable mass

harvesting of low-ro-Ehc-groLmd, densely growing plants

like chickweed. When chickweed is growing in dense mars,

you simply grab a handful of the tips, slide your scissors

blades below your hand, and snip. You now have a salad in

hand that is ready to ear. Try that with a knife, or by pull-

ing or plucking, and you will know immediately the value

of the scissors.

In addition to this salad-harvesting technique, cutting

stems is a breeze. Its ea.sy, whether you are cutting a tender

leafy stem near the top of a plant or cutting whole stems

for later leaf exemetion.

My favorite pair of scissors has a blade that is almost

five inches long, as measured from the hinge screw to the tip

of the blade. Ignore rhe advertised length and measure the

blade yourself A blade of that size is about as big as you am
get without special ordering or finding a great hardware or

fabric store. And while small scissors are better than none,

you will be more productive with a blade char is long. The

best selection is found in large craft, specialty hardware, or

fabric stores. Some stores are now selling titanium-bladed

scissors for extra durability.

Look for heavy-duty scissors with thick, sturdy stain-

less steel blades. Tlie cheaper ones have thin bendable blades

and brittle plastic handles that will break with outdoor use.

If you think that you are paying too much for good scis-

sors, compare the price to what you would pay for a good

knife. Good scissors are inexpensive for what you get.

It is also helpful for the handles to have some bright

orange or red colorarion. You are less likely to accidentally

leave them somewhere if you can clearly see that the>' dn

not blend in with the mostly green and brown habitat )^ou

are harvesting from. It is also not a bad idea to get a scissors

sharpener to maintain your blades.

Sheathe your scissors! Carrying scissors in your fanny

pack or backpack can work, but the more you have to dig

lor your tools, the less enjoyable the experience.
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1 use a kiiifc sheath [o hoici my scissors- It sits on my

belt light next to my knife in its own sheath. Tliat way it is

immediately accessible- I call this a scjssors sheath- 1 have

ycr to fine a good scissors sheatli on the market^ so using a

knife sheath is the best alternative. Make sure the sheath is

deep enough so that the scissors tits In snugly—you don't

want it to pop out accidentally.

Hand Rag
Invariably, your hands will get grimy wicli soil while

harvesting. I do not want rhar grime on my harvest. Tills is

true wheiaer I ajn snacking on the spot or if 1 am gather-

ing for later use. To solve this problem, I like to have a dry

absorbe[it rag bandy. Once your hands get dirty, just gxab

the rag ard wipe off the excess- This is not to thoroughly

clean your handsi it is intended to get annoying, food-

contaminating dirt off diem. Tlie rag will get dirty as you

use it. Under niany circumstances, it will continue to work

even when dirty. It is wise to have extra dean rags handy to

replace ones getting too dirty.

You I lave the choice of putting this rag in your pocket

and pulling it out as needed, or making it a member of

your utility belt. 1 prefer ic being on the belt because of its

instant access. This can be hanging from your belt in any

number of ways. Tlie simplest way is to just loop it around

your belt where it will fit snugly. I personally use an inex^

pensive ctxabiner, which used to be the exclusive domain

of mountain climbers. These quick, practical, and useful

latcliing devices are now universally available in many sizes

in most hardware stores. I see them most often as parts of

key chains-

Fasten the carabiner (or other loop of your choosing)

on a belt loop and pull the rag through. The size should be

such that the rag fits snugly. You want it snug enough so

that it does not slide out while you are working. You want

it loose enough so that you can pull it out when you are

done or need to replace it.



The only problem M?ith hand rags, particularly if they

have a thick weave, is that they am collect bur seeds from

tall grass and other plants. To reduce this problem, tuck

them into die belt when problem plants surround you or if

you are loieeling down toward the dirt.

Portable Digging Tool
For many of us outdoorsy types, it is quite pleasurable

to dig with our hands. Most of the time, however, the soil

is too hard for this to be practical. Pleasure aside, unless

all you are going for is roots, digging with your hands not

only makes your hands dirty, it infuriates your manicurist.

Dirt easily transfers to die greens you are gathering. Dirty

greens then take a lot more work to clean. And while this

may seem obvious, haiwesting enthusiasm can overpower

the patience needed to engage in more practical behavior.

It is good practice when harvesting plants to separate

the harvesting of greens and roots. 1 surest gathering your

greens first, placing them in dean bags, then going back to

dig the roots last or on a different trip. They should never be

put in the same container unless there is no other option. If

you are forced to place them in the same container, try to

wrap die greens in something, like some large nearby leaves,

to protect diem from the diiT. No matter the gathering

sequence, most people will still want to wash their greens,

even if they appear clean. The process, however, will be easier

and faster, and you will use less water if you harvest greens

first and bag them separately from so il-ateached parts.

If your goal is to harvest wild roots in your backyard,

it is easy to just grab a shovd, assuming you own one. Bur

what if you live in an apartment, do not own a .shovel, or

are foraging away from home? You cannot always carry a

garden shovd around with you. You need a portable dig'

ging tool. Here are some options:

SHOVEL: If you know you are going to do some serious

shoveling, like digging large burdock roots (Arctium lappa,
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not covered, in this book), just use a regular, heavy-duty,

long-handled garden shovel. Any portable digging tool is

less practical for roots deeper than a foot. A regular shovel

makes sejise when you dready know where some large-

rooted plants are, and you have a harvesting plan, llien

make it a special trip focused on gathering that root.

SPADE-PtCK: It is impractical, however, to carry a full-

sized shovel with you whenever you might be in a foraging

situation. In lieu of carrying a large shovel, the best por-

table digging tool iVe found so far is a small spade-pick.

This is a hand trowel with a spade (small shovel) on one

side and a pick on the other. Here are the two best options

I am familiar with:

My preferred option is a gardener's spade-pick, which

is typically about fourteen inches long* I find this the best

combination of size, utility, and portability, dhese are

lightweight but made of very strong welded steel. They

are available in many garden sections of big department

stores and nurseries. Skip the ones with blades riveted to

the handles—they are less durable than the welded ones.

The one 1 use is made by Lewis Toots under the names of

TerraTulT, Terra Planter, or Yard Butler. It is strong enough

for most applications and yet light enough to carry with

you into the field. Use the pick side for hard and/or rocky

soil and the spade side for softer soil.

Spade-picks compared. The

one on the ieft was tnmmed

w th a hacksaw to curve

around the body when being

worn in its sheath. Unshaped,

as seen on tha right, these

toots have a tendency to stab

in:o the side of the body.
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Folding shoveFpicks;

(left) folded shovel -pick and

sheath; (center) assembled

shPveJ-pick positioned for

shoveipng or picking: (right)

assennb'led shove I-pick

positioned for shoveling.

A second option is a campers mini

shovel-pick. This is a folding adjustable

multi-position^ take-apart gizmo that is simi-

lar to the gardeners spade-pick but gives you

folding options that the other one does not.

This is not your World War II—style folding

shovel Several manufacmrers make almost

identical versions of this> including Coghlans,

Colemanj and Texsport. These are often avail-

able in camping stores. The advantages to this

kind of shovel-pick are that it can be folded,

placed, and carried inside its carrying pouch

so that it is less likely to jab you ifyou fall; the

shovel component can be fixed to a straight

position, just like a regular shovel, or at a right

angle, just like the gardeners spade-pick; and

it has a certain prestige factor with guys who

love gizmos. The disadvantages are chat it is

shorter and heavier than the gardening tool

(giving less leverage in the digging action),

and the folding joints get dogged with dirt. Beware of

cheap models whose blade attachments are so weak that

they bend at the slightest force,

I prefer and use the non-folding gardeners spade-pick

because it is simple and ready to use, is sturdy, and has a

reasonable length to led comfortable while digging. So

how does the spade-pick work? It becomes an extension of

your arm. Use it like you would a hatchet or a hand ax, only

instead of chopping wood, you arc chopping into the soil.

Unfortunately, due to the shape of this tool, a normal chop

splashes dirt toward you. To divert the dirt away from you,

learn to chop with your arm slightly angled to the side.

I low you carry the spade-pick around with you is a

matter of preference. While hiking, you could carry it in a

loop on the back of a backpack, much like clirnbers carry

ice picks. But that requires you to remove your pack to

retrieve it every time you %vanc to dig. This brings us back to
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the udWxy belt idea. Tlie

goal is to hang this four-

teen-inch-long tool on

your belt for convenient

access without it getting

in the way, hurting^ or

injuring you. Mb meet

my needs, IVe modi-

fied the spades shape so

that it does not jab me

while attached to the

belt. Using a hacksaw, I

curved one side to fit the side ofmy waist. 1 then sanded the

cut edge smooth. (See the spade-pick comparison photo on

page 59.) Then I needed a sheath to attach it to my waist

and protect my side in case 1 fell on it. One option that

works well is to buy a hammer holder from a hardware

store. If you go this route, buy one with a leather loop, not

a metal one. Metal clanks against metal, which is annoy-

ing, and it does not hold the tool as securely as leather. The

hammer holder is made of leather thick enough to prevent

the spade-pick head from touching you.

Spade-picks in sheaths. The

one on the left is a standard

sheath that is designed to

hold a hammer (Custom

LeatherCraft. Model #426).

The spade-pick sheath on the

right IS one I built myself.

Knife
For the last twenty years, IVe been using a fixed-blade

hunting knife. Fixed-blade knives are solid and do not

fold. For my purposes, the benefits of the size, solidity, and

harder edge on the better knives greatly outweigh knives

that fold.

For the kinds of plants in this book, a knife has few

uses aside from hacking stems and woody material that are

too large and solid for scissors. Of course, once youVe back

in the kitchen, knives play a wonderful food-preparation

roie. But you have kitchen knives for chat. Do 1 carry my

knife when harvesting the plants in this book? Yes, but only

because 1 might find a need for it occasionally* A knife is

much more useful for trips into the woods.
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spray misters in belted Catch-

Alls. The Catch-All on the

left comes with a hook-over-

the-belt arrangement, I bent

the hook on the Catch-All

on the right to circle and fit

more snugly on the belt. The

shaped hook does not fall off

the belt as you move around.

Spray Mister
In the produce department of supermarkets, you

might hear the muffled sound of thunder. Then, out of

nowhere, sprayers kick on in unison, misting the greens

until they are drenched. For years I did not like having

to deal with all that wetness in my shopping experience. I

thought, isn’t there a better way? Do the plants really need

to be swimming in all this water?

The answer is YES! Swimming in all that moisture

keeps cut greens fresh and alive. Harvested plants wilt

because their source of fluid is cut oflFand because they lose

water through their pores (transpiration). Transpiration

seems to increase once the stem is cut or when the plant is

exposed to sunlight. It’s as if the plant knows it’s doomed

and just gives up. Heat above 40 degrees and direct sun-

light will speed up the wilting process. Your goal is not

only to prevent harvested greens from drying out but also

to give them what they need to stay vital.

A spray mister is one part of the solution. Misting

keeps plants hydrated directly. Spray misters are found in

supermarkets and department stores offering gardening

supplies and cosmetics.

As soon as you harvest leaves and stems of a plant, give

them a thorough misting right in your collection bag. This
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not only prevents transpiration, it also hydrates the plant

even further—often making your keep crispier and fresher

than when it was still attached to the stem* Til talk more

about maintaining hydration and transporting the greens

in the following discussions on bags and water rrays*

Spray misters do not come with sheaths. The best

sheathe option IVe fi^und is something called a '^Catch-Air^

made by Case Logic. Its located in the automotive section

of department stores and is intended as a universal holder

In your car for cell phones and other odds and ends. Its too

small to hold a cup or glass but is good for that small spray

misrer. Its made of neoprene, which stretches to firmly

hold that spray mister. Since a Catch-All is not designed

for the rigors of fieldwork, the upper rim can unravel some-

what, Tills is easily fixed with a needle and thread.

Coilecting Bags
Unless you are eating all your wild fbocis as you pick

them, you will need a harvesting strategyi your goal being

to keep the pickihs fresh and vital until you get them into

more controlled conditions. Ihis is true, even when gath-

ering right out your backdoor, since the sun can bake and

wilt your greens in minutes* Heat,, sunlight* and dryness

are the enemies of fresh produce.

For transporting greens, T recommend reusing those

ubiquitous white plastic grocery bags. Plastic maintains

moisture^ white refiects the heat of the sun, and these bags

have built-in handles. Do not use clear or darkly colored

plastic bags, particularly on bright-to^sun ny days* The suns

rays will go through and get trapped within clear plastic,

wilting/cooking the greens* Tlic darker the color of a bag.

the more that color will absorb the heat of the sun* If you

have a choice, a white bag is your best bet. White double

bagging is even better*

1 carry my empty bags tightly packed in a pouch on my

uiilit}^ belt for easy access. A small pouch can carry around

twelve bags—plenty for most circumstances. Spray-mist



Plan t ’CO 1 1ect I ng COnta i ne r s.

Water trays and recycled

white plastic bags are

convenient and keep your

greens fresh. Natural material

containers (baskets, cloth

bags) work great as tong

as you use techniques to

keep your take moist, cool

uncrushed, and out of the sun.

the contents of the bag on regular

intervals as it is being filled. Once

you have loosely filled the bags with

plant materiah keep the contents

cool and moist. Keep your collecting

bag in the shade whenever possible,

even in your own body's shade, in the

partial shade of a nearby plant, or in

your backpack.

If you prefer to use woven bags

or baskets made of natural materials,

keep them covered with a wet white

towel Spraying a porous container

itself will result in some evaporative cooling. If you have a

distance to travel, make sure the contents stay cool, moist,

and shaded.

Water Trays
Another collecting option is to use water trays. 1

use the plastic storage containers you find in housewares

departments. What Tm calling trays are often called tubs,

bins, or storage containers. If you can find white ones to

reflect sunlight, that is great, but I can only find semitrans-

parent ones with white tops. Unlike bags and baskets, these

trays can hold standing water. That water keeps your har-

vest hydrated through the stem as well as from your spray

mister. The solid structure helps to prevent plants from get-

ting crushed and damaged.

For this to work, the trays bottom should be filled

with cold water. As you collect your leaves, stems, or shoots,

stand them in the water, loosely packed against each other.

Their cut end is in the water and their tips are up. Spray-

mist these to keep the tops moist. When you are done har-

vesting or if the tray is full, cover it to keep in the moisture

and to shield it from the sun. As always, keep it in the shade

if you can. Ifyour take is too tall to use its lid, cover it with

a white plastic bag and keep it out of the sun.
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PART II

THE PLANTS

Thispart ofthe book coversjust afew ofthe hundreds ofwildplantsyou could be eating

from your yardt ga;rdent neighborhood, woodlot, fallow field, and organicfarm. The

plants covered are important and common wildfoods, and are presented here with the

purpose ofgiving you the detail andphotographs necessary to know them well. More

plants will be covered infiitureplanned books.

Commonly thought ofas weeds, these delectablefoods arefound anywhere the soil has

been disturbed or is soft enoughfor the seeds to start growing The better the soil condi-

tions and moisture and the more theseplants are growing in their own seasons, the more

lush their growth.

There are big differences in flavor and texture between leaves gathered in their prime

and ones that are too old. Some can go from delicious and tender to rank and chewy,

so pay attention in the following chapters for how to determine when these greens are

at theirprime.

Plants are grouped into thefour sections: foundation, tart, pungent, and hiuer Each

plant within these sections has its own chapter, following theplantfrom emerging seed-

ling to end-oflife seed production, from foraging to food, from preparation to eating

The content runsfrom basic to advanced, always with an eye on what you really need

to know to makegood use oftheseplants. Each chapter starts out with a briefsummary

ofsomefactsfound within. But as you will come to learn, the devil and the angels are

in the details.



Foundation
Greens

Foundation greens are what I call the mild greens^

which are at least mild flavored when they are at their

prime stages of development. These greens and vegetables

are suitable for almost every occasion and will be accepted

by almost anyone who doesn't bate the sight of greens*

Their mild flavors can serve as the neutral base for salads

containing stronger-tasting greens* They are edible raw and

cooked> and most can be used anywhere that lettuce or

spinach are appropriate*

Don't let my use of the term mild fool you* These

greens have their own characteristic flavors and textures.

They are delicious by almost any standards. Served fresh^

they are excellent in salads, eaten as snacks, added to sand-

wiches, used as garnishes, and made into pestos and other

green-based sauces. Cooked, they can take the place of

almost any green in any recipe book you have.

Foundation greens can be nutritional powerhouses,

packed with nutrients and phytochemicals. Wild spinach,

lor instance, is one of the most nutritious leafy greens ever

analyzed. I he plants covered in this section include wild

spinach, chickweed, mallow, and purslane.
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Chapter 5

Family: Chenopodiaceae

Species: Cbenopodium album

Wild Spinach
Wild spinach gives domesticated spinach a runfor its money

A rapidly growing wild spinach plant at about 12 inches tall in rich soil.

This is a young plant prior to bud or flower fonnation.
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Estimated Range

Offciai Species Narne:

“ Chenopodfum album L,

Can be confused with and

interbred with

* Chenopodium

beriandien Moq.

Conrimon Names:

* Wiid spinach

« Lambsquarters

Goosefoot

* Fat hen

* Pigweed

* Huauzontle, Quefite, Bledo

- Quelite cenizo

Herbaceous weed naturalized

from Europe, Widespread

and abundant in North

America where humans

have invaded and where

soil has been disturbed,

Edible Parts:

* Growing tips of ieafy stems

Leaves

- Bud Clusters

Seeds

WILD SPINACH

T prefer to call this plant wild spinach rather than

lambsquarters, even though kmbsquartcrs is a more com-

monly used name. I am not trying to create confusion by

calling it wild spinach; rather, I am trying to give this plant

the food-related name recognition it deserves.

North America was primarily an agricultural society

a hundred years ago. So terms like lambsquarrers, fat hen,

and pigweed had a little more meaning to the everyday per-

son. The number of people working on farms these days is

only a small pan of the population, so the old plant names

retain licrle meaning.

What do the terms lamhsquanen, fat herij and pigweed

all have in common? Farm animals. The impression one

gets from these names is chat this plant was well known for

its ability to fatten up livestock* Farmers today use more

systematically efficient ways to feed farm animals than

bringing them wild plants. Even free-range animals may be

systematically fed or not allowed to graze on wild plants.

To modern wild food enthusiasts, the name "pig-

weed’^ is more commonly used to refer to green amaranth

(Amaranthus retroflexus) chan to wild spinach. But, accord-

ing to old-timers in a study 1 did in the 1980s, many dif-

ferent plants fed to pigs were called pigweed* Since the

term pigweed can refer to more than one plant, it makes

it a poor name.

So why 'wild spinach’? Everyone in modern society

knows whar spinach is, and they know it is good for you.

Spinach is a cousin of wild spinach. And while their flavors

are different, young wild spinach flavor gives a him ofspin-

ach* Most importandy, you could substitute wild spinach

in any cooked recipe for domesticated spinach and, flavor-

wise, few would notice the difference.

Wild sp inach is one of the most mitritiDus leafy greens

ever analyzed, beating out domestic spinach in fiber, beta-

carotene (vitamin A), vitamin C, riboflavin, calcium, zinc,

copper, and manganese. Domesticated spinach wins in

omega-3s, folic acid, and iron. So both are exceptional

foods and worthy of being part of a jiutririous diet.
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According to one study (Bianco,

1998), wild spinach's potassium (K) is as

high as l5286mg/100 grams. That is two

to lour limes higher than spinach, Swiss

chard, and broccoli—al) good sources.

The study also found its magnesium at

117mg/100 grams of fresh material That

is higher than beet greens, which are also

an excellent source of magnesium. Wild

spinach is also a rich source of lutein and

other carotinoids (Raju, 2007).

But nutrient data varies from study

to study, particularly for plants growing in

variable soils. A study by USDA (Release

1 8) says wild spinach has a third as much

potassium and magnesium as the above

study—‘Still respectable amounts, but less.

So don't memorize these amounts; they are

just here to give you the mind-sec chat this

food is very good for you. Wild spinach is a

great food and deserves to be in a complex

diet complete with other great foods.

The phytochemical and antioxidant potential of this

plant have yet to be investigated in depth or in any orga-

nized fashion. And even though this plant contains solu-

ble oxalates like cultivated spinach, its widespread use in

North America would be a great addition to the array of

vegetables we ear. Widespread use already occurs in other

parts of the globe.

Wild spinach contains a considerable amount of oxalic

acid. Oxalates tend to bind with calcium and ocher miner-

als, making them partially unavailable. But in spite of that,

wild spinach is still a nutritional powerhouse. Oxalates arc

not a problem for normal healthy people eating a good

diverse diet.

Wild spinach and green

amaranth {Amarsnthus

relroflexus} dominating a

planting bed on moist fertile

farmland, As is cornmoa

the wild seed is already m
the soil. It just needs to be

tilled and watered to grow.

None of these wild seeds

were introduced by the

farmer. They took over a bed

planted with some intended

crop that never survived

the competition from our

vigorous wild friends.

Wild spinach has tremendous potentUl^—as a wild

food and as a new crop plant. It already grows widi little

effort on farmland and on any disturbed soil. Of all the
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Wild spinach sprouts

comparad to green amaranth

(Amaranthus retrofiexus).

Upper reft and right are wild

spinach sprouts. A green

amaranth sprout is shown

at lower left. Note the blunt

to rounded tips on the

spinach sprout's leaves. The

powde r- 1 ike wh ite c rysta I s

on the wild spinach is

characteristic. Except for the

first two embryonic leaves

(cotyledons), green amaranth

leaves have obvious veins

and notched (indented) tips.

Amaranth does not have a

white crystalline powder.

foundational greens covered in this book, wild spinach

may be the one most easily adapted by people who have

nor eaten wild foods before. It is delicious and abundant,

produces lots of seeds for next years growth, is easily har-

vested, and requires no special preparation to fit into any

conventional greens recipe.

Knowing Wild Spinach
Wild spinach seeds last for many years in the soil. When

conditions ate right, wild spinach will sprout in spring and

summer, llie sprouting season seems to stretch, depending

on local conditions, from mid-May to mid-October. The

prime growing season is June through August.

SPROUTS: Wild spinach sprouts are small. By the time

they have four leaves, they look a little like tiny green pro-

pellers. The cotyledons (first two leaves) are linear and

straight with a rounded tip. The second two leaves are more
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kncc'shapecl (a little wider at the base) and occasionally

show the beginnings of ceedi along the margins. They arc

covered w^ith hiindreds of tiny glistening grains.

Sprouts of wild spinach and green amaranth can be

confused. They are different in the following ways: ama-

ranths cotyledons, while strap-like, are less straight along

the edges, and their dps arc round but show some tapering.

Amaranths first two leaves after the cotyledons are often

reddish and more raunded, and have a clear mid vein and

a notched (indented) tip.

LEAVES: O ne of the reasons that wiki spinach is also

called goosefoot is because the leaves eventually take on the

appearance of web-footed warerfowL dhat leaf shape can

vary a bit from narrow and pointed to quite rounded. From

an overhead view, the leaves are arranged in a starburst pat-

tern, radiating out from the center.

Just like the sprouts, the whole plant is covered with

a fine crystal line, wajtydikc powder, which is most evident

and denser at the growing tips, as can be seen in the center

of these photographs.

As the growing tips expand in size, the powder spreads

out and becomes less obvious. This powder is an important

identifying characteristic for the plant and also renders the

plant waterproof Water droplets bead up and roll right

off during a rain. You can use a spray mister to test this in

the field.

-

Wild spinach, narrow version.

Wild spinach, rounded

version.

Wild spinach leaf magnified

about 50 times. The powder

on the leaf is made up of

m croscopic wax-like crystals.

This wax helps make the

leaves waterproof and may

help repei insects.
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Hairy Nightshade / Ground Cherry Nightshade
Soianum physalifoiium / Solanum sarracoides f Solanum villomm

Toxic look-alike

Green parts of members of the Solanum genus are known to have the chemical sola-

nine, a toxic alkaloid. For our purposes, we will consider haiiy nightshade poisonous* A few

small leaves in a salad will not hurt you. But avoid eating this plant until we know more.

The leaves of hairy nightshade look enough like wild spinach that you should learn to know

this plant. Hairy nightshade often intermixes with wild spinach and green amaranth. Like a

chameleon, its leaves can mimic both plants.

So what are the differences? Hairy nightshade is hairy while wild spinach is not. Rather,

wild spinach has a fine waxy powder covering its surface. The nightshade s white flowers have

the characteristic shape of the nightshade family and are larger than those of wild spinach,

which are green and inconspicuous* Tlie flowers are a dead giveaway.

Two hairy nightshade plants

compared. Even though

these two plants are the

same species, the leaves of

the plant on the left resemble

green amaranth; the leaves

of the plant on the right

resemble wild spinach.
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PLANT SIZE AND FORM: Tlie size of the plant can

vary from a few inches to seven feet rail, depending on its

life story. At the beginning of its growing season in June, a

plant sprouting in rich soft soil without competition from

other plants and with adecjuate water throughout its life

can grow to six or seven feet tall, looking like a big shrub.

A plant sprouting at the end of its growing season in hard

dry ground may only grow to a few inches and have a sin-

gle tiny stem wirlt a few miniature leaves* The first would

produce lots of leaves and stems (food for us); the second

would not produce enough food to bother with* Most

plants will be somewhere in between these two extremes at

maturity—two to four feet tall.

Under good conditions, this plant grows fast and

mostly upward. I he primary stem elongates first, then

the side branches grow in later. Tlie stem is roundish but

ridged. Leaves grow alternately on the stem.

As the plant grows older in good growing conditions,

it takes on a Christmas tree shape. If the stems are clipped

(due to harvesting), the side branches start growing out.

(left) Wild spinach—healthy,

young, and tali—prior to

lateral branch formation. This

plant is not quite 20 inches

tall, and only the top 10 inches

or so are shown.

(right) Wild spinach

branching widely following a

harvest. Branching eventually

occurs in the process of

normal development as the

plant matures. You can see

tv/o places where the stem

was cut from harvesting.

Each time you trim a tender

leafy stem away for food,

branching is stimulated,

resulting in many new

growing tips for harvesting.

This plant is almost 3 feet tall.
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Wild spinach about 7 feet tall and fully

mature. Well-fed wild spinach is well-

branched and produces a huge quantity

of seeds when mature. The leaves are

still edible at this stage but are reduced

in quality, taking on a somewhat ofh

flavor According to research on other

mature plants, the leaves on these older

plants retain most of their nutrients

and phytochemicals as long as they

are still green. (The author stands in for

perspective, 2006.)

Young wild spinach buds tightly

clustered prior to spreading out. These

dusters are analogous to broccoli,

which is also a grouping of bud dusters.

Note the waxy granules on all the

surfaces. This photograph shows the

plant tip at about 5 times life-size. When

the plant matures (like in the previous

photograph), the buds spread out on

thin branchlets.

V.
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Ac some point, the plant shifts from making leaves ajid

stems to piodncing buds, flowers, and seeds. Many things

can trigger this: the end of its natural season (cold sets in,

shorter days), a lack of moisture, overharvesting, natural

aging, etc* Once this seed production begins* there is little

you can do to stop it. So if you have wild spinach growing

in your yard, feed it, water it, nurture it for as long as you

can. All these things help it, and other

wild plants grow profusely and delay

the onset of seed production. Feed it

and it will feed you. If you just leave it,

it will age faster with less growth and go

to seed. This is why I have rarely seen

a seven-foot' tall wild spinach plant out-

side my garden. Nanirc does not pam-

per them like I do.

Wild spinach buds open into tiny

green inconspicuous flowers. You will

not see them unless you look closely.

Once these flowers are fertilized, they

produce shiny black seeds that are even-

tually spread by dropping out of the flowers ovary. If it is

late in the season and you happen to brush by a mature

wild spinach plant* you will hear rhousands of seeds d rop-

ping to the ground. TlieyVe hard to see easily* but you will

definitely hear them hitting leaves as they drop.

Harvesting and Serving
Wild Spinach

1 often say that nature is not here for our convenience,

but in the case of wild spinach* it is. Insects don’t seem to

like it, so it does not get eaten before you get there. The

plant grows upright and produces plenty of growth, mak-

ing it convenient to gather. I rarely have to clean it since it

seems to reject most dirt. And it does not require any heroic

processing procedures to make it edible or palatable—its

delicious right off the plant. I love wild spinach!

Wild spinach seeds m the

palm of my hand next to

the stem that's dropping

them. This enlarged image

is actually about iVe inches

wide. In order to show clean

seeds, I took great pains to

separate its wrapping, or

pericarp, which is that part of

the ovary directly surrounding

the seed. The pericarp is

often difficult to remove,

particularly if the seeds are

not allowed to fully ripen

before harvest.
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Assuming you have a garden in which wild spinach

is growing as a weed* you can really make good use of

this plant. Whenever the soil is disturbed or turned over

and watered within its growing season, wild spinach will

sprout. You do not want all the sprouts to grow, so you thin

out some of the plants at your convenience.

Thinning allows the remaining plants to grow in stron-

ger, Don’t do this at the two- or four-leaf stagey wait until

you have six or more leaves. By waiting* you can thin and

harvest the “baby greens” at the same time instead of just

killing them. Pluck the stems close to the ground where

they will still snap cleanly. This should kill the root and

gain you the young lealy stem as food. Depending on your

land size, you should have enough salad to feed you and

several other people. If you want to pull the plant up by its

toots, take special care not to mix the dirt of the roots with

your baby greens.

Baby greens are particularly susceptible to drying out,

so placing them directly in a bowl of water (they will Boat)

for up to fifteen minutes, or in a well-misted bag, will keep

them fresh until used* The roots and the lower part of the

stem will be too fibrous to eat, so discard those parts. What

you are gathering is what I call the leafy stem. Picking off

Wild spinach seedling. At only

about 2 inches tall tins form

is promising tn that it may

produce bigger and more

densely growing leaves than

the taller, thinner sprout seen

earlier on page 70.
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the individual leaves is unnecessary much of the time since

the upper stem is perfectly edible and won^ be fibrous unless

you clip it too low. You can indeed pluck individual leaves,

but why bother at this stage? It is less work to collect diem

all at once by plucking the whole tender upper stem.

The same is true when the plant gets older. Anywhere

you can snap the stem cleanly without it pullings tearing,

or shredding will be tender from that point upward. And

as long as there are several branches below the point you are

taking, the plant will not only continue to grow, it will be

stimulated by your pruning.

Tlie interesting thing about wild spinach leaves is that

they never seem to get fibrous. So while you may be snap-

ping off a tender leafy stem tip, you can gather additional

leaves from anywhere on the plant, even where the stem is

old and woody.

Harvesting Techniques
FOR QUICK SALADS: If 1 go into my backyard with

an empty salad bowl, 111 just dip off the most tender

leaves and leafy stem tips, and add them to my bowl

along with some salad dressing* That is all there is to it. If

you want a more complex salad, add some more plants or

other salad fix! ns. But a pure wild spinach salad is fine by

itself in the same way that some people like a plain lettuce

salad, only this salad is way more nutritious and flavorful.

Be forewarned that a salad of only wild spinach leaves

will be very dense and flat. For a more conventional airy

salad, mix them with other greens, leafy stem tips, and

bud clusters*

FOR COOKING: If you are gathering from this plant

just for cooking and/or preserving, the fresh greens don't

have to look presentable. When this is the case, 1 use what

I call the ^squeegee method,” Tills works on any relatively

straight stem or branch. I grasp the stem down near where

it is branching and pull upward or outward, gathering up
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all its leaves and small tender side stems in one long stroke.

This gives me a mass of leaves that are good for chopping

and cooking but would look damaged in a salad. Ifyou use

this method, gathering is extremely fa^st, but you will have

to pick through the mass of greens to take out any fibrous

material that tagged along. Some of the greens will be dam-

aged from this rough method, but since you are cooking

them anyway, you wont notice.

Mass collection of upper

stems. This mass of 9''eens

required about 10 seconds

of leafy stems collection and

about 5 minutes of kitchen

leaf and upper leafy-stem

plucking. The fibrous stern

remnants were composted.

FOR MASS-GOLLECTINGt MasS'Collect if you need

lots of greens for a big meal oi a potluck, or for freezing
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or canning. Your goal is to gather quickly in the field and

do the finishing work in the food-prepamtion area. 7b do

this, you are dtiier taking whcde young aboveground plants

an}nvhcre from ten to twenty inches tall or whole upper

branches from larger plants. Hike aire to keep your harvest

moist. Note that you arc carrying offsome of the stiff fibrous

stem material, which will not be eaten, h is only serving as a

food transport carrier for all the attached leaves.

In less hectic times, food preparers would sit around

a table, socializing and peeling potatoes, scoring nuts, or

in some way processing food For dinner, for big events, or

for food preservation. Here, you and family and friends

can sit around plucking leaves from bushels of wild .spin-

ach stems, rhe more stems 3^11 gather, the more rime it

will take. Talk, socialize, learn your Idds' names. Once you

separate the edible materiak you can use it in any way you

would use regular spinach, discarding the fibrous stems,

of course.

When plucking leaves,
!
put them directly into a large

bowl filled with cold water, "fhis keeps them fresh until

use, "fhe leaves will mostly fioat because the waxy pow-

der repels the waten but contact with the water somehow

keeps them hydrated.

As Ive said, the leaves remain relatively tender

throughout the life of the plant. Bur older leaves can start

taking on a mild olf-ftavor and even become bitter. My

guess is that the off- flavor may be partially due to the

buildup of saponins in rhe aging plant. Current research

suggests that some saponins in small quanddes are

eomideied potential phytomitrients. And while whatever

is cau.sing the bitterness makes the fresh greens a little less

desirable to me, most off- flavors go away with boiling, Tlie

occasional bitcerness of older leaves is less noticeable and

often disappears if the greens are Included as parr of a more

complex dish. From a flavor standpoint, as long as they are

youngj leaves and leaf)' stems can be used interchangeably

in a variet)'' of dishes. The)" are all delicious.

^APONtN^
Saponins get their name

fron> the soapwoi't plant

(5^ponar/a). the saponin in

roots lathers up and was

histoncaliy used to make

soao- Saponins are found

as normal constituents in

many edibie plants, including

spinach, asparagus, oats, soy,

and English daisies i-Beflfs

oerenofs). They are tyocally

b(( ter to the taste, There

am many kinds of saponins.

There hope ttiat certain

ones in certain snnaK amounts,

m^jy be beneficial, They are

all toxic in high quanuty,
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Harvesting and processing
flower buds and seeds
FLOWER BUD CLUSTERS: I like to call the fiower

bud clusters spinach- broccoli. If you want to enjoy the

flower buds, gather them when the>’^ first appear at the

dps of the upper stems. Your goal is to find tenderness.

You can pardaily gauge the tenderness of the bud clusters

by the snap-ability of the stem that supports them. If the

stem snaps crisp and dean, then there is a good chance that

everything above that point will be tenden If you are tug-

ging, pulling, and finally tearing a fibrous stem, then the

buds have already begun maturing Into seeds—-a whole dif-

ferent food. You might want to taste a sample just to make

sure the batch you ate collecting is not beyond the bud

stage, dhe flavor should be fresh and leaf-like. If they are

bitter, you’ve arrived too late. To keep your harvest fresh,

treat it as you would the leaves.

Young wild spinach bud dusters, as seen on page 74,

are packed together and not very defined in shape. Once

they start spreading out on thin stems, flowering, and going

to seed, they become progressively more bitter.

Wild spinach seed*

ptodocing capsules.

SEEDS AND SEED CAPSULES: As the bud dusters

flower and begin transforming into seed-producing

capsules, they get crmichier and the stem stiffens. This

stiffness allows you to use the squeegee method to harvest

the capsules. These seed-producing capsules include all the

flower parts surrounding the seed. As you squeegee, try to

get as little stem material as possible.

'fhe use of these seed capsules or just the seeds

as a cooked porridge is complicated by a bitterness,

dhis bitterness makes the seed capsules unpalar-

able and somewhat toxic in large amounts . If wild

spinach is like Chenopodhim quinoa and Chenopo-

dium berlandieri, both with a history of seed pro-

cessing, the bitterness is due to saponlns. I find

this very likely, because if you mix undeaned seeds
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(those with the chaff still surrounding die seed)

in a lirde water and stir vigorously, a saponin- like

foam develops,

I’ve recently discovered that baking soda

(bicarbonate o(^ soda) added to soaking or boiling

seed capsules or seeds can remove the bitterness,

but I have not yet developed any consistent recipes

to do that.

Quinoa {Chempodium ciuinod)j a close rela-

tive of wild spinach, has a long history of use by

the Incas and now more and more by modern

society, llie seeds produced by quinoa are greater than four

times the size of wild spinach. They have a shell that is

roughly the same light color as the nut meat. That shell

is covered with several different saponins, Quinoa is often

processed to remove that thin surface layer.

The quote below is part of an interesting account of

Bolivian quinoa processing, which may shed some light on

the processing of wild spinach seeds:

Quinoa seeds are coated with a layer oj saponinsj

exceedingly hitter toxic chemicals. To get rid of th is

layer, women first toast the seeds on a metal tray ouer

a fire. This helps to loosen the saponin layer and,

while it may not he strictly necessaty enhances the

flavour of the seeds. Then the hot seeds are tipped

into a stone basin and the women tread them with

their barefeet The friction loosens the saponin coat

and reduces it to dust. Treading also often gives the

women blisters and chronic loioer back pain. The

saponin powder now has to be cleaned from the

seeds, which is done by waitingfor a day with the

right kind ofsteady wind and then winnowing the

seeds repeatedly so that the wind blows the dust away.

Finally the seeds are rinsed in a couple ofchanges oj

water and set out to dry. (Anonymous, 2006.)

Wild spinach (left) and

quinoa seed compared, Wild

3p nach seeds are about

Imrn in diameter Store-

bought quinoa seeds are

about 2 V2mm in diameter.

Quinoa comes polished by

Its manufacturer to remove

suitace saponins. These are

closely related plants that

produce copious amounts of

seeds. Note that the pericarp

(remnants of the ovary) sticks

to most of the wild spinach

seeds, making some of them

dull in appearance,
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Wild spinach, used fresh in

a cheese-melt Hsh sandwich

and on the side as cooked

greens. Since wild spinach

is so substantial, the bowl of

cooked greens shown here is

enough for 3 or 4 servings.

Wild spinach produces copious amomics of seed. Qui-

noa, ks close relative, is known to be a nutritious grain.

Tills raises the hope that wild spinach seed may also be a

valuable food.

Serving Techniques
USING LEAFY STEM TIPS: When mo.?t people think

of salads, they think of light airy collections of greens. In

contrast, individual wild spinach leaves are relatively flat

in shape, dhcy sort of stack upon each other like playing

cards. A salad of just leaves would he very dense, filling,

and not very airy. Why is this an issue? The more the food

tastes, feels, and reminds them of something they are himih

iar with, the more likely they will be open-minded about

what they are eating.

So how do you make flat wild spinach leaves airy? You

mix the leaves that you have with a generous amount of

leafy stem tips, which are quite three-dimensional, hold-

ing dicmselves up and creating air spaces. Ihis simulates

a more conventional airy salad and prevents stacking. This

technique will also work for other greens that we will cover

later. Make sure the leafy stem tips are bite-size so they will

fit easily on a fork and in the mouth.
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Tender Wild Spinach Stems.

Steamed upper stems,

drizzled in olive oil and red

wine vinegar with a pinch

of salt, and garnished with

ar ox-eye daisy flower

{toucanthemum vutgare).

COOKING LEAFY STEMS: Tender edible leafy stems

can be made into fine cooked dishes. Whenever you have

very rapidly growing stems prior to any flower bud devel-

opmen t, the parr of the stem that Is tender can be up to

about six inches long. Once the leaves are removed for

some other use, that stem becomes analogous to asparagus.

So any asparagus recipe will work great with wild spin-

ach stems—except that they taste like wild spinach—and

that is a good thing. Like asparagus, fresh stems may seem

somewhat fibrous when raw, even if they snap cleanly from

the plant; but they will tenderize upon boiling. The longer

you steam or boil them, the more tender they get—though

six minutes is often enough.

MIXING WITH OTHER GREENS: While a pure wild

spinach salad is perfeedy great on its own for people like

me, there are a couple of considerations to keep in mind

—

both having to do with those cute little waxy crystals that
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Wifd Spinach Pizza. Whether

starting from scratch or

adding to a frozen pizza, wifd

spinach is a great addition.

The key is to steam the

greens, then mix them with

enough olive oil to coat them

before adding them to the

pizza. The oil prevents the

greens from drying out. If you

want more greens in your

pizza, put a whole layer of

finely chopped wild spinach

between the tomato sauce

and the cheese.

cover the plant. First, they make wild spinach relatively

waterproof. This means that some dressings will bead up

and roll right off This is only a minor nuisance that yon

will be able to manage with time and experience. Tlie tiny

waxy crystals can also give a slightly dry (though not astrin-

gent) feeling to the mouth. However, it s only a big issue to

diose cranky and finicky people in the world. Tlie solution

to both is to mix the raw wild spinach with other greens.

Even a 50-50 mix goes a long way. Besides, eating a diver-

sity of greens is better for you than just eating one.

BOILING AND STEAMING: Whether you boil or

steam wild spinach, it mats down, compacts, and becomes

rather dense. Tliis is a feature to be aware of to help you

design good dishes. Finely chopping the greens and mixing

them with other foods before you cook them will allow

them to separate better when serving. Wild spinach is a

substantial food; learn ro use it wisely. Experience will be

your best teacher.
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Chapter 6

Family: Caryophyllaceae

Species: Stellaria media

Chickweed
A delicious, delicate low-growingplant that willplease any palate

A patch of densely growing chickweed plants producing lots of tasty, tender, new flowering tips.
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Estimated Range

Official Species Name:

- St^ifaria media (L) Vill

Synonyms (Historical Names):

Aisine media (L) Love

Common Names:

* Chickweed
- Common chickweed

* Nodding chickweed

An herbaceous weed

naturalized from Europe,

chickweed is widespread and

abundant in North America,

primarily where humans

have invaded and where

soil has been disturbed,

Edible Parts:

" Growing tips of leafy

stems, including

Leaves

Buds

Flowers

CHICKWEED

Chickweed is one of my favorite foundational greens.

Its often unfairly rejected as fibrous and stringy because

most of the wild food literature does not describe precisely

how to gather the good stuff. When gathered appropriately,

it has one of the freshest^ most delicate flavors and texcures

yoifll find. It is an excellent saJad green that am be gath-

ered in great quantities when found in the right habitats.

In terms of both flavor and texture, fresh young chickweed

greens will please just about everyone who eats them. Ajid

ii you know how to harvest it properly, it will continue to

provide new crops for you as it grows back. Knowing the

plant and its life story will bring you a delidous treat.

Chickweed is a moisturedoying, cold-toieram plant

that thrives in soft rich soil. It can grow any time of year

under the right conditions. Commonly encountered in

lawns, landscaped areas, gardens, pastures, and farm fields,

it is nadve to Europe bur is found all over the world and

enthusiastically followed the pioneers and settlers as they

crossed the North Amcriain continent. Chickweed prefers

neutral to slightly acid soils.

According to our nutrient chart, chickweed is

very high in both iron and zinc, higlier than any of the

domesticated greens. According to one source (Bianco,

1998), chickweed is also very high in potassium (KX

second only to wild spinach and higher than domescicated

spinach, Swiss chard, and broccoli. It also can be high

in oxalates. And while it has been shown to be a strong

antioxidant in one study (Pieroni, 2002), the true extent

of its phytochemical and antioxidant potential have not

been systematically analyzed.

II you are a fan of medicinal plants, you will find

chickweed used alone or mixed with marshmallow and

other herbs. Ihe most common use, as far as 1 can gather,

is ro crush the leaves and stems to use the juice as a

sooth ant for the skin or eyes. There are also internal uses,

but 1 figure food is the best internal use. If you have a

rash of any kind and want to try this, juice a bunch of
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chickweed, saturate a cloth with the juice, and apply it to

the rash. Of course, if you do this around me, I might just

start eating the cloth.

Warning: As I will continually remind you, I am not a

medicinal plant person and only cell you medicinal uses as

interesting side notes. Basically, I understand healthy har-

vestable chickweed to be a food you can eat with impunity

in the context of a well-balanced diet. You do not have to

fear that yon are medicating yourself uninrentionally.

Knowing Chickvi/eed
Chickweed tends to grow iji massive spurts when the

conditions are right. Ihe most distinctive spurt is in the

spring. Chickweed sprouts during the end of winter

—

when temperatures fluctuate above and below freezing. It is

freeze tolerant down to about 20 degrees F, so it can survive

downturns in the weather. Tlie new seedlings are so small

you don t notice them as you walk by. When the tempera-

ture warms into the 40s, chickweed grows like crazy. So,

depending on your weather patterns, sometime in early

spring, you see all sorts of lushly growing chickweed. It

An early spring p fanting bed

blanketed with chickweed.

It's too cold and early in the

spring for my neighbor's

perennial shrubs to leaf

OLt, but the chickweed is

already in flower, spanning

th= full length of his front

yard. Chickweed invades

every spring before he tills

the bed with Fresh manure.

This one location can make

salads for about 200 people.
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A tioy, just-emerging

chickweed sprout magnified

to about 10 times life-size.

This size simulates about

how big the mature leaves

become on a healthy

plant prior to flowering.

grows in dense parches in full flower, just as the daffodils

are flowering and the dandelion leaves are starting to come

hack to life. It surprises me every spring to see, seemingly

out of nowhere, big thick patches of chickweed.

Chickweed will continue to grow Inshly as long as the

weather is cool and there is plenty of moisture. Since each

plant only lives about six or seven weeks, dense patches

may die off, but the seed dropped by those plants produces

new plants. If the area dries out and/or if the temperatures

start going into the 90s, chickweed will dry up and no new

plants will emerge until weather gets cold and wet again.

Cool, shady, welbwatered areas can support chickweed

growth throughout most of the summer.

The second spun of growth begins in the fall when

temperatures cool and moisture is present. But this spurt is

less impressive due to all the competition, not-so-consistent

soil moisture, and occasional warm spells. The winter die-

off provides the conditions for great growth in the spring.

SPROUTS: These can emerge any time of the year when

the soil is moist and the temperature range is roughly

somewhere between 36 and 75 degrees R Tliey will emerge

from soft soil or areas where the soil is turned over. Young
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chickwccd sprouts have leaves rhar are teardrop- to egg-

shaped wirli £i pointed tip. The leaves are opposite each

other on the stem and small^—smalh that is^ relative to

odier sprouts.

STEMS: Chickweed stems tend to curve early in lib, send-

ing them down along the ground. Once established, they

straighten and spread ourward. It other plants are around,

they will climb them, reaching upward. Mature stems are

round and sturdy for their size. Stems in reasonable grow-

ing conditions typically reach eighteen inches in length

and branch regularly. In large beds of chiclcweed, all the

plants are growing upright because they are all supporting

eiich other. Stems are hollow and very stringy. If you ptdl a

stem apart, you will reveal a strong hollow cote, sort of like

finding a straw within a straw. That straw-like core is more

evident near the base of mature plants.

One of the single most important identilying features

of chickweed is the Mohawk-style hairs running along the

lengtli of each stem segment. Ves, very peculiar, a single line

of hairs. Tm defining a segment as that length of a stem

that is foujid between each set ol leaves. As you go bom

one segment to the next, the line of hairs changes position.

I personally Icnow of no other plants that have this charac-

ter istic on the stem. Other plants will have a Mohavvk, but

its typically found growing along the main vein of a leaf,

nor on the stem like chickweed.

LEAVES: Leaves are found growing opposite each other

along the stem. Ihey arise at what am be thought of as

nodes. Nodes are at the end ot each segment along the

stem. Not only do leaves arise bom the nodes, bur this is

also where the stem branches.

Leaf blades range in shape horn elliptical- to oblong-

to egg-shaped and all vtiriarions in between. Leaves of all

those shapes have a pointed rip that is a lighter color or

somewhat tan relative to the green leaf blade. Tlie leaf stem
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Mouse-Ear CKickweed
Cerasuumfontanum (Ctrmtium vulgatum)

Edible look-alike

Mouse-ear leaves and stem are sturdy and hairy, with flowers growing in dense clusters.

Common chickweed stems are sturdy but only have a siJigle line of hairs. Its leaves are deli-

cate, and there are only a few flowers per cluster.

(above) Young mouse-ear

chickweed prior to flower

fornnation. The growth

and size of mouse-ear

chickweed are similar to

common chickweed- Though

a common plant it never

seems to reach chickweed's

abundant growth. The

new. young growing tips

of mouse-ear chickweed

are edible, but Che hairs

(a texture problem) and

sparser growth (a collection

probiem) make common

chickweed much more

desirable. Unlike common

chickw^eed. stem hairs on

mouse-ear go all the way

around the stem and over the

leaves-=it is completely hairy.

Comparison of chickweed and two look-a-likes. The

stem and upper side of the leaves of mouse-ear chick-

weed (left), chickweed (center), and scarlet pimpernel

(right) are shown here. All three have opposite leaves.

Note the differences in the arrangement of hairs on

each stem. Mouse-ear chickweed has hairs all over.

Common chickweed has the single line of hairs along

the stem.
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Scarlet Pimpernel
Anagallis arvemis

Poisonous look-alike

Scarlet pimpernei grows just like chickweed. It is considered a poisonous plant so try

not CO mix it in with your common chickweed salad. The square stem, lack of prominent

hairs, and reddish flowers distinguish this plant from the chickv^eeds* Unfortunately, this

plant is often found growing intertwined with common chickweed.

The stem and leaf

undersides of chickweed

and two iook-a-IEkes.

The underside of scarlet

pimpernel's leaf (right)

has dark spots, clearly

distinguishing it from

chickweed (center) and

mouse-ear chickweed

(left). Scarlet pimpernel

is the only one with

a square stem and

no obvious hairs.

Scarlet pimpernel in

flower. Many people

mistake this plant for

chickweed until the

reddish flowers appear.
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A chickweed Hower magnified

about 16 times life-size. The

actual, fully open fiowers are

about Vs inch in diameter.

The flower has 5 green sepals

and 5 white petals. The petals

are so deeply deft that there

appear to be 10 of them,

wraps around (clasps) halfway around the node. Ic has soft

hairs along its edges and back. The hairs are easily seen if

you hold the plant up to the light. The leaf stem hairs can

continue slightly up the back of the blade.

FLOWERS* Cbickweed flowers typically emerge between

four and five weeks of germination. They are both distinc-

tive and tiny. Each flower has five bright white petals in the

shape ofbunny ears. Tlie five petals are so deeply cleft thatj

at first glance, one would think there are ten. The flower

stem and the outside of the sepals are hairy. All the flower

parts are tiny. If you cannot see the hairs clearly^ hold the

plant up to the light.

Gathering and Edibility
Chickweed has four edible parts: the tender leafy stem

tipsj individual leaves* buds* and flowers. Because this

plant and its parts are so small* you really just gather them

all together. Plucking individual buds and flowers would

require a pair of tweezers* rime* and patience* So just stick

to tender leafy stem tips with whatever flower parts they

happen to have on them*
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LEAFY STEM TIPS: Tender young leafy stem tips (the

top 1 to 2 inches) are edible and choice, raw or cooked

,

They have a Fresh flavor reminiscent of typical mild greens

with a hint of sweet corn, lliere are no bitter, peppery,

tart, pungent or off flavors. Raw, they can be eaten out of

hand, enjoyed as a salad unto themselves, mixed with other

greens, added to sandwiches, and used to neutralize more

powerful greens. Chickweed has no unpleasant aftertaste.

Leafy stem tips that have buds and flowers on them are still

great to eat as long as the leaves are lush, big, and clustered

near the tip. When leaves get tiny and spread out and the

flowers have gone to seed, the tips are still edible, just more

straw-like in flavor aJid texture.

Use the tender young leafy stem tips like you would

lettuce. Due to the small size of the leafy stem tips, it works

nicely anywhere you would use alfalfa sprouts or lettuce.

Many of us back-to-the'earth types used to sprout alfalfa

seeds in big jars back in the 1 970s, It seems like few people

do it anymore. According to ]iiy sensibilities, chickweed is

far superior in flavor and texture to alfalfa sprouts.

Comparison of luxuriant and

stressed chickweed plants.

Young chickweed growing

rapidly in prime conditions

yields large delectable leaves

(le't). Chickweed growing

in stressed conditions

(semmer sun, and/or heat,

and/or competition, and/

or drying soil) produce

tiny leaves, stringy stems,

and lots of seeds (right).
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A lone chickweed plant

spreBding/branching outward

along the ground. A stand-

alone plant takes rnore time

to gather from because its

stem tips are more spread

out. Compare this photo to

the one on page S5. where

many plants growing lushly

lean on each other to produce

tightly packed uprjght plants.

NOT ALL CHICICWEED ISTHE SAME! As 1 men-

r if) lied, many people give up on chickweed because they

claim it is too stingy and fibrous—sort of like eating straw.

Tastes like straw too. 1 cannot argue with their assessment.

ITe reason they did not enjoy chickweed is they either

picked down past the upper two inches, picked old chick'

weed, or picked very slow^growing chickweed. After this

chapter, you will know how to avoid the unpleasant parts.

While rapid luxuriant growth provides the best eatiJig,

slow growth results in reduced quality. Slow growtli hap-

pens in conjunction with the emergence of reproducrive
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structures—first buds^ dien flowers, and. dien seeds. Tlie

problem with reproduction is that, once begun, it redirects

resources (what limited water and nutrients are available)

to seed production and. away from leaf and stem growth.

Tliis results in leaves getting smaller, stems getting thinner,

overall growth slowing down, and stems stiffening to sup-

port seed production. Chickweed leaves are small as it is;

with seed prod iici ion, they get absolutely tiny.

11 you could, you'd want tn keep chickweed in its ado-

lescent stage. Once It hits puberty, quality goes downbilh

Sound familiar? IF you can find chickweed in the shade

and in very moist soil, you can hai*vest it all summer long.

1 have some spots in my yard where chickweed is grow-

ing in the permanent shade of a wooden fence. TlTat area

has all sorts of wild edibles like miners lettuce, pokeweed,

and some blue violets. I water tlie area regularly to greatly

extend the harvestable season.

Harvesting and Serving
Chickweed

Even if you have rapidly growing, pre-flowering

chickweed, what you har^^est Irum ii will determine if it is

delectable or straw-like.

Chickweed is a long and regitlarly branching plant,

When novice harvesters find it, they often snap off the upper

half of the plant and chop it all into a sdad. The result is a

food that only a cud-chewing species would love, resulting

in a straw-likc flavor and texture. Du this and you will need

plenty^ of dental fln.ss. People who know better stkk to the

tender new growing tips for tiTaximum enjoyment.

Just collect the top one to two inches ot each stem

—

no more than that! Ifie actual take should be determined

by you with some testing on the spot. If the texture is

tending towards srring)^ while chewing, only take the top

inch. If the fill] two inches are tending towards tender,

cake the full two inches.

From a practical standpoint, you donV want to spend
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Clipping chickweed tops.

Here is a cluster of tips from

a densely growing colony

of chickweed Once cut, this

handful provides about Vs

of the greens in a salad. The

round leaf mixed in is miner's

lettuce iOaytonia perfo//afa),

another edible plant,

the bettor part of your life plucking individual stem tips.

Okay, on a lazy day you might enjoy the Zen of gathering

or snacking on lots of separate individual tips for rhe simple

joy that it brings. If, however, you want to gather a substan-

tial quantity to feed a group or to store some in rhe fridge

for later use, you need to find a densely growing colony of

many plants packed together and growing upright.

Most of the densely growing colonies IVe found are

located in unmowed tree-covered city parks, planting beds

around my home and neighborhood, and farmland. I scope

out these places in the spring (February, March, or April,

depending on where you are in North America) so that

1 have piejitilul sources of chickweed. Of course, always

ask permission before harvesting from someone elses land*

Also, be careful to ask about the treatment of the land. Has

it been sprayed with pesticides? Don't snack directly on the

plants if it is a high-traffic pet area. You can gather from

such an area, but the greens should be cleaned well before

you eat them.
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Once you’ve come upon a densely growing colony,

find the most evenly growing areas; that is, areas where all

the tips are around the same height. With one hand, gather

the tips together and snip them from the plant with your

scissors. This will give you a small handful of tips. Two to

four of these snippings will provide you with a chickweed

salad—depending on your skill and hand size. Transfer

them to your plastic bag and liberally spray-mist your

bounty with water to keep it fresh.

Ifyou want to keep coming back to this site frequently,

make sure you remove only the tips. There is a tendency for

some enthusiasts to cut farther down the stem. Tliis gives

the illusion that you are gathering more food. While the

joy of filling the bag faster may initially be satisfying, it

has two drawbacks. First, it takes much more work to sort

through all the jumbled mix of stems to separate out the

Chickweed salad with

julienned carrots and

fie d mustard (Brassica

rapa) flower clusters.

Chickweed laid out on

th€i plate demonstrates

the typical size of choice

tender leafy stem tips.
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Pita bread sandwich with

chickvi/eed. This sesame pita

includes chickweed, field

mustard flower clusters,

shredded Swiss cheese,

avocado, sweet red peppers,

tomato, and purple cabbage.

desired tips later than it does to clip them properly from

the beginning. Second, if you clip coo far down the plant,

it hinders the remaining stems ability to grow and provide

a whole new crop for harvesting laten

Your take should go through two more steps prior to

eating: a quick inspection and a good cleaning* For the

inspection, lay out the tips and look for unintended tag-

alongs and oversized pieces. In the photograph on page 96,

there were two tagalongs: grass and miners lettuce (Clato-

nia perfoliata). Ihis is not unexpected when using the scis-

sors-harvesting technique hi densely growing wild areas.

The grass was removed and the miners lettuce was left as

another edible with a flavor 1 wanted to keep. You will also

find that some of the chickweed stems will be longer then

the desired one to two inches. The excess stem material

should be removed.

Soaking them in water for about two minutes will help
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to wash and crisp them. Soaking is unnecessary if they are

already so fresh and alive that they could sing to you* Drain

or spin gently to remove the excess water for serving. If you

are going to store some in the fridge for later use^ just allow

them to drain briefly The trauma of spinning will reduce

their shelf life but is fine if you're serving them on the spot,

cookingi or otherwise processing them. Store them in loose

clear plastic bags. Like any vegetable, the sooner you use

them^ the fresher they will taste*

As IVe said, use chickweed like you would lettuce or

alfalfa sprouts. They are mild enough and their texture

is delicate enough to make chickweed-only salads. These

greens, fresh or cooked, are only limited by your imagina-

tion* Recipes in your head or in any cookbook will provide

you with years of wonderful salads and other dishes*

As a mild green, chickweed is one of the best foun-

dational greens—one of the greens you can use as a base

Mcxican-style tortillas

using cooked chickweed.

These flour tortillas include

chickweed, refried beans,

avocado, and salsa. They

are garnished with wood

sorrel and cilantro.
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upon wtiich other greens of diverse character can be added

ro make a flavorfuJ coEnplex salad. Urey also \vork when

steamed, boiled, sauteed, or cooked in most other

They only need minimal cooking, just enough until [hey

wilt—one or two minutes ofboiling, t\vo minutes ofsteam-

ing. Sauteing without other vegetables is a little tricky and

improves with experience.

Chickweed is a delicate plant. Cooking ofany kind will

greatly reduce its size. One cup of cooked greens requires

about seven cups of fresh greens. Since I love these greens

fresh and because they reduce so much upon cooking, it

seems a pity to cook them. But, if you have plenty and

you love their cooked flavor as much as I do, you use them

cooked as well. Be aware that cooking does nor tenderize

die straw- 1ike lower stems.

When gathered properly, chickweed is one of the best-

tasting greens you'll ever eat. It is one of my favorites.



Chapter 7

Family: Malvaceae

Species: Malva neglecta

Mallow
One ofthe most diverse and usefulplants

A young mallow plant, about 10 inches tall, showing all of its

parts: leaves, stems, buds, flowers, and fruits.
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MALLOW

Estimated Range

Official Species Name:

* MbIv3 nBgi&ctB Wallr.

Synonyms (Historical Names):

' Halva rotundifoim

auct. non L
- MbIvb pusiiia Sm.

• Halva pusiHa auct- non Sm.

Common Names;

• Mallow

- Common mallow

• Cheeseweed

- Cneese plant

• Buttonweed
- Dwarf mallow

Roondleaf mallow

Not every time you see Halva

rotundlfolia In field guides

will it really be the same plant

as Halva negfecta. There

are two Halva rotund!fdHas.

The one listed above with

"auct, Non L" after it is

Halva neglecta. The other

conhnuad

Mallows were fascinating to me the very first time I

discovered the little ifuits, just hanging there for me to

pluck and eat—-an easy great-iascing, and convenient fast

food.

Common mallow {Malva neglectd) is not your ordi-

nary wild food. It's specialness, however, is often overshad-

owed by its famous European cousin, the marsh mallow

{Althaea officinalis). The common mallow is much more

abundant in Nordi America than the often domesticated

marsh mallow.

Mallow is one ofmy favorite plantSi and it may well be

one of yours in short time. Not only does it provide food,

its also lots of fim to experiment with. The kinds of foods

it can become are diverse and numerous* Aside from being

a regular vegetable green, most parts of the plant contain

a chickening agent. With the proper knowledge, one can

make excellent greens, soups, stews, gumbos, meringues,

and mailowmallows from this plant and its close relatives.

Many members of the mallow family are native to

Europe, Eurasia, and North Africa. The most weedy spe-

cies, the one we are interested in here, has spread across

North America* Tliat plane, known as common mallow, is

the focus of this chapter.

Malva parviflora (small-flowered mallow) and Malva

rotundifolia L. (low mallow) are widespread and similar in

appearance to, but not as common as, common mallow*

And, while tlieir properties and edibility appear to be simi-

lar to common mallow, I have not found them in enough

abundance to experiment with. These two mallows can be

easily distinguished from common mallow* Common mal-

low has flower petals that are more than twice as long as the

surrounding calyx* In contrast, small-flowered and round-

leafed mallows have flower petals only slightly longer than

their calyx*

The term malva originates from Greek, meaning

soothing, sofeening, and generally pleasant to the skin.

These characterisdes describe the emollient properties of
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mallow. Common names include mallow, common maJ^

low, and dicescweed.

*'Cheescwood" was inspired by the shape of the fruits^

which resemble miniature cheese rounds. Mallow does nor

have a cheesy flavor or color. From here on, I will relcr to

common mallow (Matva neglecta) as just "'mallow.''

Mallow is a hardy plant chat is a little more habitat'

toleranr chan many of our wild vegetables. It is abundant

in most inhabited areas of North America as well as on

farmland. Once you learn to identify it, you will begin to

see it all over yards, neighborhoods, disturbed areas, in the

cracks of sidewalks, and at home4>uilding sites.

One of the things that makes mallow so hardy is that

it grows not only in freshly disturbed ground but also in

harder soil that has been softened temporarily by spring

moisture. So it is more adventurous than many of the other

plants in this book.

Mallow may be an annual, but I have seen the roots

overwinter to continue into a second season in the mild

Pacific Northwest climate.

1 cannot find any reportable information on the

nutrient composition of mallow, its phytodiem ical and

antioxidant characteristics. This is surprising consider-

ing the worldwide use of this plant. 1 have no doubt that

mallow is wholesome. The fact that it has mucilaginous

properties probably bodes well for its potential as a tow-

glycemic food. But this all has to be studied before we can

say anything for sure. Most research in diis genus has been

done on Maim sylt^estrls (high mallow).

Several sources warn that there is a laxative effect from

eating mallows. The mucilage is made of mucopolysaccha-

rides—probably serving as fiber. Tliere have been no docu-

mented cases that I can find of mallow causing any heal ill

problems for humans, I eat plenty of mallow and have

experienced no unusual laxative effects. Tliere is no known

risk to the general public. These mucopolysaccharides and

odier complex caj’bohydrates are good for digestion and

one. Malv3 mtundffoiiB "LJ',

known as low mallow, is the

real rotufidifolfas

brother of Ma/va negiecla.

Sometimes the two plants

wiN not be distinguished by

their endings—so you will

nol know which Is being

referred to. But they will

have the same food uses,

An herbaceous weed

naturalized from Europe,

m til low is widespread and

abundant in North America,

pr manly where humans have

inhabited the area and where

soil has been disturbed.

Ecible Parts:

* Young leaves

Flowers

' Green Fruits

Brown seeds

CALYX
A :erm used to describe

all the sepals of a flower

considered together The

ca yx of the mallow is made

up of five united sepals.

SEPALS
Typically the green leafy

structures that are below

and surround the petals.

BRACTS
Typically green leafy

structures that are below

and sometimes surround

the sepals. On the mallow,

they are thin and pointed.
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A maltow seedling. At this

early stage, there are two

heart-shaped ernbryonic leaves

(cotyledons) and one tiny

adult-shaped leaf. It is about

1/2 inch from left to right tip.

Top view of a mallow plant

growing upright. Flowers are

blooming lower on the stem.

elimination, llie mucilage is a skin and digestive soothan t.

Mallows, in generah have been used for many purposes

related to treating inflammation and irritation.

Knowing Mallow
Mallow can take various forms depending on its habi-

tat and life history, h can crawl along the ground or grow

upright. In poor growing conditions, the leaves can be as

small as half an inch in diameter. In good conditions, the

leaves can be larger than two inches in diameter.

SPROUTS! Assuming the seeds are already in the soil, and

rbey ohen are, the young sprouts come up any rime you

turn over the soil from May through September. Knowing

them at this early stage is helpful for garden management.

Pull things you don't know or want, and keep just enough

mallow sprouts to satisfy your needs.
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^riie sprouts are distiiiccivc. ilie first r\s'o leaves (coty-

ledons) that arise from the seed are heart-shaped, llie third,

leaf to appear is the first that is mallow-like—rounded with

a toothed margin. As the plant grows, a stem develops. I hat

stem can branch, grow upright, or trail along the ground.

The stems arc round and sturdy bur typically do not get

much larger chan 14 inch in diameter.

LEAVES: Ifie overall shape of the leaves is roundish. Close

inspectioti shows them to be lobed, somewhat wavy, and

covered with tiny hairs. Some planes have leaves that tend

more toward being egg-shaped and pointed rather than

round, but the appearance is still mallowish. Mallow has

long leaf stems (petioles) relative to the size of the leaves.

FLOWERS: The pinkish-to-white flowers look like min-

iature versions of its hollyhock and marsh mallow^ cousins.

Most of the white versions have reddish-to-pink veins run-

ning through their petals. Tlie petals are notched on their

Common mallow plant with

reclining stems. This is shown

at about V4 its actual size.

Mallow flower in full bloom.

The flower is shown at

about twice its actual size.
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MaHow pea and its

surrounding calyx; mallow

pea (left), calyx (center),

and pea still in its calyx. A

calyx refers to the sepals

considered as a group. This

group of sepals is united

into a single structure

that encases the fruit

FRUJT
Botanically, a fruit is a seed-

bearing structure of a plant;

peas, zucchini, eggplant.

* and tomatoes are all “ fruit."

MALLOW PEAS
The fruits of mallow;

previousily nanned cheeses,

fairy cheeses, biscuits,

amours, and buttons.

ends. The pisdl and stamens in

the center of the flower cluster

together to simulate a water

fountain look.

FRUITS: I call them mallow

peas. The fruits are small and

gteen flattened vegetables,

about ’/4 to inch in diameter.

Hmmm , , , fruits are vegeta-

bles? Well, botanically, mallow

peas are fruits, Wc live in a cul-

ture that considers fruits that

are not sweet to be vegetables*

Peas are a reasonable analogy to

use here for mallow fruits if you can ignore the fact that

mallows have nothing to do with the pea family*

As IVe said, the shape of these fruits resembles a tiny

cheese round. They dso look like tiny tractor tires—^a less-

appetizing image, Tliese peas are covered with tiny hairs

only apparent through a magnifying lens. The sepals are

fused into a united calyx, and they surround and curve up

over the fruit* Under the sepals are three inconspicuous

narrow green bracts.

The edible parts of mallow include the leaves, flow-

ers, and fruits. Mallow produces the most fruit from June

through September. Lets look at these items one by one

and then discuss the remaining parts of the plant.

MALLOW GREENS: Tender young mallow leaves are

edible raw and cooked. They have a mild typical green-

leafy flavor. Raw, they are best mixed with other greens

and added to salads and sandwiches. Because of their mild

flavor, they can be used anywhere that lettuce is appropri-

ate. They are not bitter, pungent, sour, sweet, or strange-

flavored. Tliey have no aftertaste.

There ate two strategies for gathering the leaves.
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Gather directly into a salad bowl with other wild greens

for a single serving, rinse^ apply salad dressing, and eat. Or

you can gather in quantity for a family meal or potluck,

which takes a little more care because of the tendency for

the leaves to wilt*

For immediate use, grab the leaf blade and pluck it,

retaining only about a inch of the long leaf stem, most of

which is fibrous and not worth eating raw. Snipping with a

pair of scissors Is preferable to plucking. Just hold your salad

bowl under the leaf, and the leaf falls into your salad*

Ifyou are constructing a salad for later, you will need

to “crisp” the leaves (hydrate them) or they will wilt. Drop

the leaves directly into a container of clean cold water.

After about 15 minutes, drain the water, place the leaves

in a plastic bag, and refrigerate. Use as soon as possible for

best quality. They will last in the fridge for several days.

There are two practical considerations that will affect

mallow leaf use for modern society* First, the leaves are

small, delicate, and relatively flat. This means that they will

not take up much air space in a salad* Most conventional

salads have lots of air because of the irregular shape of their

ingredients* Leaving the Vi inch of leaf stem produces a

three-dimensional quality, making a lighter, more airy

salad—^more like people are used to.

How much leaf stem to keep.

Here es the underside of a

mallow leaf connected to

‘/2 Inch of the leaf stem. The

physical shape of this leaf plus

short-leaf'Stem combination

is what can be used to

help keep salads more airy

and three’dimensionat For

sandwiches and other uses,

this short stem can be left

on or off. Never include more

than V2 inch of leaf stem,

as it is too tough to chew,

Turkey Sandwich with Cooked

Greens. Made with provolone

cheese, roasted red peppers,

and mallow leaves. Mallow

greens in the glass bowl

are garnished with a marsh

mallow flower (Afthaes

offidnaffs}. The mucilaginous

texture of the cooked greens

takes a little getting used to.
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Second, mallow leaves, vvhile tasty, arc covered with

tiny hairs rhar you miglu not notice without close inspec-

tion. lliis adects text me, or “mouth fed/^ when savoring

the raw unadorned leaves. ITiis tcxuire might be annoying

to a person with delicate sensibilities. But, Fear not, in n

mixed salad or in a sandwich, die hairs go unnoticed. Great

wild salads can he made of to */2 raallow' leaves.

mucilage
A Viscous or gelatmotiS

metenal exuding From plants,

i.ypicalfy a pofysaccharide

ta complex sugar

r

OKRA
A pJanr

<?sculef)tu5) in the- maUovv

frimify whose mnmalure

seeapods are used to thicken

soups, slews, end cju’nbos

LEAFV STEMS: On yom;ger, early season plants, the

upper one to two inches of leafy stejn [the growing tips)

are also edible and can be used like the leaves. Tenderness

is the limiting Factor. If you (inj yourself eating a string)^

or fibrous stem, you arc dthet too far down the stem or

eating (torn a plant that is growing too slow from age or

lack of water.

Upon boiling, the character of these greens changes.

The Savor is laiatastic—a smoorh-tasting, mellow cooked

green emerges. Tie other change has to do with mucilage

that is released From all parts of this plant. This mucilage

serves as a diickcner for soups, stews, gumbos, vegetable

dishes, and meat dishes. In fact, anywhere that okra is suit-

able, cooked mallow greens can be substituted.

If you grew up eating unadorned cooked okra, you

might love boiled mallow greens just as they arc. Look up

okra redpcs in any cookbook and experijiient by replacing

it with mallow. This is gobs of mucilaginous fim.

If you are not an experienced okra eater but consider

yourselF adventurous, try eating just the boiled greens with

a pinch ol salt. You, like many others, may have a dilFicult

time enjoying the thick and slimy texture. Some love it.

Tie flavor is wonderfuL

If you taste the cooked greens first and reject them

because of the mucilage, do not make the mistake of stop-

ping there. If you do not try them in recipes as an okra sub'

stitute, you will be missing out. When used as a thickener,

virtually everyone enjoys them.
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FLOWERS: Mallow Bowers are edible and beautiftil but

small with little fkvor. Add them to salads or sprinkle them

on a dish as a garnish or on cakes for decoration. Make

sure you pluck them fresh, just before eatingj otherwise

they will shrivel before you can enjoy their beauty* Putting

them directly in cold water will help keep the flowers open

until use.

Ifyou want the Bowers for later, you can cut the whole

Boweting stem and put it in cold water-—like you would a

long-stem rose. Keep them out of heat and direct sunlight,

and store in a cool location. Spray-mist them regularly.

Indirect sunlight during the day opens them; they dose at

night. Cut mallow stems are fickle and sometimes wilt, no

matter what you do.

Like other mallows, the flowers can be used to make

a flavorful tea. Steep 3 teaspoons of dried leaves or flow-

ers in a 4-ounce cup. Tilts tea is also used medicinally as a

soothant for the throat and digestive tract.

FRUITS: Mallow peas are great eating, fresh from the

plant* Kids love them because they are cute, bite-sized, eas^

iiy plucked, abundant, nicely flavored, and easy to throw

at unsuspecting adults. You can just sir with friends and

snack on the fruits of a single, large, well-endowed plant

for about twenty minutes before you run out.

Mallow peas are ripe for picking typically from July

through September. Tliey are used as a vegetable as long

as they are green, no matter their size. They turn brown

with age or orange with a spotted plajit rust caused by the

fungus Puccinia mahctcearum.

Collecting the fruits is easy* You can pluck them in

their clusters by hand, three or four at a time. You can clear

(squeegee) the stems rapidly, then select what you want

on an open table. Plucking is best done from fresh plants*

About half an hour of these techniques yield about one cup

of mallow peas. For efEcicncy, focus on plucking just the

larger fruits.

Maliow peas in their clusters

of 3 or 4 along a typical

stem. This photo is about '/s

of the plant's actual size.
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To squeegee the sterna grab it with one hand, then

slide the other hand along its length, taking everything but

che stem itself. Leaves, flowers, and fruits will collect in

your hand as you strip the stem. Spread out what youVe

gathered on trays and pick out the fruits one by one. The

most beautiful fruits make a wonderful edible garnish for

any kind of dish you are presenting. They can be spread on

top of salads, soups, cooked greens, meats, pasta dishes

—

you name it.

Cooked mallow peas produce the same mucilage we

talked about earlier. So the fruits will work to thicken

soups, stews, and sauces, and will make a great substitute

for okra in any kind of meat or seafood gumbo. The fruits

can also be used to make meringue and what I call mallow-

mallows (a version of marshmallows).

Experiment! Everything they are added to will

thicken, offering a richer texture. Try mixing them with

other vegetables like peas, com, beans, and the like. Find

a creamed com recipe and use mallow peas in place of the

more typical cream or starch thickeners LraditionaJly used.

Add them to gravies and meat sauces. There are many wild

food adventures to enjoy here.

SPROUTS: Fresh green mallow peas eventually mature

into dry brown mallow seeds. Seeds can grow into sprouts

in nature or in yout kitchen. Some people grow foods like

alfalfa sprouts by moistening seeds in glass jars. It is likely

that mallow seeds could be used for the same purpose.

ROOTS: Mallow produces one or more ivor)^-colored

taproots. A taproot is one with a carrotdike shape. Mab
low taproots are typically thinner and much more fibrous

than any carrot you' LI ever buy. I have never found maU

low roots useful for eating or processing. By the time they

are of usable they are tough and fibrous, and do not

yield any of the mucilage that could make them useful as

a thickener.



Marsh mallow {Althaea officinalh)^ a bener-known rel-

ative of common mallow, is appreciated for its roots* Tlie

mucilaginous roots are used as a vegetable and as a thick-

ener. Marsh mallow roots were the original Ingredient for

the marshmallow confection. Modern marshmallows are

no longer commercially made with marsh mallow root*

Mumbo Gumbo
Authentic gumbo is made with okra. Since mallow is

related to and has a mucilage like okra» 1 could not resist

seeing how mallow worked in place of it. Since these mal-

low creations are not true gumbos, I am calling them

'mumbo gumbos ” Mallows are good in their own right, so

we should honor their contribution by giving foods con-

taining mallow their own name. This way we can make

'Wthendc” mumbo gumbo.

Modern recipe books rarely use okra anymore, and

it would be hard for you to improvise mallow (mumbo)

gumbo without some guidance. So I have done some

basic experimenting myself and am passing my successes

on to you.

As we have discussed, the leaves, stems, and fruits of

mallow, like okra, have thickening properties. This muci-

laginous nature goes beyond thickeners like wheat flour or

cornstarch. Mallow mudkge adds a richne.ss that is dif-

hculr to describe.

Mumbo gumbo can be made from mallow leaves and/

or fruits, but in the recipes that follow. I’m just going to be

using the fruits*

To invent the following recipes, I modified two recipes

I found in rhe book Practical Cookery, published by Kan-

sas State Universit}^ I adapted one recipe for gumbo sauce

and one for gumbo soup. I changed the original recipes by

using olive oil in place of hard fat, mallow fruits in place

of okra, and crabmeat in place of crab boil spices. AJl other

changes were minor. The results were superb!

GUMBO B OKRA
The Cajun word for

"gumbo"' is okra. Gumbo
IS d Cajun soup or sauce

typically featuring chicken

or seafood, thickened with

okra, and flavorfully spiced,

Thickener alternatives to

ok 'a have been wheat

flour, rice flour, and file

Cpowdered sassafras leaves,

pnjnounced "fee- LAY"), FHe

powder is often added to

gumbo just before eating

for additional Flavor

MALLOW GUMBO
As far as I can telL the

possibility of using mallows

for gumbo was first

suggested by Ben Charles

Harris in his 1961 book Eat the

iVeeds. He proclaimed, “The

early leaves are to be Included

in gumbo soups and stews."
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Shrimp Mumbo Gumbo

Sauce. Served on a bed of

wild rice and leaf lettuce,

garnished with a wild

sweet pea flower {Lathyrus

/atifolius). and sprinkled with

fresh green mallow peas.

Shrimp Mumbo Gumbo Sauce
During this and the following recipe, the mallow fruits

turned golden to dark brown and gave oft their great

thickening property. The flavor and texture were superb

—

reminiscent of the best gumbo IVe had. Due to the dilu-

tion factor when the sauce was served over rice, additional

salt and pepper were necessary to bring out the flavor. For

both recipes, true Cajuns might want to add more spice

—

ground mustard seed, hot peppers, ground ginger—and

some file powder just before serving. Makes 3-4 servings.

INGREDIENTS:

1 tablespoon olive oil

1 tablespoon flour

!/2 celery rib, chopped

1^2 green pepper, chopped

!/2 medium onion, chopped

1 clove garlic, minced

3 cups water

1 small tomato, chopped

Viz cup tomato sauce

!/2 cup mallow peas (or chopped hard-packed greens)

!/2 cup baby shrimp

V2 cup crabmeat

Salt and pepper to taste

File powder to taste (optional)

DIRECTIONS:

Heat olive oil, add flour, and brown until dark. Add

celery, green pepper, onion, and garlic. Saute until ten-

der and onion is translucent. Add water, tomato, tomato

sauce, and mallow peas. Bring to a boil for 10 minutes.

Add shrimp and crab. Simmer for 1 hour covered. Serve

over steamed wild rice. Salt and pepper to taste.
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Chicken Mumbo Gumbo Soup
Served with some fresh baked bread, this soup would

please even the most persnickety Louisianan. Try it your-

self! Add a crab boil during the boiling process for more

flavor. Makes 3 hearty or 4 small servings.

Chicken Mumbo Gumbo
Soup. Sprinkled with a

few fresh mallow peas

and accompanied by

mallow pea corn bread

INGREDIENTS:

Vl cup mallow peas

2 cups water

2 cups chicken stock (salted stock or bouillon)

Vl medium onion, chopped

Vi celery rib, chopped

Vl green pepper, chopped

2 tablespoons extra virgin olive oil

Vl cup shredded cooked chicken

Vl cup chopped tomato

Salt and pepper to taste

DIRECTIONS:

Boil mallow peas in water and chicken stock for 10

jtiinutes. Separately, saute the onion, celery, and green pep-

per in the olive oil until soft and transparent. Add the sau-

ted vegetables, chicken, and tomato to the pot. Simmer for

1 5 minutes covered. Salt and pepper to taste.
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CONFECnON
A food made primarily with

sweet ingredients; often, an

elaborately made dish or

delicacy: a candy or sweet.

Mallow Confections
Years ago I read with wide-eyed entluisiasm both Euel!

Gibbons {Stalking the Healihftd Herhs^ 1966) and Alan Hall

[Wild Food Trailgmdej 1 973) discussing the idea of making

a meringue out of common mallow fruits. Mallow fruit

extracts were used in place of marsh mallow root extracts,

from which Gibbons had previously made a meringue.

Here is the background intormationi

Euell Gibbons" book contains a chapter on the marsh

mallow plant [Althaea offieinalh). WKile cooking the root of

marsh mallow for food, Euell discovered that the water he

poured oE was a mucilaginous liquid resembling uncooked

egg whites. Being the experimenter that he was and with

the goal of making an egg-free chiffon pie for a vegetarian

friend, Euell found that he could whip the marsh mallow

water into a meringue-style froth. That froth was folded

into a mayapplc/Irish moss fruit gel and poured onto a

graham cracker crusL Hmmm—a mayapple chiffon pie.

Leave it to Euell to do it with flair.

Later iti that chapter, he reports boiling and trying to

eat the roots of dwarf mallow {Malva romndifolm), one of

the common mallows. Unlike the marsh mallow root, he

found the dwarf mallow root was not an acceptable alter-

native to marsh mallow root for a vegetable. It was too

fibrous, and it did not produce a liquid viscous enough to

be useful for whipping into meringue.

Then he tried boiling the mallow peas and came to

the following conclusion: ‘W cupful of these little fruits,

boiled in 2 cupfuls of water until the juice was reduced to

1 cupful, yielded a viscous mallow water that seemed

almost identical to that prepared from marsh-mallow roots.

It would even whip into a stiff froth, like egg whites, and 1

found 1 could use this liquid in any preparation that called

for mallow water.”

In his book, Alan Hall says the following when refer-

ring to common mallow [Malva neglecta) after talking a

little about the marsh mallow : “A substitute for marshmak
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low can be prepared from the roots (not so good) or the

fruits (better): cover the root or fruit with water and boil

until die level is reduced by half Coof then beat the result-

ing viscous liquid into a froth resembling egg white. When

beaten with sugar it is a reasonable field confection or it can

be used as a substitute for meringue or whipped cream.”

At firstj 1 misread ‘A. substitute for marshmallow” to

mean that Alan has actually made marshmallows. What lie

meant was that the juice extract ot the common mallow

could be used in place ofi\\^ juice extract of the marsh mal-

low plant to make a meringue or whipping cream, dbat

misinterpretation led me on a 20-year mission to do some-

thing that I mistakenly thought had already been done

—

make a marshmallow (soft, white, fluffy confection that

you would use in s'mores) substitute out of common mal-

low fruits.

Mallow Whites
Mallow whites are created by a process of boiling mal-

low peas in water. In this boiling, mucilage leaches from

the peas, thickening the waten Ihe strained liquid becomes

the "*mallow whites."

SELECTING MALLOW PEASr Mallow peas are sur-

rounded by a set of green sepals and bracts. You can leave

them on or take them off For most people, leaving them

on will not make a bit of difference. But, if you are per-

snickety or if you are a professional chef, then the green

parts should probably go. Taldng them off takes some extra

effort. Roughly follow these suggestions:

Pluck full peas at about 1 cup per hour.

Pluck green-free peas at about Vi cup per hour.

THE SPELLING OF
PLANTS VS. THE
CONFECTIONS
THEY MAKE:
PUmts

Harsh mallow

Common maHow

Confections

Matshmallow

MallowmalJow

f^aUow meringue

Mallow whlDoed cream

MALLOW WHITES
A .hick Viscous or

mudJaginous liquid

resembling raw egg whites.

Us^ng water, mucilage

IS extracted From either

the roots or fruits of

vanous members of the

mallow family to make the

mallow whites Hqufd,

Mallow whites are a necessary

intermediate step to making

mallow whip cream, msHow

meringue, and mallowmallow

El ell Gibbons' name for

what I call mallow whites

was "mallow water"

PREPARtNG MALLOW WHITES For every ounce of

raw “pressed" mallow fruits, use 3 ounces of water. This

is a diflereni formula from what Euell had suggested. By
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'‘pressed/' I mean to firmly press the mallow peas into the

measuring cup to get an accurate measure* You are not

mashing licre, only pressing to get the air pockets out

caused by the sepals and bracts. Green'free peas require

no pressing*

Pour the water into a pot that is tall and relatively

narrow in diameter* It should be large enough to zemm-

modate the volume of peas and water, with space above to

boil* Cover and bring to a rapid boil on high heat*

Remove the cover and add the mallow peas. Leaving

the cover off, boil peas vigorously until the total contents

reduce by about half Watch this carefully or the liquid will

evaporate and your pan will burn*

As you watch the water boil, you'll know that it is

‘'thickening’’ because the speed at which the bubbles

emerge will slow down. Test the liquid for proper consis-

tency using the spoon test. Try to extract

a spoonful of water. If the water pours

off the spoon like water, keep boiling. If

the water glops or slips off like it doesn’t

want to be in the spoon, you re done.

Pour the hot contents of the pot

through a standard metal kitchen sieve,

catching the mallow whites below*

‘'Mild” pressing of the remaining mallow

peas is okay if you need more juice. Do

not forcefully squeeze the cooked peas

for juice or you will get more of a veg-

etable flavor and fragments of the peas

in the juice.

Allow [he juice to cool to room tem-

perature before using it in any of the fol-

lowing recipes. Set aside the "spent” peas

for later use as a side dish or add them to

other foods just as you would add peas.

Now that you have mallow whites, you

can whip them into mallow foam*
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Mallow Foam
Using common mallow; I had little success getting the

mallow water from the fruits to whip up into a relatively

stable foam—a necessary step for making many confec-

tions, 1 tried making this foam for years with unsatisfac-

tory results*

This is a common problem in the wild food world.

One person succeeds in doing somerliing, but youi for

some reason, cannot repeat it.

To make whipped mallow, air has to get incorporated

into the mallow whites and stay there* The whites are thick,

but in my experience, they just don’t hold that air as egg

whites do. No matter how thin or thick the juice, little air

stays, and the foam flattens back to its liquid form*

1 decided to "prime” the foam {get it starred) using

egg whites* Real egg whites whip up every time. So, using

my crusty hand blender, 1 whipped up one egg white to the

soft peak stage* I then blended in some cream of tartar, just

as egg white recipes demand, to stabilize the now-aerated

whites. Then 1 slowly began adding mallow whites* Lo and

behold, the more I added, the higher the foam got. It kept

growing and growing. If mallow whites are thick enough,

one ounce has roughly the same foaming power as one

ounce of e^ white.s.

i immediately knew 1 had something. This foam

looked exactly like whipped egg whites. But now' it was

almost all mallow'. Over twenty years of disappointment,

and now it was really happening. What a joy, what a thrill!

Having a consistent and "relatively” stable ibam opens

the door to an unlimited number of uses. Even with rhe

egg white starter, however, the foam from mallow is not

as stable as foam made from all egg whites. The solution

is to w^ork fast* Once the foam is made, use it quickly—
substitute for fresh whipped cream, fold into chiffon pie,

bake into a meringue, dry into mallowmallow, or create

your own dish with it*



Mallow whites whipped

to the stiff peak stage.

Mallow Whipped Cream
To make a nonfat whipped cream, just Follow the reci-

pes for either mallow meringue (uses less sugar) or mallow-

mallow (uses more sugar along with some maple extract).

What makes mallow whipped cream different from the

other two products is that you are serving this absolutely

fresh, right from the blending bowl. You do not follow up

by baking or drying this. This fresh foam is a tasty, nonfat,

low-calorie alternative to whipped cream. It is not free of

sugar or calories.

Be aware that the mallow white mucilage will begin to

separate from the foam within fifteen minutes. For most

whipped cream applications, a little seeping is not a big

issue. If a little sweet mallow' juice seeps below into the

strawberries or pumpkin pie, no one will notice. But you

cannot leave this out for half an hour or there will be a

degradation in the look and consistency of foam.
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Mallow Meringue
Mallow meringue is similar to an egg-based meringue*

Taste ajid texture are so aadicndc, most people will chink

they are eating regular meringue. Use mallow meringue in

any food that asks for egg-based meringue as an ingredi"

ent or a copping—it browns the same as reguJar meringue.

Use mallow meringue to lop any pie whose filling hold.s

its shape.

INGREDiENTS:

1 egg white (at room temperature)

!/4 teaspoon cream of tartar

I/2 cup mallow whites (at room temperature)

Vz cup sugar (bakers or ultra-granulated)

I teaspoon vanilla extract (or to taste)

RECOMMENDATIONS'
If the starter egg white

does not foam, it means

that your bowl or beater

blades are not clean

Once ready, use the mallow

foam quickly or re-whip if

the mallow whites begin

to separate over time.

T sooner the meringue

foam IS rn the oven after

whipping, the better.

DIRECTIONS:

Preheat the oven 10 325 degrees F,

Whip egg white at high speed with a hand beater until

it is at the soft peak stage. Continue whipping through all

the following stages until ready for use.

Sprinkle in cream ol tartar.

Gradually pour in small amounts ofthe mallow whites.

Pouring too fast will hinder mixing.

Once all the mallow is incorporatedT gradually add the

sugar, not too fast, about a tablespoon every 30 seconds.

Bakers sugar is best, but regular sugar will work.

Once all the sugar is incorporated (there is no grainy

feel between the fingers when you pinch some of the foam),

spiinkle in the vanilla extract and continue whipping until

foam is stifFbuc nor dry* Total whipping time is longer than

for regular meringue.

For pies with precooked contents, spread meringue

immediately onto the hot contents, extending it all the way

and attaching it to the edges of the baking dish. Bake in the

middle of a 325 degree F oven for 20 minutes, or until the

meringue has plenty of golden brown areas.
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Huckleberry Mallow Meringue Pie
Once I successful in making mallow meringue, my first

instinct was to make a pie with wild fruit. It s only fitting.

So 1 took some wild mountain huckleberries, cooked them

up, poured them into a pie crust and topped them with a

huge layer of mallow meringue* I browned it in the oven

and marveled at the results.

This is a fantastic pie that everyone will love if you do

not eat it all yourself You will notice lots of tapioca starch

(a powder, not beads) in the recipe. This is to firm up the

pie. Soft fruit pies will not support the meringue* Tapi-

oca stiffens the fruit and its juice enough to provide that

support. If you only have tapioca beads, you can blend or

pulverize them into a powder before using. I prefer tapioca

to cornstarch or wheat flour as a thickener.
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INGREDIENTS:

1 egg white, beaten

1 p remade regulai' or gruham cracker pie crust

I cup sugar

6 tablespoons tapioca starch

4 teaspoons lemon juice

1/8 teaspoon salt

5 cups wild huckleberries (also works with hlueberries)

I recipe mallow meringue (see page 119}

DIRECTIONS:

Preheat oven to 325 degrees R

Brush egg white onto the pic crust that will come in

contact with the filling. This prevents the Riling Irom soak'

ing in.

Stir sugar^ tapioca, lemon juice, and salt into a pot

containing the huckleberries, Bring to a rapid boil, stirring

constantly, then boil for one minute. Pour immediately

into the waiting crust.

Apply the meringue to the hot Riling immediately If

you are working alone^ the meringue will have settled some

while you were preparing die Riling. If so> whip it again to

bring it back to its stiff peaks before applying to the filling.

place the pie in the oven for 20 minutes. Examine the

meringue for proper browning. Remove and let cook The

temptation to eat this immediately is maddening! But you

must wait until it cools if you want a perfect result.



Maltowmallow
Majlowmallow is my pkyfu] answer to the corriTnercial

marshmallow. The original marshmallow was made from

the root of the marsh mallow (Althaea officinalis) plant and

was gummier than what we enjoy today. But that recipe

was retired over 150 years ago when the modern marsh-

mallow, made with cornstarch, corn syrup, and gelatin,

came into being. Mallowmallows are made from the fruits

ofcommon mEiilow

As I experimented over the years, my goal was to design

a confection that was, at least, reminiscent of the modem
Kmak Jet- Puffed Marshmallow—light, airy, and soft. There

were many experiments. Keep in mind that accomplishing

in your kitchen what food scientists do in a commercial

laboratory requires some imagination ajid patience.

If you are going to embark on this journey, remem-

ber that you are doing this for fun, not because you want

to save on the cost of commerdai marshmallows! Tliis is

something you should do ro entertain yourself on a casual

summer day. Do it with a friend, a date, your family, or

with members of an outdoor group.

Making mallowmallows requires more steps, tools,

and techniques than your average wild food. Ifyou do your

homework here and become successful at making this, you

will be able to wow even your local wild food skeptics.

NGREDfENTS:
1 egg white (at room temperature)

Vi teaspoon creatn of tartar

1/2 cup mallow whites (at room temperature)

cup regular or bilkers sugar (ultra-granulated)

I teaspoon vanilla extract (or to taste)

Vl teaspoon maple extract

EQUIPMENT;

Hand beater with blades

l.arge glass bowl



Rubber spatula

2 gallon-size ziplock bags

Food dryer with deep trays (110 degrees F capable)

One or more of the following;

1 . Food to dry mallowmallow on

2. Silicone nonstick baking mats

3. Parchment paper

DIRECTIONS:

Directions here have been divided into six sections to

give you an idea of the considerations you should keep in

mind when making mallowmallows. Read the whole thing

before you begin so you can plan ahead for success:

1 . Whipping the mallowmallow

2. Using a mallowmallow dispenser

3. Using a food dryer

4. Drying mallowmallows on selected foods

5. Drying mallowmallows on a surface

6. Powdering the mallowmallows

1. Whipping the mallowmallow
Follow the directions for ‘‘Mallow Meringue,” only

now include the mallowmallow ingredients (includes extra

sugar and maple extract). Continue whipping until the

foam is stiff and offers a bit of resistance. You’ll sec the

foam building up on the beater blades. It will be tougher to

move the beater blades around through the foam once you

whip it thick enough.

2. Using a mallowmallow dispenser

Use a rubber spatula to scoop up the foam. Pack it

into a standard gallon-sized ziplock bag. Remind yourself

that the mallow whites will separate if the foam is left out

too long. Set up aliead of time so you can do things rapid

6 re—as soon as the foam gets into the dispenser bag.

Once all the foam is in the bag, get as much air out



Dispensing mailowmallow

onto a silicone mat within

a food dryer tray.

as you can before sealing the zipper. Once sealed, cut a

inch piece off one of the lower corners of the bag. You now

have a dispensing bag for forming the mallowmaliows^

—

just squeeze the foam out the hole.

Try squeezing out about half the thickness of a com-

mercial marshmallow on whatever surface you form them

on. If you are putting them on some other food for drying,

spread them out in a layer covering that food. If you are

putting them directly on a drying surface, give each dollop

some space so that if you have to bend the surface to pry

the mallowmallow free, the adjacent mallows will not be

touched. Touching mallowmallows will permanently glue

them to each other. With practice, you can make mallow-

mallows in the shape of large Hersheys Kisses.
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3. Using a food dryer
A food dryer is necessary co minsform the mallow

loam to maliowmaJ lows. Your goal is ro get them to an

optimal moisture content—not too inoisCj not too dry.

DO NOT use an oven to do your drying. Heating the

mallow loam somewhere above 118 degrees F will begin

to cook revealing a mild vegetable flavor. If you can set

your oven to 1 10 degrees F and insert a Ian to move the air

without risking fire, melting plastic, or electrocution, then

go ahead and cry an oven.

The most popular food dryer I've seen is the round

plastic kind with stackable layers. The American Harvester

is a common brand that 1 use. You can buy them new for

about $40 or And them cheap at yard sales.

4. Drying maltowmallows
on selected foods

A general reality of drying mallowmallows over a

severaUhour process is that a small portion of the mallow

whites re-Iiquefy and sink to the base of each drying piece.

If the whites sink to a solid surface, the mallow sticks to

that surface over most of the drying process. So the most

practical drying surface is food. For instance, if you are

going to make s mores, then dry them right on chocolate

resting on graham cracker squares. That way, by the end of

the drying process, you have a finished product ready to

eat. Mmmm . . .

11 you are dr)dng them on food, remove them from the

dryer after 3 hours. Tliis assures a softer, more delicate prod-

ua. Eat them Iresh for maximum enjoyment, Somew'here

between three and five hours of drying, the mallowmallows

go from soh and delicate to chewier to dry and crunchy.

5* Drying mallowmallows
on a surface

If you want to make mallowmallows that stand alone

and can be eaten and used like regular marshmallow's, you



have the tollowing considerations within a 3' to 4-hour

drying time: 3 hours provide superior quality, but the mal-

lowmallows are difficult to pry from the drying surface;

4 hours make a chewier to crunch ier qualityj with easier

removal from the drying surface^

I have cried every conventional and unconventional

surface upon which to dry the mallowmallows—most

failed because I cotJd oot pry the dried mallowmallows

free without destroying them. The best surface IVe found

are the silicon-based baking macs. These begin to work

only when the drying time is extended to somewhere

between 3V^ and 4 hours at 110 degrees E After that time,

the mallowmallow becomes dry enough at its base to begin

separating from the mat. These mallo%vmallows are soft,

spongy and chewy.

Remember that the size of the mallowmallow you are

making and the surface area chat the base of that mallow-

mallow calces up will affect the drying rime of your finished

product. Other considerations arc the accuracy of your

food dryers thermostat (check it with a thermometer),

how many trays you have stacked in It, how close to the

center of the tray (where the air is circulating) the mallow

is. and how close the tray is to the top or the bottom of the

food dryer (bottom is hotter). These are all things that may

affect your final result.

Sorry it your head is spinning at this point. This is not

graduate- level biochemistry I am just crying to alert you to

some things to think about if you are having [rouble get-

ting that ''perfect" mallowmallow.

6. Powdering the mallowmallows
Most people who have tried these confections cannot

wait to get their hands on them right out of the dryer.

And this is when mallowmallows are at their best. You can

pick them up and eat them without any problem and w'ith

great enjoyment.

IF. iiowever, you are planning on storing them like



regular marshmallow to be eaten later, you have a problem.

While they are dry enough not to stick to your fingers,

they are still tacky enough to stick to each other. Ibis can

become a big gbppy mess unless you do not mind eating

one big 30-picce mallowmallow.

To prevent them from sticking to each other, you

have to “powder” them. That is, as you pluck them from

the dryer, drop them into a bag filled with the following:

^4 cup powdered sugar mixed thoroughly in enp corn'

starch. After you drop some mallowmallows in, close the

bag and shake it about. Spoon them out onto a strainer,

shake the strainer to remove the excess powder, and your

mallowmallows are now ready for bagging. They are best

when eaten instantly and are still great within 24 hours.

They will be coo dried out after 3 days in the bag to be rec-

ognized as mallowmaJiows—still edible and flavorful, but

with a texture like Styrofoam.

Mailowmallow S'nnores. Take

gr9ham crackers or vanilia

wafers, cover with chocolate

bar pieces, spread with fresh

mallowmallow fluff, and eat

them as is. Or put it all in a

food dryer at 110 degrees F

for about 3 hours to give

them the consistency of

marshmallows, and you have

ready-made s'mores. Or use

fudge grahams and skip the

chocolate bars (see largest

s'more at the back of the

plate above).
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Mallowmallows. Make these

into whatever shape you

want. Tall narrow ones dry

more quickly and are easier

to rernove from drying

surfaces. There are four

store-bought marshmaliows

on this piate for color and

shape comparisons.

Foflow-Up Notes
Most people will not believe you can do this until they

are earing s’mores that you made in front of them. Do it-

rhey’ll never look at wild foods in the same way again.

It may take you a few tries to get this perfect because

you will be adjusting to your own kitchen, its equipment,

and your own way of interpreting iny directions. Enjoy

your kitchen time—you 11 get it right, perhaps even the

first time.

From a social perspective, this is a wonderful activity

to keep children occupied for four or five hours. They have

fun, get a little closer to nature, spend some time with you,

and have s mores to look forward to at the end of the day.

What a wonderful time it could be.
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Chapter 8

Family: Portulacaceae

Species: Portulaca oleracea

Purslane
A low-growing tasty summer succulent

Purslane Is a small-leaved plant whose reddish stems look like a netv^ork of tiny plumbing laid

along the ground with offshoots of small leafy stems. Makes a good edible ground cover.
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PURSLANE

Official Spectes Name:

• Poriulaca oleracea L.

Synonyms (Historical Names):

• Portulaca neglecta

Mackenzie & Bush

• Portulaca retusa Engelm

Common Names:

• Purslane

• Pursley

• Pusley

• Portulaca

• Little hogweed

An herbaceous annual weed

naturalized from Southern

Europe, it Is widespread and

abundant in North America,

primarily where humans

have invaded and where soil

has been disturbed It loves

wet summers and is not

found in abundance in cold

regions and high elevations.

continued

IVe never been a plumber, though IVe dabbled in it as

any manly kind oF guy would. And while you don’t have

to be a plumber to eat wild plants, it might help you to

recognize purslane. On the ground, purslane looks like a

Lilliputian attempt to pipe water along at foot level. Tiny

pipes, no; but a plant with succulent stems and leaves, yes.

Purslane is not well known as a food in North Amer-

ica, and this is perplexing because it is a very popular food

in the Mediterranean and many other parts of the world.

1 was recently asked by someone how purslane could be

edible when he had heard it was poisonous. Purslane is

no more poisonous than spinach. This is a normal food

that can be eaten with impunity in the context of a normal

diverse diet.

Nutritionally, purslane is a powerhouse. It has more

than double the omega-3s that kale has and, as far as I

know, more than any other leafy green ever analyzed. It has

over four times the vitamin E of turnip leaves, more than

any other leafy green ever analyzed. It has glutathione and

other antioxidants and about as much iron as spinach. It

also has reasonable amounts of other nutrients as well as

phytochemicals, like all these leafy greens. So purslane is no

slouch, not a poison, and definitely worth eating. (Simo-

poulos, 1992; 1995.)

Many people studying the Mediterranean diet think

that it is foods like purslane and other omega-3 greens

that give the Greeks their good balance of fats. Olive oil

only contributes some of the omega-3s; the greens, wal-

nuts, oily fish, and a few other foods give them the rest of

what they need.

Knowing Purslane
Purslane is a hot-weather plant. It will not sprout

until the ground temperature is somewhere between 76

and 90 degrees F. A strong hot sun warming the soil along

with good moisture are required for it to sprout below

80 degrees.
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The sprouts are green with a reddish tint. Hie first four

leaves look like little rounded propellers surrounding a red-

dish engine tip. At first, these early leaves are elliptical, but

they get a little fatter near the tip very quickly. The tips

of these leaves are about as rounded as you can get, no:

pointed at all.

In general, purslane sprouts and grows best in the hot-

test four months of the year. Once established, it is very

drought resistant. If a young plant is growing in dry condi-

tions, growth will slow and the plant may be tiny. This can

be seen often in the cracks of sidewalk cement. The plant

starts growing, but the moisture dries up. In these condi-

tions, the plant is so small that it goes unrecognized by

most people.

If a healthy more-established plant is exposed to very

dry conditions, its stems will pull the moisture from the

leaves and drop them. The stems, however, survive longer

and can grow new leaves when moisture returns. If condi-

tions continue to dry, even the stems will die.

Edible Parts

- Growing tips of

young leafy stems

- Leaves

- Buds and flowers

LILUPUTIAN
Refers to people of the

land of Lilliput who were

about 6 inches tall. These

people were characters in

the 1726 book GuUiver's

Travels by Jonathan Swift.

Leaves of young purslane

before they start producing

much in the way of stems.

This is dense growth created

by lots of sprouts emerging

from a small area, This stage

of growth is too young to be

producing flowers or seeds.
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Purslane sprouts, life-size,

relative to my index finger

Note that there are a few

mallow sprouts mixed

in with the purslane.

Rapidly growing purslane,

spreading in the open area

of a planting bed In my

backya rd ga rden . Pu rs lane

branches regularly, trailing

along the ground.
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As long as che days are long, vegetative growth contin-

ues. Great growing conditions will hold off flower and seed

developmem for awhile. Fve seen individual stems up to

eighteen inches long.

Purslane is a succulent, a plant that retains a lot ofwater

in its leaves and stems. Those leaves and stems appear thick

and fleshy relative to their size, lliis ability to store water is

what helps this plant thrive in heat and survive drought.

Planting beds at an organic

farm. The rubber hoses are

supplying plenty of water,

and the sun is supplying

plenty of—well—sun. Of

course, the hoses are not

there for the purslane, but

the purslane benefits. This

growth is about as thick

as purslane can tolerate.

STBMS; As long as there is direct sunlight, purslane will

spread out, with thick primary stems that tend to resemble

reddish-green piping. The plant crawls along the ground

in huge mats. Sun-exposed open space can be completely
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A tfny purslane flower,

magnified. This flower is

a little less than V4 inch

in diameter. The leaves

are fairly big here for

purslane and appear more

flat-tipped than usual.

Bird's-nest-style seed capsule

of purslane. Other capsules

shown here will pop open as

they mature.

covered by purslane- Unlike some other plants that crawl

along the ground, purslane does not root at its nodes. If,

however, you chop up thriving plants, like when turning

over the soil, you may get a surprise. If there is enough

moisture in the soil, many of the cut segments may begin

rooting and grow new plants. This is particularly trouble-

some for farmers who want to get rid of purslane. They
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plow, plant new crops, then water new seeds theyVe planted

during the hottest lime of the year. Guess who loves those

conditions? Purslane and wild'food enthusiasts.

Purslane has limits on its growth. Shade and compe-

tition will kill it. Anything that restricts sunlight can kill

it—not necessarily the whole plant, but parts can atro-

phy and die, leaving the rest of the plant to grow where

there is sun. Purslane competes with itself as well as other

plants. The earlier that purslane emerges from the soil,

the longer it can stay in vegetative growth, continuing to

develop its potential. Where you arc in North America

will determine when temperatures get hot enough and

days get long enough for purslane to sprout. Southern

climates will be earlier, northern climates will be later—it

could be April, May, or June. Individual plants can live

for two to four months.

FLOWERS. As purslane reaches a certain age or as growth

conditions decline, it starts producing flowers. Individual

flowers open only on bright hot days and last for only a

day. As long as the plant continues to grow new^ stems,

flower and seed production v/ill be progressive. This means

that older stems will flower first, with younger ones flower-

ing later.

SEEDS Of course, seeds arc produced when flowers have

been fertilized. When ripe, the top part of the seedpod

pops off, revealing what looks like a little miniature bird’s

nest of black eggs. These seeds quietly sit there until some

disturbance forces them out of the nest. This could be an

animal knocking the plant as it walks by, a raindrop hit-

ting it, or a strong wind blowing through. The seeds do

not travel far from the plant unless they hitchhike on some

clothing or digging tool, or if the soil is moved.

Since purslane stores moisture, pulled plants do not

stop the seed-ripening process, making eradication diffi-

cult. Seeds fall to the ground as the plant is pulled, and



seeds continue to mature and drop ifyou pull the plant and

leave it. Even worse (or better).

Harvesting Purslane
While it is perfeedy possible to eat the tiny plants

growing in cement cracks, I typically only gather purslane

when it is growing kishly in more desirable places. Vigor-

ously growing purslane is not hard to find. The best parts

are the new, rapidly growing tips before plants go to seed.

By “best/’ I mean that they will work fine in your most del -

icate salads served to your most-finicky wild-food-fearing

friends—and at fine restaurants everywhere.

Gather the leafy $tsms~rwt just the leaves. Plucking

the leaves individuaUy would be the best way to procras-

tinate from doing anything important in your life. The

leaves are too small to pluck except for specific purposes.

Some larger individual leaves can he used as a garnish. Kids

love plucking the leaves. Lovers who are gambling on their

relationship do die 'she loves me, she loves me not” thing

(daisies are good for that too).

And remember, the stems are part of the food! Say

this again to yourself: the stems are part of the food—

a great part.

Ifyou plan on using purslane as greens, either fresh or

cooked, and you have lots of purslane to choose from, just

collect the tips. The last inch or two of the leafy stems will

be the most delectable. Why not? You can be choosy.

Ifyou cant find much purslane to gather, either let the

plants go to seed for next year or collect whatever you can

and use whatever you get.

While gathering, if you are thinning an area to allow

something else to grow, pull purslane out by the roots. Be

careful to keep all the root material together as you care-

fully stack them for transport. Doing this will help you in

the cleaning process later

Once collected, purslane travels well. Because its a

succulent, it does not wilt quickly; but it is still helpful to



A healthy, rapidly growing,

young purslane plant—roots

and all—prior to flowering.

The closer the leafy stems

are to the tips of these

branch lets, the more tender

they will be. But this plant

provides good eating down

most of its stem.

Several minutes of purslane

weeding/harvesting from my

garden. Whole plants were

pulled out by the roots so the

tomato plants could spread

out. (The author. 1995.)
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Purslane Salad. Contains

orange sweet pepper slices,

borage flowers {Borage

offidnaHs), and a large wild

carrot flower head {Daucus

carota) as a garnish.

spray-mist your take unless you collect it with root mate'

rial. Moistening the dirt on root material just makes a big

mess. Keep harvested purslane cool until you can trim and

wash it in cold water. Its solid structure makes it easy to

clean. Use your harvest fast for the best quality.

Serving Purslane
Purslane is a pleasant-tastiog food with a hint of lem-

oniness, but J do not find it sour. It fits right into the

foundational greens category because it is so mild. To most

newcomers, the texture is not as familiar as a conventional

green. Purslanes succulent threC'dimensional form and

mildly mucilaginous texture offer a pleasantly unique

experience. It transforms into a more conventional green

once cooked.

Use the tender leafy stem dps in all fresh-food applica-

tions. This will satisfy everyone. Ihe tips (the upper one to

two inches of leafy stems) are great in a purslane salad

—
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a wholesome food all by itself. Most people, however, like

to have more complex salads, and mixed salads are better

for you. Aside from salads, purslane is great where lettuce,

alfalfa sprouts, and any other leafy green are used. Make

them into pesto. Experiment.

Since the stems are a major part of this plant, and they

have their own unique texture, they can have applications

all their own. These are succulent, interestingly crunchy

stems that are different from leafy material you are used

to. So use them in different ways. Try older, stiffer ones for

dipping in fondues or to poke into dipping sauces. Give

them to kids as snacks. With experience, you’ll learn how

to exclude parts that are too close to the root area. 1 love

the stems.

The older leafy stems, below the stem tips and quite

far down the stem, are good coo. They arc crunchier than

the tips and have small leafy stems sprouting out of them.

Roasted Lamb Chops. Served

with a stir-fry that includes

purslane, accompanied

by yellow and red sweet

peppers, topped with almond

shavings, and garnished with

purslane leafy-stern tips.
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Dil! Pickle Expennnent Due to purslane's

crunchy texture, it is a natural for pickling.

This bunch of purslane leafy-stem tips were

placed in the leftover juice of store-bought

pickles and then put in the fridge for a few

days. Due to a short soaking time, these

purslane pickles were understandably weak

in flavor and quite limp. To make purslane

pickles, use the older, thicker stems—they

will stay more solid then the tips used here.

And look up a real pickling recipe— it will take

more time, but the results wilt be worth it,

I chop bite-size pieces of the stems into my
salads.

Cooking of any type relaxes the greens,

making them more like the cooked greens

that you arc used to. They can be boiled,

sauteed, stir-fried, steamed, baked—^you

name kj you are only limited by your

imagination. Cook them into lasagnas,

spaghetti sauces, bean casseroles, stews, and

anywhere vegetables go.

Cooldng reduces the coarseness you

might hod in some of the older stems, mak-

ing them more agreeable.

Tlie flowers and seeds of purslane are

edible bur too tiny to have any use of their

own. So go ahead and eat them along with

the leafy stems you gather.

Purslane is a wonderfitl wild food. It

is nutritious, with great flavor, and can be

eaten raw all by itself For a leafy green, it is

extremely high in omega-3 fatty acid, vita-

min E, and glutathione, and will make even

the persnickety less so. If you can wait till

summer, it will be there for you.
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Tart Greens
The greens in this chapter have a pleasant and some-

times striking sour or adcik havor Tliey are suitable for

occasions where you want to add some mouthwatering

character to a dish. Tart greens are often added to milder

greens (foundational greens) or complex dishes to add inter-

est and nuance* Like foundational greens, they can also cut

the power of pungent and bitter greens but are in no way

neutral like foundational greens- Iftey are edible raw and

cooked, but their best uses depend on what you are prepar-

ing. Tart greens have the potential to greatly improve a dish

by using jusc a little or to dramatically change the character

of a dish by adding a lot* People will enjoy them as a flavor

enhancer for other foods or eaten on their own*

Each of the greens in this section has its own character-

istic flavors and textures. Fresh, they are excellent in combi-

nation salads, added to sandwiches, used as garnishes, and

made into pestos and other green-based sauces. If you are

like me, you will enjoy salads with nothing but sour greens.

Cooked, their flavors mellow, often giving the impression

of foundational greens when a hefty squirt of lemon juice

is added. They go well with (>ther vegetables and any kind

of meat, especially fish,

The plants covered in this section include curly dock,

broad-leaved dock, sheep sorrel, and wood sorrel. Most of

these plants happen to be either in the buckwheat (Polygo-

naceae) or the oxalis family (Oxalidaceae). The only sour

vegetable you will typically find in the supermarket is rhu-

barb {Rheum spp.). French sorrel {Rumex acetosa)^ eaten as

a green, is sold in nurseries for planting in your garden. It

is as close to the plants in this chapter as you will get from

a non-wild perspective* Both rhubarb and French sorrel are

in the buckwheat family*

Nutritionally sour greens tend to be high in iron, zinc,

vitamin C, and soluble oxalates. Nutrient values, unfortu-

nately are often listed under the label "'docks” rather than

OXALATES AND
SOUR FLAVOR
O.-salates, also known as oxalic

acids, are well known to be

in the plants in this section.

Because of that, people

assume that it is the oxalates

that are the source of the

tart flavor they are sensing

Any acid will probably have

0 iour taste. But the sour

of oxalates in the greens

we eat may not be strong

enough for us to taste. I say

this because both spinach

and wild spinach have just

as much if not more oxalates

than the plants m this section,

but neither spinach tastes

sour. So how can spinach

be so high in oxalates and

not be sour? Because plants

have more than one acid,

Other acids found m plants

include ascorbic acid, citric

acid, malic acid, formic acid,

and many others. Every plant

covered in this section has

enough combined acid that it

w II taste sour and turn a dull

ol ve-green when boiled. Wild

spinach stays bright green

Wien cooked, even though

It has gobs of oxalates.

So either wild spinach has

chemical components that

neutralize oxalate's acidity,

or there are other acids in

the plants in this section to

make them sour to the taste.
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the specific dock that they^ are. So, in truth, the values given

in the wild greens nutrient chart listed as Rumex spp. could

beanyoffour species: Rumex crispus (curly dock}, Rtirf3ex

obtucijblius (broad-leaved dock), Rumex acetoieila {sheep

sorrel), or Rumex aectosa (French sorrel). The assumed

species is curly dock, but we just don’t know. Much more

nutrient analysis needs to be done.

Phytochemical data is preliminary, but Rumex crispus

and Rumex ohtucijhiius appear to be liigh in total phenols,

have more myricetin than red wine and black tea, and have

more quercetin than onions and black tea. Myricetin and

quercetin are flavonoids.

Some books will give warnings about plants with

oxalates poisoning sheep, cattle, or chickens. These

accounts are real but do not apply to humans. First, these

animals have different physiology and digestive processes

than humansj they are less able to manage oxalate intake.

.Second, all animals poisoned were restricted to eating the

mass of thdr total diet from days to weeks of very high

oxalate plants, Imagine trying to eat about eight pounds

of spinach every day for a week as over 50 percent of your

diet. Oxalates are relatively harmless in the context of a

normally diverse human diet. {See Oxalates and Nitrates,

page 373, for more information on oxalates.)

Flavors offered by sour greens are an exceUent addition

TO the gourmets arsenal of tastes. Some of the sour greens

grow all year long; others are more seasonal. Growing condh

tions and season greatly affect their quality and availability.
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Chapter 9

Family: Polygonaceae

Species: Rumex crispus

Curly Dock
A deliciously raw tart green ifyou can find ityoung.

A delicious cookedgreen in spring andfall.

Spring curly dock growing multiple stems from a single large taproot,

Some leaves have curled or wavy margins, others do not.
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Estimated Range

Official Species Name;
• Rumex crispus L.

Synonyms (Historical Names)
• Rumex efongatus Guss.

Common Names:

• Curly dock

• Curley dock

• Curled dock

• Yellow dock

• Narrowleaf dock

• Sour dock

An herbaceous perennial

naturalized from Southern

Europe and Western Asia,

curly dock is widespread and

abundant in North America,

primarily where humans

have Invaded and where

soil has been disturbed

Edible Parts;

• Leaf blades

• Growing tips of leafy stems

Seeds

CURLY DOCK

Most of you will find curly dock when it is a mature

plant, either as a cluster of leaves growing from a previous

years root or as a stalked plant. At the stalk stage, it is

often towering over grasses and other weeds it is growing

within. By the time most people taste the leaves, it seems

papery, often astringent, and sometimes bitter. Ifyou have

had this experience, it is time to take a new look at curly

dock. As with many odier plants, good flavor and texture

are in the details.

Curly dock and broad-leaved dock (also covered in

this chapter) are widely eaten in the old world, particu-

larly broad-leaved dock. The reason I focus on curly dock

is that 1 find its leaves more flavorlul for more of its grow-

ing season than broad-leaved dock. Both have the same

food uses.

The name crispus is Latin for ‘'curled, curved, or wavy.”

This describes the sides or margins of the mature leaves of

curly dock.

Curly dock leaves are high in beta-carotene, vitamin

C, and zinc. Broad-leaved dock (see page 153) is high in

zinc but just about average in other nutrients.

Curly dock seeds are rich in calcium and fiber while

low in protein and fat. The limiting amino acid is lycine.

(Wiese, 1995.)

Curly dock is rich in phenols, with greater amounts in

the seeds than in the leaves. Broad-leaved dock leaves are

rich in the flavonoids quercetin and myricetin. 'Ihey have

about twice as much myricetin as broad beans or onions,

six times that of red wine, and about eighteen times that

of black tea. They have more than twice as much quercetin

as onions, about thirty times as much as broad beans, and

a hundred times that of red wine or black tea. (Trichopou-

lou, 2000b; Wiese, 1995; Yildinm, 2001.) Both are prob-

ably high in these phenols, flavonoids, and other phytonu-

trients, but more research needs to be done to verify this.

Every plant in this section contains soluble oxalates,

which are relatively harmless in foods. Eat a wide variety
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of greens and a wide variety of foods, in general, and

the benefits of these greens will far outweigh the smaJl

temporary loss ofsome mintTals that oxalates may bind.

Curly dock seeds and vegetation arc toxic in quantity

to poultry {Royer, 1999). Humans are not affected. We

have a different physiology and a more diverse diet than

chickens.

Knowing Curly Dock
Curly dock grows readily from seed in the warm part

of late spring and early summer, 1 have not found it germi-

nating in cold spring atid fall conditions. That doesn't mean

it doesn't germinate at those times of year; 1 just haven't

seen it happening. Germination, of course, depends on the

amount of moisture, the softness of the soil, the proxim-

ity of the seed to the surface, and sunlight. Turned or dis-

turbed soil brings some seeds to the surface and softens the

soil. The seedlings start out with long narrow cotyledons

(two developmental leaf-like organs) on long stems.

leaves that follow are more rounded than the cotyledons.

As leaves continue to develop from a growing taproot,

the cotyledons wilt away New leaves begin egg-shaped

(ovate) and elliptical, without wavy margins. As more

develop, you see them gaining more length, and the mar-

gins show more imd more curviness.

Curly dock seedling. This

shows the two cotyledons

(top) that emerged from

the seed, with the first true

leaf growing towards the

bottom of the photograph.

First few leaves of curty

dock after the cotyledons

have wilted away. From

leaf tip to leaf tip, this

plant is 2 inches wide.

Ovate Elliptical
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Curly dock leaves expanding

outward from the taproot,

These leaves are just

beginning to show more

waviness along the rnargins.

A young, first-year curly

dock plant with rounded to

elongated leaves coming

off the long leaf stems.

Basal leaves, particularly of

a first-year plant, tend to

have less wavy margins than

stalked or older leaves. This

is the prime stage to gather

the leaves of this plant

There comes a point where the leaves start multiply-

ing and radiating out from the taproot. Like thousands of

ocher planes, including many in this book, a basal rosette is

formed. Unfortunately for many people, different species

look the same when they are at their basal rosette stage. To

help you distinguish, took for a variety of leaf shapes. These

shapes tend to look like a wavy serving spoon with a long

handle. The spoon part is sort of roundish for some of the

leaves. For others, the spoon part starts to elongate. Some

leaves are more curly around the edges than others.
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First-year plants (ones growing from seedlings) and

early second-year plants tend to have rounder leaf blades

in thei r early basal rosettes than older planes. If conditions

are right, lots of leaves will develop. Then, at some point in

late spring, something stimulates the plant to bolt (produce

a stalk). Once a stalk has developed, the plant starts orient-

ing toward reproduction—the development of flowers and

es^ejitually seeds.

Older plants rend to produce long narrow leaves in the

spring. Older plants typically skip the rounded leaf blade

phase of their youth. You can often spot an older plant by

seeing last years stalk, now dark brown and dried up-

usually only a stub sticking one to eight inches up from the

root. Another way to identify an older plant is by seeing

multiple stems arising from the same taproot. Older plants

tend to produce lots of larger leaves much earlier in the

spring before they bolt. They can do this because they are

living off the stored energy of a large well-developed root.

Because nature is no: here for our convenience, curly

dock leaf shape varies quite a bit. They range from rounded

or spoon-like shapes of the newly formed plant, to small

narrow leaves at the top of a stem, to the classic long wavy

curly dock leaf Some are flat and some have curled edges.

This is a second* or third -year-

plant whose root is large

enough to sprout several

stems. At the base of these

leaves are what looks like

several different plants arising

from the ground, in fact, all

those stems arise from the

same root. The leaves are

exceptionally curly here.

CuHy dock stems. Here we

see two of about six stems

growing from the same root.

Seme were cut away to more

clearly display the remaining

two This shows young

stems prior to flowering.

Some tiny flower buds are

just forming at the tops.

These plants are about one

yard tall with the upper 20

inches of the tops showing.
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The wide leaf variation you

will find on curly dock. The

five leaves on the upper left

are new stem leaves growing

at the top of the plant. The

remaining leaves all had their

long leaf stems trimmed off to

neatly fit in the photograph

The three to the right are the

more typical stem leaves. The

five lower- 1 eft leaves are what

can be found on first-year

or early second-year basal

rosettes prior to bolting

The classic mature curly dock leaf. These leaves are long,

narrow, and wavy-margined.

\
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Leaf steins (petioles) become shorter the higher up they arc

on the stem. Ihe key is to recognize the plant by its overall

characteristics.

One of the characteristics that distinguishes all

members of the Rumex genus (docks and sheep sorrel of

this section) is a thin delicate membranous sheath called an

ocrea. It wraps around the nr)des of the stem where leaves

emerge, Ocrea becomes progressively smaller the higher you

find them on the flowering stalk. It is one of the first parts of

the plant to dry up and turn brown as the plant ages.

Once curly dock is developing a stem^ the plant

matures quickly As the main stem elongates, flower stems

arise. This development (as well as when the plant is turn-

ing brown) are the stages when most people can easily rec-

ognize curly dock.

At first, small whorls ofbud dusters develop. Segments

ofstem can be seen separating each cluster. These buds and

the flowers they produce are small and inconspicuous.

As the fruits mature, they turn a dark rust brown. In

fact, the whole plant turns brown. Bach dry fruit encases

one seed. The fruits three sides are formed by the mem-

branous remnants of the flowers sepals. Each of the sides

Ocrea on a young,

newly forming stalk of

broad-leaved dock iRumex

oi-ytudfonus'). Note the ocrea

surrounding the base of the

leaf arching to the left, also

the ocrea surrounding the

base of the newly forming

stem that the arching leaf is

emerging from. Ocrea can

be seen around two other

emerging stems as well as

several torn^ shriveling brown

ocrea at the base of the plant.

(right) Curly dock ocrea on a

main stem leaf. On the upper

stem, the ocrea are smaller

and more tight fitting around

the stem and leaf base. Note

the coHar-like enlargement

where the leaf meets the

stem. This collar is also

characteristic of the Rumex

genus. The ocrea here starts

at that collar and travels up

the stem. This ocrea's tip

has already turned brown.
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Bud clusters of a flowering

branch.

A maturing curly dock plant

with leaves and fruiting stems.
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Whorls of mature

curly dock fruits.

Curly dock seeds and tubercles compared. Curly dock seeds

(left) are brown^ shiny, and three-sided. Tubercles (right) are

non-reproductive seed-like structures that surround the seeds.

Tubercles remind rne of tiny cashews, only with the flavor and

texture of a rice cake. I have no idea if they have any nutritional

value. To show scale, those are imm increments at the bottom

of the photograph. Broad-leaved dock seeds and tubercles

have a similar appearance.

is topped by a non-seed structure called a tubercle. When

I first started processing curly dock seeds, I rhought the

tubercles were the outer bulge of the seed. In fact, tuber-

cles surround the seed like three pillows surrounding your

head. Ihc tubercles add size to the fruit, making the seeds

look bigger than they are*

Curly dock fruit differs from broad-leaved dock in

that its membranous wings have relatively smooth margins.

Broad-leaved docks margins dare and point outward. Look

ahead to page 155 to see how curly dock fruit structure

compares to that of broad-leaved dock.

Curly dock has a large fieshy to woody taproot that is

yellowish to orange in color.
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Curly dock's taproot-possibiy from a third-year plant,

Note the multiple stems arising from this one taproot.
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Family: Polygonaceae

Species: Rumex ohtmifolius

Broad-Leaved Dock
Edible brother to curly dock

Broad-leaved dock parallels the growing habits of curly

dock and can be used in many of the same ways* It is more

widely used than curly dock around the world* Its seeds

and cotyiednns (cmbrionic leaves) look similar, but its true

leaves differ almost from the start. The first true leaves of

curly dock and broad-leaved dock are similarly egg-shaped*

After that, broad-leaved docks leaves start taking on an

arrowhead shape. They remain different from curly dock

leaves from that point on.

Once the plant is established and the leaves enlarge,

they elongate to a more elliptical shape. Ihe tips can be

mildly pointed to rounded. The base lobes are rounded.

Broad-leaved dock prior to stalk development.

Estimated Range

Official Species Name:

- Rumex obtusifoUus L.

Synonyms (Historical Names):

• Acetosa obhngifoHa (L.) A.

& D. Love

Common Names:

• Broad-leaved dock

Broad-leaf dock

• Bitter dock

• Blunt-leaved dock

An herbaceous perennial

naturalized from Southern

Et rope and Western Asia,

broad-leaved dock is

widespread and abundant

in North America, primarily

where humans have

in^^aded and where soil

has been disturbed.

Edible Parts:

• Leaf blades

- Growing tips of leafy stems

• Seeds
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Mature curjy dock and broad-

leaved dock leaves compared.

Curly dock leaves are typically over

three times longer than they are

wide. In contrast, mature broad-

leaved dock leaves are typically

less than three tirries as long as

they are wide. Broad-leaved dock's

margins are flatter than curly dock

margins.

Mature broad-leaved dock in the flower bud stage.
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A whorl of broad -leaf dock

fruits. The flaring pointed

edges of the green sepals

make these fruits different

from curly dock. Once mature,

these fruits will turn a rusty

dark-brown color, just like

curly dock. The brown three-

sided seed bound inside each

fruit is nearly identical to that

ol curly dock. The light seed-

looking round objects are the

tubercles resting on top of and

covering the hidden seeds.

Curly dock seeds remain

on the stem longer then

broad-leaf dock seeds. Late

in the season, around the

fir'st of September, even

though this curly dock

plant (left) has died, it

holds on to Its seeds, while

broad-leaved dock (right)

under the same growing

conditions has dropped

most of its upper seeds.
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A growth tip of a curiy

dock stem. This tip is no

longer edible because the

earjy formation of buds can

be seen. The emergence

of buds indicates the

onset of fibrousness.

Transporting leaves and stems
Collect leaves with their leaf stems (petioles) and keep

them well hydrated, out of the sun, and in a plastic bag so

they n stay fresh. Somewhat wilted curly dock leaves will

crisp back up if you reciit the stem

and soak them in cold water. But it

is better not to let them wilt in the

first place.

The upper rapidly growing tips of

curly dock can be eaten as a cooked

green if gathered prior to the forma-

tion of flower buds. Only a few inches

of tender material exists at the top of

the otherwise string)^ stem. A shorter,

stouter, rapidly growing stem will

produce more food than one that has

elongated.

Seeds
Seed development is complete

when the fruit (dry fruit, in this case)

turns a rusty brown color. Gathering

the dry fruits is easy—just hold the

stem and squeegee, or strip, the seed stems of their fruits,

which can be used as seed for planting or can be sepa-

rated from the chaff and used as a grain. Since the seeds

are already dry on the plant, there is no need to dry them

fiirthen If they are not totally dry, dry them before storing

or processing.

Curly dock seeds have great potential. Each plant

produces thousands of seeds. And since the dry fruiting

bodies stay on the plant when mature, they are easy to

harvest, I have started some experiments to remove the

chaff (sepal remains and tubercles) but have not yet found

a reasonably efficient way to clean them in quantity. For

those of you who love sprouts, the seeds easily germinate

in warm conditions.
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Preparing and Serving
Curiy Dock

Curly dock leafstems are tough and stringy, and unless

you are working with the very tender, young, first-year

leaves, even the leaf blades will be some-

what tough. To get around the toughness,

cut oflF the leaf stem (petiole). Attempting

to eat the stem will result in a big spitball,

which resembles a hair ball, so your cat will

never look at you the same way again.

Even the main vein that extends from

the leaf stem to the tip of the leaf blade is

often substantial and tough. So if you want

to use the stem leaves raw, first make sure

the lemony flavor is there, then squeegee

the leaf blade from the leaf stem and the

main vein.

Do not squeegee the leaf blades until

you are ready to use them. Once squeegeed,

chop them into bite-size pieces and place

them immediately in cold water. This crisps

them and prevents discoloration along the

edges. After a couple of minutes, drain,

spin, and place them where you want them—in a salad, in

a sandwich, or wherever.

With a little experimenting, you will come to know

how much chewiness suits you. The more tender you want

the leaves, the smaller pieces you will want to use.

As a salad ingredient, curly dock provides a wonderful

tart punch and can make up anywhere from one-fourth to

one-half the content of a salad, depending on how much

sour you desire. 'Ihis green can take the place of a vinegar

dressing if enough of it is included. Curly dock also goes

well in sandwiches, as a component of fruit salads, and

anywhere you use lettuce.

Most of the curly dock IVe eaten has been cooked, due

to the fact that most of the time 1 find it, it is astringent

Hew to squeegee a leaf blade

frem its main vein. Hold the

leaf stem with one hand.

With the other hand, grab

the base of the leaf blade

on either side of where it is

attached to the leaf stem

and pull down along the

main vein. With practice,

most of the leaf blade will

separate from main vein.
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Managing leaf blade

chewiness. If curly dock or

broad-leaved dock leaves are

papery and tough, chopping

them into small pieces can

reduce or eliminate the

perception of chev/iness.

These pieces can be sprinkled

rn a salad if they pass the

raw taste test, or they can

be used for cooking.

anti sometimes bitter. Cooking, primarily boiling, for a few

minutes transforms the tart raw flavor (or astringent flavor)

to a wonderful blend ofcooked greens with lemoniness. dhe

texture goes from crisp (or papery) to smooth and creamy

There is a concentration of flavor as die greens reduce to

about one-fourth to one-fifrh their original size. Once
boiled, die natural plant acids that give this plant its sour

flavor cause an overall color change. 'Hie greens go from a

bright green to a dull army greeji.

All of these characteristics provide a rich source for

new recipes—new tastes, new textures, and new colors.

As a side dish, the boiled greens can be eaten with a pinch

of salt and pepper or served with your favorite salad dress-

ings. The wonderful lemony flavor and creamy texture

make a great addition to soups, stews, and sauces. And

due to the concentrated flavor, you do not need a huge

amount of the leaves to add interesting complexity to

combination dishes.
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Curly dock leaves can also be sauteed or stir-fried just

until the color changes. Cooked like this, it is just as good

as it is boiled— creamy texture, a good lemony flavor with

no astringcncy or bitterness, and some character added by

the cooking oil

Steaming does not work so well for me because it results

in greens that are not so creamy, the lemoniness is almost

gone, and a mild rankness replaces the original astringent

and bitter flavors. So I prefer boiled or sauteed greens.

The higher the concentration of curly dock used in a

salad or cooked dish, the more of that roughness you will

feel on your teeth when the oxalates temporarily bind with

the calcium ofyour teeth. It is fun to feel this roughness for

a minute and to watch others feel the unique sensation the

oxalates provide before they dissolve.

Up until now, we have been discarding the leaf stem

and the thick main veins. But, like rhubarb, the strongest

sour flavors are often found there. While I typically toss

them, a potential is there in spite of their fibrousness. My

friend Stew Meyers once finely chopped the upper stems

of curly dock and cooked them into a rhubarb-like pie. He

modified the recipe for Japanese knotweed pie from Stalk-

ing the Wild Asparagus by Euell Gibbons,

Curly and broad-leaved dock

(eaves shrink upon cooking.

More than 2 cups of finely

chopped (i/a inch) greens

bcils down to less than '/i cup

of greens, so volume reduces

to less than of its original

size. Boiling also changes the

color from bright green to

oli ve or army green.
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Curly Dock Pie Filling

Aciapted from Euell Gibbons' Japanese Knotwccd Pie

Recipe by LStewart Meyers of Eugene, Oregon.

IWGREOIENTS:

1 !/2 cups sugar

cup flour

teaspoon nutmeg

4 cups very finely chopped curly dock upper stalks

and petioles

3 eggSj beaten

IRECTIONS:
Preheat oven to 400 degrees F.

Blend dry ingredients together and gradually beat

the eggs into the dry mix. Stir in the curly dock imtiJ well

mixed*

Pour this filling into a prepared pie crust* Top with a

top la)Tr of pie crust and poke holes in the top for steam

to escape.

Bake for about 50 minutes* Cool before serving

Using the stem tips and leaf refuse (leaf stems and

main veins) are one way to get more use out of this plant.

This is more than most people will do* But if you are so

inclined, these parts can also be used for soup stock, dried

for tea, or put through a juicer. However you decide to use

them, you must account for their fibrousness* For instance,

for soup stock, cook them, then strain the liquid to remove

the fibrous stems. Of course, no straining is necessary if

you use finely chopped leaf blades for soup stock*

My success with whole stem tips has been mixed. Some-

times the tips have good flavor and sometimes they don't.

Til is is a potentially promising area that needs more study.

Mature stems are hollow except for the joints where

leaves emerge, so parts of the stem can be used as a straw

for drinking beverages.
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DIRECTIONS:

Heat olive oil in a large saucepan, stir in cornstarch or

tapioca starch, and cook on medium heat until bubbly.

Gradually stir in liquids. Increase heat to high. Bring

to a rapid boil, stirring constaiidy.

Stir in curly dock and celery. Decrease heat and sim-

mer for 5 minutes. Add salt and pepper as desired.

Curly Dock Soup
The flavor and texture of this soup are superb. 1 find it lem-

ony, creamy, and delicious. Experiment. Change the ingre-

dients to suit your tastes. Add more curly dock, add some

mallow in place of starch, use broccoli instead of celery, or

add sauteed onions. The possibilities are endless. Serves 6.

INGREDIENTS:

4 tablespoons extra virgin olive oil

3 tablespoons cornstarch or 4 tablespoons

tapioca starch

20 ounces chicken broth (salted broth or bouillon)

16 ounces water

1 Vi cups chopped curly dock leaf blades

1 cup chopped celery

Salt and pepper, to taste
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Curly Dock Greens with

Raspberries and Cashews.

Garnished with raspberries

and columbine flower petals.

Curly Dock Greens
with Raspberries
and Cashews
This dish is delicious. The greens

are moist, and the combination of

the greenSj garlic, and raspberries

is marvelous and flavorful. The

salt and pepper are important

for bringing out the flavors. And

while 1 think this dish looks beau-

tiful, some think otherwise. You 11 have to make it yourself

to see what I mean* Serves 3 huge or 6 standard servings.

INGREDIENTS-

] pound curly dock leaf blades

2 tablespoons extra virgin olive oil

Va cup chopped or halved cashews

1 or 2 cloves garlic, minced

Salt and pepper to taste

I cup frozen raspberries

DIRECTIONS:

Boil curly dock greens for 3 minutes, drain, and chop

into small pieces. Break those pieces apart so they are not

in chopped clumps. In a large skillet, heat olive oil and stir

in the cashews. When they turn golden brown, add garlic

and stir until thoroughly tempered by the hot oil. Add the

cooked curly dock.

Mix and cook for a couple of minutes until the greens

are thoroughly heated* Add salt and pepper to caste. Make

sure the cooked greens are not sticking together.

Fold Va cup raspberries into the greens. Do this gently

so they maintain their shape. Remove from heat and serve

hot* When ready to serve, sprinkle a few of the remaining

fresh raspberries onto the plate as a garnish.
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Chapter 10

Family: Polygonaceae

Species: Rumex acetosella

Sheep Sorrel
A tart treatfor both kids and adults

A cluster of sheep sorrel leaves at the prime of their edible life.
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SHEEP SORREL

Estimated Range

Officiat Species Name:

• Rumex acetoseiia L.

Synonyms (Historical Names):

• Rumex angrocsrpus Murb,

- Rumex tenuffofius CWallr)

A. Love

• Acetosefta acetoseMa CL.)

Small

' Acetoseila tenuifoiia (Walir,)

A. Love

• Acetoseifa vafgans (Koch)

Fourr.

Common Names:

- Sheep sorrel

FieJd Sorrel

• Red Sorrel

Sour Grass

• Sour-weed

- Red-weed

• Gentleman's sorrel

‘ Surette

An herbaceous weed

naturalized from the

continued

What fun this plant is. A delight for both kids and

adults. Pluck the leaves and taste for an instant kick—

a

spark to the taste buds, a strong souf'apple flavor. When
found in quantity, this plant can provide a great addition

to salads, soups, and many other dishes, Mhe key is to know

how to find it growing in its rapid leaf phase.

Like its relatives curly dock and broad-leaved dock,

sheep sorrel is in the buckwheat family (Polygonaceae). It

is unrelated to the wood sorrels (Oxalidaceae) chat have

similar flavor and some similar chemical characteristics.

Sheep sorrel is rather inconspicuous to the average

person who passes it every day. In open fields, its flowering

stalks give the impression of patches of red-colored grass.

Some people spot the cute arrow'shaped leaves.

Average amounts of calcium and iron are all 1 can find

in the scientific literature for sheep sorrel. And there has

yet to be any serious study of the phytochemicals it may

provide. Both the nutrients and phytochemicals of sheep

sorrel need further study

Sheep sorrel also contains soluble oxalates. This is not

of general concern in the context of a normally diverse

human diet.
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Knowing Sheep Sorrel
Sheep sorrel reproduces in uwo wiiys—by seed and by

rhizome. A seedling starts out with a pair of oblong cotyle-

dons. Like curly dock, the first few true leaves that appear

are egg-shaped and then elliptical; later, you begin to see

lobes forming near the base of the leaf blade. Five things

happen to the leaves as the plant matures: leaf stems elon-

gate, leaf blades lengthen, and lobes enlarge, lengthen, and

flare out to the sides.

Once a seedling establishes itself, the plant produces

rhizomes, which are undergromid stems. Along the length

of sheep sorrel rhizomes are buds that give rise to new

plants. One rhizome can produce many plants. The photo

of sour grass on the facing page shows a bunch of adult

plants that could theoretically be connected by rhizomes

to a single parent plant. When plants come from the same

rhizome, they are considered genetically identical clones.

Sheep sorrel rhizomes are a bane to farmers. Normally

they till to soften the soil and to kill weeds. But all tilling

does with sheep sorrel is break up and spread its rhizomes.

New plants can grow from fragments of the rhizome.

Mediterranean, sheep

sorrel is widespread and

aoundant in North America

primarily where humans

have invaded and where

soil has been disturbed.

Edible Parts:

• Leaf blades

(left) A new sheep sorrel

plant whose lobes are

just forming. This plant is

about V/2 inches tall.

The very first leaves after

cotyledons have no lobes, but

you can often see predobe

angles along the margins.

(facing) Mature sheep sorrel

plants in full stem and flower

This plant often grows in

clusters in grassy fields and

even resembles grass (from a

distance) but with a reddish

tinge. This resemblance

may be how it got one of its

common names—sour grass.
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A young plant's basal rosette

of leaves, individual plants

growing alone tend to form

a basal rosette prior to stalk

development This plant is

about 4 inches in diameter

at this stage in its growth.

People ofren describe sheep sorrel leaves as being

arrowhead-shaped. That description typically means that

the main part of the leaf blade is pointed one way, while

two lobes at the base of the leaf point back in the opposite

direction. Sheep sorrel lobes are unique—not so much like

arrowheads. While the main part of the leaf blade is how

you would expect it to be, the lobes spread out to the sides,

[fyou imagine them as ear lobes being pulled outward and

twisted slightly, you get a better picture of how the lobes

are shaped. Sometimes the lobes even curve back toward

the tip of the main leaf blade.

At some point in the spring, you get a rapid prolif-

eration of leaves from older rhizomatous plants. The leaves

look like they are growing in big clumps, or they can carpet

a whole area. The healthiest, most luxurious, and abun-

dant growth goes on where the soil is soft, fertile, and well-

watered. These conditions also result in the largest leaves.

See the photo on page 1 65 to see some luxurious growth.

When the plants reach a certain maturity, they begin

stalk development. In some respects, their overall form

mimics a miniature version of curly dock. The base of

each leaf is surrounded by an ocrea; the stem eventually

branches, and tiny flowers and fruits are arranged along the

lips of long stems.

Sheep sorrel rhizome gwing

rise to many aboveground

plants. These rhizomes are

the source of the great,

clusters of leaves that

one occasionally sees.
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Normally shaped and sized sheep sorrel leaves. They can get

much bigger and much smaller than this. IVe found leaf blades

from 1/2 inch (typically on tall stems In dry ground) to 5 inches

long (typically In great soil prior to flower stalk development),

Sheep sorrel leaves compared to morning glory {Convoivuious

spp) and bittersweet nightshade {Solarium duicamara). Both

are considered poisonous to eat. While all these can loosely be

called arrowhead-shaped leaves, only sheep sorrel will have a

strong sour flavor. The two on the left are sheep sorrel, the four

in the center show two varieties of morning glory, and the two

on the right are bittersweet nightshade. Across the top are the

upper sides of the leaves; across the bottom are the undersides.

Young sheep sorrel whose

stem has just started to bolt

This first-year plant is not

yet in a rhizome-connected

cclony. Note the ocrea

membranes surrounding

the base of each leaf. This

shows a tiny version of the

same type of ocrea found on

curly and broad-leaf docks.
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Tlie adult plants can grow up to two feet tall in ideal

conditions. In some instances where support is not strong,

stalks may fall over and grow in a mishmash of confusion.

Tlie picture at left shows the typical upright growth form.

Expect to see some variation in nature.

Harvesting and Managing
Sheep Sorrel

Sheep sorrel is always a treat to snack on in whatever

form you find it. It is famous as a kids treat and as a walk'

by nibble. The leaves always have that great sour flavor

regardless of the age ot the plant.

For meals* 1 only collect sheep sorrel when I find large

leaves (relatively speaking) growing in abundance. I want

my food to be easy: easy to collect* easy to process, and

easy to prepare. Sheep sorrel leaves are relatively small and

stem leaves are even smaller* so large and abundant make

a big difference.

The oft-branching stems of

sheep sorrel. Not only hoes

it grow multiple plants from

its rhizomes, but the stems

themselves can also branch

quite generously just above

ground level. This branching

can produce a huge number

of leaves prior to bolting

(facing) Several mature sheep

sorrel clones growing from

tf^e same rhizome system.

Stem leaves get smaller and

narrower and sometimes

lack lobes toward the upper

part of the plant. The seed

structures eventually take

on a reddish coloration.
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Leaf-Stem removal from the

leaf blades This process

reduces the size of your

take. Here is the amount of

stem material produced by

a gallon-size bag of sheep

sorrel leaves. The bag was

full when the leaf stems

were attached. The bag only

contains leaf blades now.

1 typically gather from

healthy patches where the leaves

are large and clustered together.

This is almost always in the pre-

stalk condition, where rhizome-

formed dories produce lots of

leaves* Ihis growing condition

allows me to grab big clusters

of leaves with one hand while

I snip them with scissors using

the other.

Sheep sorrel is of lesser, but

still good, edible quality when

it is growing in more stressed

conditions. Stress in the form of

poor dry soils will cause sheep

sorrel to bolt quickly into mature

stems. In these conditions, sheep sorrel produces fewer and

smaller leaves. Only when the soil remains moist through-

out its life will sheep sorrel produce large lush leaves in its

adult form. Struggling plants are good for snacking but not

for gathering on a larger scale.

Like other plants, keep your gathered leaves spray-

misted and cool in containers out of the sun until you are

ready to use them.

When you are ready to use the leaves, it is time to

remove stems. The stems are just as flavorful as the leaves

but are too fibrous for polite society. Including stems with

the leaves is, of course, the easy way to include sheep sor-

rel in any dish, but spitballs will ensue, and flossing will

be necessary* This is true, raw or cooked. If you are with

a bunch of burly survivalists who don t mind smiling with

green matter stuck in their teeth, leave the stems on. But if

you are feedijig these wild greens to your friends who are

skeptical of your foraging prowess, you want to give them a

pleasant chewing experience, so remove the stems.
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Serving Sheep Sorrel,

Fresh or Cooked
Sheep sorrel is a wonderful addirion to any food where

a sour or lemony taste is desired* Fresh, it is an excellent

salad green all by itself—though a little strong for some.

So, you can make a whole salad out of sheep sorrel, or you

can use measured amounts of it in more complex salads

where you want a variety of davors. To me, a good base for

a combination salad includes roughly a blend of a third

foundational greens, a third pungent greens, and a third

sour greens, with shredded bitter greens mixed in to suit

your individual tastes. Of course there are a million things

you can add to this base, and 1 m sure you will*

Fresh sheep sorrel is a great addition to any kind of

salad. It goes good with greens as well as fruit, meat, and

seafood salads. Put it in sandwiches, add some leaves to

a glass of iced tea, or use it in homemade salsa or pesto.

Sheep sorrel is similar in flavor and other characteristics to

French sorrel {Rumex acetosii). Any cookbook recipe you

Sheep Sorrel Salad. Garnished

with a wild sweet pea flower

and topped with your favorite

salad dressing or just olive oil

and salt to taste. The leaves

shown here are larger than

typically found.
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Cooked sheep sor^e^ reduces

greatly in size. Four cups

of fresh sheep sorrei leaf

blades yieid onty about

3 tabiespoons of cooked

materiai. The coJor also

transforms to an army green.

can find that uses Prcnch sorrd—also known as garden

sorrel—will give you a great guide for inventing recipes for

sheep sorrel.

Like curly dock and broad-leaved dock, sheep sorrel

reduces greatly upon cooking. For this reason, I typically

do not make a side dish of cooked greens from this plant. It

is just too much work for whatever little pile of greens you

may end up with. So for me, cooking sheep sorrel Is limited

to the making of soups, sauces, and flavorings—-where a

little goes a long way And because of the intensity of sheep

sorrels flavor, this strategy works quite well.

Another change that occurs during cooking is that

the greens transform from bright green to a dark olive

green. This color change is a feature caused by the high

acid content of the greens. You cannot prevent this change

under normal cooking circumstances, so learn to love the

new color.

Sheep sorrel is a commonly known wild food that is

already enjoyed as a mouthwatering snack by many who

use it. Knowing the details on its collection and use will

help you get the most out of this plant as a real food and as

a contributing part of your diet.

The recipes for soup and sauce found at the end of the

wood sorrel chapter also work for sheep sorrel.
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Sheep Sorrel Pesto

Sheep sorrel pesto (fresh) or sauce (cooked) can be even

more varied. Start with this l^asic pesto recipe and change

it to your liking.

INGREDIENTS:

4 cups loosely packed fresh sheep sorrel leaf blades

Vi cup grated Parmesan cheese

I/3 cup pine nuts

2 medium cloves garlic, peeled

Vi cup extra virgin olive oil

Salt and pepper, to taste

DIRECTIONS:

Process the sheep sorrel, cheese, pine nuts, and garlic

into a rough paste in a food processor. With the machine

still running, drizzle in the olive oik If the paste is not liquid
Qrjlled Fish Sandwich. Adding

enough add more olive oil until it suits you. Add salt and sheep sorrel leaves gives it a

pepper as desired. Serve fresh with pasta and other dishes. lemony flavor.
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Sheep Sorrel Soup and

Roasted Chicken with Sheep

Sorrel Sauce. The soup is

garnished with bull thistle

{Cirsium vufgare) root slivers

and fresh chives. The chicken

is garnished with chanterelle

mushrooms, red and yellow

sweet bell peppers, and

potatoes, all drizzled with

sheep sorrel sauce (center).

Sheep Sorrel Tea
The lemony flavor of sheep sorrel translates wonder-

fully into a tea that can be made from the leaves and stems.

Dry them as you would any tea you make yourself I find

that a food dryer set at 95 degrees F works best to keep in

most of the flavor. Since you only dip the greens into the

water and then pull them out again, there is no need to

exclude stems. In fact, this is a great use for the stems you

have cut from the leaves. The stems require no tea bags; just

bundle them with a string. With sweetener added, iced tea

made from sheep sorrel makes a lemonade-style drink.
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Chapter 11

Family: Oxalidaceae

Species: Oxalis stricta

Wood Sorrel
A tart-tasting shamrock ofa plant

Wood Sorrel—a non-woody low growing plant that would please any leprechaun.

The fascinating shape of the leaves reveals the identity of this plant.
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Estimated Range

Officiaf Species Name:

* Oxsifs stricta L.

Synonyms (Historical Names):

- Ceratoxalfs co^orader^SfS

(Rydb.) Lunell

- Cera toxafis cymosa (Sma I f )

Lunell

- Oxafis or Xanthoxalls

brittoniae Small

* Oxafis or Xafithoxafis bushii

(Small) Small

OxaifS or Xanthoxah's

coiorader^sis Rydb

OxaifS or Xanthoxatis

cymosa Small

OxaifS o r Xanthoxa tis fWpes

Small

OxaifS or Xanthoxafis

interior (Small) Fedde

" OxaifS or Xanthoxatis rufa

Small

* Oxaiis cornicuiata var

dfitenif (Jacq,) Trel.

* Oxafis dftienii Jacq.

continued

WOOD SORREL

Most people walk by wood sorrel all their lives, seeing

it as clover. Those of us looking closer notice it is unique

—

sort of a cleaner version of clover with a weikdefincd leaf

It wasn't until I began studying wild foods that I realized it

was also a tasty treat. It is a plant that grows anywhere there

is moisture and sunlight bathing the soil It is common in

yardsj gardens, sidewalk cracks, and driveways.

Also mistakenly called shamrock, the leaf is the clas-

sic shape often seen on display at Irish cultural events

—

particularly to celebrate St. Patricks Day. After some

research, I discovered that, historically, the true shamrock

is believed to be a clover, not wood sorrel—probably Tri-

folium duhium or Trifolium repens. No one seems to know

for sure, but do a search for shamrock on the Web and you

will see all the theories. Larger woodland species of Oxaiis

are often sold as potted plants on St. Patricks Day, labeled

as shamrocks for marketing purposes.

Oxaiis strkta and Oxaiis corniculata are the two most

common weedy yellow (flowered) wood sorrels. They are

edible, delicious, and easily recognizable—nearly identicah

For the purposes of this chapter, all the sorrels can be used

in the same ways.

Very tiny seedling of

wood sorrel, much

enlarged here, soon

after germination.

It includes two

cotyledons, one

e>iparided true leaf

at the top. with the

second leaf still curled,

ready to expand.

These seedlings are

tiny, about 6mm from

left to right—you

almost have to have a

magnifier to see them.
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Wood sorrds arc annuals but will struggle and survive

into perennial-ness in very moderate winter climates.

Both of the yellow sorrels have high values of iron,

calcium, and vitamin C. Even more surprising is the level

of iron in Oxalis cornicuUta^ which has been found to

have three times the iron of spinach. Spinach currently

provides the highest source of iron known from a culti-

vated leafy green.

Aptly named OxaliSy this genus and its plant family

the Oxalidaccae, were named after the Greek word for sour:

oxys. Ihe sourness cannot all be attributed to oxalic acids

(oxalates), even though the oxalates are high. The sourness

comes from a mixture of acids. In spite of many authors

claiming so, oxalates are not a problem for normal healthy

humans eating a normally diverse diet.

J couldn't find any phytochemical data on wood

sorrel.

Knowing Wood Sorrel
LEAVES/LEAFtETS: Wood sorrel sprouts throagh“

out most of the growing seasons—whenever the soil Is

disturbed, there is enough moisrure, and some sunlight is

present to stimulate germination. That is typically in the

spring and autumn unless someone is regularly watering

the area. Tlie cotyledons and the first true leaves are tiny

and difficult to see. The seedlings can be as small as 4mm

in diameter.

These plants are very delicate and tiny until the root

reaches a critical mass, allowing the leaves to start grow-

ing in size. Leaves on a healtliy adult plant get to be up to

1 inch in diameter. Leaves grow alternately on deliaite stems

and give this plant its unique appearance. Tlie leaf is made

up of three leaflets, each in the shape of a heart. The three

hearts meet at the point where they join the leafstem.

Each leaflet has a flexible crease along its main vein. The

crease gives the leafieLs a special talent, an ability to behave

diflerenrly depending on the whims of nature. During the

Oxa//s dilfenii ssp. hHpes

fSmall) Eiten

* Oxaiis diHenii radtpans

Shinners

* OxaHs eUfOpB Jo rd

.

* Oxafis europ&ea var, bu^hn

(Small) Wieg.

- Oxalic europaaa var. rufa

(Small) Young

^ OxaHs fiorida ssp
,

prostra ta

(Haw.) Lourteig

* Oxaiis foPtana Bunge

- Oxaiis Qfostrata Haw,

* Qxa}^ rupestris Raf,

‘ XanthoxaiiS dfHanii (Jacq.)

Hoiub

“ XanthoxaftB var,

pifetocarpa (Wieg,) Hotub

' Xan thoxaiis. fiorida (5a 1 1 sb .

)

Moldenke

* Xanthoxatis stricta van.

pttetocarpa (WIegO Moldenke

Common Names:

^ Vvdod sorrel

Upright wood sorrel

* Yellow sorrel

« Veilow wood sorrel

* Oxalis

‘ Shamrock

* Sourgrass

' Toad sorrel

An herbaceous weed thought

to be native to North Annsrica

ard Eurasia, wood sorrel is

widespread ar>d abundant in

North America, prinnanli/ near

human activity but where

tha soil IS relatively stable,

pErticularly lawns, vacant

lois. and landscape beds,

Edible Parts-

- Leaves

' Flowers

- Seedoods
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SHAMROCK
A three-Jeaved Cactually

three-leafleted) clover

was used by St. Patrick to

represent the Holy Trinity.

day, llie leaflets are generally spread open in shady areas.

At sundown, leaflets angle downward toward the stem and

fold along their crease, sort of like a collapsible umbrella.

During the day, they fold down if the sun gets too intense

or if ir starts raining. These behaviors seem to protect the

delicate leaves from physical damage brought about by sun

and rain.

Wood sorrel leaves and stems range in color from pure

green to pink to plum to some reddish coloration of green.

Sometimes green leaves will have reds darkening the leaves

evenly, or there will be red around the edges. Whatever

color it is, it will have a dull (not shiny) surface.

Cleft) Folded wood sorrel leaf

with its three folded leaflets.

(right) Plum-colored wood

sorrel. Its leaves and stems

range in color from bright

green to pink, to plum,

or red. Sometimes leaves

will be green, darkened

by a reddish hue.

RHIZOMES: Once established, wood sorrel can grow

into big mats* Oxaiis stricta spreads by rhizomes growing

just beneath the surface of the soil, similar to sheep sorrel,

Oxaiis corniculata spreads by aboveground stolons that

re-root as they spread. While both wood sorrels develop

mats or ground covers, stricta tends to grow upward a

little more and is capable of reaching about a foot talk

Corniculata tends to mat more closely to the ground and

spread outward.
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FLOWERS AND PODS: Wood sorrel flowers are small

with five yellow petak Tliey are born on small umbels.

They, like tbe leaves, close up in early evening and reopen

some time in the morning. The five petals arranged in a

circle easily distinguishes this plant from any of the clovers.

Clovers have lots of tiny pea'Iike flowers clustered together

on flower heads.

Flowers eventually develop into five-sided seedpods

that resemble miniature okra fruits* Those pods arise off

the flower stem at a sharp, almost 90-degrcc angle. This

characteristic angle separates the yellow wood sorrels from

all the other members of the Oxdis genus.

Once the pods mature and dry out, they snap open,

ejecting their seeds quite a distance from the parent plant.

RHIZOMES
Underground stems that

give rise to new plants.

Rhizomes can also be food

storage organs for plants.

STOLONS
Aboveground stems that

creep along the ground

and re- root, giving rise to

new plants. The new plants

created by both rhizomes

and stolons are genetic

clones of the original plants.

Wood sorrel's yellow flower,

about Vs inch in diameter.

Yellow flower clusters arise

from the ends of branched

stems. Several flowers radiate

out from one point in a form

that is called an umbel.

Wood sorrel flowers and leaves on a young plant.
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Seedpods and flower on a

wood sorrel umbel. The pods

angle sharply upward from

the stems they are attached

to. This is different from other

members of the same genus

iOxsiis) that have less-angled

seedpod attachments.

Clover and wood sorrel

leaves compared. Red clover

(Trffbiiom prat&nse^. one of

our common clovers (left),

is compared to wood sorrel

(right). Wood sorrel has three

heart-shaped leaflets. Clover

leaflets are not heart-shaped.

Wood sorrel or clover?

I am going to generalize here because there are hundreds

of clovers. Certain common clovers can resemble wood sor-

rel because their leaves have three leaflets. Also, depending

on the species of clover, they can be roughly the same size as

and be weak climbers like wood sorrel, and grow somewhat

as a mat or ground cover as wood sorrels do.

With a little attention to detail, the differences become

obvious. First, wood sorrel leaflets are truly heart-shaped;

and while Fm sure IVe seen heart-shaped leafleted clover,

they are typically not heart-shaped. Clover leaflets tend to

be round, egg-shaped, or oblong. Their dps are notched
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but do not have that sweeping heart shape of sorrels.

Clovers more often than not have a whitish marking

on each leaflet. The design differs somewhat from one clo-

ver species to another, but all the leaflets on a particular

plant have the same pattern.

The veins on clover leaflets are pinnate (Latin for

leathered"), which means that each leaflet has a main vein

with snialler ones branching off it. Wood sorrel leaflets

have palmate venation—a main vein plus secondary veins,

all originating from its base; smaller tertiary veins branch

off the main vein.

The other main diftercjice is that wood sorrel has a

wonderful sour flavor, sort of like sour apple, whereas clo-

ver taste like, well, clover—a mild green well suited for

grazing animals.

Gathering and Cleaning Wood Sorrel

A mouthwatering snack or trail nibble can be in the

cards anytime you see wood sorrcL But like sheep sorrel,

to start incorporating this plant into meals requires that

either you have very little need (mixed in a salad v^ith other

ingredients) or you find a large patch of it. Preparing a

An Oxa/is cornicufsta plant

ttiat was easy to harvest

I pulled this up as one big

plant that took up quite a

bit of ground. The tomatoes

and coffee mug are there

to show relative size.
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it at the paper clip end. The paper clip^s weight will prevent

the string from falling in the water. Pull the bundle out

by the string when the flavor has transferred to the water,

much in the same way one dips tea bags.

Serving Wood Sorrel
While you can make a salad completely composed of

wood sorrel leaves, it would be a lot of work to clean ail

those greens and difficult to spear them with a fork. The

flavor would be exceptionally tart, which people like myself

really enjoy. Wood sorre! leaves and seedpods are most effi-

ciently used in combination salads with several ingredients.

A salad using a third part of wood sorrel has excellent sour

overtones. Mix wild sorrel with plants in other sections of

this book or with conventional greens.

Wood sorrel flowers are edible and can be included

anywhere you use the leaves and pod.s. Unfortunately, they

dose up almost as soon as they are picked, making their

sKowiness unusable. So eat them dosed.

You can use wood sorrel leaves, seedpods, and flowers

any way you can use sheep sorrel—raw or cooked. Due to

the acids in wood sorreh the greens change color as soon

as they are heated, becojning a darker army green. Learn to

appreciate the color in whatever you make.

Like sheep sorreh wood sorrel reduces tremendously

upon cooking, so just making cooked greens is too much

work for most people, unless you like very small portions,

rhe flavor is intense enough to use in soups luid sauces

with reasonably small amounts of greens. Here are some

recipes 1 created. Sec ifyou like them.



Wood Sorrel Soup
Yields 12—13 ounces, enoughfor J large or 2 small serving.

INGREDIENTS:

Wood Sorrel Soup. Garnished

y^ith red clover flower

petals {ThfoHum pratense)

and wood sorrel leaves.

2 cups chicken srock or vegetable stock or bouillon

Va cup diced bull thistle roots or potato or celery or

broccoli

^4 tablespoon extra virgin olive oil

Va cup finely chopped onion

% cup packed wood sorrel (roughly = 1 ^ cups loose

= 1 ounce by weight)

Salt and pepper, to taste

DIRECTIONS:

Begin heating the chicken broth and bull thistle root

(or potato) in a pot.

Heat a saucepan separately until hot; add olive oil and

onion; saute until the onion becomes soft and translucent

and then add it to the broth pot. Keep at a mild boll for

1 0 minutes*

Add wood sorrelj regain boil, and then simmer for

1 0 minutes.

Use salt and pepper as desired.
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Wood Sorrel Sauce.

Poured over whitefish and

a broccoli dish with extra

sauce at upper right.

Wood Sorrel Sauce
The sauce has a good lemony flavor and is great on chicken,

fish, veal, potatoes, rice, and quinoa. Yield: cup,

enoughfor 1-3 servings, depending on how much is usedper

serving

INGREDIENTS:

1 tablespoon olive oil

1 tablespoon flour

A cup tiny diced fresh mushrooms

cup salted chicken stock or vegetable stock or

bouillon

^/l cup packed wood sorrel

teaspoon dried dill

tablespoon fresh chives

1 tablespoon cooking sherry

teaspoon salt

Pinch pepper

DIRECTIONS:

Heat saucepan until hot; add olive oil, gradually stir in

flour, and cook until medium brown.

Add mushrooms and slowly stir in stock. Bring to

a boil and then turn down heat; cook at a low boil for

5 minutes.

Add sorrel, dill, chives, and sherry, and continue cook-

ing at low boil for 3-8 minutes, until the sauce begins to

coat the spoon. Season to taste with salt and pepper.
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Wood Sorrel Dessert Topping
When used on ice cream, puddings, cakes, and pastries,

what you get is a buttery lemon-honey flavor. It is a sweet

dessert with mild spinach undertones, genuinely quite

good but completely unconventional in its greenish-

yellow color and flavor. If you use salted butter (the wrong

thing to do), the flavor is more like sweet lemony spinach.

There is a mild roughness to the teeth after eating because

of the oxalates in the greens. Makes 1-3 servings, about

3 Â ounces,

INGREDIENTS:

cup water

2 cups loosely packed wood sorrel

2 tablespoons honey

2 tablespoons unsalted butter

continued

Wood Sorrel Dessert Topping.

Poured over vanilla ice cream

ard garnished with fresh

scrrel leaves.



D!RECTIQNS:

Bring water to a boil in a saucepan and add the sorrel

leavesi cover and continue boiling, then turn down heat to

jiist boiling. Check regularly, stir, and keep leaves from rid'

ing up die sides and drying up.

While thats cookings melt butter in honey in a sepa-

rate pot* sdr, and put aside.

Cook the sorrel for 1 0 minutes and then uncover. At

this point, the sorrel should be moist but not in standing

water. (If you tilt the pan, about a tablespoon ofwater will

seep out. That is good. U there is more, keep it on the heat

until it gets to the right stage.) While still hoc, stir in the

butter-honey mixture and mix well.

Pour mixture into a blender and pun^e until smooth.

Use hot, or let cool for a thicker sauce.

So get out there and find your shamrocks—er, I mean

wood sorrel—and experiment like youTC a kid again. It

takes a little work, but yoiu efforts will be rewarded.



Pungent Greens
The greens in this chapter have mildly pungent

and/or peppery and/or acrid flavors. These are greens

and vegetables that are suitable for occasions where you

want to add some character to the dish you are making.

Greens with these flavors are often added to milder greens

(foundational greens) or complex dishes to add interest and

nuance. TTiey are edible raw and cooked, but their best uses

depend on your flavor goals for whatever you are preparing.

They have the potential to greatly improve a dish by using

just the right amount or to destroy it by adding so much

that it overpowers. At certain stages of growth, some of

these greens are mild enough that you might even be able

Mustard flowers are easily

identified. While shape, size,

and flower color may vary,

the number of petals is

always four and the number

of stamens is always six. All

mustards have four tali and

tv/o short stamens. Here you

see the four center stamens

hugging the pistil, with five

arvd six leaning off to the side.



8RAS5ICACEAE
aCRUCIFERAE
These are different

names for the same plant

farnHy. Brassic-a ts Latm

for ‘cabbage/' a common
represen tabye of this famHy oF

pfants, Cructf^rae rs the name
that you will see in all the

historic literatare. Cruelferae

refers to the crucifi5<(On of

Christ, since the four petals of

mustard plants roughly form

the shape of a cross, If you' ye

heard someone say, “Eat your

cruc I feroLTs vege Lables— they

are good for your heallh/'

they are referring to the

mustard family. And they

are right mustards are

great for your health

to make a whole salad with them. But many will prefer to

use them as a flavor enhancer for other foods.

Not all mostard family plants taste alike. Each has its

own characteristic flavor and texture. When fresh, some are

excellent in combination salads, added to sandwiches, used as

garjushes, and made into pesto and ocher green-based sauces.

Cooked, cheir flavors vary tremendously —some remaining

pungent, others transforming into foundadonaJ flavors.

The plants covered in this section include field mus-

tard, winiercrc5s> garlic mustard, and shepherds purse. All

these plants happen to be in the mustard family (Brassi-

caceae). Broccoli, cauliflower, brussels sprouts, kale, cob

lards, and cabbage are all mustards. Ail mustard plants have

flowers with four petals, four sepals, and six mramens. Tlie

stamens are arranged in such a way that four of them neai

the pistil are long, and the remaining two near the petals

arc short.

Flavors offered by mustard greens are an excellent

addition to the gourmet's arsenal of castes. Mustard greens

am be nurndonal powerhouses packed with nutrients and

phytochemicals. Garlic mustard, for instance, is one of the

most nutritious leafy greens ever analysed, according to

OLU' nutrient charts. Musrards in general have many phy-

tochemiads in common. Phytochemicak found in mustard

family plants include glucosiiiolaces, sinigrin, progoitrin,

goi trill, glucobrassicin, indoles, and isothiocyanates. These

compounds are thought to fight cancer and heart disease

through a variety of mechanisms.

In addition to pungency and pepperiness, garlic mus-

tard and wintercress are typically bitter in the raw state. If

yon love hitter, that is great; if not, Til show you ways to

prepare these greens that you will enjoy.

The mustards are coJd-wt^ather plants—^growing most

robustly in early spring and autumn. If they are growing in

your garden and you nurtiue them, you can extend their stay

somewhat and increase their yield tremendously.
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Mustard Seeds
Tlijce of rhc four plants covered in this section (all

but shepherd s purse) produce seed in enough quantity that

they can have Lheir own loocl uses. So a cautionary note is

warranted. Mustard seed oils are known to contain rela-

tively high amounts ol erucic acid, a natural tatty add rypi-

ca.lly found in small quantities ofthe fats of many foods we

eat. All mustard condiments contain them. Who knows, in

small quantities it may even have some health benefits we

have not yet discovered,

Idle cautionaj y note has to do with excessive consump-

tion of erode acid that you will probably never approach.

I mention this only because certain animal studies have

raised some concerns. But, for die vast majority of you who

wii! nor ear a third cup of prepared wild mustard (the yeh

low condiment) every day^ tliis may be a nonissue*

Excessive amounts of etucic add led over time to cei'

tain animals, particularly their newborns, developed btty

deposits in their heart muscles and experienced slower

growth rates diaii controls So whafs new? Excessive

amounts of many nutrients and phytochemkab are toxic.

When individual Ibod substances arc isolated and given in

high concentrations, you can often show damaging effects,

lliere is no evidence that reasonable amounts of this oil in

the context of a normal diverse 6ki are harmful in any way

to humans* (Mattson, 1973.)

In my opinion, the benefits of the diverse nutrients

and potential phytonutrients, which come along with eat-

ing the mustard seeds occasiofially within the context of a

healthy diet, outweigh any potential danger from small

amounts of crucic acid. Just eat reasonable amounts of the

seeds for fun and liavon on occasion, and stop worrying. I

would recommend that you do not feed wild mustard seed

preparations or store-bought mustard to newboms. Wait

until they aie old enough to eat hot dogs with chili. (Boy,

talk about fattening the heart muscle!)

GLUCOSINOLATES a

ISOTHIOCYANATES
These are mustard

corripounds and were first

thought of as toxins for

hvestock. Apparently livestock

e^t mustard plants to excess

if ’hat is all that is available to

them—partlcularly mustard

plants that have gone to

seed, That excess caused

a lot of gastroenteritis and

other problems, f,Kingsbury

1964.) So. in the late 1960s

th'-ough the 1970s, there

were warnings to humans

about eating too much

mustard It was thought

that It might cause damage

to the digestive tract and

potentially lead to cancer.

BliI as we have learned over

tine, these compounds

and their metabolic by-

products are now considered

possible phytonutrients

when consumed in the

context of a normally

diverse diet. Not only do

they not cause cancec but

they may fight cancer and

heart disease as w:ell
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Farmland widely cohered with adult field mustard. This is in the early spring sometime between

early April and early May, depending on where you are in North America- These plants typically get

their start in the fall, store energy in their root overwinter and bolt into quick growth in the spring.
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Chapter 12

Family: Brassicaceae

Species: Brassica rapa

Field Mustard
A fantastic mustard green, better than the one

you can buy in the supermarket

Field mustard, a prolific, great-tasting plant that is fond of cultivated fields and your garden, it has

two forms at different stages of growth: a rosette of ieaves at ground ievel (shown here) and, iater,

a reproductive staik producing flowers and seeds.
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Estimated Range

Official Species Name;

• Brassica rapa L.

Synonyms (Historical Names):

• Brassica rapa var.

campestris (L.) W.DJ. Koch

• Brassica campestris L.

• Brassica campestris var.

rapa (L.) Hartman

• Cautanthus suffureus

Payson

Common Names:

• Field mustard

• Wild mustard

• Bird’s rape

• Rape

• Wild turnip

• Turnip rape

An herbaceous weed

naturalized from southern

Europe, field mustard is

widespread and abundant

In North America, primarily

where humans have

continued

FIELD MUSTARD

For a plant that is so common, you would think that it

would get more attention than it does. In fact, the few times

it seems to be mentioned, it is as the less-loved brother of

black mustard {Brassica nigtn)^ a domesticated plant that

grows wild in North America. Black mustard shares field

mustards range.

Brassica rapa has a confusing array of vari-

etal offshoots and cultivated brothers and sisters.

They all have the same species name, yet most are

dramatically different in appearance and flavor.

"Ihe reason I bring this up is that if you decide

you want to investigate this plant on your own,

you had better hope that the papers you read

specify exactly which Brassica rapa they arc talk-

ing about. No other wild plant I know of has

such a confusing name problem. For instance, if

you are looking up nutrient tables and one of the

plants covered is Brassica rapay which one are they

referring to? Mustard spinach greens? Field mus-

tard greens? Bok choy? Unless they specify which

Brassica rapay you may misinterpret whatever

they ve discovered.

Children (Varieties) of
wild Brassica rapa

• Brassica rapa var. rapa L.: birdrape, common

mustard, field mustard, rape

• Brassica rapa var. amplexicaulis Tanaka & Ono:

field mustard, rape, rape mustard

• Brassica rapa var. dichotoma (Roxb. ex Fleming)

Kitam: toria

• Brassica rapa var. silvestris (Lam.) Briggs: Colza

• Brassica rapa var. trilocularis (Roxb.) Kitam:

Yellow sarson
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N

irvaded and where soil

has been disturbed.

Members of these groups are all named Bras-

ska rapa. One example of each is given on the

right.

Cultivars of the Brassica

rapa species

Edible Parts:

’ Leaves

- Growing tips of leafy sterns

‘ Buds

• Flowers

- Seeds

' Pre-stalk root

• Chinensjs Group: Bok choy

• Pekinensis Group: Napa cabbage

• Perviridis Group: Mustard-spinach

(tendergreen)

- Rapifera Group: Cultivateci turnips

* Ruvo Group: Broccoli raab

Other common large-leaved wild mustards you might

find are charlock {Simph arvensis), black mustard {BraS'

ska nigra) y and brown mustard (Brasska juncea). Brown

mustard and black mustard are cultivated for their seed.

In addition, brown mustard is cultivated for greens. Cul-

tivation helps expand the wild spread of seeds beyond the

farmland they are planted in. Field mustard, black mus-

tard, and charlock are more common than brown and

share similar ranges.

Brasska napuSy the source of canola or rapeseed oil,

is nearly identical in appearance to field mustard. It is less

widespread than the other wild mustards. We'll calk about

napus later in this chapter.

I believe the greens in the produce section of the

supermarket are probably brown mustard {Brasska jun-

cea). Of course, the packaging never specifies the species

or variety used. Whatever they are, the mustard greens

IVe purchased can have a harsh flavor relative to field

mustard. You can also buy turnip greens, another mus-

tard that, confusingly, is one of the cultivated forms of

Brasska rapa. Turnip greens have a stronger pepperiness

than field mustard.
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As far as I can tell, the uutrLtioiial value of field mus-

tard is unknown. The USDA has values for two different

mustard greens: mustard spinach {a Japanese cultivar of

Brassica rapa) and domesticated brown mustard {Bmska

juncea). Because of their dose relationship, field mus-

tard might be somewhat comparable to mustard spinach,

brown mustard, or turnip greens for conventional nutri'

ents. Those three have their nutrients listed in the USDA

nutrient database. In addition, because it is in the mustard

family, field mustard is likely to have indols, isothiocya-

nates, glucosinolates and other phytochemkals.

Field mustard is commonly found along roadside

embankments, waste areas, farmland {growing amongst

crops), and anywhere else the soil has been disturbed.

Being a cold-weather plant, it is possible that field mustard

could be found anywhere within the range of the maps I ve

designed. The range IVe shown does not account for deserts

and mountain ranges—which will have little field mustard

only because humans aren\ bringing it in and making the

habitat (gardens, farms, etc.) for it.

The mustards, in general, have a rich history and a

variety of uses. While 1 focus on greens, mustards are most

known for their seed, which is made into the yellow or

brown condiment that people squirt on their hot dogs.

For an interesting and comprehensive overview of the uses

of mustard plants, check out Cheatham, Johnston, and

jMarshaUs book, The Usefid Wild Pknts of Texas, Volume

2. They cover many of the uses as foods, spices, food

additives, preservatives, medicines, effects on livestock,

weaponry, use as cover cropSi spiritual uses, history, and

more—a fascinating read.

The major use of field mustard is to add varying degrees

of pungency to a dish of other foods. Some people might

like it enough to make it the featured food of a dish.
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Knowing Field Mustard
^fhe first sighting you ll have of field mustard will

probably be from your car in the spring* In a field, by the

roadside, or on farmland, you’ll see bright yellow flowers

towering above the grass, crops, or other weeds. These are

the flower stalks of the adult plants.

If the plants you locate are indeed field mustard, try

some, take some home, experiment with it* Jf it is already

producing seed, throw some in your garden.

As an annual
Field mustard that germinates in spring or summer

can grow a stalk and go to seed within a couple of months,

which makes field mustard an annual. The summer heat

and/or the long days cause mustard to bolt {grow a stem).

This is likely to happen in a garden or on a farm, where

the soil is turned over throughout the year and

watered. Field mustard can only germinate in the

summer if the ground is disturbed and enough

sustained water is available.

As a biennial

Without summer watering, field mustard

seed will wait in the soil until the fall rains begin*

By that time in the year, the days are shorter and

the temperature is cooler. Field mustard will then

sprout and grow its basal leaves but will not bolt.

Winters arrival has several effects on the plant.

First, the leaves stop growing and eventually die

from the cold. Second, its root goes through physiologi-

cal changes to survive winters freezing temperatures. These

plants will come alive again in the spring.

Germination and life patterns

LEAVES: As with most plants, the first two leaves that

emerge from within the seed (embryonic leaves = coty-

ledons) do not appear like the older leaves* fhe first two

Field mustard seedling

with its two fat embryonic

leaves (cotyledons). The

fi"st two true leaves are

just beginning to emerge.

Outside of a frozen winter,

field mustard seeds germinate

anytime where the soil is

turned and watered.
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Young field mustard. Here,

the first true leaves have

overtaken the cotyledons in

size and are still growing.

Young field mustard. The

largest leaves here are about

5 inches. Note how the later

leaves are different from the

first and second pair. More

character is expressed from

the fifth leaf onward. At this

point, the leaves start to

show their dimples—bumps
on the surface that are

characteristic of field mustard.

leaves of all members of the Brassica genus, including field

mustard, tend to look like a persons posterior pressed

against a pane of glass. (Sorry for the image, but if you can

come up with a better description, let me know.)

Field mustard grows quickly after germination. Tlie

first true leaves differ from the cotyledons in both shape

and size. They begin taking on characteristics of the leaves

that follow.

As more leaves develop, they begin to show much more

character. The margins are irregular and often wavy. Leaves

start dividing into lobes. Bumps occur all over the leaves.

Taking on a decidedly mustard family appearance, the

leaves eventually crowd around the growth point of the

root in what is called a basal rosette {basal referring to base

or ground level and rosette referring to all the leaves radiat-

ing out from a single point, like petals on a rose).

Once the plant is established, its leaves can be anywhere

from eight to twenty inches long, depending on soil mois-

ture and competition from other plants. The photos here

only represent good healthy growth. Stunted growth pro-

duces smaller, fewer, less-luxurious, slower-growing leaves.

TAPROOT AND CORM: As the leaves develop, so do

the taproot and the corm. A corm is an enlarged base of

the stem just below the ground and above the taproot. The

corm is barely noticeable most of the time, barely thicken-
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green.

As with the first-year plants, if tliere

is a lot of competition or if the ground

dries up, wild mustards growth will be

Stalk development. Shown

here is the upper 15 inches

of a plant that is about

20 inches tall. This plant

is growing in good soil

conditions. It's too young

to have formed the upper

teardrop-shaped leaves.

ing at all. But, at other times, it can gee rather fat. Whatever

size the corm and toot are, they score energy and provide

support for the plant.

If the plant germinated early enough in the year, it will

send up a flower stalk widiin the same growing season. If it

germinated in the fall, the plant will overwinter.

As winter ends and spring arrives, the root and corm

use their stored energy to produce a new basal rosette of

leaves. Tliis new set will not be as grand as those from the

previous autumn, perhaps only about fifteen inches long as

opposed to twenty in great conditions and as small as six

inches in poor conditions.

STEM: As the days lengthen and temperatures warm, a

stem emerges. That stem grows quickly, producing three

types of leaves. At the base are the larger, deeply lobed

leaves—so deeply lobed that they appear to be compound

leaves with leaflets. Farther up the stem are unlobed irregu-

lar leaves. Near the top are teardrop-

shaped leaves.

All three of these leaf types clasp

the stem where they are attached;

that is, they wrap around the stem,

or embrace the stem. Tliat embracing

part has the additional feature of being

shaped like earlobes.

The stem itself is round and cov-

ered with a fine, almost imperceptible

powder that can be rubbed ofif. New

stems (branches) can form anywhere a

leaf is attached.

Field mustard plants can vary m
color from a pale cyan-green to a dark
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(left) The top 8 inches of a

young, but rapidly growing,

30-inch-tall stem. Teardrop-

shaped leaves only grow

near the top of the steiri.

The closer to the top of the

plant, the more pointed the

teardrop-shaped leaves are.

Flower buds top this stem.

(right) Three kinds of leaves

on adult field mustard

plants: (left to right) large

bottom leaves, unlobed

leaves midway up the

stem, and smaller, upper

teardrop-shaped leaves. All

of these leaf types wrap

around (clasp) the stem.

stunted, Hiis second-year plant can grow anywhere from

only a foot to six feet tall, depending on sod conditions.

If field mustard is growing in dense undergrowth with

coinperilion from other plants, the leaves at ground level

will deteriorate and wither away, leaving only stem leaves.

In the open, chose basal leaves will last well into flowering.

SUDS AND FLOWERS: Held mustard buds form in

dusters at the tip of each stem. As new baby buds continue

to form at the tip (the center of the cluster), older enlarging

buds get pushed to the side. By the time the buds blossom

into flowers, they are at the edge of the cluster of buds. As

the stem elongates to form new buds, the flowers move

down the stem. As the flowers are fertilized, the petals fall

away, allowing the seedpod to form, enlarge, and elongate.

Once a plant starts flowering, the better the growing con-

ditions, the more it branches. Every branch will produce a

new flower cluster at its tip.
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Adult field mustard in

April. The upper older

stems have blossoming

flowers. Younger stem

branches have still-

developing flower buds

at their tips.
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Field mustard flower

cluster with unopened

buds at the center.

A flowering stenn with pod

development. As the stem

continues to grow from the

tip and elongate, seed pods

(called siliques) mature down

the stem. These stems can get

very long, typically supporting

20 to over 100 pods

Field mustard floW'

ers, like other mustard

family flowers, have four

petals, four sepals, and

six stamens (polleu'hold-

ing structures). Four of

those six stamens are tall

and two are short. The

flowers on this particular

mustard are yellow.

Tlie newly opened

flowers of field mustard

reach up and over the

newest (center) buds.

This becomes more

obvious as the flowering

stems elongate. After a

while, new buds become

hidden under overtop-

ping flowers. Tliis is one feature that makes field mustard

distinguishable from canola {Brassica napus)^ Canola flowers

do not overtop their buds but grow to the sides. Brassica

rapa and Brassica napus are easily confused. The good thing

is that both are used as food in similar ways.
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Caoove) Reddish-brown

seeds of field mustard.

Each of these seeds is

about iVimm in diameter.

Mature seed pods are

bown. Each holds 36

to 46 seeds. A papery

membrane holds the seeds

in the center of the pod

Harvesting Field Mustard
All harvested greens and stems of field mustard dry on:

very quickly. So before you do any collectings jnake sure

you have the tools to make and keep the greens moist until

you use them. In fact, the best thing you can do is crisp

them right awayj that is, immerse the greens in a tub oi

very cold water as soon as you pick them- Let them absorb

the water until they are as firm as they can get. Drain well,

wrap them in a paper towel, place all that in a plastic bag,

and put it in your fridge. Short of that, the spray-mist tech-

nique works well. Keep your take out of the sun.
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Growing tips of field mustard

In bud. Of the 12 inches of

plant stem here, only the

top 4 to 6 inches will be

tender enough to use. All

you have to discard here

Is the fibrous lower 6 to 8

inches of that stem. All of the

leaves corning off the stem

are tender and delicious.

GROWING TIPS: Any growth tip will be

tender enough for eating. On healthy plants,

chat includes the top four ro six inches of

leafy stem, new branches, and bud tips- You

can go as fer down the stem as will easily snap

free. If you are pulling and/or tugging, and

there is no clean 'snap,” then youVe gone too

far down the stem. And while growing tips are not as fragile

as the leaves, it is still important to keep these parts moist

before using. On occasion, the stem will snap but will still

be fibrous when you cook it, so experiment a little to get

the hang of it.

FLOWER CLUSTERS: These are great for food and are

a wonderful garnish for salads and dinner places. You can

take part of the stem below the clusters, but once these

plants are in flow'cr, the stem begins to toughen up. So

SPROUTS: If you have access to thousands of sprouts

in newly disturbed soil, you can wait till they are a per-

fect size, then harvest the tops with scissors for use as baby

greens. This means you are taking the whole aboveground

plant when it is young enough to fit in your mouth. It may
have anywhere from two to four leaves. You pinch it some-

where along the stem to extract it. This, of course, kills

the remaining plant (lower stem and root).

Typically this is okay because you are thin-

ning the population. You leave the remaining

sprouts to grow and produce plants that can

be harvested later.

LEAVES: From the basal rosette to the

adult flowering plant, field mustard is con-

tinually producing leaves. Any leaf on this

plant that looks beautiful enough to display

in the produce section of your supermarket

is good to use.
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instead of harvesting the Rowers with four inches of stem,

you might be able to take one or mo inches. Flowers do

not take so well to submerging in water, so freshen diem

by spray-misting.

Young flower stems produce great-tasting flower

heads. Once the flower seems are really long with lots of

seedpods, the flower dusters lose some flavor and develop a

paperiness, and their bases get toughen So, younger flower

dusters with buds still on them are the best.

SEED POOS; Only the very upper immature seedpods

are tender enough to use as food. The older ones get tough

and stringy. I use the few immature pods that come along

for the nde with the flower clusters but usually not more

than that.

ROOTS : While many biennials typically have tender flrsc-

year roots, 1 do not remember ever doing much with field

mustard root. So I leave it to you to make some new dis-

coveries here. By the tijne the stalls has begun to form, the

root becomes too tough lor any practical use.

SEEDS: The best way iVe found to harvest seeds is to take

the whole pod-bearing stems indoors where they can con-

tinue CO mature in controlled conditions. Mustard seed'

pods mature progressively from the bottom ofa stem to the

top. Maturing pods are tan in color, and immature ones arc

still green. They are not all ripe at the same time.

Take whole stems that are already dropping seeds

from their lowest pods. If die lowest pods are dropping

seeds, this means diat many more pods just above those

are almost mature enough to drop their seeds. If you take

stems char are too green or young (not dropping any seeds),

the pods on it will not be able to mature, and you will not

get many seeds.

I.ay the stems direaly on a clean old bedsheet in a

dry, well-ventikted location. As the stems dry, seeds will
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When field mustard growth

IS lush, the seedpods weigh

down the stalks and arch

over, The browning pods

here are mature enough for

their stems to be harvested

for seed collection. The still-

green pod-laden stems are

too immature to collect.

continue to mature inside the pods. Once the stems are

totally dr)^ compress them into a tight bundle and wrap

them in the sheet they were resting upon. Use fasteners to

tightly and securely seal the sheet closed. Use your weight to

crush the sheet-enclosed stems. Take out your frustrations:

dance on them, hit them with your broom, mash them to

smithereens. Ihis causes the pods to break open and release

the seeds inside the sheet casing.

Once the pods are sufficiently smashed, open the sheet

and pour out the seeds. Tliere will be plenty of chaff and

pod remains mixed with the seeds. To get rid of the large

debris, pour the seeds through a sieve with holes just big

enough for the seeds to pass through. To get rid of the dirt

and small particles, pour the seeds into a sieve with holes

smaller than the seeds. Pour the seeds into a big bowl and

shake it until the seeds settle to the bottom, allowing you

to physically pick off or blow away much of the remaining

chaff. To finish clearing the chaff from the seeds, winnow

the rest.

Winnowing is the process of using the movement of

air to blow away the light chaff and debris while the heavy

seeds drop down into a collection container. On a day with
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consistent wind speed, you caji throw the mixed material up

into the air from a big bowl with the intent of catching the

seeds. As you do so, the chaff gets blown away in the wind*

Another option is to pour the seeds and chaff from one com

cainer into aitocher—varying the drop distance so that most

of the chaff gets blown away. To control wind speed in the

drop method, you can use an electric fan. All of these meth-

ods take practice and a mild, controlled wind speed.

Processing Field Mustard
Young first^year leaves and upper stem leaves are small

and tender enough to put in a salad as is. Mid-level leaves

need to be chopped or tom into bite-size pieces. Large basal

leaves have a main vein and leaf stem diat arc too fibrous

to use as is. To remove them, pluck the lobes off the centi al

vein into bite-size pieces, slice our the vein, or squeegee

(pull and strip) the blade from the vein. Discard the veins

or juice them. This is really no different horn what one

would do with kale or collard greens bought from the store.

Kale and collards are also in the mustard family.

Cooking and Serving
Field Mustard

Fresh greens
Field mustard is the source of one of my favorite fla-

vors. I love adding the leaves to salads and sandwiches as

well as to cold vegetable and fruit dishes. Remember that

an)nvhere you are adding mustard greens, you are adding

mild pepperlness and pungency, so here are some general

tips to better eating:

Generally make mustard greens only about a third to a

fourth of the mass ofa salad. Yon want to add character, not

overpower the salad. Since everyone is different, you may

find yottrsclf adding more or less than this over time. My

culinary preference is to make bite-size pieces. Don’t grab

a whole large leaf on a fork unless youVe got some really
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Wild Greens Salad, Includes

field mustard baby greens,

green amaranth leaves

{Amaranthus retrofiexus'),

wood sorrel, borage leaves

{Borago officinalis), wild

sweet pea flowers {Lathyrus

letifoiius), and marsh mallow

flowers iAlthaea officinalis).

Absolutely delicious. Cut

pieces of the leaves from

older plants would work

just as well as the baby

greens: they would just have

more of a pungent bite.

mild greens or you really love the pungency. Uhe exception

to this is the baby greens and leaves from the really young

plants, which are always mild and bite-size.

Sandwiches heavy with other ingredients, particularly

meat, cheese, and sauces, will welcome mustard greens. Use

the mustard in place of lettuce.

Cooked greens

The pungency in field mustard can sometimes get

overpowering if that is all you ate eating. This is true of

both fresh greens and cooked greens. In fact, when you

cook greens, you concentrate them physically, concentrate

ing the pungent and sometimes acrid flavor.

BOILED: Ifyou just want fine-tasting, good'for-you, reg-

ular cooked greens, then use the boiling method. Preheat a

pot of boiling water. To save energy, keep the top on while

bringing the water to a boil. Use enough water so that the

greens can freely move around—you do not want them to
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be Lightly packed in die pot. Once the greens are added,

boil with the top off. Ihe acrid flavor that sometimes

haunts mustard when cooked will partially escape into the

air. Fresh leaves should be boiled for two to six minutes.

This range takes into account that each plant may have dif-

ferent amounts of acridness. Once done, drain and serve

as is, or add salt and a licde olive oil, or use your favorite

dressing. You can add these cooked greens anywhere you

would use cooked spinach.

You can boil the buds, their stems, or the flower clus-

ters in the same way. Sometimes the flowers take a minute

or two more than the leaves; sometimes they donV. The key

is to taste the greens or flowers or buds as you go along. To

make them delicious, do not boil any of these foods any

longer than you have to. If they are good in one minute,

take them our of the water. Ifyou want them to stop cook-

ing, dunk them in cold water for later use or to serve them

cold. The cooking water of any of these boiling techniques

works fine as a soup base.

STIR-FRIED; If you are going to cook fresh greens in

stir-fries or stews, gauge carefully how much you use. Start

conservatively and add more or less as you develop your

recipes and your taste for mustard. Try mustard green reci-

pes you And in your cookbooks.

If you like strong greens, try stir-frying them. They

wall retain some pungency and a little acridness, but the

hot oil you cook them in will both temper the acrid ness

and add sonic character to die greens. You might enjoy

earing them like this or using them as an ingredient in

an omelette or a stir-fry. Mustard greens cooked this way

might be too strong for some unless used as a minor ingre-

dient in a larger dish.

If you want milder mustard greens in a sdr-fry, boil

them first for a few minutes before adding them, After

boiling, drain and dry them on a towel or they will spatter

when placed in the hot oil.
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STEAMED: I ^lave never enjoyed any mustard parts

steamed* Steaming just retains and concentrates too much

of the acridness. Due to the flavor, I find the steamed greens

difficult to work with* But dont give up on my account.

Experiment on your own. You might love them steamed*

Mustard flower bud stems,

ready for eating. These stem

tips were boiled for about

three minutes, drizzled

with olive oil and balsamic

vinegar seasoned with salt

and pepper, and garnished

with sauteed mushrooms and

a mustard flower cluster.

Field mustard seeds

Mustard seeds, in general, are used as a spice, for

pickling, to make mustard (the condiment), and for much

more. Commercially, seeds mostly from black (Bmssica

nigra) y
brown {Brassica juncea), and white {Brassica hirta)

mustard plants have a long history of use and welkdoc-

umented recipes for making the condiment we know as

mustard. Commercially, mustard seeds are mixed in differ-

ent proportions to create certain unique mustard flavors.

Search the Internet or any number of old cookbooks, and

you will find recipes for mixing ground mustard seeds with

vinegar and other ingredients to make a variety of condi-
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ments* In fact^ there are hundreds of recipes. Field mmrard

seed is typically not an ingredient in those recipes but is

certainly worthy of kitchen experimentation.

One fun option is to put the seeds into a dean pepper

mill and grind them into foods of your liking. Mustard

seeds are about a sixth the size of peppercorns, so if you do

this, make sure the grinder can take the smaller seeds.

Mustards and Mustard Sauces
Here are a tew mustard recipes I found with little effort.

If they are too runny for your liking, you can add a thickener

like flour, tapioca, or cornstarch. If they are too pasty, yon

can add a mixture of 50 percent water and 50 percent white

wine vinegar until it meets your needs. Add these dry or

liquid ingredients in tiny amounts-“slowly and cautiously.

Additions may not be necessary, as some recipes will thicken

as they set, and others will thicken when refrigerated. Some

sauces work better for certain uses because they flow more

easily than the mustard paste you are used to. All of these

preparations should be refrigerated.

Be aware that field mustard seed produces hat mus-

tard, so a little goes a long way. Some may want to dilute

it with regular yellow mustard or mayonnaise, or to soften

its kick with sweetener. Be aware that trying these prepared

mustards in a sandwich or somewhere eke that mustard

is appropriate is a whole different experience from tasting

these strong condiments directly. If you want a yellower

color, add turmeric.

Euell Gibbons’ Prepared Mustard

From his book Stalking the WildAsparagus.

^Tut some flour in a pan and toast it in the oven, stir-

ring occasionally until it is evenly browned. , . . Mix this

browned flour, half and half with ground mustard and

moisten with a mixture of half vinegar and halfwater until

it is the right consistency . . . vary the amounts of mustard

and flour to suit your taste.”
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Simple Prepared Mustard
Adapted from various sources.

»NGREDIENTS:

1 cup field mustard seeds

cup water

cup white vinegar

V3 cup brown sugar (optional)

DIRECTIONS:

Grind mustard seeds in a well ’cleaned coffee grinder or

a compact smalUcapadty food processor. Pour into a bowl

and add water. Let stand for 1 5 minutes so the enzymes in

the mustard can develop their flavors. Then sdr in die wine

vinegar and brown sugar (omitting the sugar will make the

mustard hotter).

Fancy Mustard Sauce
Adapted from Chef Michael Smith’s Homemade Mustard

Recipe,

INGREDIENTS:

^ cup field mustard seeds

V2 cup white wine vinegar

y% cup extra virgin olive oil

V2 cup chardonnay

1 tablespoon ground turmeric

Juice and zest of two lemons

Salt and pepper, to taste

DIRECTIONS:

Use a coffee grindet to grind the seeds until they resem-

ble coarse meah Pour the meal and remaining ingredients

into a food processor and blend until mixture is smooch.

Use salt and pepper as desired. Let this age a few days; it

will become smoother and less sharp to the tongue.
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Mango Mustard Seed Sauce
Adapted from Ihe 1997 Jay of Cooking. TKis sauce ts

designed to go with grilled chicken or fish.

ingredients:

1 Vi tablespoons field mastard seeds

2 ripe mangos, peeled and cut into small cubes

1 medium ripe banana, chopped

1 tablespoons peeled and finely minced fresh ginger

1 teaspoon finely minced garlic

teaspoon curry powder

cup grapefruit juice

2 teaspoons sherry vinegar

1 Vi teaspoons hot chili oil

1 teaspoon honey, or to taste

Salt and ground black pepper, to taste

DIRECTIONS:

Place mustard seeds in a small dry skillet over medium

heat and toast until they just begin to pop. Remove from

heat and combine with remaining ingredients in a blenden

process briefly to produce a smooth sauce. Serve imme-

diately, or cover and store in the refrigerator for up to

3 days.
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Field mustard flower bud

dusters, boiled and served

as a side dish to a stir-fry

and garnished with a fresh

mustard flower duster
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Chapter 13

Family: Brassicaceae

Species: Barbarea vulgaris

Wintercress
A versatile spring succulent

Several wintercress plants in basal rosettes just prior to bolting. It’s a cold, hardy, rubbery-

looking plant that produces greens throughout the spring and flowers soon after field mustard.
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Estimated Range

Official Species Name:

- Barb^rea vulgaris Ait. f.

Synonyms (Historical Names):

- Barbarea arcuata (Opiz ex

K. Presl) Reichenb.

• Barbarea stricta

auct,. non Andrz.

• Camps barbarea (L
,

)

W. Wight ex Piper

• Campe stricta auct. non

(Andrz.) W. Wight ex Piper

Common Names:

• Wintercress

• Yellow rocket

- Garden yellow rocket

• Blttercress

• Creasy greens

An herbaceous weed

naturalized From southern

Europe, wintercress is

widespread and abundant in

North America, primarily where

humans have Invaded and

where soil has been disturbed.

continued

WINTERCRESS

"Jbe first time I saw wintercress, I was on a research

farm on the Michigan State University campus. It was late

winter, parches of melting snow were still around, and 1

was walking through a pasture that was quite muddy from

lots of farm animal traffic. One green plant was growing

all over the place, The recent freezes had not killed it; the

leaves had overwintered. In Michigan, the winters get

pretty cold—down to 15 degrees below zero on occasion.

Yet here was this plant—not looking great, but alive. I had

found my first wintercress.

So wintercress is a good name. It is a cress (a member of

the mustard family), and it survives the winters. Like other

overwintering plants, it prepares for freezing temperatures by

decreasing the amount ofwater it retains, producing alcohols

and sugars, and undergoing other changes. l\ic added chem-

istry allows wintercress to get super cold without forming the

ice crystals that would ordinarily destroy plant cells. It does not

grow during the harsh parts ofthe winterj it mostly sits there,

trying not to die. So as long as the frozen-looking greens are

not damaged physically, the plant survives to photosynthesize

(provide food for the rest of the plant) when temperamres

rise in die late winter or early spring. Overwintering leaves

like this are not worthy ofeating. Let these old tattered leaves

remain for the local deer and rabbit populations.

Wintercress can be a biennial or a short-lived

perennial. If the seeds sprout in die faO, the plant gets its

start, overwinters, and produces flowers the next spring

—

making it a biennial (sometimes this is called a winter

annual). No maner when it gets its start, if conditions

are right, wintercress can live for three years—making it a

short-lived perennial. Favorable conditions are shade, good

soil, and reasonable moisture throughout the year.

The first dme you see it, it might be growing in a moist

field or along a sidewalk, often as a colony of flowering

plants. If it is off in a field, then all yoffll see is a cluster of

yellow flowers barely overtopping all the surrounding gtecn

plants. Wintercress is only about a half to a third the height
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of field mustard, given the same growing conditions.

There has not been a lot of research on the nutritional

value of wintercress. We know it is very high in vitamin C,

has reasonable amounts of beta-carotene, and contains the

phytochemical glucosinolate. The seeds have been analyzed

for macronutrients. When the moisture has been removed,

the seeds are 40 percent fiber, 34 percent fat, 19 percent

protein, and 7 percent ash. "fhere is virtually no starch in

wintercress seed. Of the total fat in the seeds, 28 percent is

erucic acid, 23 percent is oleic acid, 21 percent is linoleic

acid, and 10 percent is linolenic acid. (Andersson, 1999.)

As 1 stated in the introduction to this section, the seeds

of any mustard plant will contain erucic acid. Eating them

occasionally as a wild food treat in mustard preparations or

as a spice in meals in the context of a diverse and healthy

diet is likely to make you healthier than ifyou did not. But

do not overdo it.

Edible Parts:

• Growing tips of leafy stems

• Leaves

• Buds

• Flowers

Healthy flowering wintercress

plants in great growing

conditions.
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Wtntercress seedling. The

cotyledons are the srnatlest

leaves at the mid-upper

and mid-lower left of the

photograph. The three larger

leaves are the first true

leaves. These seedlings can

be mistaken for bitter cress

iCardamine ofigosperm^\

another edible mustard.

I believe watercress to be a good food. If you search

the Internet, however, you will find the following warn-

ing: ‘'Wintercress could cause kidney malfunction/’ Tlie

first source I could find to state this was Foster and Duke s

A Field Guide to Medicinal Plants (Houghton Mifflin Co.,

1990)) and then repeated in Dr. James Dukes Handbook

of Edible Weeds (CRC press, 1992). Unfortunately, nei-

ther book offered the original source of the warning. After

searching the literature and e-mailing Do Duke (personal

communication, January 13, 2006), I have been unable

to substantiate this kidney problem. I have not found any

recorded incidents ofhumans being harmed by eating win-

tercress. Both Dr. Duke and 1 eat wintercress.

A good testament to the value of wintercress is that it

was eaten by the Greeks, kalians, Russians, many people

in the southeastern United States, and probably additional

southern European cultures. Even my mom knew this

plant as “creasy greens’" from her father picking them in

Ohio. Creasy greens more commonly refers to upland cress

(Barbarea verm), an edible plant similarly used throughout

the southeastern United States (see page 225).

Wintercress greens are a great springtime food. Lets

get to know it a little better.

Young wintercress growing

in good moist shady

conditions. This plant is in

my garden, where it gets

watered regularly The leaves

here are about 7 inches long

from center to tip. Plants

in the wild are smaller and

struggle in the warm months

because I am not pampering

them. New leaves emerge

from the center and then

redine to the side as newer

leaves replace them.
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Knowing Wintercress
Wintercress seeds germinate any time the conditions

are right: regular moisture, disturbed soil or seeds near or

at the surface, longer days, and the beginning of warmer

temperatu res. The seeds may also have to overwinter once

before they have the capability to germinate.

Wintercress is very adaptive and quite hardy* It can

grow in almost any kind of ground, from rich topsoil to

gravel to sand; it can grow in open sun or deep shade; and

it thrives in temperatures anywhere from 35 to 70 degrees

E With enough moisture, it grows modestly in higher tem-

peratures of summer* 'Hie seeds can survive in the ground

for years, waiting for the right conditions.

Wintercress can take over areas, outcompeting other

plants, due to high seed production, good winter survival

(giving it a head start on competitors), strong growth,

development of a sturdy taproot, and adaptation to what-

ever soil it is growing in.

All leaves of the first-year plant are relatively the same

shape. They have a terminal or end lobe that is larger than

all the other lobes* Down the leaf stem are typically two

to four pairs of smaller lobes. All these leaves originate

from a short stem above the loot and radiate outward. This

Basal leaves displayed. These

are the ones growing closest

to the ground. All the leaves

from a first-year wintercress

plant look like this and radiate

out from the root at ground

level The second -year plant

that has grown a stalk has

leaves that change shape as

they go op the stem. At the

base of the second-year plant*

the leaves still have this shape.
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(left) BofCed wintercress

showing bud clusters

spread?ng out prior to

flowering, This plant was

never watered., and it is

growing in hard soil. So its

growth and end size are

less than you woufd see

fronn pampered garden

plants—less ieaves, less

dense growth, fewer stenns.

(right) Younger, tightly

clustered buds and upper

stems. The buds are shown

prior to spreading out.

arrangement is called a basal rosette. Man)r of the plants in

this book, including dandelions, field mustard, and cats

ear, have a basal rosette stage.

Wintercress has two growing periods when it thrives

—

spring and autumn. The cooler temperatures and the mois-

ture of these two seasons support better growth. It grows

slowly in summer and just survives in winter.

In most of North America, where winters are severe,

wintercress stops growing and goes into a hibernation

mode. In temperate areas like the Pacific Northwest and

the Deep South, it will continue to grow very slowly

throughout the winter. If you attempt to harvest some of

its leaves in the winter, no new leaves grow back to replace

them until spring.

As spring arrives, wintercress comes back to life,

forming thick leafy growth particularly wherever it has no

real competition. When it is crowded with grass or other

densely rooted plants, growth will be less—making the

plant smaller.

Wintercress bolts when the days get longer and temper-

atures begin to reach into the 50s E At first, the basal rosette

starts to look a little different, sort of like there are green

starbursts emanating from the center of the basal leaves. The

photograph on page 217 shows this stage clearly.
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rhe plants begin to send up one or more stems from

each root. The more rigorous the first years growth, the

larger the root, the greater the number of stems the plant

produces, and the more luxuriant the growth.

Bolting is a quick process. Flower buds begin form-

ing while the stems are still short. They are found at the

tip of each stem and look like miniature broccoli heads.

At first, the buds are tightly clustered; then, as the stem

elongates further, the buds begin separating into several

smaller clusters.

At this point, the plants full diversity of leaf shapes

appear. All the leaves, regardless ofshape, clasp the stem; that

is, they wrap around the stem. At the base of the second-year

plant are the same-shaped leaves weVe seen on the first-year

plants. As you follow the stem upward, the lobes on the sides

of the leaves become narrower, and the terminal lobe takes

on an interesting arrowhead-like design.

A wintercress stem is ridged along its length. Some-
times called eight-sided (a poor description), the ridges are

(left) The mid stem showing

leaves that are changing

from bottom to top. Lower

leaves look more like the

basal leaves. Top leaves look

more like the unlobed upper

leaves. The bases of all these

leaves clasp the stem.

(right) Wintercress stems

are ridged along their length.

Leaves and branches have

been removed from these

stems to reveal the ridges.
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(above) Bolted wintercress

showing open flowers. These

plants were never watered

and are growing in hard soil,

so they are smaller and less

lush than they might be.

They had to compete with

grass, some of which
1 pulled

to get this view. Grass roots

compete with wlntercress for

both water and nutrients,

(above right) The top

of an adult wintercress

plant. Here are terminal

buds, flowers, and the tiny

beginnings of seedpods

down the stem where the

first flowers used to be.

Wintercress flower heads and their bud clusters. Some of the

older side buds have blossomed into flowers. Like all other

mustard family plants, wintercress has four petal's and six

stamens—four long and two short.
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angular in shape. The [ip of each major ridge supports a

leaf and a branch of rhe stem,

Flowers begin blossoming sometime in April or May,

depending on where you are in North .Ajiierica. They open

to the side of the newly formed central buds* As the stems

elongate, buds continue to form at the tips, and flowers

spread down that stem. At this point, wintercress becomes

visible from a distance. Patches of it are seen here and there.

Whenever you find a field with patches of yellow flowers,

It is likely a mustard family plant of some sort* You should

investigate to see if you can determine which one it is.

Upland cress {Barbarea verndj is a I ess'Common rela'

tive of wintercress. It grows throughout eastern North

America, particularly in the Southeast and along the Pacific

coast, west of the coastal mountain range. Note the longer,

more lobed leaves. It is purported to have the same uses as

wintercress. I do not have any direct experience or knowh

edge about it. It is shown here for comparison.

Tlie flower stalks, which become pod stalks, cajt get very

long, producing tliousands ofseeds. The pods transform from

green to brown as they mature. When dry, they break open,

releasing seeds within a few feet of the original plant.

Upland cress (Barbarea

vernay^-a close relative

to wintercress. This view

shows the extra numbers

of lobes that leaves have

for this species. (Printed

with permission from-

"A Photo Flora": www.

aphotofauna.com.)

(right) Seedpods growing

along the lower flower

stem. The seedpods are

tong, thin, and angled up

and outward. They have a

short thin neck (peduncle)

and a small beak at their

tip. The beak is nothing

more than a small area that

is not fatiened by seeds.

Wintercress seeds and open

pods in hand. This photo

shows about a 1 V^-inch-

wide section of my hand,
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Harvesting Wintercress
LEAVES! Tlic leaves ot wintercress can be gathered any-

time [hey look fresh and dean. First-year or second'year

plant leaves are good. The earliest spring leaves are only

slightly less bitter than the leaves at any other time of the

year, so getting them earlier is no great benefit.

Since there is a thickness to ^vintercress leaves, they

do not rend to dry out as easily as field mustard leaves.

But, whenever possible, you should always spray-mist them

to keep them hesh. Due to the smaller leaf size, gathering

from this plant can be a little more time-consuming than

collecting field mustard. Ifyou have lush growth, gathering

is easy and you'll get what you need in no time.

BUD CLUSTERS; To gather the broccoli-like buds, snap

the stem about an inch or two below the buds, Wintercress

bud stems are fibrous almost as soon as they are formed,

so only that still -growing upper inch or two will be tender

enough to che%v. 11 you are not going to use them right

away, cut the stems longer and place them in water like you

would do for flowers. Cover loosely with a plastic bag and

place them in the fridge. They will keep fresh for several

days. When ready to use, cut off and discard all but the

upper inch ot two of stem.

A collection of flower

bud dusters. This mass

of buds is from the tops

of about 15 plants heid

together to resembie a

large head of broccoli,
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FLOWERS: The flowers are smali. so rhe best way to

coUeei them is to clip whole flowcr-ladcii stems- Put the

stems iti water^ as you would ornamental flowers> until

ready tor use. just before serving chat wild salad garnished

with wincercress lfowers> pluck them from the stem, which

IS mo fibrous to include wnth the flowers, ff you just

want the petals, place vases of these flowering stems over

newspaper or plastic. As the flowers mature, their petals

will drop. When enough have fallen tmm your collecting

surface, you can gather and use them for tea,

PODS: Only the young, newly formed pods are tender

enough to eat. They arc too small for me to enjoy. Ifyou want

them, either eat them off the plant or collect the stems, hold-

ing them as you wotdd collect the flowers. Keep the stems

alive in water. Pluck the pods free when you are ready to use

them, rhe stem attached to any pod is too fibrous for use,

SEEDS: frying to gather seeds directly from a mature

plant is difficult. If yon want the sced,s, your goal is to

remove the plant from its natural environment and con-

tinue the ripening process in a controlled situation. For

directiotis, refer to the field mustard chapter and follow its

seed-harvesting technique.

Cooking and Serving
Wintercress
leaves, FRESH: Win text less leaves are bitter and pun-

gent in the raw formi and they can leave a strong bitter

aftertaste. 11 you love bitter, enjoy diem raw, I need to mix

wintercress leaves with ocher foods in order to enjoy diem.

This allows the bitterness to add character to what Tm eat-

ing rather than overpowering the dish. I love adding the

leaves to sidads and sandwiches as well as cold vegetable

and h tiit dishes. Remember ihat aii)'where you are adding

wintercress greens, you are adding bitterness and pungency.

Here are some general tips to enjoy its flavors:
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Wifitercress Greens, Bo tied

and served wrth a little

olive oil and a squeeze of

lemon, and topped with

columbine flower petals

iAquH&gm chrysantha).

Make wiritercress greens only about a fourth to a fifth

of the mass ofa salad. Always make bite-size pieces to avoid

grabbing a large whole leaf on a fork unless you really love

the bitterness*

Sandwiches heavy with ocher ingredients, particularly

meat, cheese, and sauces, will welcome wintcrcress greens

just as they ate, in place of lettuce. Those other ingredients

will mute the bitterness. You are the best judge about just

how much is enough.

LEAVES, COOKED; dhere are thousands of bitter sub-

stances in foods* Humans have thousands of differenc taste

buds to sense different bitters. To me, the bitters in raw

wintcrcress are particularly strong* If you want to reduce

that bitterness and eat wintcrcress like a regular vegetable,

its time to grab a pot* Boiling will greatly expand your abil-

ity to eat more wintercress in different ways.

In my experience, the bitterness in wintercress evapo-

rates when heat is applied, and the best medium to make

that happen is through boiling without a lid so the bit-
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tcrness can escape into the air. The underlying non-bitter

flavors are superb. After just a Few minutes of boiling, win-

tercress goes from a bitter green to a foundational green

that can be used anywhere spinach is eaten.

To make boiled wintercress, preheat a pot of water to

a rapid boil (with the lid on to conserve energy). Remove
the lid and add chopped wintercress leaves. There should

be enough water for the greens to move about freely while

they are boiling. After three minutes, taste a sample. If it is

to your liking, remove the greens, drain, and use immedi-
ately; or immerse in cold water to stop the cooking process.

If still bitter after sampling, continue boiling the greens

until they meet your taste needs. I suggest boiling them as

little as necessary. Save the cooking broth for soup stock.

Steaming does not always remove all the bitterness,

rhis is probably because the pot lid, necessary for steam-

ing, prevents some of the bitter from escaping. Steaming is

also not as successful as boiling because there is no agitation

from the water to ma.ssage out all the bitter. After about
five minutes ofsteaming, the greens retain some bitterness.

When wintercress is dressed or added to other foods, that

bitterness becomes an interesting character of the greens. If

you are still not a fan, then just use the boiling method.

Sauteing in oil removes even less of the bitterness. But
the oil blended with the greens is interesting and enjoy-

able, particularly if lots of herbs and seasonings are added.

Again, if you are bitter-intolerant, you might want to stick

to boiling.

BUDS, FRESH: The buds are just as bitter as the leaves.

Since they are more three-dimensional than the leaves, you
will get big mouthftils of biticrness with every bud cluster

you bite into unless you chop them up. So, raw buds are for

the creative food preparer who knows how to use protein,

lai, and carbohydrate foods to mask the bitterness. For peo-

ple who love this kind of bitter or who have no bitter taste

buds, use the fresh wintercress. buds any way you want.
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BUDS, COOKED^ Cook the bads as you would the

leaves. But because the bud dusters are three-dimensional,

they will be more bitter than the leaves when steamed or

sauteed—everything else being equal.

Wintercress for dinner. Bud

clusters are boiled for three

minutes, presented carefully

on a plate, and garnished

with thin carrot slices. Serve

with your favorite sauce.

FLOWERS, FRESH: Whole flowers are mildly bitter,

much less bitter than the greens or buds. That bitterness

goes unnoticed if those flowers are used as a garnish to add

color to a salad or dinner plate.

I he flower petals can be used to make a tea. The pet-

als by themselves are sweet in flavor* Place a teaspoon of

dried petals in a tea bag and steep in previously boiled

water utitil the flavor has emerged* Drink as is or add your

favorite sweetener*

SEEDS; Like other mustard plants, the seeds might be

ground ro season foods or to make condiments*
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Chapter 14

Family: Brassicaceae

Species; AUiaria petiolata

Garlic Mustard
A nutritious wild gi^een—eat it to control its spread.

Young garlic mustard plants flourishing in the spring before stalk development becomes obvious.
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Estimated Range

Officiai Species Name:

• AHisf'm petiolata (Bieb,)

Cavara Si Grande

Synonyms CHistoncal Names):

AHmrm aUierm (L.) BrtU,

• AHiana officmaHs

Ancirz- ex Bieb.

Erysimum aHiaria L.

• Sisyrr^brium aHiaria

CL.) Scop.

Common Names:

Garl^c Mustard

• Hedge Garlic

• Jack-by-the-Hedge

• Sauce Alone

An herbaceous weed

naturalized throughout

Europe, garlic mustard is

widespread and abundant

in North America, primarily

where humans have invaded,

and IS spreading fast. It

loves partially shaded

conf/nued

GARLIC MUSTARD

This is a imistard family plane with the smell of garlic,

so garlic mustard is a good name* ffie geruis Allirtfut is a

reference to the ^cxwis Allium, which contains the true gar-

lics and onions. Petiolnta refers to the long leaf stem. A leaf

stem to botanists is known as a petiole.

Garlic mustard is beloved by many rural people

in Europe, where it has natural predators that keep its

populations in check. It is considered a noxious weed in

North America. A search for garlic mustard on the Internet

brings up a noxious weed alert and informational piece

from nearly every state and province. Why U this weedy

vegetable such a problem here? The big answer is that we

are not eating enough of it* Ifwe ate more of this plant, its

spread would be severely limited.

But what makes this one special? It has phytochemh

cal weapons* Here^s the scoop: Garlic mustard, like any

other weed, spreads by seeds. Unlike dandelion with its

paratroopers (seeds floating around on parachute- 1ike Ruff,

which can travel long distances), garlic mustard seeds typi-

cally fall within a few feet of a plant. On its own, it moves

very slowly. With the help of passing animals and humans,

it hitchhikes a little farther each season—on shoes, animal

fur and paws, car tires along roadsides, and bicycles.

In their first year, garlic mustard plants often go unno-

ticed. They are small with inconspicuous leaves, mixed among

the native plants. It can look like violet leaves, wild ginger

leaves, or a number ofother plants* The second year, the plant

sends up a flower stalk that drops thousands of seeds* Thou-

sands aird thousands of seeds are spread along a general area

after a few years. Animal traffic expands the spread.

This biennial sounds pretty normal, but there is a point

at which these plants reach a critical mass in numbers. They

outcompete all die native plants by using a diabolical strategy:

Their roots exude chemicals that Idll beneficial mycorrhiza in

die soil (underground fungi that are good for many native

planes) and inhibit other plants from germinating. The result

is whole areas being overrun with garlic mustard plants.
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Tills is particularly bad for forests that contain native

plants. Garlic mustard can take over the forest floor—good

if you like to eat garlic mustard; bad if you like mushrooms

and the great natural diversity of a native forest. So my pri-

ority when foraging for garlic mustard is to check my local

native foresLS first. Upon finding the plants, I pull them up

by the roots. Tbe forest %vins, and I win by gaining some

great greens.

In Maryland, they have taken this harvesting to a new

level. Tlie Patapsco Valley State Park, which has a huge

garlic mustard problem, sponsors an annual Garlic Mus-

tard Challenge. Tliis is a fair they put on with live music,

nature displays, storytelling, plant hikes, a garlic mustard

pull, and a garlic mustard cooking contest. The contest is

for cooks of all ages: kids, amateurs, and professionals. Tliis

kind of event only works well if there is enough garlic mus-

tard around for all the cooks to use. When the park has

succeeded in eradicating its garlic mustard, the park will

have to retire the event.

Garlic mustard invading a

natural area. On the well-

shaded edge of this area,

these garlic mustard pJants

slowly spread into the

woods. They are 12 to 36

inches tall, in flower, and not

yet producing seed pods.

areas, particularly soft

forest floors, roadsides

shaded by trees and shrubs,

noodplains. shading fences,

and trait sides. It will even

grow in open fields.

Edible Parts:

* Growing tips of leafy stems

* Leaves

‘ Buds

‘ Flowers

‘ Seeds
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Young garlic mustard

growing in a large open

field. This is only one part

of a 2,000-square-foot

area of garlic mustard in

this field with full sun.

Garirc mustard is good for you
Garlic mustard is one of the most nutritious leafy

greens ever analyzed. In fact, of all the leafy greens in my
two lumiem charts, garlic mustard finds itself at the top

ol the list lor about a third of all the nutrients listed. There

are no greens higher in fiber, beta-carotene, vitamin C,

vitamin E, and zinc. Just to hammer in the point—garlic

mustard beats spinach, broccoli leaves, collards, turnip

greens, kale, and domesticated mustard for all these nutri-

ents, and it is very high in omega-3 fatty acids, calcium,

iron, and manganese.

And what about phytochemicals? Many plant chemi-

cals that were originally considered toxins are now classified

as good for you when foujid in the amounts in plants we
eat. Phytates and selenium are good examples. Both were

historically thought to be bad for you, Selenium was con-

sidered a toxin and phytates were considered and- nutrients.

Now selenium is considered a nutrient, and phytates are

being investigated for potential health benefits. Too much

selenium and you get poisoned. Too much phytates and

you will Starr having mineral deficiencies. Eat just enough

of both of these and you may benefit from them.
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Many of the phytochemicals discovered recently have

roles in protecting plants from their enemies* Some plants

use these chemicals to protect themselves against viruses,

bacteria, and fungi* Some llsc plant-inhibiting chemicals

to keep other plants from growing too near. Some have bit-

ter, acrid, or astringent flavors to protect themselves from

being eaten by herbivores*

Garlic mustard is bitter and pungent, with chemicals

in it that work as natural herbicides. It is known to have

isothiocyanates and glucosinolates like other mustards. It is

clear that garlic mustard is lillcd with phytochemicals yet

to be discovered. So, while much needs to be done, it is not

unreasonable to assume that garlic mustard is really good

for you on a variety of levels.

Knowing Garlic Mustard
In the early spring, before the daffodils

have flowered, you will find garlic mustard

leafing out from overwintering roots. Small

roots produce smaller and fewer leaves.

Larger roots produce more and larger leaves.

All of them, small and large, begin flower-

ing in April to early May, Around the same

time, before the flowering plants can set seed,

a Jicw crop of seedlings emerges*

Lets cover garlic mustard from seed and

follow it throughout its life* First, let me say

diat different authorities have labeled this plant an annual,

biennial, and even a perennial* I have seen all three forms,

blit mostly annuals and biennials*

fve seen some biennials transform into perennials if

they have a taproot and their tops keep getting clipped

before they can go to seed. Areas that are mowed regularly

could theoretically produce perennials for garlic mustard*

But 1 am speculating here.

As garlic mustard grows from a seedling, it puts down

an underground stem-like root. Aboveground, leaves are

New Sprout of garlic mustard

life-size. The cotyledons

are to the left and right

of the true leaves.
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Spring garlic mustard. One
way to identiPy garlic mustard

is by a unique underground

stem-like structure that is

twice-curved and leads to

the root. The first curve is just

below the leaves, bending

the stem to almost a right

angle; the second curve is

less dramatic, occurring

further down where it looks

like the true root begins.

growing, but no stem tlevelops in this first year. The

leaves are rounded to kidney-shaped with rounded

teeth along the margins. The leaf stems (petioles) are

long, relative to the size of the leaf blades, and have

hairs. Plants sprouting in April or May rend not to

grow a noticeable stem, at least through the warm
summer months.

The upper root is intriguing. While it may or may

not be made up of root cells, it acts and looks like a

stem. Its apparent purpose seems to be to get the true

root deep enough to have access to water, even under

dry surfiice conditions. This underground stem sports

two characteristic bends. The first bend is at tlie base of

the leaves; the second is just above the true root. At the

base of the leaves, this stem curves to the side at almost

a right angle, then slopes gently downward. It bends

ag^n just above the root. This uniquely shaped under-

ground stem helps to dearly identiiy garlic mustard. A
true botanical morphologist is needed to tell us if this

part is really a modified stem or just looks like one.

As their roots grow, these plants produce more and

larger leaves, file first leaves are about an inch wide or

smaller; later leaves can be three or four inches wide. Those

early leaves can be rounded, kidney-shaped, or almost

arrowhead-shaped. After a period of study, garlic mustard

leaves should be easy for you to identify. Until that time,

you can always check for that garlic odor (crush the leaves

and smell), or investigate the unique stem-like root.

As winter arrives, garlic mustard adjusts to cold and

freezing conditions. Like other cold-tolerant plants, it loses

some moisture and produces sugars and alcohols to survive

freezing temperatures. In extreme cold, it loses all its leaves.

In moderate climates like the Pacific Northwest, the leaves

remain either static or slow-growing. I have harvested good

healthy garlic mustard leaves in the middle of winter here

in Oregon. 1 cannot imagine doing that in Michigan, where

the winters are much more severe.
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As winter ends and spring begins, overwintering garlic

mustard comes back to life, producing new sets of leaves.

Different patches of garlic mustard may have different-size

leaves, suggesting that different microclimates promote

germination at different times of the year. So some plants

get a head start over others.

Almost as soon as garlic mustard leaves appear in the

spring, the plant begins growing a stalk (stem). Ifiat stalk

goes mostly unnoticed at first. Most people trying to gather

garlic mustard before the stalk appears don’t realize that the

stalk is already there, mixed among the leaves and not obvi-

ously overtopping them.

As spring progresses and the days get longer, the high

temperatures warm into the 50s and the stalk elongates

suddenly. The larger the root, the faster the aboveground

stem growth, the more a multitude of stems will arise from

that root. Smaller roots will produce fewer stems, often

only one. I’ve seen spring roots anywhere from an eighth

inch to a full inch in diameter.

WINTER CHEMISTRY
The development of winter

chemistry in garlic mustard

is probably very complex-

more complex than just

reducing internal moisture

ard producing sugars and

alcohols. The leaves won’t

taste sweet, and the alcohols

won't give you a high, Instead,

healthy thriving winter leaves

will taste similar to the spring

leaves but will not be as

bi’ ter or garlicky, and they

will be slightly tougher.

A young second-year plant

sporting a hairy stem. The

stem is about 2 inches in

length. Some stems (like this

ore) are hairy, some are not.
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Vigorous early growth of overwintered garlic

mustard. This mo re-developed piant was found

at the same time as the last two photographs.

Note Che curves in the underground root stem

and the branching root system. A couple

of upper stems have begun to grow,

Garlic mustard producing different-shaped

leaves. The leaves vary in shape, from rounded

at the base to triangular at the top of the plant.

(right) Clusters of flower buds and white flowers

at the tip of a stem

Several garlic mustard plants that have

bolted. At about IS inches tali, these plants

have not quite reached their flowering

stage. You can see the newly formed

buds at the tips of each plant and the

triangular leaves in their upper growth.
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Once the seem gets tall enough for buds and dowers

to form at its tip^ differences in leaf shape become appar-

ent* Basal leaves (leaves growing from the stem at or near

ground level) have a rounded heart or kidney shape. As
you travel up the stem, the sliape changes progressively to

triangular at the top.

Flowers are in clusters at the tip of stems. Each flower

has four white petals. And, like other mustards, they have

the characteristically odd six-stamen configuration: four

long and rwo short. Stamens are the male reproductive

organs containing the pollern

As the flowers are fertilized and the plant ages, the

stem eventually stretches upward. Long pods dcvehip on

elongated stems where the flowers used to be* The pods

go from green to brown as they age. The pod snaps open

when the seeds are mature ajid the pods dry, ejecting the

seeds around the base of the plant. Seeds must go through a

freezing process before they will germinate, so all germinat-

ing seeds have lived through at leas: one winter.

(left) Opened gadic

mustard pods and seeds

in aand. Mature garlic

mustard seedpods split

open and release their

seeds, which drop close

to the base of the plant.

Cright) Flower sterns

elongate, transforming

into seedpod stems.

Harvesting Garlic Mustard
rhere are two considerations when gathering garlic

mustard: first, the size of the leaves, and second, the quan-

tity of the leaves available to you. Larger roots produce

more and larger leaves.
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Size variations of spring

garlic mustard. Whife the

climate in sorne areas of

North Annehca may produce

a consistent size of leaves

in the spring, mild winter

climates like those found in

the Pacific Northwest and the

Southeast may allow more

than one germination season.

The plants on the left were

young, as defined by small

roots and small leaves, The

plants on the right had dearly

overwintered, had larger

roots, and had produced

more and larger leaves. Both

containers contain intact

plants, roots and alt They

were spray-misted to keep

them moist and carefuJIy

positioned to keep the dirt

from hitting the leaves.

When 1 have a choice^ I prefer to focus on more vigoi-

oiisly growing, larger-rooted, second-year plants because they

produce more food for less work* See how much bigger the

leaves are for the larger-rooted plants in the photo above.

The leaves really begin multiplying when the tem-

peratures range from the mid-50s during the day to the

mid-50s at night, just around the time that daffodils start

blooming in your area* Perhaps this, or just before this, is

the time to go harvesting.

If you are harvesting in a natural area that you are

trying to save, take a digging stick or pick-shovel to help

you and uproot every plant that you can. Take their roots

and all, even if you only want the leaves. Try to be careful

to keep the roots and their dirt separate from the leaves.

Tliis can be done with some success by stacking the plants

in a container with the roots facing downward (see photo

above). Gathering them when the ground is somewhat dry

will make this job less messy because much of the dirt will

fall away and not stick to the leaves.

If you only have a few healthy plants in an old field

where you want to continue producing leaves, then do not

uproot them. Instead, use scissors to harvest the leaves. Pull
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all the leaves upward and, with one snip, cut the duster

of leaf stems. Place the leaves in a plastic bag, spray-mist,

and take the harvest home, "fhe lower-leaf stem stubs and

the root system remain undisturbed in the ground. The

larger the root system, the more likely the plants will sur-

vive to produce more leaves. Return regularly to harvest the

returning leaves. If this is a safe place to let them grow, as

in your garden, let them go to seed. If it is a sensitive area

that you want to protect, uproot them after several harvests

before they can go to seed. Never, never let them go to seed

where you do not want them spreading!

WARNING: Throwing the discard roots into the compost

might be a mistake. The roots can often regrow into new

plants and spread uncontrollably. Unless you are a great

composter who knows how to cook the compost, dispose

of the roots in some other way. You can shred them in a

food processor or briefly cook them (the microwave is good

for this) before composting them. Some noxious weed

organizations bag them and take them to the landfill—but

I hate that idea. Of course, if you want them to grow in

your garden, just throw the old roots out there, rake them

under, and water.

PERMISSION
TO HARVEST
Always get permission before

harvesting in nature! areas,

even if you are only picking

weeds and invasive plants.

This is good for a variety

of reasons. Aside from not

being arrested, fined, or

banned from visiting, you'll

find that proprietors wil!

be able to tell you exactly

wnere the infestation

Charvest) will be greater.

Harvesting leaves without

uprooting the plant, A cut

like this allows the plant to

send up more leaves for

future harvesting. Repeated

harvests are possible as long

as the root produces new

leaves. Do not allow the plant

to go to seed unless the

plant is in a controlled area.

Uproot any plants that are

growing in or near natural

areas with native plants.
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The upper few inches of die rapidly growing plant

stems are edible. The thicker the stem, the better. As the

plant gets taller and goe^ to flower, the length of the upper

stem that remains tender will shrink to zero. Pre-bud plants

will have longer usable stems than plants in bud* These

upper plant stems (rapidly growing dps) are less bitter than

the leaves and are tender in texture.

As the plants grow talk the new triangular upper leaves

that develop arc increasingly bitter in raw form. They are

sdll edible and great to eat^ bur you need to manage the

bitterness. The raw leafy sterns^ flower buds, and flowers

are also edible, just bitter. So collect whatever you want to

work with. Ifyou love garlic mustards kind of hitter, you IJ

love this plant as is. If you hare bitter, stick with me'—the

foods you can make arc delicious.

By the time the plant is in bud and flower, an inter-

esting thing happens: the lower round leaves begin losing

some of their bitterness. So consider gathering them over

the triangular upper leaves.

Some people gather the seeds lor various uses, but 1

have not yer tried to do anything with them. Tlie seeds are

pretty hard.

Garlic mustard should be well hydrated (spray-misted

and/or soaked in water until crisp) and used right away or

placed into your tridge. Because garlic mustard is cold-tol-

erant, refrigeration will preserve it well for up to ten days.

Processing Garlic Mustard
LEAVES: Besides cleanings the only processing that garlic

mustard requires is the removal of the leaf stems (peiioW).

Tliis is a Zen kind of activity that takes some time, depend-

ing on how much of the greens you need. Larger leaves

make this less work Relax, sit down, and pluck the leaf

blades from the leaf stems.

The leafstems of garlic mustard are stringy even on the

young leaves, so discard them. Usually with other plamcs,

you can keep about a halfinch of a petiole and get away



UQper 4 inches of main

stem topped with flower

buds and the uppermost

baby leaves. This is an edible

upper stem, though bitter

when raw. In preparation

for cooking, all leaves with

petioles (leaf stems) over Ve

inches long were pulled off

due to fibrousness^ exposing

a tender naked stem,

with ic; that is, you will not notice the fibrousness. But gar-

lic mustard petioles are just too stringy unless you inhale

your food rather than chew it. I suppose the stringiness can

also be managed by chopping the peti-

oles into thousands of tiny pieces, which

mix into the other mass of food you are

eating and go unnoticed. 1 tend not to

use them.

If you plan on eating the bigger

leaves fresh (bigger meaning greater chan

1 V2 inches wide), you might want to

chop them up. Most of the time, garlic

mustard will be bitter to the extent that

you do not want to get a whole huge leaf

in a fork full of mixed salad at one time.

The bitterness would be too much. This,

of course, makes more of a difference in

some dishes than others.

UPPER MAIN STEMS: These wilt be

tender as long as the plant is still grow-

ing rapidly. Doing the snap test like you

would use with asparagus does not seem

to work with this plant. Ihe fibrous seg-

ment just below the good stuff still snaps

cleanly, so try the following: find where

the stem snaps cleanly, then cut off an

additional inch; what remains should be tender. Since the

leaf stems of the regular leaves will be tough and stringy,

remove all leaf stems attached to the plant stem except for

ihe baby leaves at the very top.

ROOTS: Those large enough to make it worth your while

will have a central fibrous core throughout much of their

length and tributaries. I have not spent enough time figur-

ing them out to give you any good advice. The core can be

either woody or crunchy. For the most part, the outer rind
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is sweet and mildly pungent. The core» when I find it chew-

able, is crunchy and very peppery. Its pepperincss stays on

the tongue for a while after eating. If it is typical of other

biennials, the first-year roots will be tender. Ibe second-

year roots will become more and more woody, particularly

after the flower stalks begin developing.

SEEDS: I have not worked much with the seeds. They

may have potential for making condiments or being used

as spices.

Serving Garlic Mustard
Eating garlic mustard fresh out of your hand is not for

the faint of taste. Garlic mustard is pretty bitter most of

the time. And while its winter greens, its very early spring

greens, and its lower leaves at the flowering stage are less

bitter than other parts, they are all still bitter. If its brand of

bitterness goes to the pleasure centers of your brain, then

you are all set to eat garlic mustard any way you want. If its

bitterness is not your cup of tea, then we have great ways

of managing it.

Garlic mustard has three flavors in this order of

strength: bitter, garlic, and pepper. Being peppery is con-

sistent with the mustard family, ol which garlic mustard

is a member, but this pepperincss is usually mild. When

you manage the bitterness in different dishes, you are also

managing the other two flavors at the same time. Temper

the bitterness and you temper the garlicky-ness.

If you search die Internet for garlic mustard recipes,

notice that most of them add copious amounts of garlic.

That is the curse of the garlic mustard name. Even though

this green has its own fine flavor when the bitterness (and

concurrent garlicky-ness) are muted, people still expect

it to taste garlicky, so they add garlic. And while you are

encouraged to prepare garlic mustard any way you want,

none of the examples I give include garlic. Please note that

I am not a chef. These recipes are simple and designed to
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show you how to work with garlic mustard. They will not

win any recipe contests.

On a personal note—I do not smell or taste much

garlic in garlic mustard, Odiers E know experience it as a

strong odor and flavor. So your experience with the caste of

garlic mustard may be different from jnine.

Most people today are not very tolerant of bitter foods,

so the raw and cooked recipes included here are designed

to temper that bitterness. Here^ 1 will tell you how I pre-

pared the foods. To know more about the hows ^nd whys,

read the introductory section of the Bitter Greens on pages

261-^8 .

Garlic mustard is a great addition to any salad; for

most of us, it should be the only bitter green included.

To use garlic mustard fresh in a salad, I recommend mak-

ing it about a fourth of the total amount of greens; a 1 00

percent garlic mustard salad would be very hard to eat.

You can always adjust the amount to suit your individual

tastes. Chop the garlic mustard into shreds so you can

spread them evenly throughout the salad. Experiment

—

add foundational and sour greens to this mix. Adding other

strong-tasting greens that are pungent, peppery, or bitter

will make the salad a little overpowering for some.

The bud heads and particularly the flower heads and

their surrounding leaves can be used just like die leaves,

although they are the most bitter part of this plant. Consider

that bitterness when using them in any of these recipes,

"fhe bitterness ofgarlic mustard is muted by the macro-

nutrients: protein^ fat, and carbohydrates. The greens can

be added fresh or cooked in dishes containing these things.

Add chopped fresh garlic mustard to pasta, bean, cheese,

or egg dishes.

RAW; A turkey sandwich benefits from garlic mustard when

used in place of lettuce. Amid the meat, bread, and tomato,

bitterness is a welcome nuance in the mix of flavors. Garlic

mustard would also work well with other meat sandwiches.
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Recipe shown garnished

with a garlic mustard flower

head and feaf as welf as a

dandelion flower head.

Beans with Garlic Mustard
This is a simple cold plate recipe* Makes 4 servings.

INGREDIENTS:

2 cups of drained and rinsed canned red kidney beans

Vz cup chopped garlic mustard

cup raisins

2 tablespoons extra virgin olive oil

2 tablespoons balsamic vinegar

Salt and pepper to taste

DIRECTIONS:

Mix all ingredients. No cooking required* Add other

herbs and spices to really make this sing.

BOILING: For a basic cooked green, preheat a pot of rap-

idly boiling water with the top on to conserve fuel. Use

enough water so the leaves can move around freely dur-

ing boiling. Once the water is boiling, remove the top and

throw in the leaves, buds, or flower heads. After about six

minutes, you have a fine cooked green with a small amount

of its three initial flavors remaining. It can now be eaten
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like spinach. Just add a little oil, some lemon juice, a pinch

of salt, and you are all set. If you want more of its initial

flavors, boil it less. If you want to remove all vestiges of its

bitterness, boil it longer. Boiling garlic mustard transforms

it into a foundational green; that is, it can then be used in

almost any recipe where a spinach-like green is required. It

will have a nice cooked green flavor but no bitter, garlic, or

pepper flavor. And the cooking broth remaining from boil-

ing the leaves makes a fine soup stock.

STEAMED AND SAUTEED: These techniques remove

most of the garlic flavor and only a fraction of the bitter-

ness. Even after 10 minutes of steaming, there is not much

change in the bitterness. Sauteing is not much better. In

either of these cooking methods, if bitterness is a problem

for you, you might want to treat the steamed greens like

you would the raw plant to mask the bitterness.

Young garlic mustard main

stem tips, boiled for about

8 minutes. I like to cook the

stems a little longer than

the leaves because they

contain the uppermost,

most bitter leaves of the

plant. Treat like asparagus.
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GARLIC MUSTARD
OMELETTE
Add cup chopped garlic

mustard leaves and cup

diced sweet pepper (red

in this case) to 2 beaten

eggs and set aside. Put 1

tablespoon olive oil in a

preheated skillet, saute Va

medium-sized red sweet

onion and 1 cup sliced

mushrooms (wild or store-

bought) until the onions

have caramelized. Add 1

heaping teaspoon of finely

chopped fresh rosemary to

the pan, stir quickly, and add

the egg mixture. Cook until

desired doneness. Gently

flip or fold the omelette.

Salt and pepper to taste.

Cooking, in general, seems to remove most of garlic

mustard’s garlic flavor. Since 1 like to appreciate whatever

flavors come with a plant, I tried an experiment. Rather

than make my typical omelette, where I saute or steam a

bunch of vegetables before 1 add the eggs, I chopped the

raw garlic mustard into about half-inch-size pieces and

mixed them in with my beaten raw eggs. Then I made my

omelette. It worked becau.se the egg part of the omelette

is not cooked very long, the egg somewhat insulates the

garlic mustard from the heat, and the protein and fat in

the egg seem to mute the bitterness but retain the gar-

licky-ness, which is never very strong for me. But this

technique works fairly well to maintain whatever garlicky

flavor there is.

Garlic mustard is a nutritious and often plentiful green

whose potential as a food is tremendous. Help out your

local natural area by harvesting their garlic mustard. Invent

some innovative recipes. And if you want, add garlic.
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Chapter 15

Family: Brassicaceae

Species: Capsella bursa-pastoris

Shepherid’s Purse
A small, unassuming, nutritiousplant-—few know its true virUies,

Young healthy shepherd's purse plants with short stems, just beginning to flower.
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SHEPHERD'S PURSE

Estimated Range

Official Species Name:

* Capseifa bursa-

pastorfs CL.) Medik.

Synonyms (Historical Names):

- Capse/ia ri^6e//a Reut,

" Bursa bursa-pastorls

CD Britt.

" Bursa bursa-pastorls

var, biffda Crepin

* Bursa gradfis Gren.

- Thiaspi bursa-pastoris L.

Common Names;

Shepherd's purse

* Shepherd's heart

* Shepherd's pounce

- Toywort

Bolsa da Pastor

* Pickpocket

An herbaceous weed

naturalized from the

Mediterranean, shepherd's

purse is widespread and

abundant in North America,

continued

This plant is easily identified when mature. Unfor-

tunately, prior CO the appearance of the mature pods, the

leaves can be mistaken for alJ those other basal-leaved

dandelion-Iikc plants. How can you identify this plant

prior CO seed production? We’ll try to solve that problem

in this chapter.

This LS a prolific plant that can be the bane of farmers,

who, as a result of crop losses, called this plant pickpocket.

But for you, this plant should be called great bencfacton

since it will give you free food as long as you can find it in

good enough condition.

Shepherds purse leaves are a nutritional powerhouse,

very high in omega'3 fatty acids, calcium, iron, and zinc,

with vitamin C and manganese levels as good as our most

nutritious domesticated greens.

Knowing Shepherd’s Purse
Shepherd s purse loves moisture, loose fertile soil, and

cold weather. That being said, as long as the seeds have

enough moisture to germinate and the plant can get estab-

lished, it can grow Just about anywhere, even in poor soil,

hot weather, and dry conditions.

Shepherds purse seeds may require two winters of

conditioning before they will sprout. After that, they can

germinate in any nonfrozen growing season. They prefer

sprouting when temperatures fluctuate around 60 degrees

R But if the soil is disturbed and moisture is present, it

has a wide latitude beyond that temperature. The major

sprouting time is in the spring, with a secondary sprouting

in the fall. It can sprout in the summer if the soil is turned

and watered.

Earlier sprouts will have a longer vegetative growing

season before producing a flower stem; that is, they will

produce a lot more leaves, particularly if the weather is cool

and there is plenty ofmoisture. Later sprouts, like those ger-

minating in the summer, will have a shorter vegetative life,

though with enough water, great leaves can still develop.
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With summer heat and drying conditions, shepherd s purse

will ignore leaf production to put all of its energy and focus

on generating a seed-producing stem-

If shepherds purse sprouts late enough in the year,

perhaps in a late-autumn warm spell into the 60s, and then

temperatures dip below freezing, growth will slow but con-

tinue until temperatures reach into the low 20s. At that

point, the plant goes into hibernation for the winter.

Leaf shape varies somewhat. Some leaves are more

primarily where humans

have invaded and where soil

has been disturbed. It also

grows in more stable soil,

like lawns, vacant lots, old

fields, and landscape beds

Edible Parts:

• Growing tips of leafy stems

- Leaves

^ Buds

* Flowers

VEGETATIVE
GROWTH
This indudes plant parts that

are not reproductive; leaves

ard stems are vegetative

Young shepherd's purse. To

gauge size, the largest leaves

in this photograph are just

less than 3 inches long.

Leaf shapes commonly

found in shepherd's purse

basal rosettes. Some leaves

are more deeply lofoed

then others. At the lower

center is a flower stem.
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Tough stringy cores are inside

the leaves. If you stretch a leaf

until it breaks, it will leave a

tough core string. Cat's ear

(Hypochaeris radicata) and

plantain (P^antago major)

have a similar attribute.

Tiny hair-like spines are found

on the ieaf margins. This

shows an extreme close-up of

the margin of one of the tiny

lobes of a shepherd's purse

leaf. This lobe is about Va inch

long in actual size. It has been

magnified so you can see the

tiny hair-like spines at the

tips of tiny leaf angles along

its margin. There will also

be a few to Jots of scattered

hairs found randomly around

the leaf's edge that are not

related to the angles.

pointed than others, some are more lobed. But there is

an overall look that will become clear to you after awhile.

First, shepherds purse leaves are consistently smaller than

dandelion, cats ear, and sow thistle. Second, they are very

regular in design. Look at the leaves of the plants in the

lower photograph on page 251 ; note how consistent in

shape the shepherds purse leaves are to each other. There

is a tapered leaf stem (petiole) leading to regular lobes on

each side of the leaf. The top third of the leaf is larger than

the middle or the lower third.

Another trait to look for are the tiny leafspines. Ifyou

look closely at the margins of the leaves, you will see tiny

hair-like spines arising from edge angles of the leaf blade.

These spines are miniscule. To see them, hold the leaf up

to the light. Look for the angles, then look for the spines

at their tips. You might need a hand lens or a magnifier to

see them. In contrast, dandelion will have smooth margins

with obvious lobe tips or teeth dps. Its tips are typically

brown, but you might have to use a magnifier to see them.

Cats ear will just have hairy margins—^much larger con-

spicuous hairs and about five times the number of hairs

you see in shepherds purse.

If leaf shape and spines are not enough for you, there
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is also the core string of each leaf. If you grab the leaf about

ac its center and then pull the leaf apart, a core string will

remain. That string will either be attached to the base of the

leaf stem (petiole), as in the adjacent photograph, or it will

protrude from the upper leaf you just pulled off.

At some point^—depending on the season, environ-

mental factors, or the age of the plant—shepherds purse

sends up a flower stalk, typically one at first, then some-

times more. Like many of our plants, the more lush the

growing conditions, the more leafage will be formed rela-

tive to flower and stem production* ITe harsher the condi-

tions, the less leafage. So habitat has a lot to do with how

much greenery there is on these plants.

The stem of this plant is how most people identify

shepherds purse. It has a characteristic look: tiny white

flowers at the top, heart-shaped seedpods along its length,

and small leaves below the pods. Stem leaves are typically

small and get smaller as they travel up the plant.

Flowers arc tightly clustered at the tops of all stems,

tiny and closed most of the time. They open in the middle

of the day when the conditions are right. Sometimes they

have a reddish coloration, but mostly they are green parts

with white petals. Like all other mustards, there are four

Young shepherd's purse with

about a 5-inch stem. Note

th,3t even though the stem

is still forming, it already

has flowers at its tip.

A mature but still-growing

plant showing its character-

istic elongated stem. Flowers

are found at the top, and

heart-shaped seed capsules

form along the stem. Over

time, this will continue to

elongate, branch, grow more

stems, and produce hun-

dreds of seed pods (purses).

Note the new branch aris-

ing from the base of a stem

leaf. That branch will soon

lock just like the main stem.
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Cabove) Stem leaves are small

and shaped differently from

the basal leaves. The stem

leaves are narrow, unlobed,

get smaller as you travel up

the plant, and have bases

that clasp (wrap around) the

main stem. New branches

emerge from where the stem

leaves meet the main stem.

(right) Shepherd's purse

buds and flowers. In the

middle of a sunny day, you

might be lucky enough to

see shepherd's purse flowers

opening— they are typically

closed most of the hme.

Deep within the flower the

pistil (female flower part) is

in the form of a heart-shaped

purse. This photograph

has been magnified many

times to show the tiny

5mm-wide flowers.

petals, four sepals, one pistil, and six stamens.

The pistil, once fertilized, transforms into a pod. When
this happens, all the ocher flower parrs fall away. The heart-

shaped pod is green and is divided into two halves, each

half containing a number of seeds. The distinctive shape

of shepherd s purse pods helps distinguish this plant from

dose relatives like pennycress [Jhlaspi arvense). The longer

the stem gets, the more pods develop along its length.

Gathering Shepherd’s Purse
LEAVES; These will be larger, more tender, and flavor-

ful if you gather them from excellent habitats—moist rich

areas with soft soil like gardens, landscaping, and farmland.

You will find more of these conditions in the very early

spring and late falL Either uproot them for later leaf extrac-

tion or snip off the rapidly growing leaves.

Like most mustards, shepherds purse dries out very

quickly, so keep all parts moist and cool until ready to use*

If they wilt, crisp them by immersing in very cold water

for fifteen minutes. Once hydrated, they will last well in

the refrigerator.

Shepherd s purse leaves are a little chew}\ particularly

those with long thin petioles (leaf stems). Before I use the
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PETALS
The showy flower parts; they

are white on shepherd's purse.

Six healthy young plants held as one bunch. These are young

basal rosettes prior to any significant flower stalk development.

Clustered like this, it looks like one plant. Note how lush

the leaves are. This kind of growth is found in healthy well-

watered soil in landscaping, adjacent to a garden, or on a farm.

Shepherd's purse roots are typically thin and insubstantial.

SEPALS
The green flower parts

that enclose the bud and

then surround the base

of the petals once the

flower has opened.

PISTIL

The female part of the

flc»wer found in the center;

it contains the ovules that

become the seeds. The

pistil turns into the heart-

shaped seed capsule that

defines shepherd's purse.

STAMENS
The male part of the flower;

each stamen has a stem

and a pollen-packed tip.

Stamens are tho identifying

characteristic for mustard

family plants. Of six stamens,

four of them are tall and

two of them are short.

Trimming shepherd's purse leaf stems. Large shepherd s purse

leaves typically have long leaf stems (petioles). I usually cut

off and discard the fibrous leaf stems. Leaf stems on smaller,

younger leaves are not as fibrous and can be used whole.
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New shoots (flower stalks)

that hse from the basal

rosettes of shepherd's purse.

larger, longer leaves, I chop off their lower 40 percent,

which is mostly petiole.

FLOWER STALKS: Tlie short, very young, just-forming

flower stalks are edible and delicious. At first, all you see

are a cluster ofleaves arising from thecenrerof die basal

rosette of leaves. Then the flower stem emerges* Eventually

new stalks branch off the main flower stalk. On younger

plants, the upper few inches are chewable. On older plants

with long flower stalks, only a small part of the uppermost

stem is chewable but not very tasty.

SEEDS AND SEEDPOOS: These are just coo fibrous

for any use 1 can find. Even when they are green, there

is not much to like about them. The seeds are the most-

talked-about part of this plant in wild food literature, but

they are tiny, tough, and generally disappointing. 1 do not

see any practical use for them.

There have been repeated reports that Native Ameri'

cans collected and used the seeds for a “nutritious flour."

These reports stemmed from a single reference in a 1 902

book by Victor Chestnut called Plants Used by the Indians

ofMendocino County, California. Here is what Chestnut

said under one of the old Latin names for shepherd s purse,

Bursa hursa-pastoris: the seed “is used to a slight extent to
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make pinole/' That i$ all Chestnut said. Pinole, if I under-

stand it correctly, is a food made from seeds that are roasted

and ground into a meal. Typically associated with com, it

can refer to any grain* Chestnufs informadon is really too

vague to be useftiL Was shepherd's purse seed, along with

whatever other grains could be added, used to extend the

corn? To flavor the corn? What does slight mean? Was it

ever used on its own ro make shepherd s purse flour?

It is diflicult to imagine gathering enough shepherds

purse seed to make even a small amount of flour. 1 could

not find any peoples in Europe or the Mediterranean (its

native growing areas) who used the seeds at all. My guess

is that the seeds have never been seriously used. 1 believe

this not only because they are dny and would take a lot

of work, but because there are so many more useful and

efficient grain alternatives. Ifyou try doing somediing with

shepherds purse seeds that is worth doing, let me know

what you discover.

It is not clear from the literature but ic seems like both

the pods and the seeds are recommended for use to spice

up soups and stews. I do not remember reading about any-

one who had actually cried this, IVe tasted the green pods

raw, and they do not have enough flavor to make them

worth using as a spice.

Seedpods collected while

still green, When they

fully mature, they turn

light brown, break open,

and release their seeds.
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Cooking and Serving
Shepherd's Purse
LEAVES AND STEM TIPS, FRESH: When lush and

Wild Shepherd's Purse

Salad. Included are mallow,

nipplewort, sheep sorrel

English daisy flowers

(Beflis pemnnis), and some

domesticated carrot slivers.

Shepherd's purse makes

up about of this salad's

greens. Both leaves and

shoots are included here.

fast-growing* shepherds purse leaves and emerging stem

tips are delicious and can be very mild. In fact, it can be so

mild that it could be used as a foundational green in some

circumstances. Sometimes you get a little more of the pcp-

periness. It is excellent in salads, sandwiches, and anywhere

you would use lettuce or spinach. Occasionally the leaves

are just a little chewy—particularly leaves over four inches

long. If so, remove the petioles and chop them i nto smaller

pieces before putting them into whatever you are serving.

Years ago, a major hotel restaurant in Seattle hired me

to take a master chef, whom they

were trying to recruit, on a wild

lood tour of Washington. It was

November, so I could only show

him the cold-tolerant plants. Even

though there was frost cover! Jig

everything, wc found some shep-

herds purse looking lush and still

growing. They were at the stage

where they were just sending up

the first few inches of stem. After

tasting both leaves and stem, this

master chef (did 1 mention he was

a master chef?) declared that it

was one of the best-casting greens he had ever eaten.

The flower heads at the tips of the tall mature stems

are edible and can be added fresh anywhere you add the

leaves. 1 have lieard they arc super peppery, but IVe often

experienced mild flavor in rapidly growing plants, I do not

consider the flower heads to be choice, but they are edible;

if you want to add diversity to your diet, they can easily

become part of a larger dish, and you wont even realize you

are getting the added diversity. For me, they are not pretty

enough to be used as a garnish, but you might disagree.
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LEAVES AND STEM TIPS. COOKED: SKepherds

purse leaves and rapidly growing stem tips are excellent

greens whether steamed, boiled, sdr-fried, or baked with

some dish. Its mildness works wherever spinach is used.

But be forewarned: shepherds purse leaves reduce

down tremendously when boiled. It takes about ten serv-

ings worth of fresh greens to make one serving of boiled

greens. While this amount of greens is not out of the ordi-

nary for me, eating this much concentrated shepherds

purse gave me a five-hour low-level headache. Frankly, 1

do not know what the cause was. The headache could have

been unrelated to the shepherd s purse, 1 could have been

having a unique physiological reaction to something in the

greens. Or perhaps there is some chemistry in shepherds

purse that is harmless until you consume a certain quan-

tity, Who knows, it could be an overdose of beneficial phy-

tochemicals. Dandelion flowers in large quantity have the

same effect on me.

Shepherd's purse greens

are powerful. This innocent-

looking serving of shepherd's

purse is actually about

10 hefty servings of fresh

greens that boiled down to

a fraction of its original size.
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GINGER-FLAVORED
SHEPHERD’S PURSE?
The ginger flavor cfaim

for shepherd's purse root

IS an exampfe of how

mi sinForma Clon gets inserted

into Che wild foods Nterature

and then repeated author

after author Since I personaNy

found no ginger flavor to the

root I thought Td investigate.

I checked through my iibrary

and found the original source

(Harrington, 1967) of the

"ginger flavor" statement. The

author had not tried using the

roots as a ginger substitute

himself, but he was responsible

enough to give the source

of his information: Metson

Coon's book Us/ng Wayside

Plants (1960). So I read Coon's

account of shepherd's purse

There was nothing about

ginger flavor or candied root

Then I glanced at the page

Co the right that covered

the next pJanI:—wild gingef,

Wild ginger root Coon said,

can be used as a substitute

for store-bought gmger.

So the originai misinformation

was nothing more than the

offending author reading from

the wrong page. The gmger

flavor and candied root

were aii about eastern wild

ginger (Asarum canadense).

not shepherd's purse. Book

after book and now certain

Web sites dutifully repeat

that misinformation.

I believe shepherds purse greens to be nutritious and

good for you. But due to my limited experience eating it

boiled in this quantity, I caution anyone Ixom eating that

much in one sitting. So ifyou cook shepherd s purse, make

sure that the finished greens are spread throughout a larger

dish. And try not to eat the equivalent of more than five

fresh servings in one sitting.

ROOT: It has been reported often that fresh or dried

ground roots of shepherd s purse have been used as a sub-

stitute for ginger, and that they have been candied by boil-

ing them in a rich sugar syrup. IVe chewed on the roots of

both young and old plants to search for that ginger-like

tiavof. None was to be found. And to top that, young and

old roots are absolutely woody—not making them suitable

for grinding. I have no use for the root.

Shepherds purse is an excellent addition to the diet.

Its nutritious and ddicious, and is found all over North

America. The key thing is finding lush plants with large,

healthy, rapidly growing leaves. It is easy to find old strug-

gling plants growing in hard dry ground, but wait for the

good stuff. Go visit a local organic farm or possibly your

own garden.
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Bitter Greens
This introduction is designed to help you under-

stand and manage bitter qualities in the plants that follow,

ft would be unfortunate if you skipped this section just

because you might nor be a fan of this class of flavors—

I

wasn't until recently. The benefits you will gain in flavor,

dietary variety, and nutrition are worth it.

I’m defining the bitter greens here as ones that, in the

raw unadornedform (having no added sauce or other ingre-

dients), range from moderately to strongly bitter to most

people. These are greens and vegetables that are suitable

for occasions where you want to add some character to the

dish you are making. Bitter greens are often paired with

milder greens (foundational greens) or complex dishes to

add interest and nuance* They are edible raw and cooked,

but their best uses depend on your flavor goals for what-

ever you are preparing. They have the potential to greatly

improve a dish by using just the right amount or to destroy

it by adding so much that it overpowers everything else

in the dish. Most people will prefer to use them as flavor

enhancers for other foods or to cook them in ways to pro-

duce more moderate flavors.

Each of the greens in this section has its own charac-

teristic flavors and textures. Served fresh, they arc excellent

when used in combination salads, added to sandwiches,

employed as garnishes, and made into green-based sauces.

Cooked as a side dish, their flavors vary tremendously

—

some remaining bitter while others transform into foun-

dationally mild but rich flavors. Cooked in more complex

dishes, their qualities shine. Add them to soups, stews,

lasagna, pizza, pasta, and rice dishes.

The plants covered in this section include dandelion,

cats ear, sow thistle, and nipplewort—all in the aster or

dandelion family. The aster family, the Asteraceae, have

many representatives in our supermarkets—primarily let-

tuces. Plenty of other plant families have bitter greens,



including ones mentioned in other sections of this book, so

our grouping is a matter of convenience. Note that many

members oi the Asteraceae family, like some of the lettuces,

are not bitter—including ox-eye daisy [Leucanthemum

vulgare) and salsify [Tmgopogon spp). The plants I cover

are here because they are common and important from a

wild food perspective. They are great foods that should be

enjoyed, so read on.

Flavors offered by bitter greens are an excellent addi-

tion to the gourmets arsenal of castes. From a food perspec-

tive, the plants in this chapter are primarily cold-weather

plants, providing their best eating in the early spring. Some

are even good in the fall. If they are growing in your gar-

den or yard, and if you nurture them, you can extend their

availability into the summer.

Perceived Bitterness-
Understanding Bitter

Historically, while many peoples ate bitter greens,

they typically did not eat them raw and unadorned tn

their full bircer glory. In American culture prior to World

War II, country folk and immigrants ate all sorts of wild

greens. Including the plants in this section. But they

would eat them cooked and/or smothered in substances

like hot bacon grease. In fict, this is the classic way to

eat wilted greens" in North America: Take a mess of wild

greens and pour liberal amounts of hot bacon grease over

them, then add the chopped- up bacon, diced hard-cooked

egg, and whatever else strikes your fancy. People striving

lor healthier diets might ask, '"Where are the greens under

all that?”

Today, many people get hardening of the arteries just

hearing the words “bacon grease"! These added foods and

preparations transformed the greens into a whole different

flavor experience than the lone bitterness of the raw greens.

Native Americans of the Pacific Northwest added

eulachon grease (a fish oil) to greens and fruits with strong



ajid/or unusual flavors. Mediterraneans added generous

amounts of olive oil and lemon juice to their greens. And

in both these groups, most of the bitter greens were cooked

before these dressings were added.

TodaVi because we know so much about dietary'caused

diseases and because our lives are so sedentary (we have to

force ourselves to exercise), many more people are imer-

ested in eating fresh raw fruits and vegetables covered m

less animal fats and calories, llie benefits are better health;

the downside is that bitter and other harsh flavors formerly

concealed are exposed.

Taste is more complex than most people think. Most

people f talk to classify foods as bitter or not, or they give

a simple scale of intensity. In reality, there are thousands

of hitter-flavored chemicals in plants, and our taste buds

probably have hundreds of ways of sensing those chemh

cals. Since each of us has a unique array of taste buds, that

explains why different people can disagree on whether a

food is bitter or not. Some people can caste certain bitters

in certain foods while others may taste something different

in that same food.

If you were fed raw dandelions as a child, then you

would be more likely to have d^doped a tolerance for

their bitterness and some taste connections to your brains

pleasure centers. But people trying them for the first time

as an adult do not have this advantage. If you are deter-

mined, as an adult, to eat raw unadorned dandelions for

philosophical, health, or machismo reasons, you will prob'

ably tolerate more bitterness with time and practice. Your

body adjusts somewhat. Mine has. But if you still want no

bitterness in your foods, then that can be arranged.

Managing Bitterness in

Fresh Greens
The only way I can enjoy bitterness is if it is managed

into pleasantness. So how exactly do you manage bitter-

ness? Here are the ways 1 ve discovered:
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FATS
These can be found in

the form of oNs, butter,

or animal-rendered fat.

Vegetable oifs work we^^

because they flow as a liquid,

ever> at room temperature.

This allows thern to easily

absorb ilpid-soluble bitters

that are found in greens.

They are also better fats

from a health perspective.

Animal fets terid to harden at

room temperature. They work

better as bitterness absorbers

when they are heated into a

liquid form. Animal fats also

have a tendency to solidify

your arteries, particularly in

iiigh-carbohydrate diets.

U GATHER THE GREENS AT THEIR PR*ME
llie biggest mistake novices make is just consuming

whatever plant they find whenever they find it and expect-

ing great results* If you gather greens at their prime, you

will experience better flavor and texture, and you1l have

an easier time managing what bitterness it does have. The

plajit chapters in this book will help you understand and

find leaves and other edible parts at their prime.

2, TURN THE GREENS INTO A FLAVORING
Spearing a forkful of mixed greens in a salad is one

thing* Spearing a forkful of nothing but bitter greens is a

whole different experience. One way to take the intensity

out of leaves is to chop them into shreds and distribute

them throughout a mixed salad or some other food.

Your chopping is doing two things here: first, you are

making small pieces, and second, you are diluting their

intensity by mixing them with other foods* Instead of a

slap-in-cheTace hit of bitterness, this adds a mild bitter bite

throughout a more complex medley of flavors*

When making a salad, bitter greens are typically mixed

with milder greens to dilute the bitterness. The degree of

bitterness of the greens Tni using will determine the degree

of dilution I ll try to achieve* Real bitter greens may only

make up a sixth ofa mixed salad, where mildly bitter greens

could be as much as a third ofa salad. The goal is not to get

fid of the flavor but to use it to its best ^advantage.

A very effective way to dilute bitter greens is to com-
bine them with foods rich in protein, fat, and/or carbo-

hydrates- the macron u trie nts. Greens cooked with meat,

salad dressed with oil or fatty fruits like avocado, or greens

cooked with pasta or potatoes are excellent ways to diiute

bitterness. These macronurrients provide calories that mild

greens alone do not. Those calories can absorb a lot of
bitter flavor.
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S. MASK THE BITTERNESS

Fat is the main ingredient for doing this, TKis is why

many of the old-dmiers (like Enell Gibbons) poured hot

bacon grease over their dandelions. Aside from the dilu-

tion factor that added fat provides, fat can mute and/or

even change the flavor of different bitters* Fat flavored

with bitters it has absorbed can provide a melded flavor

that is often better than each one tasted separately. Fat may

also coat the tongue, serving as a sort of shield or mask for

taste bud receptors, reducing their exposure to the harshest

forms of bitterness. My fat of choice is cold-pressed extra

virgin olive oil

4, ENGAGE ALL YOUR TASTE BUDS
Diluting bitter greens with mild greens helps to soften

bitterness. But if you want to maximize the proportion of

bitters to other foods in your dish, then engage more of

your taste buds. If bitter taste buds are the only sensory

organs firing signals to your brain, then that is all your

brain will focus on. If you engage sweet, sour, salty, and

umami taste buds, the brain hears a symphony rather then

one note. Fruity vinaigrettes add sweet and sour to a salad.

Smoked salmon shreds add smoked, salmon, umami, and

salt flavors as well as protein to dilute the bitterness* Bit'

cerness, while still there, would only be one ofmany sensa-

tions competing for your brains attention*

Cooking Fresh <5reens
The first four management practices above also apply

to cooked greens.

V HEATING
There are thousands (millions? billions?) of different

bitter or just unpleasant substances in the plant kingdom.

Each has different physical and chemical properties. They

all react differently to processing techniques we throw at

them. Some bitters arc volatile and will evaporate with heat

UMAMI TASTE
RECEPTORS
The existence of umami

taste receptors is a fairly

?iEW concept based on

the ability of glutamate,

afi aiTiino acid^ to enhance

flavors in an analogous but

di^^erent way than salt does.

My understanding is that

glutamate magnifies the

savoriness, or meatiness,

of foods. Glutamate is the

same as glutamic acid ft

Is found naturally in meats,

seaweeds, mushrooms,

nuts, legumes, and dairy

products. A fermented

version of glutamate

is sometimes added to

processed foods and to

restaurant dishes as MSG

Cmonosodium glutamate).
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in the escaping steam. Bitters in other plants will remain

and hreait down into noji-bitier substances. Others leach

into the cooking water. Others are just persistent, unaf-

fected by heat, and you have to live w'itli them. Heating

and boiling will not universally remove bitterness. Yon have

to customize your behavior to what the plant demands.

Cooking will destroy a small proportion of nurrh

ents—mostly the water-soluble ones; some will be lost in

the cooking watec When I cook^ my goal is to minimize

loss and maximize flavor and texture. Cook things as little

as necessary to make a delectable food, if the food is too

bitten you wont eat any of it, wasting ALL those nutrients.

If you are worried that your body is going to go into fits of

deprivation over a 5 percent loss ofsome nutrients that are

cooked out, then eat 5 percent more greens.

2. leaching

Just as fat-soluble bitters are absorbed in fat that you

might add to a dish, water-soluble substances are absorbed

in water. In both these cases, the process of extraction is

called leaching. Water-soluble bitters may leach out of a

plant and into any surrounding water. Fat-soluble bitters

may leach out of a plant and into any surrounding oil.

Leaching can happen in cold water but is more effective

under two conditions: first, if the greens are cut into small

pieces, then there are more open areas for the bitterness

to escape; second, the heat and agiradon caused by boil-

ing water speeds up the removal process* The greater the

volume of liquid to the mass of greens, the more bitterness

that escapes into the water. With some greens, leaching is

not useful because they lose all thdr flavor* Your goal is to

manage bitterness, not destroy all flavor. Many bitter wild

greens, including dandelions, reveal a wonderfully rich fla-

vor alter being leached properly



Nature Is NOT Here for
Our Convenience

Bitterness varies in nature

Since you will gather at different times during the

son from a variety of locations chat experienced a variety of

growing conditions, the degree and tenacity of bitterness

may vary, even if you know what you are doing. So your

job is to taste things before you commit them to recipes,

particularly if you are planning to share your food with

others. Following a recipe using a bad ingredient only gets

you a bad result.

Bitter greens tend to be more
powerful than other greens

In my experience, the greens in this section, particu-

larly when eaten raw, can initially result in a more laxative

effect than other greens. This makes sense because some ot

the bitters thar may be beneficial in small amounts tend

to be mildly toxic in large amounts. Sesquiterpenes and

terpenes are two such classes of chemicals. Your intestines

have CO decide what to absorb and what not to absorb, your

liver has to metabolize these substances, and your kidneys

have to excrete them. So the first few times that you eat

a bitter wild green, you may have softer stools then nor-

mal. Your body will adjust gradually as you eat these greens

more and more. This is not something to worry about. Just

be aware that softer stools are a normal thing when you are

new to this.

Nutrition

Bitter greens can be nutritional powerhouses packed

with nutrients and phytochemicals* Of our four plants,

only dandelions and sow thistle have been studied to any

extent. Both are high in calcium, iron, zinc, and copper.

Dandelions are also a great source of riboflavin, folic add,

beta-carotene, and vitamin E* Sow thistles are a great source
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of omega-3 fatty adds and are the highest source for man-

ganese Ive found for any green plant.

Bitter greens tend to be great carriers of phytochemi -

cals, of which sesiquiterpenes and terpenes arc members.

There are many reports these days about phytonurrients

—

substances in plants that may have protective effects against

cancer, heart disease, and some of the effects of aging. This

is promising stuff. And while the bitter greens certainly

have their share of phycochemicals, it is dear that the non-

bitter greens and just about all other plants do too. If you

want phytochemicaU, go ahead and eat bitter greens, but

also eat non-bitter greens, fruits, ntits, seeds, and legumes.

One of the nutritional bene ft Ls of wild foods is that they

increase the variety of the plant part of the diet and, hence
j

the variety of phytochemicals in the diet.

The bitter greens that follow add a wonderful contri-

bution to the overall diet. You can make the best use of

them by making them taste as delicious as you can in ways

that suit you. Using the techniques above, you should be

able to experiinent and improvise with bitter wild greens

you read about here and ones not covered in this book.

Appreciate wild greens for whatever they bring to the table

and use them to your advantage, bitter or not.



Chapter 16

Family: Asteraceae

Species: Taraxacum ojficinale

Dandelion
A nutritious, delicious vegetable: great ifyou know what

you are doing—a disappointment ifyou don’t.

Spring dandelions in a growth stage that is great for gathering leaves, buds, and flowers.
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DANDELION

Official Species Name:

• Taraxacum officinale G.H.

Weber ex Wiggers

Synonyms (Historical Names);

• None

Common Misspelling;

• Taraxacum officinalis

Common Names
• Dandelion

• Dent-de-lion

• Diente de lebn

• Blowball

• Pissenlit

An herbaceous perennial

weed naturalized from

Europe, dandelion is

widespread and abundant

in North America, primarily

where humans have

invaded and where soil

has been disturbed.

continued

One summer when I was a kid, my grandmother

walked to the vacant lot next to our house and gathered

dandelion greens—greens our Greek ancestors have eaten

for centuries. A second-generation, fully American subur-

ban kid, I had never seen such a thing. My mom washed

the greens, boiled them for about 1 0 minutes, poured off

the water, and served them with a litde olive oil and lemon

juice. Everyone at the table began eating the greens, suffer-

ing at every bite. It was an excruciatingly bitter experience.

But my mom did not want to hurt her mother-in-laws

feeling and was dragging us along for the ride. After much

torture, my mom took pity and allowed us to leave the rest.

It is a good thing that I could ignore this common and

unpleasant experience in my adult life, or I would never

have learned to enjoy dandelions.

Popular and wild food literature is filled with inaccurate

and misleading information about the use of dandelions for

food—making it almost impossible for the novice to have

a really enjoyable dining experience. Articles are commonly

written by people who are intrigued with wild foods bur

have little practical experience. Even people with experience

do not seem to have the ability to give practical advice. And

worse, there are many wild food authors/proponents/cheer-

leaders who give the impression that every wild food is deli-

cious no matter how it is prepared.

There is also a long history of dandelions being used

by health-care practitioners to aid in digestion, to stimu-

late bile secretion, to clean the liver, to purify the blood,

and to help manage insulin. Before you start eating raw

dandelion, be forewarned that the leaves are considered

mildly diuretic and laxative, the roots can be mildly laxa-

tive, and the milky juice is used to kill warts. Educational

papers found in libraries and on the Internet describe all

the potential health and medicinal benefits of dandelions.

Because medicine is not my area, neither am 1 an herbalist,

1 will not try to summarize this information for you except

to say that, in the end, dandelions are a great food in the
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Edible Parts:

context of a healthy diet. I can eat a great deal of it without

any pharmaceutical effects that I know of—as do millions

of other people. Dandelion leaves are packed with nutri-

ents and are generally considered one of the more healthy

vegetables. Try giving it a chance. In this chapterj Til lead

you through the natural history of dandelion and describe

the points ofgreatest opportunity. With a little experience,

you may learn to love dandelions as much as 1 do.

• Rapidly growing

leaves of any size

• Buds and bud stalks

‘ Flowers

* Flower petals

^ Heart

* Young roots

Knowing Dandelion
Dandelion sprouts from seed whenever the soil is

moist. It will emerge in your garden when you turn the soil

and then water the area, or it will show up in your yard if

you continually water to keep your grass looking fresh. It is

a cold-loving plant that seems to prefer moist springs and

autumns. This plant will continue to grow more and longer

leaves as time progresses, and it sends down a taproot that

thickens with age.

First-year development
How much leafage and root that a

first-year dandelion produces is totally

dependent on growing conditions. Great

growing conditions—‘lots of water, rich

soil, and no cutting back—will produce

lots of leafage. The more leafage, the larger

the root and the deeper it digs. As far as I

can tell, dandelion is capable of flowering

before its first winter, but it takes energy to

flower. Through photosynthesis, the plant

must build up a storehouse of enough

energy in the roots to support flower and

seed growth.

Dandelion is a perennial, a plant that survives for two

or more winters. Like other win ter-tolerant plants, dande-

lion adapts to survive the cold in a variety of ways. Water

content decreases while sugar and alcohol content increases.

Dandelion seedling, about

1 V2 times life-size,
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Dandejron pCant and root

size. This dispfay shows

dandefions in early March

that grew wild in my garden.

The soft, rich, well “watered

soil allowed them to flourish

more than the dandeJioniS

growing in the lawn. The

roots here are up to 2 feet in

length. Unless the top of the

plant is damaged. Ifke the

center plant here, leaf growth

is generally proportional

in size to the root size.

Tliese are protective measures that reduce the damage from

ice forming in the cells during a freeze.

I ve seen dandelion leaves survive several days of

20-degree temperatures during several cold blasts in an

otherwise moderate Pacific Northwest winter. They look all

shriveled and dead during the freeze, only to recover when
the temperature warms again a few days kten Surviving,

however, is not thriving. In northern regions, dandelion

leaves have been known to survive under the snow. But

months of below-freezing temperatures tend to kill all the

aboveground growth.

Second-year development
The second-year dandelion is the one that most people

arc familiar with. Once winter passes, the aboveground leaf-
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age grows rapidly, fed by overwintering roots and watered

from rainy springs and snowmelt. The number and size of

the leaves are roughly proportional to how big the root is.

Overwintered dandelion plants tend to burst into flower

around the same time, typically in April or May, depending

on where you are in North America.

LEAVES: Ihesc are extremely variable in shape. This van-

ability causes dandelion to be confused with other plants

that have similar-shaped but variable leaves. Cat's car,

chicory, and shepherds purse are plants with similar leaves.

Dandelion apparently got its name from the teeth on the

leafblades. Many people say it comes from the French name

dsnts-de-liony referring to 'Teeth of the lion." This may be

true, but before that, the Latin name was dens ieonh.

Dandelion leaf stems are almost white where they

attach to the base of the plant. That base is often called the

root crown, where leaves are attached to a short compact

stem above the root. There is often a reddish tinge some-

where on the leaf stem. The leaves are variably lobed, and

those lobes are pointed, mostly downward; sometimes they

point outward. Some of the lobes divide the leaf all the way

to the central vein; other times the lobes are shallow, not

cutting deeply into the leaf. Look at the leaves in all the

Severa! dandelion root crowns

growing from a single large

root. The root crown is that

area created by the bulge of

the leaf bases down to where

the root begins. Younger

piarits will have a simpler

stmeture—3 single straight

root leading to a single crown.
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(right) Dandelion leaf (center

two) compared to cat's ear

(left) and chicory (right).

These represent common

shapes, but many variations

exist for all three species. Much

more detail will be given in the

chapter on cat's ear. Chicory

will be covered in another

book. While you cannot see

it here, chicory leaves often

twist instead of lying flat.

Check this chapter for more

dandelion leaf variation.

(facing- above) Leaf surface

comparison of cat's ear

(left)- dandelion (center), and

chicory. Cat's ear has coarse

hairs ail over its upper surface;

dandelion and chicory are

mostly hairless if they have

any hairs at all, they are small,

sparse, and inconspicuous.

Note also that the main veins

on cat’s ear and chicory do

not stick up from the blades'

surface. Dandelion's rnain

vein does stick up above

the blade and is more likely

to have some redness to it

than tne other two species.

(facing, below) Leaf

underside comparison of cat's

ear (left), dandelion (center),

and chicory. Both cat's ear

and chicory have coarse hairs

all over the undersides of their

leaves. Hairs are particularly

evident on the main veins,

which stick up/out from the

underside of the leaf blade.

Dandelion leaf undersides

have no obvious hairs.

pictures in this chapter to get an idea of the variation you

are likely to see. The leaves can range from just a few inches

to over eighteen inches long. What few hairs they have are

tiny and barely noticeable.

Dandelion leaves can look like a variety of other plant

leaves. To help you distinguish between them, IVe taken

side-by“side comparison photographs. 7hose comparisons

will focus on shape and hairiness differences. Dandelion is

compared to cats ear [Hypochueris radicata) and wild chic-^

ory {Cichorium intybus)‘^ all three have edible leaves.

In summary, dandelion is virtually hairless on both sides>

cats ear is quite hairy on both sides, and chicory is hairy on

its bottom side, often with litde or no hair on its top.

FLOWEf^S AND SEEDS: Like all the other plants in

this section of the book, dandelion has what is known as

a composite flowen That means that what looks like one

flower is in fact a cluster of flowers, also known as aflower

head. Each petal you see is actually the tip of a separate

individual flower* Each flower results in the development of

a single seed on the seed head* So a head of flowers results

in a composite or cluster of seeds on the seed head.

What most people call the flower bud on dandelion is

actually aflower cluster bud surrounded by green bracts. An

opened flower head is cradled/subtended by those bracts*
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Developmental progression

from dandelion bud to seed

dispersal Progression goes

frorri upper left to upper

right, then lower left to lower

right: (upper) bud, bud

opening, fully opened flower

head, flower dosed, seed

head dosed: (lower) seed

head opening, seed head

fully open (puffball), seed

head releasing seeds, flower/

seed receptacle denuded.

Tbe flower head opens and closes once each day for about

three days before transforming into a seed head. By the

fourth day, the closed head appears white at the top before

opening. Tlie fully open seed head is sometimes called a

puffball, blowball, or faceclocL The puffball has generated

lots of folklore. IVe heard of two ways to tell time over the

years* The first view says that the number of puffs it takes to

blow off ail the seeds tells you what time it is. So, if it takes

four puffs to blow off all die seeds, its four o’clock. Hie

second view is that after three puffs, a count of how many

seeds remain on the head tells you what time it is. Einstein

would love this method, as time would be relative to each

puffball you picked up*

New leaves and flower stalks arise from the top of the

root crown. Flower stalks can reach a length of up to two

feet under excellent growing conditions.
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After springs massive flowering, dandelion will con-

tinue to flower sporadically and infrequently throughout

the rest of the year. A small upsurge in flower blooming

occurs again in the fall.

Edibility

Dandelion has six edible parts: leaves, flower buds,

upper bud stem, flowers, heart, and roots. Flavor and tex-

ture are highly dependent on growing conditions, your

ability to choose the best specimens at the appropriate stage

of growth, and your management of the bitterness.

LEAVES! In much of popular wild food literature, you

are often told to gather dandelion leaves before the flower

stalks appear, fhis is limited advice since dandelion can be

collected and enjoyed during all the nonfrozen seasons.

But there is some reasoning behind the idea. Non-bitter or

less-bitter dandelion is “possible” to find in the early spring

because a variety ofenvironmental factors create conditions

that allow it to be that way. In my experience, dandelion

bitterness is caused by the following three factors: excessive

sun, slow growth, and possibly root storage of bitterness.

Since I am not a plant physiologist, the following discus-

sion is speculation based on observations IVe made.

'fhe first and most important source of bitterness is

sunlight. Dandelions bitter chemicals are made in propor-

tion to the amount of sunlight the leaves receive. The more

intense and longer the duration of sunlight baking a leaf,

the more bitter it will be. Conversely, less bitter greens are

produced during a period of rapid spring growth; the plant

receives low amounts ofsunlight since the sun is still low in

the sky and the days are short. At this time, dandelion has

less stimulation from the sun to produce bitters.

The second source ofbitterness is slow growth, primar-

ily caused by a lack of moisture; but it can also be caused

by a lack of growth-promoting nutrients like nitrogen.

Slow growth means that whatever bitters are produced will



(Faci'rig) Dandelror} gone wild.

Here is a robust dandeJion

plant (R iate May with almost

full sua Very rapid growth in

rich well-watered soil tempers

the bitterness enough to be

perfectly useful. Too bitter

for me raw, unadorned, and

eaten by itselt but its fine

If managed well. It would

be iusta tittle less bitter

and have fewer leaves

(f growing m the shade.

Direct sunlight produces

rapid growth and a greater

number of leaves when

adequate water is present

concentrate as the leaf sics there stagnantly, baking in tbe

sun. Conversely, plentiful soil moisture left over by winter

and prolonged by spring rains, nonfreezing temperatures,

and energy stored by the roots result in explosive spring

growth. Rapid growth means that whatever bitter chemi-

cals the sun stimulates in the leaf gets spread out (diluted)

as the leaf expands*

The third source of bitterness may be root storage.

During the longest days in the year, the sun is at Its stron-

gest. This results in bitterness buildup in the whole plant,

including the roots. So my theory is that bitter roots feed

and produce more bitter new-leat growth. Conversely, the

winter root that feeds Spring growth may not be packed

with stored bitters as a summer root might be. When

spring rolls around, tbe root has little bitterness to pump

back into the rapidly growing spring leaves. In addition,

die roots chemistry has otherwise changed to adapt to sur-

vive winters harshness* Like the leaves, there has probably

been an increase in sugars, alcohols, and other chemicals

to survive freezing temperatures. So spring roots feeding

spring leaves should have less bitterness than they will have

at any other rime of the year.

Early spring, therefore, creates the best possible condi-

tions for the leaves to have little or no bitterness. But don’t

be misled: bitter-yjee dandelion leaves are still difficult to

find, even in the spring. Bur that is the time you are most

likely to find them*

Of course, warm hot summers are when most people

are enjoying die out-of-doors without the chill ofspring, and

that is when most novices try dandelions for the first time.

Tlie result is bitterness so tenacious that you cannot easily

cook it out: hence, all the recipes asking you to boil dande-

hon leaves into oblivion (two or more changes ofwater).

Most people do not think of eating dandelion

leaves in seasons other than spring. But, under the right

conditions, dandelion is manageably great during the non-

wijiter months—what 1 call the grotmng seasons. They caji
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be found at various degrees of bitternm’^—some tolerably

bitter (manageable), odiers excruciatingly bitter (too bitter

to manage) K So the question becomes, How do you identify

the manageably bitter dandelion leaves?

As fVe said, you are looking for rapid growth. Ihe

more rapid, the less bitter the greens, even in the summen

Rapid growth becomes even more important in die sum-

mer because you have longer days; and. the sun is higher

in the sky, causing more intense rays; and the roots are no

longer sweet. Rich soil, abundant moisture, lack of com-

petition, and shade are the most important factors for the

leaf growth to keep pace with the production of bitters.

Non-spring dandelion will always be bitten Rapidly grow-

ing dandelion leaves will, however, be manageably bitter.

After spring, the sun is a double-edged sword. On the

one hand, it becomes a potent source of the plants growth

energy; on the other, it is a potent dryer of the available soil

moisture. Ihis drying out stresses the leaves during the day

and is the source of the plants bitterness. So the indirect

sun that a plant gets in the shade allows for the best sum-

mer dandelions, assuming other rapid growth factors are

working to give you a thriving plant.

Soli and leaves dry out less when dandelion is growing

in the shade* Whatever moisture is there can stay on the

plant and in die soil instead of evaporating into the dry air.

This protected moisture allow.s the leaves to grow more rap-

idly using only ambient light. Look for dandelions shaded

by tall surrounding plants, rock features, topography, and

other natural features*

Man-made settings for shade include buildings,

fences, and other structures. Fences are sometimes the best

unnatural locations because where there are fences, there

are often landscape plants that are being watered or main-

tained. Dandelions getting this additional moisture can

continue to tlurive tlimughout all the growing seasons.

So how do you identify leaves undergoing rapid

growth? Look for luxuriant growth where the leaves look so
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DANDELION HEART; Tlic dandelion heart is

a new concept 1 use to describe an edible part

of the dandelion, h overlaps with and therefore

replaces what people have called the root crown.

According to Euell Gibbons in Stalking the Wild

Asparagus, the root crown is ''on the top of the

rootf' and reaching up to "where che leaves start

getting green/’

1 have always had misgivings about including

good they could be sold in the produce section of a super^

market. No marks, no insect damage—just beau tifiihlook-

ing leaves, These leaves can be big, an}?where from three to

eighteen inches long* Also check the habitat for signs that

the area you are picking from is regularly moist.

Center leaves are younger and grow more rapidly

then the outer leaves. Younger rapidly growing leaves are a

bright green. Slower growing leaves or end size leaves tend

to be a darker green.

You'll find authors suggesting that you cover actively

growing dandelion plants in your yard with large bowls

to shield them horn sunlight. Come back weeks

later and you 11 have blanched (white) dandelion

leaves growing beneath that are not bitter. You can

also transplant large dandelion roots into the dirt

in your cellar. Water these and they will produce

white non'bitter leaves until the roots become

depleted* ff this is correct (I have not tried either

technique), this proves that sunlight drives some

sort of chemical pathway in the plant that prO'

duces bitterness* Tlie lack of photosynthesis will

also mean the lack of production of many nutri-

ents and potentially beneficial phytochemicals*

If you have a yard, you can enjoy '^manage-

able" bitterness throughout all the non-winter

months if you can find or encourage dandelion in

areas and conditions that promote rapid growth.

Dandelion heart, One or more

dandelion hearts can emerge

from a single dandelion root

This includes all emerging

flower buds and the naked

stem all the way down to

the top of the root. The root

starts at the very bottom

ol thrs photograph and is

brown in color and fattened.

All the leaves and long

flower stalks (ones over an

inch) have been peeled off.
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DANDELION HEART
The dandelion heart 13 made

up of the dandelion stem and

young bud stenns up to an

inch long. It does not include

the root, leaf stems, or flower

bud stems over an inch Jong.

DANDELION STEM
The dandeJion stem is defined

as the area above the root

that supports the leaf bases.

It is distinguished from the

root by the existence of

leaf scars,. A previous year's

stem may appear to be part

of the root, as it shrinks in

size and darkens with age.

While one thinks of a typical

plant stem as long and easily

observabie, the dandelion

stem is short, stubby, and

hidden below the leaves.

The Euell Gibbons version

of a root crown. What I used

to call the root crown (right

center) was a smaller piece

for cooking than Gibbons'

version. His root crown would

have included much more of

the leaf stems and more of

the stem leading to the root.

My smaller version allowed

me to have a somevyhat-

uniform size when working

with several crowns for

cooking and presentation.

leaf bases in the crown, fn my experience, they have always

been chewy, tough, and bitter. I find myself removing them,

revealing the tender underlying stem. 1 cal) this the dande-

lion hearty sort of like an artichoke heart—^where you have

10 peel off fibrous parts to reach the tendet core.

In the past, you ofteji saw recipes of the root crown

battered and fried. Frying probably helped to tenderize the

fibrous leaf bases. If you remove the leaf bases, the remain-

ing stem with buds is tender, manageably bitter, and quite

delicious if prepared properly.

Bud stems of four inches or less arc typically tender

enough to cat. Tliosc longer tend to be fibrous anywhere

below that upper four inches of stem. For easier handling,

bud stems over an inch are too long to be considered part

of the heart, so 1 remove diem.
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BUDS. FLOWERS, AND STEMS: Ibe buds arc found

on straw- 1ike stalks that arise from the top of the dandelion

stem. Collect the buds with the first three to tour inches of

their stalks. They are more tender and less bitter if you get

them before the stalks have elongated. If you search down

into the leaves of a dandelion plant, you can often find

the emerging buds. In rapidly growing plants, there is very

little bitter in the bud and its adjacent stem when that stem

is still short. Below that first three to four inches, the stem

is too fibrous to be worth your while.

ITie more mature the buds—that is, buds ready to

open into flowers-—the more bitter and powerful they

become. By powerful I mean that overeating them can

cause a headache; at least, they cause me to have

a headache (perhaps I am unusual and you are dif-

ferent). So keep the number of mature buds down

to ten at a time unless you are boiling them and

pouring off the cooking water. This headache thing

is true for me, even if I am eating them mixed with

ocher foods. The bitterness is caused, by the green

bracts that surround the unopened flower. The

flower petals tightly packed inside the bud do not

contribute any bitterness.

Open dandelion flower heads are one of the

great foods from this plant. TTiey are decorative and

flavorful. Arising from long stems, they open and

close three times over three days. They are best if

you can get them on the first day of opening but

are still great on days two and three. The flowers—

-

actually the flower petals—have the same headache

issue for me as the buds if 1 eat more than twenty in

one setting. Twenty is a lot of flower heads. Try not

to eat more than ten at a time.

The straw-like stalks leading to the flowers are too

fibrous to eat once its flower opens.

If you have some dandelion near your house (and who

doesn't?), you can increase the plants production of flowers,

8UD a BUD STEM
TENDERNESS
If Cho first three or four inches

of a bud stem are tender,

it is assumed that you are

gathering from a healthy,

V Qorously growing plant. A

plant struggling to survive

will produce short fibrous bud

stems that flower quickly. The

tender edible part of those

stems will be proportionately

shorter than those growing

ir optimal conditions.

Dandelion flower bud with

edible upper 4 inches

of stalk. Before the bud

stem elongates fully, this

Whole thing is edible.
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extend the flowering season, and prevent seed producdoti*

Just keep plucking the flowers and using them before each

flower stem can go to seed. This stimulates the plant to keep

producing flowers because it wants to reproduce and spread

its seed. I tend to pluck the flower stem as close to the base

of the plant as I can, in the hope that that will stimulate

even more growth.

Dandelion seed head. Blow

it away to wish for new

plants to feed you, One

seed head is produced

for every flower head,

SEED HEADS; One seed head is produced for every

flower head. The seeds are found at the center of the puff-

ball The filamentous structure attached to the seeds and

creating the fluff is called a papf>us^ The pappus is light and

works like a parachute to catch air and help the seed fly to

a distant location.

I have not heard of any food

uses for the seed. But should a use

turn up, I have come up with a way

to gather it or any other similar seed

and fluff. The problem with these

seed heads is that by the time the

seed is mature enough to be released,

it floats away-—making it difficult

to gather. The solution? 1 took my

trusty shop vac, strapped it to my

back, hooked it to a long extension

cord, and went hunting. The secret

to this technique is to put a mesh

filter at the end of the suction tube.

The mesh traps the seed and pappus

on the way in so it does not end up

in the large cavity of the shop vac.

The other secret is to have a long

extension cord or portable power

supply.

This collection technique can

be used to collect the seed for some

use or just to prevent more dande-
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lion seed from spreading widiout killing the plants you are

enjoying. Once collected, you would still have to separate

the seed from the pappus.

ROOTS: 1 have had little experience with the roots. fVe

eaten diem and know others that have eaten them sporadi-

cally throughout the years, but I have not figured them out

yen Tlie problem is that since dandelions are a perennial,

you may be digging roots that are one year old or roots that

are several years old.

Tlien there is the issue of rapidly growing conditions

vs. slow-growing and highly competitive conditions. IVe

eaten roots that were potatoey in texture, and the bitterness

was manageable. IVe eaten others that were woody, and

DandeNon seed head

collector. A shop vac is

strapped to my back and

powered by a long extension

cord. A red mesh material

I taped to the end of the

vacuum tube folds inwards

about six inches to create a

cavity for the seed to collect.
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Harvest from the center

of a rosette of dandelion

leaves. Those leaves will

be the most tender, the

fastest growing, and the

youngest of all the leaves.

there was no way to remove the bitterness. I can only guess

that the same principles involving bitterness in the leaves

and other parts also apply to the roots. New roots are prob-

ably tender and old roots are not.

Harvesting and Serving
Dandelion Leaves

Harvesting involves finding leaves that look great (like

you would find them in the produce section) and select-

ing the center-most elevated leaves (those not touching the
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ground around the perimeter of the plant). Ttiese lower

outer leaves are older) more bitter, tougher, and they have

more dirt to clean off. The less dirr you bring with you, the

less you have to clean.

Harvesting the leaves requires attention to two things;

keeping the leaves fresh in transit and managing the milky

juice that will bleed from the cuts. To keep the leaves fresh,

gently pull together rhe ones you want and use a pair of

scissors to cut them within a couple of inches of the base,

fake this bunch and carefully aim them, cut stems first,

into your collecting bag. This keeps all chat milky juice in

one corner of the bag so it does not stain the leaves. Spray-

mist these leaves and move to the next plant. Keep the bag

in the shade if at all possible. Repeat this technique from

plant to plant until you have all rhe leaves you want. As

long as the root is left in the ground, harvested plants will

grow all new leaves for a later culling.

Once you get the leaves into your kitchen, wash and

crisp them. This involves soaking them in cold water for

about five or ten minutes and then draining them. The

leaves are now ready to use fresh, to cook with some dish,

or to store in the fridge* For storing, put them in a dear

plastic bag* They will keep in the fridge for a week, but try

to use them while they are still fresh.

Before you decide on any particular recipe, taste them

first so you don
t
go through the work of making some

elaborate dish, only to find out that the leaves are too bit-

ter for normal humans to eat. If the dandelion you have is

truly not bitter, you can use it in any dish from any cook-

book that requires lettuce, spinach, endive, or broccoli. Just

estimate an equivalent mass of dandelion to whatever you

are replacing. Or better yet, experimenr using dandelion

in dishes you typicahy make for yourself—omelets, salads,

lasagna, etc. If they are normally bitter, you’ll have to man-

age that bitterness.

One issue that is annoying to some is the fibrous'

ness or chewiness of the lower leaf stem on larger leaves.

DANDELION RECIPES
If you want dandelion-

specific tedpes, get the

book Utied Ttte Great

DandGiion Cookbook, by

Strauss and Gail. It contains

over !25 dandelion recipes

from the first five National

DtindeMon Cookoffs held

every May in Ohio,

UHAMI
A flavor likened to savohness,

It IS different from souc

sweet, and bitter flavors

that add specific sensations.

Like salt, umanm enhances

other flavors, Balt tends to

magnify existing flavors,

Umarni works differently

from salt in that it adds

savonness, enriching existing

flavors. Gfiginally discovered

in kombu (a seaweed kelp),

the ingredient causing the

ficvor is known as glutamate.
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Just before you are ready to use dandelion leaves, lay a

stack of them together and chop ofl the lower third of the

leaves. Eirher put that third in the compost or chop them

into tiny pieces and include ihar in the dish you re mak-

ing. If you compost this part, you ate not losing much of

the leaf—this third of its length includes very little of the

leaf blade* Smaller and younger leaves are not as much ol

a problem.

MANAGING
BITTERNESS INTO

ENJOYABLE FLAVORS
Read pages 261-6S to

understand bitterness

and to learn how to

manage it into flavors

that suit your particular

likes and sensibilities.

CHIFFONADE
A cutting technique. Leafy

greens are rolled up for

easy handling, then cut into

narrow pieces or ribbons.

Managing bitterness

Many people today w'aJit to eat Iresb raw foods. In

order for that to work with dandelion, you either have to

love their bitterness, or you must work it into other foods

that can dilute the bitterness. The ideal mix is when the

dandelion you include adds character to the dish rather

than overpowers it with bitterness. If you have selected

your leaves welf here are some general recommendations:

A lettuce-style salad with somewhere between a third

to a tench part of dandelion greens is a good mix. Try a

fifth first; you can always add more dandelion. Dont just

add the whole leaves, chiftonade them into narrow ribbons

so that any one forkful will not have a large bitter leaf to

contend with. Unless you really love bitterness, you want

to spread these greens throughout the mix. As explained in

detail in the introduction to this section, oil and additional

flavors that add sour, sweet, salt, and imiami will help tem-

per tlie bitterness.

Fresh narrow dajidelion leaf ribbons can be added to

fruit, fish, bean, or edinic salads as well as vegetable med-

leys, sprouted grain medleys, cold soups—you are only

limited by your imagination.

Cooking the leaves

flhere are three basic cooking methods that 1 will talk

about here: boiling, steaming, and sauteing. Tliese were

selected because experience with them will give you a basis

to move on to other options*
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For all three of these techniques^ I like to chop the

leaves into one- to two-inch-long pieces. This allows them

CO move easily in and out of pans and to move freely in

water. Do not chop them until just before cooking* Chop-

ping them too early will result in the milky juice that bleeds

from them, drying and staining the cut ends.

BOILED: This is the best method for removing most of the

bitterness* If the greens youVe gathered are good, it takes

anywhere from four to eight minutes for them to go frojn

strongly hitter to not being bitter at all* But do not depend on

that time! Taste the greens at four minutes, six minutes, eight

minutes, teji minutes. If they are good for you before eight

minutes, take them out* Tliey may take longer than

eight minutes* Bitterness is somewhat unpredictable*

Dandelion Greens. Boiled for

8 minutes, drizzled with extra

virgin olive Oil and a spritz

of lemon, sprinkled with a

touch of salt and dandelion

fkjwer petals, and garnished

with a dandelion flower
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llic bonus of boiling is chat dandelions have a fan-

castic underlying flavor that is masked by the bitterness.

By lowering the bitterness, you reveal more flavors. Tlic

greens are now ready to he eaten just as greens or added to

any dish requiring greens. Unless youVe done a poor job ot

selecting the plants you gathered, you do not have to boil

the greens in two or ihrcc changes of water, as some of the

wild food literature suggests.

When I say boiling for eight minutes, the proper tim-

ing technique is to start the water boiling before adding

the greens, lliis gives you a full eight minutes of boiling

without a variable/unpredictable warming-up time. It is

also important to use a large pot with plenty of waten For

boiling to work properly, the greens need to move freely

around in the water. It there is only a small amount of

water, the bitterness has nowhere to go. To save energy, put

a lid on the pot while warming the water. Once the greens

are added, remove the lid so any volatile bitters can evapo-

rate away.

The cooking water makes a fine broth for soups and

stews,

SAUTEED; By itself, sauteing provides only a small degree

of relief from bitterness before the greens get overcooked.

Bur if you mix them with other foods during the cooking

process, there is a much better result. Folding them into

a stiJl'Cooking stir-fry works surprisingly well. Sauteing

them with caramelized onions and mushrooms before add-

ing egg makes a marvelous omelet. Stir-frying them with

non-leafy vegetables works great. Add enough dandelion to

suit your own tastes.

STEAMED: The process of steaming dandelion has never

really worked for me because it seems to trap most of the

bitterness. 1 encourage those ot you who are fans of steam-

ing to experiment. Perhaps you will have more success then

I did.
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Harvesting and Preparing
Dandelion Heart

Harvesting the dandelion heart will put a temporary

damper on the production of leaves for a dandelion root. It

will take time for the plant to recover and form a new stem,

the benefit being that you can have a lawn clear of dan-

delions for a few weeks! Before harvesting the dandelion

heart, consider collecting the upper leaves first) using the

techniques discussed earlier. Harvesting the upper leaves

from all the plants before going after the dandelion heart

will help keep those leaves clean.

To harvest dandelion heart, grab all the remaining

aboveground leaves chat you can, pulling them upward as if

to stretch the plant, and cut the root just below the ground.

Lift out the heart, Cut off the still-attached leaves and long

flower stems, leaving their bases still attached to the heart.

As soon as possible, soak the heart in water, which washes

away the milky juice and helps soften any attached dirt.

Don’t let it soak more than fifteen minutes before refriger-

ating it or moving on to the next cleaning phase.

To dean, work on only one stem at a time* Pull off

any remaining leaf bases and flowering stems over an inch

long. Use a soft brush to remove any dirt. Once clean,

place it in a bowl of dean cold water and start on the next

Vegetable Stir-fry. Any

stir-fry can include

chopped dandelions. This

one is garnished with

a dandelion flower.
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Mushrooms Stuffed with

Dandelion Hearts. Baked,

drizzled in rosemary-

marinated extra virgin

olive oil, and sprinkled with

salt and pepper to taste.

Boiling the hearts and

mushrooms separately for

5 minutes prior to baking

will reduce bitterness and

moisten the mushroorns.

Once assembled, oiled, and

spiced, stuffed mushrooms

can be steamed instead of

baked for a different result-

one. Continue until you are done. Doing these one by one

allows the stem to hit the water soon after the leaf bases

have been torn off and before browning can occur. Once

cleaned, dandelion hearts are ready for eatiJig raw, boiled,

sauteed, or baked.

RAW; Serving dandelion heart this way is not very pleas-

ant if this is all you are snacking on. Tlie milky juice and

bitterness will result in a bitter sticky feeling in the mouth.

Raw dandelion is hue if you mix it in with other foods. To

do so, slice it into thin pieces direcdy into cold water to

slow browning. After about five minutes, those slices can

be sprinkled onto any food.

BOILED; This is a good solution* Once boiled, they can

be used in any dish as a vegetable* Use the same technique

here as for the leaves*

SAUTEED; This process works better with the heart than

with the leaves* If the stems are thick, slice them lengthwise

just before cooking so they will cook evenly. .Always sample

for bitterness as cooking progresses.
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BAKED: You can aUo bake the sterns, which will not

remove much of the bitterness. Make sure you cook them

with other foods that will neutralize some of that bitter-

ness. Always sample before and during the coohing pro-

cess to determine when the stems are tasty and cooked to

perfection.

Harvesting and Preparing
Buds, Flowers, and Stems

Flowers can be plucked directly from the plant to gar-

nish dishes or to add to sandwiches. Ifyou want to eat them

fresh, I suggest separating the petals from green bracts sup-

porting them. Independent of the bracts, the petals axe dry

but sweet to the taste. The bj acts are bitter.

If it will be a while before you use the buds or flow-

ers gathered, take your scissors and cut the stem down to

about ten inches. Or if stems are shorter than ten inches,

cut them as long as you can. Immediately put these in cold

water, just as you would put flowers in a vase. Spray-mist

liberally and keep them in the shade. You might have to

Separating the sweet petals

from the bitter green bracts.

Squeeze the bract area

with force while twisting.

After a little practice, the

petals should release and

fall into your hand.
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Tuna Fish Sandwich. Ser\/ed

with whole dandelion flowers,

garnished with a pickle on

the side for tartness and with

wild carrot leaves (Daucus

carota) and field mustard

flowers. Eat as an open-

faced sandwich or topped

with another slice of toast.

change the water they are sitting in if it gets too cloudy

from all the milky juice. Try to use them within three

hours; they will last longer then chat, but their quality will

deteriorate with time.

When ready to use, clip the buds and flowers from

their stems and add them to your dishes. Remember that

you can leave three to four inches of stem on the younger

buds if that suits your needs.

The buds are delicate and can hill apart ifprocessed too

much. They can be pickled like capers, mixed in raw with

other foods, or cooked like the leaves. You do not want to

eat more than ten or so at a single sitting unless they are

really young—by young 1 mean early in their development,

not growing on stalks more than six inches long.
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FJaw dandelion buds, soaking

in extra virgin olive oil

marinated with rosemary

and salt. Buds prepared In

this way can be used as

appetizers. Young buds are

rot bitter. Older buds add a

predictable bite to the taste.

The mature flower stalks also

make great straws for cool

summer drinks. (Portrait of

Kris Freitag, 2001.)

The flower petals are very flavorful. Once boiled, their

flavor transforms from a sweet dry flower to a wonderful

green leafy flavor. To make dandelion flower petal soup, use

five to eight heads worth of petals for every cup of soup,

boil for a couple of minutes, add salt to taste, and enjoy.
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Pond Lily Soup. Made with

dandelion flower petals as

its flavor base. Use 5 to 10

heads’ worth of petals for

each cup of soup—depending

on how thick you like the

broth. Eng ish daisy flowers

(Belffs perennis} and miner’s

lettuce {Cfaytonia perfoffata)

leaves simulate pond lilies as

they float atop the soup. The

asparagus was the thin kind

found in the supermarket.

The broth temperature has to

be at or below 120 degrees F

for this to work. So make the

soup, then let it cool down

before adding the floating

flowers and leaves. If it is

too hot, the floaters will wilt,

making this swamp soup-just

as tasty but not as attractive.

Other things can be made from dandelion flowers,

including wine, syrup, and dandy burgers. (Cail, 1994;

Strauss, 1 997.) You are only limited by your imagination.

Dandelions are one of the most common and versatile

greens you will find. Different pans of them are available

most of the year under the right conditions. Their bitter-

ness, once managed, allows them to be enjoyed in a wide

variety of dishes.
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Chapter 17

Family: Asreraceae

Species: Hypochaeris radicata

Cat’s Ear
Often mistakenfor dandelion, this Old Worldgreen

works well in many dishes.

Cat's Ear in full glory. It is more prevalent then dandelion in some parts of the country, grows

in the same habitats, is much more annoying to lawn keepers, and is as good in flavor.
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CATS EAR

Estimated Range

Official Species Name;

^ Hypochaeris radicata I ..

Atternatively Spelled:

Hypochoens mdicata

Synonyms:

- None

Common Names:

• Cat s ear

• False dandelion

• Gosmore

- Flatweed

• Frogbit

" Ha(ry cat's ear

• Spotted cat’s ear

An herbaceous perennial

weed naturalized from Eurasia,

cat’s ear is widespread and

abundant in North America,

primarily where humans have

Invaded and mostly where

soil is stable, particularly

lawns, vacant lots, waysides,

pastures, and old fields.

conttnued

Cats car is an odd name for a plant. It is not as soft as

a cats eao but it is shaped like one if you just consider the

tip of the leaf, which is hairy on both sides.

There arc good reasons that cat’s ear is confused with

dandelion. In fact, it is better known as ''false dandelion.”

Its leaves and Howers are similar, it grows in the same kinds

of habitats, it is a lawn nuisance, it bleeds a milky juice, and

it has similar food properties.

In many parts of Europe, cats car and dandelion have

names that, when translated into English, both signify

''dandelion.” This raises the question: How many tradi-

tional dandelion recipes actually originated from the con-

sumption of cats ear and vice versa?

The confusion also makes it more difficult to know

whar the research has found when plant identification

is not verified, A nutrition or cardiac researcher study^

ing the dietary habits of vilJagers in rural pans of Greece

might ask participants what wild foods they eat. If the

local name of cat’s ear translates into dandelion, whatever

nutrition or health data they generate may mistakenly be

attributed to dandelion*

You might have seen cats ear many times but just did

not know it. Mo^t people mistakenly chink it is dandelion

taking over their yard. Cats ear is also more destructive to

lawns than dandelion*

TTie range map JVe sliown you skips a part of the cen-

tral U.S. and Canada. Cats ear can likely grow anywhere

within the map. I think the problem is a matter of poor

and outdated records. IVe seen it almost everywhere IVe

traveled. In some areas of the northeastern U.S* and in the

Pacifi c Northwest west of the Cascade mountain range, the

plant is prolific and in a huge variety of habitats*

1 have seen secondary reports that cat s ear is high in

calcium, phosphorus, and copper, but I will not commit

that to the nutrient chart until I can verify those claims.

Regarding pbytochemicals, the flowers appear to have sig-

nificant amounts of lutein and total carotinoids (Valadon,
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Edible Parts:

• Leaves

• Buds and bud stems

• Flowers

1967). Extracts from the leaves have shown high antioxi-

dant activity and antiradical power (Zeghichi, 2003).

Knowing Cat’s Ear
Under normal circumstances, cats ear germinates in

the spring and fall. It requires enough moisture to estab-

lish a root that will sustain it. Cats ear prefers solid soil to

germinate, unlike many of the other plants in this book.

My lawn is filled with cats ear, but my garden next to it

nurtures only one or two plants a season. There are seeds in

my garden—they just prefer to grow in the lawn.

Cat's ear takes over many

lawns. You might first notice

this plant during its flowering

season, as seen below.

There are some dandelions

in this yard, but it's about a

month past their flowering

season. In contrast, cat's

ear flowers most during the

lc*ngest days of the year.
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The seeds can sprout soon after being dropped from

the seed head of a mature plant. All they need is moist soil.

IVe heard that the viability of dried seeds saved indoors

decreases dramatically for every year of storage. I have not

tested these claims.

LEAVES: The seedlings cotyledons are round to slightly

oblong. The first true leaves have the look of a baby dan-

delion leaf, sort of As more and larger leaves develop,

they remain relatively flat or their sawtoothed margins

curve upward.

Cat's ear seedling. From

left to right, this sprout is

only V4 of an inch long. The

cotyledons are roundish. The

first two leaves are barely

toothed. The third leaf in

this image is just starting to

unfurl. At the upper right

are wood sorrel seedlings.

A young cat’s ear plant.

This one is about 5 inches in

diameter, still just a baby.
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Once cats ear develops a tull healthy basal rosette

of leaves, it can take two general forms: flat and upright.

Ihose forms are situation-dependent, dlie fact that cat’s ear

can morph into the flat form is a wonderful example of

co-evoltition. From many years of lawn mowing, this plant

has apparently learned to grow low to the grotmd^—below

where blades can cut. Hie plants actually depress down

somewhat into the earth so their leaves and young stalks

are below the grass-cutting fevek I call this lawn-adapted

cats ear.

Cool as that is, even the eventual flower stalks adapts

At hrst, the stalks are hard to cut and can survive by bend-

ing as a push mowei' passes oven After a day, many of those

stalks have recovered, uprighted themselves, and continue

to reproduce, ff they are cut and recut from frequent mow-

ings, new^ rapidly growing flower stalks get shorter and

shorter, maturing faster and fasten

Not only does this flat version sink into the earth, it

depresses the growth of plants it is competing with. Even

Uiwn-adapted cat's ear. This

plant is obviously avoiding

lawn-mower blades. This

growth forrn gives you a

due as to why this plant is

also known as flatweed.
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its own offspring will not sprout within leaf distance. This

is one aggressive plantl Uhese flattening, growth-depressing

characteristics make cats ear worse than dandelions from

the perspective of weeding or harvesting. Jf a danddioo is

pulled up by its roots, the scar left over is minimal, and

the surrounding grass covers the hole. If cats ear is pulled

up by its roots, there is a big bare spot of soil exposed.

Like pulling the toupee off a partially bald head, a big bare

spot is revealed that s hard to ignore. If you pull up thirty

to ninety cats ear rosettes, your yard looks like a deto-

nated minefield. Each bare spot can be three to five inches

in diameter

The upright form (as seen on page 297) is my favorite

of the two forms because it produces lots of easily acces-

sible leaves. It occurs anywhere the plant is allowed to grow

freely without the fear of mowing. In fact, a lawn-adapted

form can convert to an upright form if you stop mowing

the area.

The upright form will roughly resemble the flattened

form if it is starved for nutrients and water throughout

its life; it will be a small plant with a minimal number of

leaves. In contrast, if it gets a good supply of water over

long periods in the spring and summer, it will grow many

healthy leaves,

The growth spurt of cads ear follows dandelions by

about a month. In mid'May to mid-June, cats ear leaves

begin to grow rapidly, lengthening, and the flower stalks

emerge. Up until the growth spurt, cats ear leaves stay

small—4 to 6 inches^and limited in number.

Cats ear flourishes when the ground is moist and rich,

and when it gets full sunlight. It can be shaded out by other

plants—shrubs, trees, and thick tall weeds.

As IVe shown in the last chapter, cats ear leaves are

similar in shape to dandelion and chicory leaves. Distin-

guishing them Is more difficult prior to stalk development

because all you see is the leaves. There are ways to tell them

apart. Close observation helps, as well as experience that
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you will get over time. Since nature is not here for our con-

venience, you might see some variation from my list of dif-

ferences, but it is a precty good list.

First, cat s ear leaves are conspicuously hairy on both

sides, like the ears of a cat. Dandelion leaves have no hair

CO speak of—a few tiny random ones here and there, bur

nothing easily observable. Chicory is hairy on the bottom

side, particularly along the main vein.

Second, neither dandelion nor chicory have a lawn-

adapted flat form that presses into the ground.

Third, the lobes along the leaf margins of the upright

form of cars ear are typically long, fat, and often twisted.

Even when they are short and toothed, like in the photograph

here, cats ear teeth arc slightly fatter than chicory teeth.

Fourth, whole chicory leaves often gently twist or coif

Dandelion and cats car may cup or bend downward, but

they do not twist. Cats ear lobes may twist, but the leaves

do not,

ROOT SYSTEM: Cat’s ear roots typically have somewhat

of a bulge at the top, just below where the leaves emerge.

This is called a caudex. It gets larger as the plant matures. It

may be a storage organ for water or some kind of protective

I

Cat's ear leaf variation.

These are all cats ear

leaves showing some of the

possible variations., Compare

these to the photographs

or pages 274 and 275,

which contrast cat's ear,

dandelion, and chicory
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Cat’s ear caudex and roots.

The caudex is the enlarged

portion of the stem just

below the leaves. The two

plants on the left are more

than a year old. producing a

more complex combination

caudex. The three on the

right are this year's plants

with a simple caudex.

A healthy cat's ear plant

producing its first flowering

stalk This first thick

young stalk is great for

eating, riower buds are

just forming at the tip.

or supportive structure. Older ones seem to get woody.

Ihe caudex and rind, combined with i\ deep root sys-

tem, help cat's ear survive harsh dry conditions. Its sort of

like the camel of the plant world.

FLOWER STALKS, FLOWERS: At some point after

the first month of spring growth, overwintered plants send

up one or more flower stalks. If growing conditions are

good, the stalks arc thick and plentiful. Very early on, you

can see immature flower buds and early branching at the

tip of the stalk, dlie stalk is nearly leafless.

Tlie flower stalks are a solid green in color and branch,

eventually forming a flower head at the tip of each branch.

In contrast, dandelions have a single, unbranched, green-

ish-white stalk per flower head.

Under harsh sun and lack of water, cats ear will favor

producing flower stalks and flowers over leaves. If yt>u run

across a lawn exposed to these conditions, the grass will

be dead and brown. Tlie cats ear plants will be green with

small leaves and lots of branching, flowering stems.

Major simultaneous blooming of cat's eat occurs in

June or July, That is about a month after the dandelion

burst. Cads ear flowers can appear sporadically from May
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Cat's ear flowers at different

stages of maturation. This

process takes about 3

days from first opening to

the full flower you see at

right. A dandelion flower

head ''looks like" the fully

open cat's ear flower head

on the right, except the

dandelion is larger and looks

that way from the start.

Water-stressed cat's ear produces small and

few basal leaves. Even under stress, this plant

produces many thin branching flower stalks.
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through eaxly November, depending on

the individual plant and its environmentaJ

influences.

When mamrej cats ear flower heads

can look remarkably like dandelions from

the top. And like dandelions, cat’s ear flow-

ers open i n the morning light and close as

the sun lowers in the sky. The flowers are

different in a couple of ways. Dandelion

flowers open on the first day with all their

petals Fully developed. In contrast, cats ear

flowers bloom on the first day with only

the outer petals open, with the remain-

ing petals unfolding gradually over several

days. Newly opened flowers are smaller,

growing in size as they mature. Given the

same conditions, mature cats ear flower

heads are, on the average, only 40 to 75

percent the size of dandelion flowers.

Cat's ear seed head. Similar

to dandelion, except for

seemingly stray Fibers that

jut out unevenly from the

puff ball- (t is like a smaller

dandelion puffball that

has had a bad hair day,

BRACTS, PUFFBALLS, SEEDS: The green bracts

.subtending the flower heads are different. Dandelion has

rwo sets of bracts—one that curves upward and a sec-

ond set chat curves downward. Cat s ear bracts all curve

upwards and have an overlapping pattern like shingles on

a roof.

Cat’s ear is fast-growing, proceeding from germina-

tion to seed production in about si^vy days. These are

perennials that produce flowers their first year and every

year thereafter.

Ihe puffball that develops is similar to dandelion,

except chat it seems to have a pattern of stray fibers jut-

ting out here and there. The seeds attached to these fibers

are dispersed by wand once they have matured enough to

be released. On the average, these heads are smaller than

dandelion puffballs.
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Harvesting Cat’s Ear
LEAVES: Cats ear leaves are edible. Like dandelions,

healthy rapidly growing leaves are preferable to slow-grow-

ing leaves. So find them in places where they gee plenty of

moisture. Season does not matter; as long as the plant is

healthy, thriving, and producing new leaves, the leaves arc

good. Great conditions are more likely to exist in the spring

while the soil is moist on ks own, in well-watered grass, or

on the edge of watered gardens and landscape.

If I liave a choice,
1 prefer to harvest from cats ear that

is growing upright, but law'n-adapted leaves are accept-

able. Always gather the inner upper leaves, particularly

with lawn-adapted plants. The lower outer leaves will be

older and will be clinging to dirt. Choose beautiful-looking

young leaves. End -size leaves have very chewy mid veins.

Like dandelions, cats ear bleeds a milky white sap

—

about half to a third as much sap as dandelions. Tliis juice

stains everything brown it toLiches—gathered greens, your

clothes, and you. The staining is much greater than that of

dandelion sap. Natural fabric dye might be made from tliis

stuff So if you care about such things, gather the greens

with care.

Use a pair of scissors to clip the leaves. Ill is makes a

dean cut in a location of the leaf char you can control. As

you gather, keep the cut ends in one place. When you bag

them, point the cut ends into a bottom corner of the bag.

If you follow these steps, you are less likely to drip the sap

on something.

No matter how you collcGt them, keep them hydrated

like all the other plants you gather. The sooner you get them

soaking in water, the easier It is to wash away the sap.

After a short period, the sap dries, discoloring the

leaf ends youVe collected, IF you want to use the fresh

greens and you want them to look good, put a bowl of

cold water next to your cutting board. Cut off and discard

the already-discolored ends. Then chop the greens into the

size suitable for your use and put them immediately in the



Cat's ear flower bud

stalks. These are easily

gathered in quantity for

use in your kitchen.

cold water. The water will wash away the sap and refresh

the leaves. Swish them around to make sure the sap gets

dispersed. Then spin the water out of the leaves and use to

your liking.

BUD STALKS: Cats ear bud stalks are an excellent food.

They are very easy to gather and almost always free of dirt

and other debris. In a healthy, rapidly growing plant, the

upper four inches are typically tender enough to eat. Their

tenderness is revealed when you snap them free from the

lower stalk. On stressed plants, the stems age more quickly

and fibrousness develops sooner. So if you collect from

stressed plants, you may have to be satisfied with a shorter
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piece of the upper bud stem. If the stem is just emerging

from the basal rosette, you can take the whole thing. With

a little practice, you’ll soon figure out how to make use of

the buds and their stems.

The same sap management technique used for the

leaves can be used with the bud stalks. Scissors, however,

are less necessary because the stalks snap cleanly. You can

easily keep all the sap-dripping ends together. Point all the

cut ends into one corner of your collecting bag. As with

the leaves, you'll want to trim off the brown cut ends and

put them in water prior to food preparation to keep them

aesthetically pleasing.

Cooking and Serving Cat’s Ear
RAW: Cat’s ear leaves and bud stems arc, to me, only 50

to 80 percent as bitter as dandelion leaves, so use them

accordingly. Ihey work well in mixed dishes where a little

bitterness adds character and interest. I enjoy a Iresh salad

that is about a third cats ear, a third foundational green,

and a third sour green. Whole salads of cat’s ear are way too

bitter for me. The raw leaves and bud stems have a sticky

texture if eaten alone. Ihis is not an inherently bad feel,

just different. It is likely caused by the milky sap.

When whole, the leaves arc somewhat chewy. The

lower part of the leaf stem is particularly tough. I typi-

cally chop off the lower fourth of the leaf blades I want

to consume. That lower pan is mostly stem anyway, with

very little leaf blade. The remaining upper three-quar-

ters of the leaf then needs to be chopped into bite-size

pieces. These work better in salads and as cooked greens.

I prefer chopping the leaves to no smaller than half-inch

squares unless they are unusually chewy. (If so, I chif-

fonade them.) The bud stems are tender and do not need

to be chopped.

Cat's ear flowers have much in common with dande-

lion flowers. They are both edible and can be used in many

of the .same ways. Put them in salads and sandwiches or

MANAGING
BITTERNESS INTO

ENJOYABLE FLAVORS
Read pages 261-68 to

understand bitterness

and to learn how to

manage it into flavors

that suit your particular

lilies and sensibilities.
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throw them in soupsi, stews, and omelets. Ihe differences

are pmctical. Cat's ear flowers are slightly smaller than dan-

delion flowers and only about 30 percent the mass. ^Fhai

smaller mass means that they will have less presence and

less impact when used to replace dandelions in recipes. This

diffctcnce becomes apparent if you boil the flower heads.

The cats ear head shrinks into a tiny mass.

Cats ear flowers can dose up quickly once picked. To

keep them open for better presentation, donr pick them

until the last minute; gather them with enough stem to put

them in a vase of cold, preferably iced water as they are cut;

assuming they arc in water, keep them in the brightest light

of the day (sunlight keeps them oper;); pluck them from

their stems as you are serving your meal.

Unlike dandelions, the petals themselves have some

minor bitterness to them. You only notice this if you are

plucking the petals to cat out of hand. You do not notice

the bitterness if you are sprinkling the peutls on a salad for

color or making flower petal soup. Like dandelion flowers,

try not to overdo it—-eating more than ten or fifteen full

heads at a time might induce a mild headache.

SOI LEO.* The bitterness is easily removed from cats eaj*

by cooking, and boiling is the fastest method. Throw

your chopped cats ear leaves or bud stems into boiling

water, and they should be free of bitterness in two tn five

minutes. Taste as you boil and remove the greens as soon

as you are happy with the flavor. Rememben you do not

have CO remove all the bitterness. Leave some in. Drain the

cooking water, drizzle with a little extra virgin olive oil,

add a spricz of lemon and a little salt, and try it. Ihe slight

remaining bitterness will add depth without harshness.

Boil them eight minutes or more to completely tenderize

the leaves.

STEAMED; This method removes about 80 percent of

the bitterness in about eight minutes. Leaf tenderness
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improves gradually as the greens arc boiled or steamed.

After about ten minutes, they are cooked enough to be

considered tender.

The broth left over from the steaming process is quite

good for use as a soup stock, I prefer it over the cooking

water used for boiling.

SAUTEED: The whole bud stems and the chopped leaves

work great in sauteed dishes and stir-fries* 1 really enjoy

adding them to sauteed or steamed vegetables that go into

my breakfast omelet.

Celt's Ear Sterns. Steamed and

served like asparagus. You

have to place thenn carefully

to look like this because the

stems relax quite a bit once

cooked. Directions: Steam

Che stems for 5 minutes or

boil for 3 minutes. Add your

favorite sauce. Season with

salt and pepper to taste.
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Cat's Ear with Peppers and Cat's Ear with Peppers and Onions
Onions. Cat’s ear works garlic at the same time you are adding the greens,

great in any stir fry.
Youll love the results. Senses 2—5 fis a side dish.

INGREDIENTS:

2 tablespoons extra virgin olive oil

1 small onion, sliced

% red bell pepper, sliced

I/5 yellow bell pepper, sliced

1 clove garlic, minced

5 cups chopped cats ear greens

Salt and pepper, to taste

DIRECTIONS;

In a skillet, heat the olive oil on medium high until

shimmering. Add onion slices and saute until softened and

somewhat translucent. Add the peppers and garlic, stir-

ring until slightly cooked. Add the cats ear leaves and cook

until wilted. Season with salt and pepper.

The stems relax so much upon cooking, you could use

them like green noodles. Just cook, add your favorite spa-

ghetti sauce, and serve with a little Parmesan cheese.
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Chapter IS

Family: Asteraceae

Species: Sonchus oleraceus

Sow Thistle
A delightfulfood that is one ofthe most widely used wild edibles

in the Mediterranean

Vigorously growing sow thistle. Young stems are developing and

buds are just beginning to form at the growth tips.
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Estimated Range

OfFrciai Species Name:

- Sonchtis oferBceus L.

Synonyms;

- None

Common Names:

* Sow thistle

*- Annual Sow Thistle

- Smooth Sow Thistle

Hare's Lettuce

- Quelite de leche

• Zochos or Tsochos

(Greece)

“ Zuccho or Sivone (Italy)

- Cerrajas or Forrajas (Spam)

‘ Yellow Pualele (Hawaii)

An herbaceous weed

naturalized from southern

Europe and Asia, sow

thistle ts widespread and

abundant in North America,

primarily where humans

have invaded and where

soil has been disturbed.

continued

SOW THISTLE

I do not know where or when I first learned about sow

thistle* As a mild bitter* 1 initially avoided it, as I did most

of the other bitter greens before 1 understood diem better.

But over the last couple of years, I have become more and

more impressed widi this plants capabilities. I now look

forward to eating it every yean

For those of us who did not grow up on a faj m, sow

is a strange word* A sow is a female pig. So why “sow

thistle’7 Why nor “pig thistle”? Female pigs are mammals

chat breastfeed their offspring. Sow diistlc is notorious for

bleeding a milk>^ sap> and lots of it. k may have seemed log'

ical for fiirmers to hope that sows eating this plant would

produce more milk for their offspring. Of course* the sap

is only milk-1 ike in appearance* The chemistry of plant sap

and breast milk arc unrelated. Ir is unknown it sow thistle

has any effect on milk production in mammals* other than

being another nutritious food.

There are several plants in the Sonckus genus known

as sow thistle. The one Tm focusing on in diis chapter is

annuaJ or smooth sow thistle {Sonchus olerac^us) as opposed

ro spiny sow thistle (Sonchus nsper) or perennial sow thistle

(Sonc/ms nroensis). All three have similar edibilities.

Apparently sow thistle is not a true thistle. As far as

I can telf that distinction has been bequeathed to three

genera: Cmium, Carduus, and Onopordum. 1 do not know

what the criterion for a true thistle is or if the distinction is

scientific or folklore* All 1 know is that Sonchus is not one

of those three.

Like many vegetables, some edible parts are fleeting,

meaning that you have a short window of opportunity

to harvest some of the good parts before you lose them

to adult onset fibrousness or bitterness* So you adapt by

eating seasonally—which is one of todays popular trends,

fhe cool thing about sow thistle Ls that it can produce

multiple crops during the growing season if the soil is

repeatedly disturbed.

Nutritionally, sow thistle is higher in omega-3 fatty
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Edible Parts:

Knowing Sow Thistle
SEEDS: Saw thistle is an annual chat only grows

hoin seed. If it gets a late start, it can overwinter

to complete its life in the spring. Overwintering

can happen in moderate climates, but I am not

sure that sow thistle can SLiiwive harsh winters.

Its seeds can germinate anytime during the grow-

ing seasons when conditions are right. So if there

is moisture and seed near the surface, sprouting

can happen.

acids, zinc, and manganese than any of our domesticated

greens. In fact, it has the highest source of manganese of

any of the foods in our two charts. It has good amounts

of copper and iron, and average amounts of beta-carotene,

vitamin C, calcium, and fiber.

From a phytochemical standpoint, the edible parts

of sow thistle have shown a high antioxidant activity in

laboratory tests (Pieroni, 2002). The greens contain poly-

phenols and flavonoids, including aspigcnin, kaempferol,

luteolin, myricetin, and quercetin. Sonchm oleraceus has

four times more myricetin than red wine and

twelve times more than black tea. It has about

half as much quercetin as onions. (Tdehopou-

loLi, 2000b.)

- Raprdiy growing leaves

of any sij'e

- Growing tips of leafy stems

‘ Flower bud stems

* Pre-stem Roots

SEEDLINGS: Sow thistle seedlings are somewhat diffi-

cult to distinguish from nipplewort and a few other plants.

The cotyledons resemble Ping-Pong paddles. Ihe first true

leaves are shaped like tennis rackets with spljies around

their margins. Some of the spines point up, some out, same

down towards the base of the plant.

The third set of leaves has a choice: the leaves can be

elongated versions of the tennis racket shape, or they can be

miniature versions of the shape that the mature basal leaves

will become. The mature shape is somewhat dandelion-like

but with its own character.

Two sow thistle seedlings

so close to each other that

they are overlapping. The

cotyledons look like Ping-

Pong paddles. The first true

leaves look like tennis rackets.

All but the cotyledons will

continue to grow in size. You

ca^ see the sharply pointed

adult form' leaves emerging

from the growth point of each

seedling. These seedlings are

about Vs inch in diameter.
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Why all this detail on seedlings? Because it helps you

to know which ones to let grow when you are weeding your

garden—caking out all those inedible weeds-

If you still need help identifying a plant as sow thistle,

spray-mist it. If the water beads up and drips off the leaves,

you have one more piece of evidence that it is sow thistle.

If the leaf just gets wet, it is an indication that you have

nipplewort or some other plant. Sow thistle is hairless

—

further distinguishing it from nipplewort. And finally, the

color of the leaves tends towards cyan but can be green.

Nipplewort is mostly just green,

LEAVES: At some point, the leaves start to multiplyj

forming a basal rosette. The more the plant is under stress

(lack of water and nutrients), the fewer and smaller leaves

are produced, if it is growing in lush conditions, a large

amount of leaves will form.

Adult leaves also vary in shape, depending on where

the plant is in its growth cycle* Younger plants, particularly

Young sow thistle, about

3 inches in diametec The

two tiny cotyledons are

partially obscured by the

growing true leaves. Notice

the tennis-racket-shaped

leaves as intermediaries

between the cotyledons

and the nnore raspy mature

form of the leaves. The

tennis racket leaves are

now about ten times the

size of the cotyledons. Note

the chickweed sprouts

and small clover plant.

Basal rosette of fully formed

leaves. This plant shows

both rounded and more

triangular tipped leaves.

The basal leaves can get

much bigger than this.
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Young sow thistle sending

up its new stem. This

plant IS about S inches

tall and shows leaf tips in

the fat triangular form,

within the basal rosette, tend to have round-tipped leaves.

As the plant gets olden there is a tendency to ptoduce leaves

whose tips are more triangular. The leaf tip outline transh

lions from fat ttiangukr to thin triangular as the leaves are

followed up the plant stem.

A full basal rosette lasts for a couple of weeks before

a stem is formed* How quickly it produces that stem and

goes to seed is determined hy the season and its growth

needs. Sow thistle germinating early in the spring will live

longer and produce more leaves and larger stems before

it buds and Eowers than It it germinates in the summer

or fall.

Spring-germlnated plants are in no hurry to reproduce;

theyVe got lots of time to grow vegetable matter prior to

seed production. That extra vegetable matter has the capac-

ity to do more photosynthesis, which provides more food

for the plant to feed its eventual seed production. Tliis not

only produces more food for us in its vegetative forms, it

produces more seed later, which is its true mission in life*

Sow thistles germinating in the summer or fall do not
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(above, left and right)

A comparison of sow

thistle's basic two forms:

sharply triangular and

rounded triangular:

(left) The upper 14 inches of a

32‘inch-tall plant This plant's

upper leaf tips are clearly in

the sharp triangular Form and

are bright green in color.

(right) A 40-inch-tall sow

thistle plant, The leaves are

larger fatten and softer than

the more triangular form.

Note the color variation in the

stem. 'While the predonrunant

color is bluish green, this

plant sometim-es produces

some purplish coloration

to leaves and/or stems.

live as long as spring plants. Nature somehow tells them

TO have a shorter life, to go to seed soonetj before they die

from the heat ofsummer or the cold of winter. Both these

scenarios make the plant want to produce seed quickly

before the end arrives, dhese plants are shorter in height^

produce less vegetative growth, and pass their prime (from

a food perspective) very quickly.

Each leaf is directly attached to the stem in an alter-

nating pattern. Down past their tips, individual leaves have

a series of lobes extending from each side of the main vein.

Ihe lobes follow the example of the tips and get thinner and

more pointed as you examine leaves up the plant stem.

Sow thistle lea%'^es tend to look spiny due to the shape

of their margins. Ihe margins are toothed, often ending

with sharply pointed tips. The margins are often wavy, and

the teeth can be irregularly shaped. Some individual leaves

have lots of large and obvious points; others arc more sub-

tle. The softer the leaves, the softer the pointed teeth along

the margins. Older leaves stiffen up, making the points

sciffer so that they begin to feel spiny. Sow thistle has no

real spines or thorns.
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Sow thistte leaf variation.

These mature leaves found

near the base of the sow

thistle plants are about 8

inches long. The lower feaf

stems are cut out of the

P'Cture. The lobes of these

leaves vary in shape, size,

and nurnber (some have

more lobes than others).

Uoper leaves are teardrop-

shaped and dasp, or wrap

around, the stem where it

is attached. It wraps all the

way around to the point of

overlapping itself. A new

shoot is emerging where

the leaf meets the stem.

STEM: Sow thistle's stem is quite

stoutj oddly shaped, and roughly

five'sided, Ihe stem twists gently as

it travels upwards. On close observa-

tion, youdl see that these sides are

related to how the leaves are attached

to the stem. There is actually a sixth

side, but it is much reduced. Now
that IVe told you about this five-

angled stem, I have to add that some-

times that stem is more rounded.

Don t ask me why—I do noi have a

due. I chalk it up to natural varia-

tion. Always remember that nature is

not here for our convenience.

All sow thistle leaf bases wrap around the main stalk.

But as you observe upwards, you see that leaf stems trans-

form from long and narrow to short and wide until they

disappear. These upper teardrop-shaped leaves wrap all the

way around that stem; its leaf blade itself wraps around the

stem* Ttie wrapping lobes often overlap each other*

As you can see in these photographs, sow thistle plants

demonstrate a lot of leaf variation. But after a short learn-

ing period, you will be able to spot a sow rhistle plant from

at least thirty feet*

Every location where a leaf attaches to the stem is a

potential spot for a new shoot to grow; new shoots form

new branches.
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Basal rosettes of spiny

sow thistle (left) and

smooth sow thistle.

Thistle
Sonchus asper

Edible brother of sow thistle with simnar uses

Spiny sow thistle is like the wild misbehaving brother ofsmooth sow thistle. Some people

think smooth sow thistle is spiny—bur wait till you see spiny sow^ thistle. Like smooth sow

thistlcj spiny sow^ thistle has no true spines or thorns. Bur the teeth on its leafmargins ate wild,

pointing this way and that. The margin itself is undukting—curving those wild teeth into even

more wildness* The shape of the margins gives the impression of being on fire.

Another thing making it 7^^/ spinier is that the leaves, in general, are tougher, stronger,

and more solid than smooth sow thistle, making the teeth and their tips toughcr/sharper to

the touch. These differences impact its use as a food. To make its spininess more palatable,

it requires longer cooking times to soften it up and/or chopping into smaller pieces to lessen

the chewing discomfort.
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In almost all other ways, smooth and spiny sow thistle are similar: both form a basal

rosette of leaves prior to developing a stalk, both form a five-sided stalk, leaf stems (petioles)

get shorter as they travel up the main stalk, and they both have similar buds, flowers, and

seed heads.

Upper leaf on a spiny sow

thistle stem. Like smooth sow

thistle, this leaf Is teardrop-

shaped. and its basal lobes

clasp the stem. The leaf

margins here are distinct,

due to their wild spinyness.

A maturing spiny sow

thistle plant with buds and

a Imost-open flower. This Is

an adult plant even though

it is stunted to only about

14 inches talL It germinated

in the summer, so got a late

start in the growing season

for this species. Because

of that, it grew a short

stalk and went into flower

within a few weeks. Had it

germinated earlier in the

spring (allowing it a much

longer season). St would have

been a much taller plant.
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A 4-foot-tall mature sow

thistle showing buds and

flowers on upper branches.

This pJant geriminated in

the spring under nornnal

circumstances and enjoys

normal growth to maturity.

FLOWERS; The flowers are yellow and dandelion-

like, grow'ing in dusters at the tips of branched

stems* They are smaller than dandelion flowers,

about three-quarters of an inch across or less*

Bloom time is determined by local climatic

conditions. For instance, in southern British

Columbia, sow thistle blooms around June. In Phoenix,

Arizona, it blooms around early March. Tliat is a three-

month difference.

Once the flowers mature, they produce rounded seed

heads reminiscent of small dandelion puffballs* Once the

seeds mature, the puffballs break apart, allowing the seeds

to be carried away by the wind.

BUDS: Sow thistle buds form early in stalk develop-

ment. But if the plant is growing in good conditions,

the stcrTi can get quite tall before those buds bloom

into flowers. Tlic buds are distinct in shape* dhey

resemble human nipples^—cylindrical in shape and

about the right size (see page 325). So youd think

that this plant would be called nipple thistle. But

no. The next plant in the book (nipplewort) got that

name even though its buds arc tiny—about the size

1 would imagine guinea pig nipples to be: tiny, thin,

and narrow.

Sow thistle buds* flowers,

and seed heads. The buds

are tiny and cylindrical in

shape. The closed flowers

are fat at their bases and

narrow at their tips. The

white seed head is smaller

than an inch in diameter
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TAPROOT: Sow thistle and spiny sow thistle each grow

from a taproot.

Harvesting Sow Thistle
Like other plants in the aster family, sow thistle bleeds

a milky sap. As I advised with cats ear, you want to con-

sider managing the sap that bleeds out. You’ll have better

control ifyou cut parts offwith a pair of scissors. Then keep

all those parts together while you are handling and bagging

them. Sow thistle bleeds more milky sap than most plants,

so be prepared.

Like with all other harvested plants, keep sow thistle

greens fresh by spray-misting them, storing them in plas-

tic bags, keeping them cool and out of the sun, and using

them as soon as possible. Any part that you cut will bleed

the milky sap. Anything the sap touches will stain brown.

For appearances, you should trim off any cut stained parts

just before using. The brown dye here is not as strong as the

stain from cats ear.

Sow thistle leaves can be almost as tough

as collard greens. So for almost all uses, I

chop them into small pieces. Tliis goes a

long way in tenderizing them for fresh or

cooked applications. Chopping is even more

important when using the tougher, spiny,

sow thistle leaves. Do not chop sow thistle

leaves until you are ready to use them. And

when you do, soak them immediately in

cold water. The water will wash away the sap

from the cut ends—preventing staining and

keeping the leaves looking fresh and green.

Leaf stems are particularly tough,

almost as tough as collard greens stems. So

I typically discard the leaf stem below the

leaf blade; that removes about one-third the

length of the leaf. When gathering the upper

five or six inches of the rapidly growing

Hollow stems, mostly five-

sided. Nodes separate the

hollow stem into separate air

chambers. A sort of sixth side

is at the top of this view. Sow

thistle is a prolific producer

of milky sap that bleeds

whenever the plant is injured.
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Sowsparagus. The upper 6 or

so inches of a rapidly growing

healthy plant is tender and

collectable. At the cut point,

they can be anywhere from Va

to 1 inch in diametec Note the

buds located near the base of

the top leaf. Everything you

see here is tender and edible.

main stem, make sure your knife or scissors slices

through easily. If you fed toughness while yon

are cutting the stem, it indicates that that part of

the stem is too tough to eat. So cut higher until

the slice is easy. If any attached leaves are longer

than three inches, remove them. You can leave on

all the buds and smaller leaves if you want. The

more leafage you remove, the more the stem will

look asparagus-like. Any leaves removed am be

used elsewhere.

ITe first harvest off a particular plant will

always be the best. Whenever you cut the stem,

you stimulate new growth in the remaining plant.

Ihis means new leaves and stems can be harvested

later. But be aware chat once the stem is cut, the

plant goes into survival mode and wants to go to

seed as soon as possible. So while more vegetative

growth forms, it will be smaller with the plant

rapidly progressing toward seed development.

Prior to cooking the upper stem (or sow-

sparaguSy as I call it), take a barbecue skewer

and force it up the hollow stem. This will pierce

all the chambers trapping air within the stem.

Doing this prevents the stem from exploding

when you heat the greens. The explosions are

minor but fun to hear—‘giving off a ''POP”

sound as each air-trapped chamber bursts. You

do not see food flying across the room, but

allowing the bursts deteriorates the appearance

of the cooked sowsparagus.

As the stem gets older and more fibrous, you can

always gather the still-tender tips containing the buds and

one or two leaves. But once the flowers have opened, you’ve

passed the time when the stem will still he usably tender.

No matter how old the stem is, ifyou can see unopened

bud clusters, you can still collect buds. They will be tender

and delicious when prepared properly. Be aware that aphids
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love sow thistle upper stems and buds. Sometinges when I

am hoping to collect somCj there are so many aphids that I

can barely see the bads. Be brave-—cook and eat the whole

thing. Ill bet aphids are highly nutritious.

If you are collecting the buds, make sure you remove

all the open and closed flowers as well as the seed heads. All

pans except the buds and uppermost bud stems are fibrous.

In fact, the flower heads are so fibrous, you could use them

as a masticator (a non-sweet chewing gum). But its not like

gum; it is like chewing on soft vegetable matter that wont

break down easily I don t find it bitter like most of the rest

of the plant. Try it for the fun of it.

Fsower bud dusters. The buds

and their short supporting

stems are edible and ready

for use. Once the buds start

opening into tlowers, the

stems quickly become fibrous.

C osed flowers are vase-

stiaped and too fibrous to eat.

Serving Sow Thistle
LEAVES: Tlie younger the leaves, no matter how' old the

plant, [he more tender they will be. The most tender leaves
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MANAGING
BITTERNESS INTO

ENJOYABLE FLAVORS
Read pages 261-6S to

undet'stand bitterness

and to learn how to

manage it into flavors

that suit your particular

likes and sensibinties,

are found on healthy, rapidly growing basal rosettes. The

faster the plant grows, the less bitter the rapidly growing

leaves. Sow thistle leaves are only a fraction of the bitterness

of dandelion leaves.

When managed appropriately, sow thistle is a deli'

dous green, and its mild bitterness works well in complex

green, fruit, and meat salads. It can work almost anywhere

that collard greens can.

Cookijig sow thistle reduces both the bitterness and

the crunchiness found in some of the older leaves. Boil-

ing young rapidly growing leaves for three to five minutes

can remove die bitterness completely. Boiling them for ten

minutes makes them much more tender. If you boil them,

how long you boil them is determined by how you want to

use them. If they are destined for a mixed dish, they need

less boiling. If you are making a pure batch of sow thistle

greens, only boil them until they reach your desired fla-

vor and texture. Remember to keep sampling the cooking

greens for the flavor and texture you are looking fon The

cooking water from the boiling process makes a great broth

or soup stock.

Steaming sow thistle leaves has about the same effect

on chewiness as boiling. But it does not remove the bitter-

ness as welL Steaming for longer periods can help some,

but so can adding lemon juice, olive oil, salt, or some kind

of sauce to the cooked greens. Salad dressings work won-

ders to help temper the bitterness.

SOWSPARAGUS; This is my favorite part ofsow thistle.

If you are lucky enough to find a bunch of lavishly grow-

ing plants producing thick upper stems, call me. It is the

tenderest part of the plant and is delicious. Raw, the upper

stem and buds are only mildly bitter~good in many mixed

dishes or chopped into salads. Boiled two to five minutes,

they have a flavor reminiscent of asparagus crossed with

artichoke hearts. Mmmnim^my mouth is watering.
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FLOWERS: Ihese become less chewy after fifteen or

more minutes of boiling* They are at their best when used

in soups and stews that require long boiling times.

TAPROOT; The taproot ol the basal rosette works fine as

a cooked vegetable. Rip off all fibrous roots attached to the

taproots youVe gathered and boil them for five to ten min-

utes. They are good anywhere you would use potatoes. Use

them as an accent in mixed dishes* Once the stalk is form-

ing, the taproot gets fibrous and bitten Even boiling for

twenty minutes in two changes of water will not improve

the flavor or texture of the older roots.

Sowsparagus. Boiled and

served with extra virgin

olive oil, lemon juice,

and a touch of salt
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Pasta with Sow Pasta with Sow Thistle Greens
Thistle Greens. Many kinds ofsauces and creams would work in this recipe

in place of o live oil. Try spaghetti sauce or pes to. Senses 4.

INGREDIENTS:

1 pound of pasta^ any kind

cup extra virgin olive oil

4 cups finely chopped young sow thisde leaves

3 cloves garlic, finely minced

Salt and pepper, to taste

Parmesan cheese (optional)

DIRECTIONS:

Cook pasta, remove from heat, and drain* Over

medium heat in a separate skillet, heat 3 tablespoons olive

oil until shimmering* Add greens and sauce for about 7

minuteSi or until the greens become tender. Stir in garlic

and continue sauteing for about 3 minutes* Pour cooked

greens and remaining olive oil into your pasta pot. Return

to heat and stir the greens and pasta mixture until hot.

Remove from heat. Season with sal: and pepper, and add

Parmesan if yoifd like* Serve immediately.
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Chapter 19

Family: Asteraceae

Species; Lapsana communis

Nipplewort
A delicious green with character and an odd name

Nipplewort rosettes, just prior to bolting—a prime time to collect the leaves,
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Estimated Range

Offiaai Species Name:

• Lapsana commums L.

Synonyms:

• None

Common Names
• Nipplewort

• Dockcress

• Swine's cress

An herbaceous weed

naturalized from Eurasia,

nipplewort is widespread

and abundant in North

Amenca. primarily where

humans have invaded

Edible Parts:

• Growing tops of

leafy stems

• Rapidly growing leaves.

• Buds and flowers

NIPPLEWORT

Nipplewort originated in and grows all over eastern

and western Europe, western Russia, the Mediterranean,

parts of Asia, and it has naturalized in most of the popu-

lated areas of northern North America.

Most of the popular literature attributes the name “nip-

plewort” to the shape of the flower buds. But, as I joked

about in the last chapter, that never made sense to me. Nip-

plewort buds were too small and not the right shape. With

a little more digging, I found an explanation that seems to

make more sense. According to cthnobotanical research done

by David Allen and Gabrielle Hatfield and reported in their

book Medicinal Plants in Folk Tradition (2004), they found

the following: Historically, in the British Isles and other parts

ofEurope, nursing mothers would apply nipplewort leaves

—

possibly directly (its not specified) as a poultice, or in some

other application—to their nipples to relieve soreness from

breast feeding. In Gaelic, the original names for the plant

evidendy translated to “good leaf” and “breast leaf.”

“Nipplewort” makes sense from a medicinal stand-

point. The word wort, which typically means “plant,”

is from German and English origins and was generally

applied to plants that had some medicinal value. Wort

has nothing to do with “warts,” a virus-caused growth of

abnormal cells.

I could find no nutrient or phytochemical data on

nipplewort. It is safe to assume that nipplewort adds to

the diversity of the diet with whatever nutrients it con-

tains. Just like all the foods in this book, the value is in the

diversity and the quantity of greens you eat, not in specific

nutrients.

Knowing Nipplewort
SEEDS: Nipplewort is an annual that grows from seed. It

can germinate in any of the growing seasons when the soil is

moist enough. I find it germinating much more in the cooler

seasons of spring and fall dian it does in the heat ofsummer.

Seeds need moisture and light to germinate. When
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buried where light cannot penetrate, nipplewort seeds will

not germinate. Germination is more successful if the seeds

are Jess than a year old and have gone through une drying

period. As the seedling emerges, the cotyledons are tijiy,

hairless, and spoon-shaped.

LEAVES: The first two true leaves are tennis-racket-shaped

with three to five subtle points defining the margin* Tliose

first two leaves remain different in shape and size from all

other true leaves that follow. Close inspection shows liny

hairs on all true leaves.

POULTICE
Plant materiaL typically a

soft moist mass, that is held

against the body to relieve

localized infiammation,

screness, or to draw things

out of the body. It works sort

of like today's bandage—only

instead of gauze, you have

plant material Instead of just

protecting the infliction, you

are treating it medicinally.

Nipplewort seedling, about

an inch in size from left to

right. The cotyledons are

tiry and spoon-shaped. The

first true leaves are on the

left and right of this view.

One is a rounded pentagon

shape CIsft), and the other is a

rounded three-pointed shape.

From the third true leaf

onward, the leaf blades get

longer, the margins have more

points, and lobes develop

on the leaf stem, as seen on

the leaf stem at upper right.

Nippiewort—still young but

past the seedling stage, The

tiny cotyledons are partially

hidden by the overtopping

true leaves. The first two

true leaves pointing left and

right will remain smaller

and different in shape than

all the other true leaves

that come after them.
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Undersides of young

nipplewort leaves (left)

and sow thistle compared.

Nipplewort has obvious

hairs on its veins with others

scattered in between. Sow

thistle is hairiess on both its

upper and iower sides,

All true leaves from [he third one onward gradually

start taking on the adult leaf shape^—a longer mote pointed

leaf blade, wavy leaf margins, more points on the margins,

and lobes forming along the leaf stem.

Nipplewort, when growing as an individual, shows a

dear basal rosette of leaves. Often, due to massive amounts

of seeds on the soil, the plants grow so dose together that

they form a loose, salad-like ground cover (see pages 329

and 334). Under these crowded conditions, it is impossible

to see basal rosettes or where one plant stops and another

begins without pulling the plants apart.

Upper leaf surfaces are covered with short tiny hairs

that give a velvety feel. Individual hairs are more obvious

on the leaf undersides—particularly along the veins, Ihe

main central vein has the largest hairs; secondary veins have

hairs that are almost as large.

As the basal rosette of leaves develops, the leaves evolve

in shape. Like sow thistle, the large blade at the tip of each

leaf, while rounded, becomes more triangular with each
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new leaf that grows in. Just below that tip are a pair of

lobes—each about one-tenth the size of the tip- Farther

down the stem are even smaller lobes about a fifth or a

tenth the size of the first set of lobes.

"Ihe leaf stem is triangular in cross section. The very

base of the leaf stem, where it attaches to the plant stenij is

curved and cupped like celery.

Nipplewort leaves are green, thin, delicate^ and vel-

vety to the couch. In contrast, sow thistle leaves arc bluish-

green, sometimes with reddish accents, sturdy and smooth

to the touch. On more mature plants, sow thistle lobes are

more numerous and larger in size.

Nipplewort basal rosette

of leaves. Plants like this

Cen be anywhere from 8

to 24 inches in diameter

TAPROOT; Like every plant in this section, nipplewort

has a taproot.
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NippJewort plants growing

in high density and starting

to bolt (grow a stem). The

leaf tips are more triangular

(less rounded) in shape as

the plant continues to grow

upward. The stems here,

though difficult to see. are

about 4 to 5 inches tall

STEM: At some point in chc plants life, a flower stem

emerges from the center of the basal rosette of leaves. This

initiates because the plant reaches its own form ofpubert)^

and because of weather and. other environmental stimuli.

Seeds geimi mating in the spring all seem to bolt (grow a

stem) at the same time. In contrast, seeds germinating in

the summer or fall, tend to bolt much earlier in their lives

in an effort to go to seed before inclement (bone-dry hot

or freezing) weather kills them. Ot if it is really late in the

season, they do not bolt until they have overwintered.

Stems are primarily round, and hollow. If you examine

the stem, you will find it covered v^ith hairs. Upon closer

examination, you will see some minor ridges running up

and down the stalk. Under ideal conditions, the stem will

be thick, supporting plenty of fully-formed leaves. As it

branches and extends upward, the stems thin out, support-

ing fewer full-sized leaves.

In great conditions, adult plants can reach six feet in

height. The branching flowering stems narrow, increase
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in toughness, and increase in bitterness as the

plant matures. The leaves change shape as they

travel up the plant. Small narrow leaves grow

on the upper branching flower stalks. The top

half of the plant is almost bare of foliage rela-

tive to the bottom half.

If nipplewort stems are broken or har-

vested, the plant will be stimulated to produce

more growth and to go quic;kly to seed. Cut

stems often stimulate the growth of multiple

replacement sterns^

(above) A 4-foot-tall healthy, nnatunng

nipplewort plant. The tall lean reproductive

stems are clearly reaching above the more

leafy lower part of the plant This plant Is

just forming its first buds and flowers.

The upper S inches of a healthy,

spring-germinated, M-inch-tall

nipplewort plant. No buds or flowers

have appeared yet, The stem is thick

and straight. I call it nipsparagus.
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Leaf shapes found on the

upper half of a fully (nature

nipplewort plant The higher

they are on the plant, the

smaller and narrower the

leaf. The bottom- three

leaves shown here had their

stems trimmed somewhat

to fit the photograph, Lower

leaves nearer the base of

the plant can be seen in

my hand on page 338.

BUDS, BRACTS, FLOWERS: Nipplewort buds are

small and green at the tips of branching stems* They are less

than an eighth inch in diameter. There are eight bracts sur-

rounding each bud. Yellow flowers emerge from the tops

of the bracts. Like ocher members of the aster family, these

are composite flowers—really a flower head of a bunch of

smaller individual flowers clustered together to simulate

one flower* Each petal is from a different flower and has five

teeth at its dp. When fully open, nipplewort flower heads

are about a half inch in diameter* Tlie anthers carrying the

pollen are somewhat brown in color.

Once pollinated, all showy flower parts fall away from

the bracts, leaving the seeds to mature in their now stiff,

brown bract encasement. Fully mature seeds detach from

their bases and rattle around within these vase-shaped con-

tainers until they get knocked out and fall to the ground.

Harvesting and
Managing Nipplewort
LEAVES: Nipplewort is a prolific plant. Its seeds sprout

predictably, and it produces most of its edible offerings in

the spring, right around the time that asparagus shoots
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are being harvested. As with the other plants in this book,

the goal is ro gather young, rapidly growing leaves from

whatever part of the plant you find them. Leaves from the

basal rosette prior to stalk formation are the most tender.

A leaf of any size can be good as long as it looks healthy

and vibrant.

If you can find enough of this plant growing in dense

clusters prior to bolting, use your scissors to clip many

leaves at once. Otherwise, just using your hand to snap

leaves free works fine. Just grab them at the leaf stem so

you don't injure the leaf blade. Like the other plants in this

bitter plants section, nipplewort bleeds a milky sap, but it

is nor enough quantity to have to manage carefully.

It is helpful, however, to keep the leaves lined up as

(fe^t) Buds and flowers of

nipplewort. The flowers

are mostly open here. Fully

open, the petals reach

ou: more to the sides.

(right) Brown dry bract

encasements holding

nipplewort seeds. The seeds,

once mature, rattle around

inside the open-topped

casings until they are knocked

out The casings resemble the

green buds in size and shape,

but the plant has died by the

time the seeds are ripe.
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Fully mature nipplewort

leaves from the lower parts

of the stem. These leaves

have just reached their full

size—still great for use as

food. Lining them up like this

makes them easier to trim

in the kitchen. I cut off the

fibrous leaf stem where my

thumb is holding the leaves.

you gather them for other reasons besides sap. Nipplewort

leaf stems are fibrous. As with sow thistle, you’ll want to

chop off most of the leaf stem. While it may seem more

efficient at the time, do not pluck the blade tips free from

their stems as you gather unless you plan to use them right

away. Leaving the stems on helps to keep the leaves fresh

until ready for use.

As with all other plants, keep them cool and well

hydrated until ready to use. Try to use them as close to the

time you pick them as possible to preserve freshness. They

will last for about a week in the refrigerator.

There are parts of North America where winters are

generally mild and wet enough to support slow growth of
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basal msertes. Check dicm out^ nipplewort leaves found

under those conditions can be delicious raw wiihoLit more

than a hint of bitterness.

STCMSt Gather the upper four to eight inches of the rap-

idly growing stems for nipsparagus. Tliis can be the hrst

four to eight inches ol stem from ground level all the way

up to the top part of a tw^o-foot-tall stem. Ihe best stems

are thick, render, and straight like the one shown earlier [see

page 335)- The length to take is determined by tenderness,

which is determined by how healthy, well-watered, and

rapidly growing the stem is. The thicker and straightcr they

are, the earlier in maturation they are. Maturing stems that

are getting ready to produce buds begin to zigzag slightly

from leaf to leaf Zigzagging stems will be thinner, tougher,

and mote bitten Younger, thicker, srraighter is better.

Rinding the tender paiT of the stem takes some prac-

tice- I have found that if you cut just below die point

that feels tender, all that stem will be tender once boikd-

Whether using a knife or scissors, there is a certain feel you

will understand over time thar helps you gauge tenderness

in a stem. To get the maximum amount of tender stem

length, cut about two inches below the point you think

is tender—taking more stem then needed- Later in the

kitchen* just before using, cut off a half inch more at a

time, working your way up the stem, until you find an

acceptable tender feel from the cut-through. Then youlJ

know the stem will be good from chat point upward. Snap-

ping the stem like you would asparagus to determine the

tender point can work, but it is a little diificulL

Once gathered, pull all but the very topmost baby

leaves from the stem just before using- Remember that

the more developed leaves will have fibrous leaf stems, so

you do not want to include them when serving nipspara-

gtis. Use the removed leaves separately. The other benefit

of removing the leaves, is that the nipsparagus looks more

asparagus- like, which will please anyone you serve it to.



MANAGING
BITTERNESS INTO
ENJOYABLE FLAVORS
Read pages 261-68 to

understand bftterness

and to learn how to

manage it into flavors

that suit your particular

likes and sensibilities.

Greek Salad with Nipplewort

Leaves, Also included are wild

spinach leaves, cucunnber

slices, sliced olives, fresh

tornato, and feta cheese, all

drizzled with extra virgin

olive oil and lemon juice,

sprinkled with oregano,

and salted to taste. One

of my favorite salads.

Serving Nipplewort
Nipplewort leaves and nipsparagus can be mildly lo

strongly bitter depending on a variety of factors. One of

the things I appreciate about nipplewort is that the bitter-

ness there does not linger on the tongue like raw dandelion

or wintercress.

The younger and more rapidly growing that nipple-

wort is, the less bitter; the earlier in the season, the less

bitter. Sometimes young basal rosette leaves growing

under mature stems can be less bitter. This is where your

judgement comes into play. Taste as you gather to decide

how you want to use the greens you harvest. Remember,

bitterness is a feature, not a limitation. Learn to manage

bitterness in meal preparation. If they are less bitter, use

more in mixed dishes. If they are more bitter, use less.

RAW: I enjoy mixing them raw in vegetable, fruit, and

meat salads. You want them in just enough quantity so

that they add a nice bite but don t overpower. The greens
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are great in sandwiches, pestos, and salsas. They are often

slightly too hitter for me to eat raw or unadorned.

As you prepare dishes, keep in mind the hair factor.

The short velvety hairs that cover the leaves are unnotice-

able in mixed or properly cooked dishes, bur they are dom-

inant if you make a salad of nipplewort alone. Also, I find

the buds, flowers, and still-tender upper elongated flower

stems quite bitter. Cooking does not reduce their bitter-

ness to any degree. To use them, chop tiny amounts into

mixed dishes so they won't overpower you. Experiment so

the amount you use suits you.

Poached Egg on Nipplewort

GtE^ens, Saut^ red onions

un"il translucent. Add the

nipplewort greens and

continue sauteing until the

greens are fully wilted. Place

the cooked greens and onions

on toast and top with a

poached egg. Salt and pepper

to :aste. Very satisfying.

BOILED: TItis is the best w'ay to reduce bitterness and

reveal the great underlying flavor of nipplewort greens.

Boiling for two minutes leaves a very mild bitterness;

around four minutes rejnoves it all. Of course, your experi-

ence might vary. Always sample as you boil to get the taste

you want. When 1 boil nipplewort, I enjoy eating it as a
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cooked green all by itself. I just add a litde olive oil, bak

samic vinegerj and salt to taste.

Nipsparagus. Steam or

boil nipplewort stems and

serve with your favorite

sauce. I decorated this dish

with columbine iAqutfegia

chrysanth^) and chive

flowers. For comparison,

a fresh uncooked stem

is dispiayed on the table.

Lining up stems like this

take some patience because

they are limp once cooked.

STEAMED: Ihis process has almost the same bitter-reduc-

ing effect as boiling, but the hairs remain more prominent.

So adjust accordingly. Steamed nipplewort greens are a

great addition to an omelette,

SAUTEED: As long as the greens aren't too bitter, saute-

ing works well. The extra virgin olive oil enhances the fla-

vor quite a bit, transforming the bitterness without totally

removing it. Sauteing nipplewort greens and dien adding

them to whipped egg for an omelette is wonderfuh
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PART III

THE POTENTIAL
OF WILD FOODS

In this section, 1 take on the human side ofthe et^uation. Hovj do wildfoods fit into

our modem world? Why pursue them, study them, eat them? How nutritious are they?

How would you increase your access to wild foods in order to eat them daily, and

what considerations come into playfor people wanting to bring wildfoods to market?

Oxalates and nitrates are mentioned as hazardous substances in almost every wildfood

book—what shouldyou think about them? There is also a chapterproposing a namefor

thefield ofwildfoods.

Amid all thefun, I take thefield ofwildfoods very seriously, as have more and more

scientific researchers. The research on wildfoods takes place in a variety ofdisciplines

with no apparent unifying agent. In this section, I collect, organize, andpresent some of

the information produced by researchers, and suggest some beginnings ofaframework

for thinking about wildfoods.

And while thepotential ofwildfoods can be clearly seen throughout this hook, this sec-

tion helps provide the information, perspective, and motivation to Joster a more active

use oftheseplants.
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Chapter 20

Why Eat
Wild Foods?

There are majiy reasons to learn about, find, gather,

and eat wild foods. Tlie primary reasons 1 put forth are that

it s fun, it satisfies a variety of human needs, and this food is

good for you spiritually, intellectually and physically.

Getting involved with wild foods taps into your

adventurous spirit, satisfies the drive to be more self reliant,

and fulfills the desire to connect more intimately with the

earth and its bounty. It sets you on a path to be a student

of the plant world, an investigator, an observer, a history

detective. You find yourself spending more *'dirt time"—

learning the secret life of plants.

Tliere is a lot of joy in finding that original recipe for

sarsaparilla, making that first acorn muffin, or serving your

friends an omelet made with wild greens*

Wild foods provide a fun, knowledge-based recre-

ational activity that meaningfully engages die heart and

mind. The gathering of substantial sustenance directly

from the earth, as opposed to finding a sanitized plastic-

wrapped product in the produce section of a supermarket,

has a great impact on the soul It brings us closer to the

earth and to our distant ancestors, and it engenders feel-

ings of confidence and self-reliance. Knowing enough to

forage, harvest, and eat your own wild food is a very primal

experience. The study and use ofwild foods can realistically

become a lifelong outdoor recreational, educational, and

culinary activity—^new fun, new food, and new fascination

for a lifetime*

Here are some practical additional reasons why people

will benefit from learning about and eating wild foods*

’»OIRT

Time spent learning about

nature and fCs inhabitants

while actually In nature, as

opposed to learning from

books, on computers, or in a

classroom Dirt time involves

observational and experiential

learning in the real world.

Wild Foods Are Good
for Your Family

All of the benefits gained by you txs an individual are

amplified in a family setdng. Ifyou are a parent who enjoys

wild foods, it has the added benefit of being really fhn for

kids at any age* Spending quality [Lmc together as a family,

exploring nature close-up wJiile investigating, gathering.
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and cooking the plants will be times you and your kids

will never forget. Involving kids in the whole process^ from

identifying and collecting to preparing and eating, will

engage their curiosity and begin a lifelong family activity.

Kids today are isolated from food systems. In a mean-

ingful way, wild foods will teach them where food comes

from. And thcres the added benefit of exercise. Lets face

itn childhood and adult obesity rates are epidemic in North

America. In todays video game-, television-, and com-

puter-focused sedentary existence, this outdoor activity can

help to provide the kinds of physical exercise and dietary

contributions that both parents and children need to foster

a healthier lifestyle.

NATURE DEFICIT

DISORDER
A phrase coined by Richard

LouV in his 2005 book. Last

Chfid trt the Woods: Saving

Our Children from Nature-

Deficit Disorder. This rs a

probtero many of us have

been cornmiserating about

for years. Thanks to Richard

for putting a great name to it,

Treating Nature
Deficit Disorder

Children today arc isolated from food systems

—

ignorant of exaedy what food is, where food comes from,

and how it gets into the forms we see in the supermarket.

Adding to the problem is their isolation from nature itself

no longer spending much time in it because of a constant

barrage from "awfulizers” hyping fear of everydiing to the

general population.

^Awfiilizers''—^sensationalized media, manipulative

and pandering politicians, and laws that scare parents into

monitoring and micromanaging their kids every second of

the day—^add up to kids who no longer play freely with

their peers in neighborhoods and local woods. The hobby

ofwild foods is one way that parents and their children can

play together in nature. Even in an atmosphere of fear, kids

can get more exposure to nature.

Wild Foods Provide
Motivation for Students

Most kids who love the outdoors and spending rime in

nature are fascinated by creatures like frogs, lizards, turtles,

and snakes. Plants get slighted in our school systems because
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they dont move, hop, slidicr, or bite. Kids today do not know

why they should care about plants. But if they see plants in a

new light, one diac goes beyond just learning taxonomy and

morphology then they will be motivated learners. Here are

some of the concepts that may help motivate students:

—Plants form part ofthe lowest level of the food chain,

a chain that we are a part of. Foods at lower levels

accumulate/concentrate less environmental toxins.

— Plants are crucial to the students' own survival,

—-The earth provides food, even if not grown on a

farm.

—Native Americans and all preagricukure cojnmiuii-

ties made their living by gathering and eating all of

these foods.

—Many cultures around the world still eat wild foods

today.

These concepts make plants more interesting, more

rewarding. Plants become something to discover, to play

with, to cook with, to eat and enjoy. And once they try

wild foods, students may feel that primal connection that

only comes from getting sustenance direedy from some-

thing foraged from nature.

This motivational logic goes beyond grade school to

college. Many students have to take botany as part of their

curriculum. If these students have additional motivation

other than “it is a requirement’' to learn about plants, they

will do so happily. And, in the end, they will learn more.

Wild Foods Are a Great
Social Activity

Back in the late 1960s and early 70s, many people

got excited about wild foods because of Euell Gibbons,

a wild foods expert. The excitement generated in his fans

and readers resulted in the creation of many dubs, festi-

vals, and social events centered around wild foods. Some

Euell GibbonS“-outdoorsman

and wild foods expert.

N
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PORAGEAHEAD
To jorn this e-mail list, go to

http://groups.yahoo.com and

type In "forageahead.” Yahoo

requires you to register with

them in order to join the

group. This is by no means

the only group, so search the

Internet for one that suits you.

of them are listed at wildfoodadventures.com.

The hobby of wild foods is a great social venue for

people who love the outdoors^ food, cooking, plants, and

recreational survival. These group events are a great way for

enthusiasts to share information and experiences, and to

enjoy the company of like-minded people. Social networks

also exist in cyberspace. A Yahoo e-mail group titled

ForageAhead caters to the wild food community. Potlucks,

wild food parties, dating centered on wild foods—so much

is possible on a social level.

Wild Foods Are Good
for the Earth

From a “love your mother ’ perspective, wild foods are

a fantastic venue for motivating people to become better

caretakers of the earth. First, the study and active use of

wild foods brings you closer to nature in an extremely inti-

mate way since you are gaining sustenance directly from

the earth. You see all land—not just farmland and your gar-

den—as a potential source of food. So any kind of pollu-

tion becomes all that much more apparent. Second, edible

weeds arc the ultimate in locally grown sustainable foods.

Tliey can be a component of simple living, voluntary sim-

plicity, permaculture, and reduced-consumption lifestyles.

Wild Foods Are Good
Nutritionally

Many people believe that wild foods are worth pursu-

ing because of their tremendous nutritional content. And

there is no question that wild foods represent a wonder-

ful source of nutrients. Indeed, many raw food proponents

believe that wild foods ai*e the ultimate foods.

I firmly believe that it can do nothing but good for

North Americans to be eating more fresh leafy greens and

vegetables. That isn’t to say you cannot select a healthy diet

from the fresh greens and vegetables currendy available in

the supermarket—indeed, you can. What the edible plants
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in [his book provide are new options, Iocs of nutrients and

new ph)rtochemicaLs, diversity in the diet, free food, and

a tocus on including more fresh and diverse vegetables.

Nutrients in Wild Foods (page 351) delves more directly

into nutrition and health issues.

People of all dietary sensibilities will benefit from die

greater culinary and nurrirional variety offered by wild foods.

Omnivores will benefit by including more fresh plant life.

Vegetarians, vegans, and raw food is ts will benefit from more

food choices that door cost them an arm and a leg.

Wild Foods Are Good
for Your Wallet

If you are living on a limited or fixed income, fresh

supermarker vegecables can take a serious chunk out of

your paycheck. The use of easily accessible edible weeds can

spare your money for other things and expand the variety

of your diet. Wild foods can be a hedge against inflation

and fluctuating food prices, an alternative or addition to

some store-bouglit foods, and an improvement in the quah

ity of everyday Life. If you think civilization will crumble

some day, and you and Mel Gibson will be fighting it out

for that last can of beans, die study of wild foods w^tll help

you become more self reliant. And in the process of sav-

ing money, youHl be having lots of fun—^at least until the

coprolites hit the fan.

Wild Foods Are Good for
Farmers and the Economy

What!?? Weeds good for farmers? Well , .
.
yes. Farmers,

particularly small farmers, are barely scraping by these days.

Many are losing their farms because they caiinoi compete

with the megacorporate farms growing conventional crops.

Small farmers could start specializing in more niche crops like

some of the wild foods in this book. They could also benefit

by using gleaners who harvest wild foods. Feeding Yourself

and Society (page 395) covers this idea in more depth.

MEL GIBSON
This actor played anti-hero

Had Hax in a series of

movies where global fuel

and food shortages caused

civilization to degenerate

fn:o chaos. The rennaiomg

innabitants experienced

lawlessness and fought over

the few resources left.

COPROLITES
Fossilized dinosaur

droppings. Unfortunately

for my allusion Co chaos,

rather than sptatting all over

tbs place, coprolites would

most likely break any fan.
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Chapter 21

The Nutrition of
Wild Foods

The nutrient values in this chapter are here because

there needs to be some collected source of this information

to refer to when it is deemed necessar); But please do not

start memorizing nutrient charts! People consuming wild

foods should not be bookkeepers and accountants of nutri-

ent composition. Not only does that take the fun out of

eating, it takes you on the misadventure of eating nutrients,

not foods. ITie only reasons you might refer to these charts

are if you are making initial decisions on what nutrient^

dense foods you want to add to your diet, you have very

specific nutrient goals, or you have a medical condition

that requires monitoring such things^ Otherwise, stop

counting milligrams! Get a life. For most of us, just eating

real food (less processed foods, less empty calories) with

lots of diversity and gobs of fruits and vegetables is great

advice. It is almost that simple.

NUTRIENT DENSITY
A nutrient-dense food

\5 one th^t has a high

proportion of nutrients

to catories. And while the

formula for figuring nutrient

density varies depending

on the institution doing

the calculations, greens are

typically at the top of the list.

Nutrients in Wild Foods
Tlic conventional categories of nutrients we all know

are proteins, fats, carbohydrates, vitamins, and mhierak

Within those categories are specific numents, including

some amino acids, fatty adds, vitamin C, etc., that we need

for our bodies to (unction. Tliese are some of the nutrients

and fiber listed in our nutrient data tables.

New substances found in plants called phycochemicals

are intriguing many scientists. They are trying to identify,

measure, and determine their role in human nutrition. This

is a complex field in its infancy. So the most 1 can do is list

a few^ selected classes of phytochemicaLs and tell you wild

foods that are known to contain them* You II find them

later in the chapter.

You can greatly improve the quality of your diet just

by eating plenty of store-bought, dark-green leafy greens

like kale, collards, turnip leaves, and spinach. And you can

do yourself even more good by adding wild spinach, field

mustard, dandelions, purslane, and other wild foods to

that. ITey are all good for you. Tlic major advantages of
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the doniesticatetl greens are that they can be purchased and

require no identification and harvesting knowledge. The

advantage of the wild greens are that they are fun, tree,

and add tremendous diversity to the diet in terms of fla-

vorsi nutrients, and phytochemiails. Health benefits build

through this diversity.

Are wild foods more nutritious

than domesticated foods?
As a wild food educator, I am c^^pkally asked, “Are

wild foods more nutritious than conventional foods?” and

^^Wliac are the most nutritious wild foods?'^ 1 have been

uncomfortable answering these questions because I am

diet- and lifestyle-focused, not individual food-focused,

1 try to eat a great overall diet as a lifestyle. 1 do not like

microanalyzing the nutrients in my food. If you are not

eating wild foods for the flavors, for the joy of it, or to reach

some overall dietary/lifesnde goal, you will not be doing It

lor long. Ifyou do not have the time or enthusiasm to learn

about and prepare these plants, their nutritional value is a

moot point. According to the nutrient data I found, most oi

the wild foods listed in this book are nutrient powerhouses.

In fact, garlic mustard {Ailiaria petioluta), shepherds purse

[Capsella buna-pmiorii), wild spinach {Chenopodium

albwri}y spiny sow thistle iSonchus asper)y and dandelion

{Taraxacum ajjidnale) may be the most nutrient-dense leafy

greens ever analyzed. The benefit of wild foods is that they

add diversiry, the kind ofdiversity that increases your intake

of potential cancer-fighting, heart-disease fighting, and

longevity-promoting phytochcmicals. Each vegetable has its

own array of nutrients. The most nutritious diet is a diverse

diet of healthy foods. A greater diversit)^ is possible with the

incorporation of wild foods.

Domesticated greens produced on a massive scale may

have less to offer then their historical counterparts. Many

have been genetically selected for flavor and/or transport-

ability characteristics rather than nutrition. Selecting for
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flavor would make lettuces and broccoli sweeter and less

bitter. Selecting for flavor has a tendency to knock out

many of the bitter phycochemicals. (Dretiowsld, 2000

J

In addition to the selection processj poor farming

practices can deplete the soil of minerals over rime, Sig-

nificanc decreases have been found in calcium, magnesium,

copper, and iron on farm-raised crops since the 1930s.

(Davis, 2004; Mayer, 19970 Nucrienr values provided hy

the USDA (reflected in my nutrient table fbi domesticated

greens) may be outdated over time because of this soil

depletion. This means that wild harvested foods may have

an even greater advantage than the nutrition tables depict.

However, wild foods placed in cultivation could sufl'er the

same late as domesticated foods if they arc grown with poor

management practices on mineral -depleted soils.

But, even with the minor reductions in mineral con-

tent that some domesticated greens may have experienced^

it is better to eat them and eat more of them chan not to

cat them at all.

What nutrients do wild
foods have to offer?

Because this book deals mostl)-^ widi leafy greens, all

the nutrients 1 discuss will only refer to and compare these

greens. This idea of comparing greens to other greens cre-

ates its own range ofwhat dehnes a high versus a low level

of a niitrienL After all, each part of the welkbalanced diet

makes its own contribution, so why not let the leafy green

comriburion be as niirrient-dense as possible?

My nutrient chart gives you a general idea of where

nutrients are and where they are not. If you want to eat

foods that are nurrienr-dense, you might want to start wirh

ones that have a greater number ofvalues shown in the color

red. These will be good for you because not only will you get

lots of great nutrients, but ocher possible nutritional factors

will come along for the ride tfiat are not listed here, indiid'

ing hundreds, perhaps thousands of phytochemicals.



The Mediterranean Wild Food Diet

I have been impressed by the traditional diet of the people on the

Greek island of Crete. The Mediterranean Diet, it became known, was an

extremely diverse diet due to all the wild foods consumed, both plant and

animal. The omnivorous diet and vigorous lifestyle of the Cretans resulted

in long healthy lives with virtually no heart disease and little cancer and

other degenerative diseases typically associated with modern living. Most of

the wild foods covered in this book were eaten as a normal course of every-

day life during the time they were studied. Those same w'ild foods are found

right here in our own North American backyards.

Almost all the recent nutrient and phytochemical data regarding wild

foods has emerged as a direct result of researchers studying the health

benefits of the original Mediterranean diet. Researchers are trying to figure

out the role that wild greens and their constituents (phytochemicals) play as

metabolites, antioxidants, anti-inflammatories, etc., in human longevity and

general health, I am not covering the whole diet here, I am just mentioning

the way the Cretan people ate wild greens as part of everyday life. That life

helped define the diet.

Leafy greens and other vegetables

In some form or another, greens were virtually part ofevery meal, almost

every dish, for the Cretans, As Diane Kochilas wrote in her book The Glori-

ous Foods of Greece (2001), ''Greens and olive oil were consumed in mind

boggling quantities,” .Antonia Ttichopoulou, an active researcher of the diet,

wrote that Greeks have been characteri^:ed as having one of the highest con-

sumpdoos of vegetables in the western world. She went on to say that “there

are at least three hundred edible greens on Crete, but most people who are

knowledgeable recognize about a hundred” (Trichopoulou, 2003),

These wild foods, an integral part of everyday life, were gathered fresh

everyday in season. Depending on their individual characteristics, greens

were used as vegetables, flavoring herbs, spices, and teas. They were eaten

fresh, often boiled, or baked with olive oik Lemon juice and olive oil were

regularly added to fresh and cooked greens.

There are two concepts that Ld like you to remember from this:

1) greens were consumed in incredible amounts, and 2) there was a huge

diversity of species, particularly wild species, that were used.
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W!ld foods in this book
Considering the amount ofwild greens that were eaten withir the con-

text of an overall diverse and healthy Mediterranean-style diet, it is oot

unreasonable to imagine that those greens were at least partially responsible

for some of the health benefits enjoyed by the Greeks* And that percep-

tion is driving much of the research cited in our wild nutrient chart and

additional research on phytochemicals* Almost all the plants disi:u$sed in

this book grow here as well as there* And as you will see in the nutrient

charts, those plants are highly nutritious. Considering the few varieties of

greens you find in the supermarket, learning the greens in this book will add

variety—one of the probable virtues of the Mediterranean diet. And while

you can purchase large quantities of greens from the supermarket, finding

the diversity of different kinds of greens that the Cretans enjoyed is only

obtainable with the inclusion of wild species* There certainly is more to the

Mediterranean diet than discussed here. As far as I know, no one has come

up with a better dietary lifesiyle. If you eventually want to live that diet

(a healthy lifestyle diet, not a weight-loss diet), you will already have the

wild food component started by using this book.

Additional information
The original epidemiological work discovering the Mediterra lean diet

was done by An cel Keys in the 1950s and ’60s (Keys, 1970: Keys 1980). His

research has stimulated hundreds, if not thousands, of research projects and

papers on the diet and its impacts.

Dietary guidelines and a jiyramid-style food guide reflecting the Medi-

terranean diet were published by the Greek Ministry of Health and Welfare

in 1999 for the Greek People (Supreme Scientific Health Council, 1999).

That same guide could function well here in North America. Wild greens

are mentioned in their guide* Unfortunately, wild animals they are (snails,

rabbits, frogs, and all sorts of sea creatures other than fish) were not.

It is clear that many of the health benefits enjoyed by the Cre :ans were

also due to a vigorous lifestyle that could burn off all those olive oil calories

and keep them physically fit*
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The Nutrient Charts
The nutrients I report here are limited to those that

North Ajnerleans have a difficult time obtaining in typi-

cal diets without fortification {nutrients added to processed

foods) or supplementation (nutrients put into pills), Dont

put too much stock in these exact values. What you see on

my charts are often averages of widely different values.

Factors that might cause variatioji in these values are

the richness or lack of minerals in the soil, the age of leaves

at lime of harvest, whether the analyses include only leaves

or tender leafy stems, and whether the study plants were

foraged or grown in greenhouses. Rarely are these details

reported in the scientific literature. Sometimes, as you might

note in my chart, researchers don't even specify the actual

species used, only the genus. Much more research needs to

be done regarding the nutrient content of wild foods.

Many of the values given for cultivated plants may

no longer be the sajne variants as you eat today or even

contain the same amounts of minerals as displayed in the

chart or discussed here. Another problem with this listing

is that many wild foods have never been analyzed, so no

values exist at all. Green amaranth (Amaranthus retroflexus)

and a few domesticated plants not covered tn this book

are included in my charts for comparison purposes. The

numbers given are USDA values or are averages of values I

found in the scientific literature.
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TfHt-Nuirliinl

Nutrient Data
Following are brief summaries of what each nutrient

can do for you. Under each onCj I list some plants that con-

tain good amounts of those niirrients. Wild plants such as

fennel {Foeniculum vulgare) and wild carrot {Daucus carota)

are not covered in this book but are included in some of

the lists below.

Dietary fiber

Fiber, while not reaJly thought of as a iiutnent, is an

important part of a healthy digestive process and disease

prevention. Dietary fiber represents a set of indigestible

plant components. These include starches, inulin (not insu-

lin), waxes, pectins, and other materials. Most do a combi-

nation of things such as absorbing water to keep the food

mass soft so it can easily travel through the gastrointestinal

tract. Other fibers can help stabilize glucose levels, increase

good In testinn I bacteria, and inhibit digestive tract inflam-

mation. This, in turn, helps prevent type 2 diabetes, cardio-

vascular disease, and gastrointestinal disorders. The plant

with the most fiber is garlic mustard at 5.38 grams per 100

grams of plant matcriaL Time is followed by wild spinach,

col lard greens, spiny sow thistle, and dandelion. Four of

the top five leafy sources of fiber are wild in origin*

Omega-3 fatty acids
Fat in the diet is made up of a variety of fatty acids.

Each one has a different impact on the body. Omega'3s

arc considered essential fatty acids due to their roles in

growth and maintenance regarding skin, eyes, and the

nervous system. There are two classes of essential fatty

acids: omega-6s and omega-3s. The body uses them in bal-

ance. We generally need a higher proportion oflinolcnic

add (one of the omega 3s) than we are getting in typi-

cal Western diets. Omega-3 fatty acids are believed to be

anti-inflammatory, to promote the body's good cholesterol

continued on page 3©

OTHER OMEGA*3s
Omega-3 fatty acids found m
fish and other sea creatures

are eicosapentaenoic acid

(EPA) and docosahexaenoic

acid (DHA). Most of the

research on omega-3s

ha*i been done using

these two compounds.
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Nutrient Values in 100 grams of Wild Greens
Values are red if larger than the largest value from the Common Domesticated Greens chart

Values are green If larger than or eoual to the top three Common Domesticated Greens.

Common Name PartVMcEhods Fiber gm Om3 mg ItAE mcgB^car meg Eg mg

Aiitarm petioUta Garlic Mustard Leaves Raw 5.38 150 1,029 12350

Anuiranthm retrojhxm Green Amaranth Leaves Raw 1.30 305 5340

AmuraNthHi spp. Amaraiuh Leaves Raw 2 146 1J52

Amamnthui spp* Amaranth Leaves Boiled 1 139 L668

Barharea vulgaris Wintereness Leaves Raw 253 3,040

Bdfharca vulgaris Wintercress Buds Raw 101 1,209

Capsdia hursa-pastoris Shepherds Purse Leaves Raw 2.52 233 433 5300

Capsdla bursa-pastarh Shepherds Purse Leaves Boiled

Chenopodium album Wild Spinach Leaves Raw 5.15 36 520 6,233

Chempodium album Wild Spinach Leaves Boiled 2T0 32 485 5,820 LS5

Chempodium album Wild Spinach Leaves Steamed 5-20 194 2,329

Chempodium album Wild Spinach Leaves Raw 5T5 36 520 6,233

Hypochoeris radicata Cars Ear Leaves Raw 133 1,600 .19

Hypockoeris radicata Car s Ear Flowers Raw 161 K768

Oxalis cortiiculata Wood Sorrd Leaves Raw

Oxalis strk'ta Wood Sorrd Leaves Raw

B$rmlaca oleracta Purslane Leaves Raw 303 222 2,657 13.10

Portulaca okracca Purslane Ijravcs Boiled 93 1,116

Rumex acetosdla Sheep Sorrel Leaves Raw

Rumex crispus Curly Dock Leaves Raw .80 645 7,740

Rumex obmcifiiius Broad-Leaf Dock Leaves Raw 2.70 34 120 1.439 .85

Rumex spp. Dock Leaves Raw 2.50 200 2,400 .51

Rumex spp. Dock Leaves Boiled 2.60 174 2,088

Safichus asper Spiny Sow Thisde Leaves Raw 3.56 279

Somhus oleraccus Sow Thistle Leaves Raw 2.53 207 210 2,526 ,63

Suliaria media Chickweed Leaves Riiw 50 600

SteUaria media Chickweed Leaves Boiled

Taraxacum o^cmale Dandelion Leaves Raw 3.50 44 508 6,096 3-44

Taraxacum o^cmalc Dandelion Leaves Boiled 2.90 3S 342 4.102 2.44

Taraxitcum officinale Danddion Buds Raw 40 480

Key to Abbreviations:

Fiber = Dietary fiber Ca - Calcium Cmilligrams)

Om3 = Omega -3 Fatty Acids (milligrams) Fe - Iron (milligrams)

Alpha Linolenlc Acid Zn - Zinc (milligrams)

RAE = Retinol Activity Equivalents Cu = Copper (milligrams)

(micrograms). Vitamin A Mn = Manganese Cmilligrams)

B-Car = B-Carotene (micrograms) Se = Selenium (micrograms)
Ect = Alpha tocopherol (milligrams). Vitamin E
C = Vitamin C C milligrams)

Ribo = Riboflavin Cmilligrams)

Fol = Folic Acid (micrograms)

spp s Indicates that the exact species

analyzed was not specified;

only the Genus is known.
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The Nutrient Charts

Compiled by John Kallas. Ph.D. © 2008
Institute for the Study of Edible Wild Plants & Other Foragables

wi Id foodadven tures.com

C mg Ribo tng Fol meg Ca mg Fe mg Zn mg Cu mg Mn mg Sc meg Reference.^ (pp, 3<32-<>4)

261 200 ,1.20 .910 .130 .990 7. 22

141 404 3.90 K2, 3

43 .158 85 215 2.32 .900 .162 .385 .9 17

41 .134 57 209 2.26 .880 .158 .86! .9 17

141 2, 22

163 2

104 247 3.55 .550 .090 .890 4, 8.9, 10, 22

77 10

112 .370 39 371 1.18 .580 ,210 1,140 1.0 ! , 3t 17, 17 (Lambsquarcers)

37 .260 U 258 ,70 ,300 ,197 .525 .9 17 (Lambsquarters)

.270 349 U5 .610 .100 .1.56 17 (Lambsquaneis;)

112 .370 39 371 1.18 .580 .210 1.140 1.0 1 , 3> 17, 17 (Lambsquafcers)

15,21

18

78 150 8.00 11

103 102 l.SO 4, 9> 22

27 ,112 12 96 2,50 .170 .113 .303 .9 1,2,3, 5.9, 12, 13, 14, 15, 17*22

1

1

.090 9 7S .77 .170 .114 .307 .9 17

56 1.40 9

no 43 2,10 .430 .130 .450 2 , 4, 6, 9, 10

32 60 1,10 .400 2, 4. 6, 9, 10

48 .100 13 44 2.40 .200 .131 .349 .9 17*21

26 .0S6 8 3S 2.08 .170 .114 .303 .9 17

63 137 2.98 .880 .310 .310 3,7

54 104 2,19 .635 .290 1.200 .5.4, 7. 15, 16, 19, 20, 21

37 73 3.00 .590 .120 ,290 .$.4, 5,6.9, 10. 22

26 10

35 ,260 27 1S7 3.10 .410 .171 .342 .5 17

IS .175 13 140 1.80 .280 .115 .230 .3 17

.30 2

details, detail $ . . .

* Values are reported as 100 grams of the edible portion of the plant material Cwet weight, not dry weight).
* 81a nk spaces mean that no analyses, hence, no data were found for that nutrient. A zero v/ould mean that an analysis was
done but none of the nutrient was found.

^ Nutrients selected for inclusion in this table were ones thought to be the most difficult to get in the typical American diet.

- Vitamin B'12, an important nutrient, is not listed because it is assurned to be 0 for all plants.

* Nutrient values above originate from the references listed at the right of the table.

* Nutrient values above are derived from one of the foltowing;

1. Shown exactly as reported in the original research paper.
2. Converted mathematically into the units represented here for comparability
3. Averages of several values from two or more sources.

' Values shown above will change in future publications as more information becomes available..

' Charts listing other wild foods will be included in future publications.
* If you are a researcher, please do the research to fill in the blanks above or redo this all systematically with the latest laboratory

techniques, Then let me know about it.

The Brsssica rapa fisted in the USDA database (citation 35) is spinach mustard, a cultivar, not field mustard, so there are no
values here for Brassfca rapa.
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Nutrient Values in 100 grams of

Common Domesticated Greens
Highest values in each categoi^y are in red.

Species Name Parts/Methods Fiber gm Dm3 mg RAE meg

Bimskajitnem Mustard Leaves Raw 5.30 IS 525

Bmsska olerdcea Viir. acephula C Colbnds Leaves Raw 5.60 lOS 533

Brmsim okmcm var, acephala K Kale Leaves Raw 2.00 180 769

Bntsska okfittea var. italita Broccoli Leaves Raw 129 800

Bntsska mp^ var. mpifsm Turnip Leaves Raw 3,20 8^ 579

Idicfucn mtlm var. crispa Leaf Ixttucc leaves Raw 1.30 5S 370

Spktiicia Spinach Leaves Raw 2.20 138 469

Key to Abbreviations;

Fiber = Dietary fiber

0m5 Omega 3 Fatty Acids (milligrams)

Alpha Linolenic Acid
RAE = Retinol Activity Equivalents

(micrograms). Vita mini A
B Car = B Carotene (mrerograms)
EQ = Alpha tocopherol

(milligrams). Vitamin E

C = Vitamin C (milligrams)

Ribo = Riboflavin (miliigrams)

Fol - Folic Acid (micrograms)
Ca = Calcium (milligrams)

Fe = Iron (mil I igrams)
Zn = Zinc (mflligrams)

Cu = copper Cmilligrams)

Mn = Manganese (miliigrams)

Se - Selenium (micrograms)
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The Nutrient Charts

Source: USDA Natiorial Nutrient Database for Standard Reference
h ttp 'Jh i ley.naf,usda,gov/N D L/i nd'ex .h t rn I

Greens only. Raw Edible Portion. Fresh Weight

B-'car meg Ed mg ^"'6 RJbo mg Fol meg Ca mg Fe mg Xn mg Cu mg Mn mg Se meg

6J00 2.01 70 .110 187 103 1.46 .200 .147 .480 .9

3,842 2.26 35 .130 166 145 .19 .130 .039 .276 1,3

9,226 120 .130 29 135 1.70 .440 .290 .774 .9

9,600 93 .119 71 48 .88 .400 .045 .229 3.0

6,952 2,86 60 .100 194 190 1.10 ,190 .350 .466 1.2

4,443 .29 18 .080 38 36 .86 JBO ,029 .250 .6

5,626 2.03 28 ,189 194 99 2.71 .530 .130 .897 1.0
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SUGGESTIONS FOR
THE NUTRIENT
RESEARCHER
Here are my research

design recommendations

for analyzing and reporting

nutrient analyses of edible

wild plants and their

parts to consumers.

1. All data should be reported

as the amount per 100 grams

of fresh weight If the food

is consumed in dry form

or as a flavoring, attempts

should be made to report the

amount in average serving

sizes in the form used.

2. All plants should be grown

from seed in a greenhouse

with standardized soil

adjusted for the pH and

other special needs of the

plant, Plants growing in

the wild should only be

analyzed for comparison

to this standard. Wild

conditions (soil pH, rainfall

state of maturity, estimated

time of germination relative

to the natural beginning

time of germination, etc.)

should be documented. The

more that is documented,

the more reliable and

meaningful the data will

be. The difficulty analyzing

plants growing in the wild

is that they experience

an infinite number of sod,

moisture, and germination

continued
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(cQfitinuedfrom page 357)

(HDL):, and to decrease triglycerides. Purslane has more

omega'3 fatty acids than any green ever analyzed, just

under 400 milligrams per 100 grams ot fresh greens. All

the following plants are great sources of omega-3s for leafy

greens: spiny sow thistle, shepherd s purse, sow thistle, and

kale. Four of the top five leafy sources of omega-3s (lino-

Icnic acid) are wild in origin.

Vitamin A (RAE)
Vitamin A is important for vision; for maintaining

the skin, all mucous membranes, die lining of the digestive

tract; and for proper bone growth* In terms ofl^AE {Retinol

Activity Equivalency, an internatiojial measure of Vitamin

A), garlic mustard has the most at 1 ,029 micrograms per 100

grams of fresh greens. That is followed by broccoli leaves,

kale, curly dock, and turnip leaves. Many of the greens in

these charts have high amounts of RAE. Two out of the top

five leafy sources of RAE are wild in origin.

Beta-carotene
Beta-carotene has beneficial properties of its own. It

is considered to be a strong antioxidant, may provide pro-

tection against several types of cancer, and may enhance

immune function. Beta-carotene is a precursor of vitamin

A aiid is the only source of vitamin A that plants produce.

So beta-carotene is found in direct proportion to RAE in

my charts. As with RAE, beta-carotene is found in greatest

quantity in garlic mustard, then broccoli leaves, kale, curly

dock, and turnip leaves.

Vitamin E
Vitamin E in the form of alpha-tocopherol is consid-

ered a powerful antioxidant. In this role, it helps to stabilize

cell membranes; to protect tfie lungs against environmental

damage; to inhibit tumor growth; to protect the eyes, skin,

liver, breasts, and other organs from damage; and to aid in



maintaining [he biologica.1 integricy of viiamin A. This is

where wild foods shine. Purslane, ar 13 milligrams per 100

grams ofleaves, has almost four times the amount found

in dandelions, the next highest leafy source. This is closely

followed by curnip greens, coliard greens, and spinach. Two

out of the cop five leafy sources of vitamin E are w ild.

Vitamin C
Vitamin C is an important antioxidant. It helps sup-

port vitamin E, foladn, and iron- plays a major role in col-

lagen formation in sldn, tendons, scar tissue, bones, and

teeth; is important in amino acid metabolism and hor-

mone synthesis; and helps co manage cholesterol. Here, the

top four plants are wild foods, starting with garlic mustard

at 261 milligrams per 100 grams of leafy material. This is

closely foHowled by w^intcrcress buds, green amaranth, and

wintercress leaves. These are all very high values, since the

daily recommendation is only 73-90mg for adults.

Riboflavin
Riboflavin, also known as vitamin B2, is important

for energy production, fatty acid synthesis, amino acid

synthesis, and growth in general. Wild spinach is the high-

est source of riboflavin at .37 milligrams per 100 grams

of leafy material. This is followed by dandelion, cultivated

spinach, amaranth spp, kale, and col lards. Three ol the top

six leafy sources of riboflavin are wild.

Folacm
Polacin, also knowm as folic acid, is vital lor amino

acid metabolism, for DNA formation, and for the manu-

facture of neurotransmitters. It W'as one of the most com-

mon nutrient deficiencies in humans until they started for-

tifying grains. The top four leafy sou rces of folacm are from

cultivated plants. Starting with turnip greens and spinach

at 194 micrograms per 100 grams of leafy material, the

next in line are cultivated mustard and coliard greens.
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AL

Calcium (Ca)
Calcium is most; impoi Lanc for bone development and

maintenance, nerve transmissLon, muscle contraction, and

blood clotting. Tlie top five leafy sources of calcium are

wild. Wild carrot leaves are rhe highest source by far at

450mg per 100 grams of fresh material. They are not on

this chart but are worth listing because they are so high in

calcium. That is followed by green amaranth, wild spin-

ach, shepherd s purse, and garlic mustard. Wild carrot

{Daucus carota) is in the same family as poison hemlock

{Conium so keep away from carrot unless you

really know what you are doing. The availability of miner-

als to humans is complicated by the presence of oxalates.

Oxalates can bind with calcium in the digestive tract, mak-

ing that bound calcium unavailable for absorption. Plants

with high oxalates include spinach, wild spinach, rhubarb,

French sorrel, sheep sorrel, dock, purslane, and wood sor-

rel, among others. The more oxalates present, the less min-

erals available while consuming that food.

Iron (Fe)

Iron is primarily used in hemoglobin and is involved

in enzymatic activity. Iron is the key for oxygen being sup-

plied to the cells, IFie top seven leafy sources of iron are

wild greens* The highest source by far is wood sorrel {Oxalis

eorniculata) at 8 milligrams per 100 grams of fresh greens.

The next six are green amaranth, shepherd's purse, garlic

mustard, dandelion, chickweed, and spiny sow thistle. Iron

from plants is pooi ly absorbed*

Zinc (Zn)

Zinc is a cofactor for over twenty enzymatic reactions,

which include alcohol detoxification, bone metabolism*

dietary protein digestion, and energy production. Zinc also

works as an antioxidant. Tlie top seven leafy sources ofzinc

are wild foods. Garlic mustard has the most at .91 milli-

grams per 100 grams of leafy material. That is followed by



amai anch spp

chickweedj a

amino acid

aids fecal devcl

strongly a fiin

highest soiircb

grams per

times that

most of the

lOD

fotii

spiny sow thistle^ sow thistle, wild spinach,

shepherd's purse.rd

Copper (Cu)

Copper acts as a cofactor for enzymes, serves as a

catalyst in the synthesis of hemoglobin, influences iron

absorption aid movement, is considered an antioxidant,

is involved ir energy production^ and aids the synthesis

of protective coverings around nerve fibers. Turnip greens

have the highest amount at .35 milligrams per 100 grams

of leafy mateiial. This is followed by spiny sow thistle, sow

thistle, kale, md wild spinach. Three out of the top five

leafy sources of copper are wild.

Manganese (Mn)
Manganese is involved in protein digestion and syn-

thesis, collagen formation, carbohydrate metabolism, bone

development, and a variety of other things. Manganese is

also thought to be an antioxidant. Sow rhisde is a great

source at l,2(i0 milligrams per 100 grams of leafy material.

This is closely followed by wild spinach, garlic mustard,

spinach, and shepherd's purse. Four of the top five leafy

; of msnganese are wild.

Selenium (Se)

Selenium is a strong antioxidant and a component of

rietaboiism, helps detoxify heavy metals, and

opment. While selenium content in plants is

ction of the selenium content of the soil, the

is apparently broccoli leaves at three micro-

grams of leafy material. This is two or three

nd in collards, turnip greens, spinach, and

ild foods listed.
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What should you take from this?

First, wild foods have some significant nutrients to

oftei, particularly ones difficult to get in the typical West-

ern diet* Wild leafy greens with the highest nutrient densi-

ties include garlic mustard, v/iid spinach, dandelion, spiny

and regular sow thistle. Wintercress, sheep sorrel, wood

sorrel, and cat’s ear leaves have so little data representing

them that evaluating their nutrient density is impossible

at this point.

And a final note for emphasis: Nutrient data on wild

foods is rare. What exists is often incomplete, which makes

it all the more remarkable that our most nutrient-dense

domesticated greens have been bested (for lack of a bet-

ter term) in many respects by only a small sample of the

thousands of North American wild foods available. Again,

the point is not to say that Wild greens are better, only that

they offer additional nutritious variety that could help the

modem diet in substan rial ways.

Phytochemicals
Phytochemicals are organiccompounds found in plants.

Plants are filled with phytochemicals. Determining which of

them have roles in human health is a big area of investigation

today. Plants clearly have been shown to contain nutrient,

medicinal, and poisonous phytochemicals. So there is no

doubt that phytochemicals can have an impact on health.

Tlie big question ofthe new crop ofphytochemicals is which

will be shown to have dear benefits to human health and

which will dearly deserve the term phytonutrient?

Researchers today genuinely believe that phytochemi-

cais are one of the reasonable answers to why fruits and

vegetables are so good for you, why certain diets and life-

styles have less heart disease, cancer, stroke, diabetes, neu-

todegenerative diseases, etc. The study of phytochemicals,

however, is in its infancy. "^Tliere are so many chemicals and

the human body is so complex, it is not surprising that we

do not know very much yet.



PHYTONUTRIENTS
Often used interchangeably

with the term phytochemicBl.

The use of this term suggests

that there is a nutritional

function for the substance.

Phytochemicals might serve as antioxidants, anti-

inflammatorinss and general metabolites that facilitate

health and long life (longevity). Like conventional nutri-

ents, phyiod: emicals tend to be more prevalent in plants

with deep colors of green, yellow, red, and orange.

Some of the most discussed phytochemicals today are

resveratroh found in the skins of grapes and in Japanese

kno tweed {I^'ofygonum cuspidiXtum)\ carotenoids, found

mostly in v^getables; and flavonoids, found mostly in

fruits and nuts. But don’t get caught up focusing on indi-

vidual phyto :hemicals. If you want improved qualit)^ of

life and perh; ps a longer life, you might want to shift your

diet by eating more and diverse fruits, vegetables, nuts,

and seeds. 11 ey can only be good for yoiu Below is a list-

ing of general classes of phytochemicals that have been

identified in plants. Phytochemicals are often referred to

as phytonutr ents in both the scientific and lay literature.

What follows each listing are some of the theorized meta-

bolic functions and edible wild plants that arc known to

contain therr

:

—Carat molds arc antioxidants that may protect vita-

mins from oddation and help protect the skin from sun

damage. Bet: -carotene, lutein, and lycopene are examples

of carotinoids. Plants with ample carotenoids include gar-

lic mustard, wild spinach, eastern blue violets {Viola soro-

ria), dandelions, curly dock, shepherd s purse, ox-eye daisy

{Leucanthern im vulgare)^ purslane, amaranth, sheep sor-

rel, cats ear, md sow thistle. {Aliotta, 1981; Cowan 1963;

Gibbons, 1966; Guil-Guerrero, 1998, 1999b, 1999a; Hu,

2004; Merc:;dante, 1990; Raju, 2007; Su, 2002; Tricho-

poulou, 2000b; Valadon, 1967;Zennie, 1977.)

—Phem h may help reduce inflammation at the cel-

lular level and help prevent blood platelets from dumping.

Both may b" good for the cardiovascular system. Plants

with phenol; i include docks, chicory, cats ear, dandelion,
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Niiirifnt Chart:

and sow thistle. {Schtitz, 200 5 i Trichopoulou, 2000b;

Wiese, 1995; Yjldirim, 2001; Zeghichi, 2003.)

—Polyphenols may serve as antioxidant^ ami'Cancer,

and antimutagenic agents. PolyplienoK like anthocyani'

dins, may have a role in the strength of collagen protein.

Tannins are polyphenols ajid are found in curly dock,

broad-leaf dock (Vardavasa, 2006), and acorn meat (Quer-

CHS spp.).

—FUvomids are phenols that are antioxidants

and may protect against allergies, inflammatioji, blood

platelet clumping, ulcers, tumors, bacteria, and viruses.

Plants high in Havonoids are wild carrot leaves {Daucus

carotd}, dock, fennel, sow thistle, cats ear, and dande-

lion, (Schutz, 2005; Trichopoulou, 2000b; Wiese, 1995;

Yildirim, 2001.)

In addition to the above, the following phytochemicals

are commojily found in members of the mustard family.

Mustard family plants covered in this book are field mus-

tard, wincercress, garlic mustard, and shepherds purse.

—Glucosinolates may block enzymes that promote

tumor growth, help regulate white blood cells, and activate

liver enzymes responsible for detoxification of undesirable

metabolites.

—Indoles may work in the intestines to activate

enzymes that detoxify substances and bind chemical car-

cinogens before they are absorbed.

— Jhiols may help to prevent cancer and cellular

mutations; they may also support the cardiovascular and

immune systems. Glutathione is a thioL Purslane (not a

mustard) also has glutathione. (Simopoulos, 1 992.)
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So if this

that fruits, v<

because of

contribute to

ch:

is more than you wanted to hear, just know

cgctables, and leafy greens are good for you

nutrients, phytochemicals, and fiber they

the diet.

In Summary
Here are

chapter:

Green' are great; eat a considerable amount of a

variety of greens.

Wild laods are great; they increase the diversity of

foods i vailable to you.

Green; and wild foods may improve your long-term

health status, longevity, and quality of life.

Many of the same good-for-you arguments can be

made lor wild and domesticated fruits, but that is a

subjec for another book.

Eating Ic

provide you v

icals. Wild gr

can diet.

the things you should take away from this

ts of diverse greens and vegetables can help

ith a wide array of nutrients and phytochem-

:ens are a fine addition to any North Ameri-
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Oxalates & Nitrates

Almost every book written on wild foods men-

tions the substances oxalates and nitrates* Often in the

context of giving you a word of caution: ‘'Don't eat too

much because this plant contains oxalates, or nittates.

These warnings are not generally understood by wild food

authors and therefore are never explained. Some of the

plants covered in this book contain either one or both of

these substances. So it is only fair that I explain to you in

detail why you should NOT generally be worried about

them being in your diet. People ordinarily do not talk

about these substances when eating conventional foods,

even though they are present. They are mentioned with

wild foods mostly because authors feel responsible to men-

tion things theyVe heard about that mighi: be a problem,

but they cannot explain why.

Most substances like oxalates and nitrates only

become a concern in certain unusuaJ circumstances and

not in the context of a normal healthy and diverse diet in

normal healthy people. Jn fact, in certain amounts, these

substances may have some beneficial roles in the same way

that other phytochemicals may be beneficial,

Oxalates
The purpose of this section is to clarify what oxalates

do and why this author believes that they are mostly a non-

issue—just one more thing you shouldn’t have to worry

about when you are trying to enjoy your wild food meal.

Warnings about oxalates are typically nonspecific, giv-

ing the impression that they are in some way poisonous.

One warning is specific: oxalates bind calcium in the diges-

tive tract. Ihe recommendations are r)^pically '‘Donr eat

too much” or ” Don’t eat more than one bowl.” The con-

sequence of these statements is to give novices one more

reason to needlessly be intimidated by wild foods.

Let me first say that soluble oxalates are the topic of

this section, not calcium oxalate crystals. Calcium oxalate

crystals (Kingsbury, 1964; Kallas, 1997) are found in skunk



cabbage {Sympiocarpusfoetidus [eastern] / Lyskhitum arneti-

canum [westei n]), jack-in-the-pulpit {Arisaema mphyllum)^

and dumb cajie {Dkffenhachia sepiine)', these present a rea]

problem that [is not discussed here.

subsoccurring

They are sol

oxalate salts,

in members

buckwheat far

tulacaceae).

Plants aijii

of oxalates in

Spinach

French sarrel

Rhubarl:

Swiss chard

Beet leayes

Black te^

Cocoa

What am oxalates?

Oxalates also known as oxalic acids, are naturally

lances found in almost every living thing,

in water as sodium oxalate or potassium

iiid arc typically found in greater quantities

the wood sorrel family (Oxalidaceae), the

ily (Polygonaceae), the purslane family (Por-

d the goosefoor family (Chenopodiaceac).

d foods known to have high concentrations

:lude, but are not limited to, the following:

uble

Xn

aai

DOMESTICATED WILD
Wild spinach

Sheep sorrel

Wood sorrel

Purslane

Docks

Japanese knotweed

Pokeweed

In green plants, higher concentrations of oxalates are

often acconi[>anied by higher concentrations of calcium.

Oxalates are a normal part of the human diet and

are a norms! part of human amino acid and ascorbic

add metabolism. You know a food like spinach is high in

oxalates becaluse your teeth get this funny sandpapery feel

when you tit it. When this happens, die oxalates in the

food are temporarily binding to the calcium of your teeth.

This quickly resolves itself within a few minutes but is fun

while it lasts
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Claims of a problem
One of die big problems in die field of wild, foods is

diat misconceptions and misictributions are made regularly

and tben cited repeacedlv in ensuing literature. They even-

tually become Truisms’* that everybody believes, including

professionals who cite these same misconceptions.

The misconception that soluble oxalates are a great

concern to humans essentially began with John Kings-

bury’s classic 1 964 book, Pakonous Plants of the United

States and Canada. While his book was primarily a review

of animal research combined with smatterings of human

data, many writers interpreted the information as appli-

cable to luimans^—^faJsely raising fears. Kingsbury himself

warned readers that “Oxalate poisoning (even in animals)

is fundamen tally complex and poorly understood/’ Since

Kingsbury s hook, retrospective and targeted studies have

been done to look directly at the oxalate issue—dismissing

many of the fears.

Tliere were claims during World War II that the cause

of poisonings from people eating rhubarb leaves was the

oxalates contained there. Unfortunately, the proponents of

this logic did not Icnow at die time chat the stalks, which

we do eat, have almost as much oxalates as the leaves. In

fact, spinach leaves have about 30 percent more oxalates

than rhubarb leaves. 1 do not see people in North America

dropping like flies as they enjoy their spinach salad. Rhu-

barb leaves are poisonous for reasons that have nothing to

do with oxalates.

In 1989, the first and only report of a human poi-

soning from oxalates was titled fatal OxalicAdd Poisoning

from SorrelSoup (Farre, 1989), The tabloid title really makes

one think “Wow, am 1 lucky I haven’t died from all those

limes 1 ate gobs of sorrel soup, spinach, and other oxalate-

containing greens. How did I surYive, as did millions of

other people around the planet who eat oxalate-containing

plants on a regular basis. We should all be dead—but waitl

We aren t!’^



I leres the problem: From what I’ve read, that report

could have been more accurately titled “ Fifty-threc-ycar-

old man dies of poor health, failing blood chemistry, liver,

and kidneys due to a life of excessive drinking, smoking,

and poorly managed insulin-dependent diabetes after

enjoying several bowls of sorrel soup” It is nor unrea-

sonable to assume that this fellow’s body was ready for

catastrophic failure, and he only needed a catalyst to set

death in motion. Calcium oxalate crystals were found in

his kidneys because his abnormal blood chemistry did not

prevent the crystals from forming. My normal digestive

tract absorbs only a small fraction of dietary oxalates, and

my normal blood pH does nor allow oxalates to bind with

calcium. Those crystals in his kidney were probably build-

ing over a long time from bad blood chemistry, not just

from one meal as was the impression left by the report.

So this fellow had lots of problems independent from sor-

rel soup.

To this day, I still hear from people afraid to eat

oxalates for fear that they will be poisoned, lliis bad infor-

mation gets repeated again and again, from book to book,

and now it is all over the Web.

As early as 1 973, the National Research Council of the

National Academy of Sciences came up with some conclu-

sions (Fassett, 1973) about oxalates in human metabolism,

as stated in their report “Toxicants Occurring Naturally in

Foods.” What follows is my perspective on the oxalate issue

based on information from that report and my general

knowledge ofhuman physiology.

The facts as I see them
Humans are not cattle or sheep in their dietary habits,

their physiology, or even their number of stomachs. While

I love rhubarb, 1 would not enjoy eating five pounds of it

per day for a month at the exclusion ot other foods. Like

most humans, I enjoy a diverse diet; cattle and sheep do

not have a diet that diverse. ^ITiis focus on cattle and sheep
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data gready aiFects the exaggerations about dietary calcium

deficiencies and the idea of toxic intakeg in humans. As far

as I know, only the one case I just mentioned, concern-

ing toxic intake of naturally occurring soluble oxalates, has

e\^er been reported, and that case has nothing to do with

normal humans.

Oxalates can bind with calcium and other minerals

in the digestive tract, making both the calcium and the

oxalates unavailable for absorption. This may be a natural

protective effect that calcium provides to further decrease

the amount of oxalates absorbed. In a normal healtby diet

that has Foods eaten by a normal healthy human, almost all

dietary oxalates are excreted with the feces, with little being

absorbed through the intestinal membranes, h is intere^st'

ing to note that plants with high oxalate content are often

high in calcium. So, dietarily, there would be no net loss

of calcium; the plant supplies the calcium so that is not

depleted in your diet.

Food and intestinal secretions in a typical digestive

tract create a complex chemical environment in which cal-

cium complexes and oxalate salts are in relatively small and

dispersed amounts. So many other things can happen to

calcium and so many other things can happen co oxalates

within the local of stomach contenrs that it is difficult to

justify the often-repeated and somewhat-absohue state-

ment that oxalates "block'^ the absorption oi calcium.

Since oxalates bond to calcium in the digestive tract,

they may also bond to toxic mcrals like mercury, lead,

and cadmium, helping to eliminate them from the body

before the)^ can be absorbed. In faetj the calcium oxalate

compound itself may bond i:o toxic metals, so do not rule

out a positive role for oxalates, dhe point 1 am making is

that some things we think are had rurn out to have a more

nuanced and potentially positive story m the context of a

healthy diet.



THE TROJAN HORSE
While 'Trojan horse*' is

thoughc of today as computer

malware, its original meaning

had to do with a tactic

invented by Odysseus, a war

hero in Greek mythology.

To end a long war, the Greeks

left a giant wooden horse

at the gates of Troy, the

targe fortified city they were

battling against The Greeks

left the impression that they

had abandoned the battle,

so the Trojans brought the

horse into the city as a sign

of victory over the Greek

army and as a symbolic gift

to the gods. In the middle

of the night while the ctty

slept, Greek warriors led by

Odysseus emerged From

the horse, killed the sentrtes,

opened the gates, and let In

the rest of the Greek army.

In our example, the digestive

tract <Trojan gatekeepers) will

not let the oxalates (Greek

warriors) in directly, but they

will let in the innocent-looking

ascorbic acid (Trojan horse)

that is carrying the oxalates.

Gut oxalates vs. blood oxalates

Tliere is little sdentific evidence that dietary oxalates

promote the development of kidney stones or gallstones

in healthy people. Oxalates have to transport from the

got into the bloodstream for that to happen. Since most

is excreted in the feces, little dietary oxalare gets to the kid-

neys or the liver. People who develop kidney stones have

a physiological abnormality that promotes excessive “ere-

ation'^ and deposition of oxalates within the body. Even

sOi many physicians chink it is “prudent” to limit dietaty

oxalates for these people, '‘just In case,”

If you are really heart-set on pumping yoiiv blood full

of oxalates, take megadoses of vitamin C. Ascorbic acid is

oxalates ‘ Ifojan horse.” Vitamin C is easily absorbed from

the digestive tract into the bloodstream. In normal metabo-

lism, humans convert excess ascorbic acid (vitamin C) into

oxalates and other breakdown products that get altered

through the kidneys and end up in the urine. High intake

of vitamin C results in much greater metabolic oxalate

production than any healthy consumption of high oxalate

vegetables. Those oxalates have to be excreted through the

kidneys where the stones can form. Even oxalates that are

in the blood do not bind with calciiun in health)’^ individu-

als because our blood chemistry/pH will not allow it.

In summary, my understanding and opinion is that

in the context of a normal, healthy, diverse diet, dietary

oxalates are a nonissue for healthy people. Unfortunately,

they still cause a lot of unnecessary fear in the wild food

community. Consume sorrel, dock, purslane, and wild

spinach without fear unless you are chronically malnour-

ished, have complicated or unusual blood chemistry, or are

coimseled by your doctor not to.

Ifyou have an abnormal physiological propensity for kid-

ney stones or digestive issues, observe how your body reacts

when you do eat high oxalate foods. 11 you have a sensitivity,

then by all means heed chose feelings and react accordingly

And always follow the direcdons ofyour physician.
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Nitrates
As you read through wild Food literature, you often

hear a warning that some plants are nitrate accumula-

tors. You do not hear much beyond that—just a warning.

So what does that mean from a practical standpoint?

What should you do with that information? The fol-

lowing is my understanding of nitrate accumulators and

nitrite physiology.

What are nitrates?

Nitrates are a class of substances containing nitrogen

and other molecules.

In caring for a yard, a garden, or a farm, you should

know that nitrogen is an important part of fertilizer. Plants

use nitrogen for growth. Nitrates are building blocks for

DNA, amino acids, and proteins. Without nitrates, growth

comes to a halt in plants and humans.

Realistic perspective
Since the primary concern in the scientific literature

of nitrate accumulation and toxicity is in the poisoning of

livestock, this is where most of the research has been con-

ducted. Humans and livestock are diflFerent physiologically

and dietarily. Direct comparisons are difficult, so I will try

to give you a more human point of view. Just looking at

this from a consumption perspective, livestock often eat

large amounts of die same food from the same land for

days and weeks at a time. Humans have a more diverse

diet, so any one substance found in a particular food gets

diluted. Diversity in the diet is the best defense against

small amounts of potentially toxic constituents in what we

consider to be normal foods. Diversity includes both the

types of foods you eat and the different lands from which

they are harvested.



The actual risk

Overall, there appears to be no actual risk of nitrate

toxicity to healthy human adults or even children over

three months of age. I could find no incidence of recorded

poisonings over three months of age. As far as I can lell,

humans four months old and older have nothing to fear

and can ignore warnings about nitrates.

dllere have been rare instances, only a handful in

the last 100 years, of recorded poisonings of infants due

to ingestion of high nitrate spinach that was pureed into

baby food. I could find no instances of other plants being

a problem, even though other plants accumulate nitrates,

Tlie rarity maJtes one think that the high concentrations of

nitrates were an unlucky and rare combination of circum-

stances, that the infants were not given a diverse enough

diet, and/or the infants already had compromised health.

The point is that ir is so rare that we should not worry

about it. Being informed is better than worrying*

NITRATES OR
NITRITES?
Readmg tOis section might

be confusing, particularly

for those of us who miss

small differences in spelling.

Please note that much of

this discussion is about

the differences between

nitrates (with an "a"> and

nitrites (with an '‘i").

What happens in infants

In humans, nitrates are not toxic. Nitrates play a vari-

ety of roles in human physiology. It is rhe nitrites that are

of concern, and that concern only applies to infants under

four months of age. If infants are breast-fed, that would

solve any nitrate accumulation problem and make this

whole section a moot point*

But, if a parent were to make a puree of a nirrare-accii-

mulating plant and feed it in enough quantity to an infant

(this would be difficult to do), here is what would happen:

Once the infant had eaten the food, natural digestive

bacteria would begin converting nitrates (useful) to nitrites

(the bad guys). This does not happen in older humans

(four months old and older) because their digestive tracts

are more mature and their stomachs are more acidic, pre-

venting the conversion. Nitrites in the infant stomach are

absorbed and pass into the bloodstream.

Once in the blood, adult physiologj^ converts nitrites
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back ro nitrates. Infant physiology is nor mature enough

to do chat yet, so nitnres stay nitrites. Since these kids

are very young, about 80 percent of their hemoglobin is

leftover fetal hemoglobin; that is, made by the fetus for

fetal physiology. Only about 20 percent is new adult-style

hemoglobin. Fetal hemoglobin has an affinity for nitrites

that is much stronger than ad.uk hemoglobin. So hemo-

globin gets covered with nitrite molecules in infants. These

nitrites block oxygen from attaching to the hemoglobin,

Smee oxygen has trouble attaching to hemoglobin, breath-

ing brings in less oxygen, and the infant starts showing signs

of oxygen deficiency. If enough nitrites are in the body, the

infant eventually turns blue and can suffocate if nor treated

quickly. Tliis condition of nitrite-surrounded hemoglobin

is called methemoglobinemia. In contrast, adult hemo-

globin can fend off whatever nitrites have survived in the

blood up to that point.

Symptoms of nitrite poisoning
Tlie first symptoms in low levels of methemoglobin-

emia in infants are a flushing of the face and extremities,

headache, and stomach discomfort. Hi is will pass shortly if

the offending plant matter is no longer eaten. Higher, more

dangerous levels can produce increasing levels of abdomi-

nal pain, nausea, vomiting, a bluish coloration of the skin,

and eventual collapse.

Again, keep in mind that while methemoglobinemia

is tlieoredcally possible, dangerous levels have only been

documented a few times in the last hundred years. It s so

rare that 1 will not mention it in my plant chapters.

Plants that tend
to accumulate nitrates

Here arc a few plants considered to be ni crate accu-

mulators; there are many more nitrate accumuktors than

those listed here. 1 just wanted to point out a few represen-

tative ones.



Turnip greens

Spinach

Celery

Corn

DOMESTICATED WILD
Purslane

Wild spinach

Curly dock

Miners lettuce

Making choices
For healthy humans over three months oi age> there is

no evidence that I can find to suggest any harm from ear-

ing plants high in nitrates in the context of a normal and

diverse diet. Nitrates are a normal part of eating, and our

bodies have the means for processing them.

I do not recommend feeding plants growing in uncon-

trolled conditions, nitrate accumulators or not, to inlams.

Even though the risk is probably very low. making baby

food out of any plants, wild or cultivated, is unnecessary.

If you chose to feed pureed vegetables of any kind

to infants under four months of age. keep these things in

mind: Tliis is a complex decision of which you can not

have all the facts, particularly with wild plants growing

in uncontrolled conditions. Without laboratory testing

of the soil and of the plants growing in them, you can-

not know the nitrate content of the parts you are feeding

your infant. Ihe risk outweighs the benefit, even though

that risk is low* Diversity in a baby s diet is a good hedge

against any one food causing a problem* So, as long as you

dont feed homemade pureed vegetables to infants, nitrate

accumulation is another non- issue that you do not have

to worry about.
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Agriotrophytology

Chapter 23

The Study of Wild Food Plants
When doing research on edible wild plants, I have to

dive into many disciplines to find what I am looking for:

ethnobotany, cultural foodvvays. nutrient content, nutri-

tional biochemistry, nutritianal toxicology, dendrology,

chemical composition, pharmacognosy, economic botany,

plant morphology, plant taxonomy, plant physiology, weed

science—you name it. And while I mostly do my work

outside of academia, 1 think ir is appropriate that someone

should at least propOsSe an academic-style Greckified label

for scholars doing research in this area.

After all, our ancestors all over the world have

depended on wild foods since the beginning of human

existence. Many people in Africa, South America, and the

Mediterranean still get a substantial proportion of their

diet from wild plants. The now-famous Mediterranean diet

included most of the wild greens covered in this book. To

this day, the inhabitants of small Greek villages ear plenty

of wild foods.

In addition to defining edible wild plants in another

part of this book, I propose the following label to describe

the study of this field: agrwtrophytology. It comes from

my understanding of the Greek roots of words I extracted

from other definitions in the Compact Edition ofthe Oxford

English Dictionary (1971) and the English-Greek lexicon

at WWW.k}^pros.org. Since lam nor a professional lexicog-

rapher, it may need refining by someone who knows what

they are doing. But 1 think ir will work in its own esoteric

way. Here are the roots of agriotrophytology;

AGRtO
Agrio is a Greek word

meaning "wild." It is

different from agd a Latfn

word meaning 'land/'

from which the word

"agriculture" is constructed.

agrio means ' wild'^ or “untamed,” from the Greek

word aypio.

troph means Tood"" or “nutriment,” from the Greek

word Xp07ir|.

phyto means “plant,” from the Greek word TTH^f/tO.
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logy means '*tlie treatment or discourse ol a parriGular

field,^ often called ‘*the study of,” from the Greek

word A-oyia.

As name alternatives, I tried agrwtrophphytolagy^

including the extra and switched die terms around for

trophapriophytalogyt but 1 was not pleased with either one.

Someone who studies wild food plants or its synonym

phrase “edible wild plants’* would be an agriotwphyt9ioght.

Suggested Areas of Study
Hiitorical iigriotrophytalQgy involves the study of the

written record related to edible wild plants. Both scientific

and lay literatures contribute information about wild food

uses and foodways.

Nutritional agriotrophytology involves nutrient analy-

sis of wild foods and the roles those nutrients and odicr

chemicals play in human nutrition.

Ethnographic agriotrophytology involves the documcn*

ration of traditional wild foodways through observational

and interview techniques. This describes in detail what is

done by individuals or groups in the context of their situa-

tions and lives using established ethnographic methods,

QuantUative agriotrophytology involves the evaluation

of the use and management of edible wild plant resources

by individuals and groups. This examines the practices and

dynamics involved to manage adequate sustainable harvests

over time in different ecosystems, Tliis can be br natural

and intensified shuations.

Experimental agriotrophytology involves testing proce-

dures and methods for gathering, transporting, processing,

preserving, and cooking wild foods. Those procedures and

methods can be innovative (new7 invented by the experi-

menter) or based on accu rate or best-guess accounts of cul-

tural foodways.
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Botanical a^iotrophytology involves the overlapping

edibility between related spedes^ as well as how mmpbol'

ogy and physiology at diderent stages of growth affect

edibility.

Culinary agriotrophytology involves the science and art

ol turning wild plants into Food, fliis includes combin-

ing foods, managing flavors and textures, and inventing

recipes.

Agricultural agriatrophymlogy involves die technology

necessar)^ to domesticate, grow, harvest and transport wild

foods to markets*

Agrfotrophytology 385
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Chapter 24

I

Crafting a Wild Paradise

Let s face it. Many of us just want to go out and gather

wild food. Its a simple and uncomplicated Idea. We gather

because we thirst for the quest, the journey, the adventure,

and we thrive on the finding, gathering, and eating. But,

in addition to the quest, wouldn't it be great to have some

of your favorite wild foods at whim, within reach, to have

them more regularly and In abundance?

Many of us who have more feral yards and neigh-

borhoods are lucky enough to have lots of wild foods

nearby. 1 might have pokeweed and miners lettuce. A

neighbor has a huge patch of chickwccd. Down the stteet

arc massive amounts of wild spinach* Not everyone is so

fortunate. Many people live in highly manicured areas^

—

places where perfectly coiffed grass is exact! ngly trimmed

along the sidewalks, and nary a weed is found under

sculptured shrubbery.

To overcome society's indlnation for order, one might

engage in mischievousness by fostering desirable weeds.

Yes I you heard me—promote weed growth in your own

yard. There are nvo ways of doing this* Both require some

effort each year.

The first, a Wild Garden* is simple and provides botm-

tiful results—great for an annual taking of plants. The

second* a Wild Landscape* provides more variety, greater

quantity* and better quality over a longer period of time,

"file wild landscape is a long-term approach—more work

up front, but more long- 1asring benefits.

Cfacmg; A tomato plant

surrounded by edible weeds,

The weeds closest to the

temato plant that would

compete with it have been

harvested. To prevent the

soil from drying out it’s

a good Ides to mulch the

base of the plant where the

Scirth has been exposed.

The Wild Garden
A wild garden is just that: a garden you manage differ-

ently from everyone else. Instead of grimacing, you cheer

with joy as weed seedlings begin to sprout. Lets examine

how this works.

As you would in a regular garden, turn over the soil

in spring as soon a.s it is workable. Mix in compost and

whatever other soil amendments you typically use. Plant

tomatoes, peas, and peppers. Water generously, regularly.
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Weed sprouts emerging from

a late spring garden. Plants

in this picture include wild

spinach, green amaranth, wild

mustard, borage, and mallow.

and wait for the magic to happen. Soon you will see thou-

sands of seedlings begin to sprout. With the help of this

book, you will begin to recognize some of the seedlings of

the weeds you want to keep. Pull or pinch off all the rest.

In many situations, grass may be your biggest foe—always

pull out any grass you see. If you do not recognize some

seedlings, let a few continue to grow and study them over

time, recording the progress with a camera. Let some of the

unknowns grow to maturity if that is what it takes for you

to identify them. Once you know what you have, pull the

undesirables and never let them go to seed.

The fast-growing leaves of young plants arc often

considered the choicest. So, as your weeds arc growing gath-

erablc leaves and stems, thin them and eat the thinnings

—

assuming, of course, that you know which ones are edible.

Gourmets would consider these baby greens. Your take can

be quite substantial. Make salads, cook them, use them any

way you want. The thinning process allows the remaining

weeds to flourish due to less competition. Yoifll see exam-

ples of these edible weeds at their prime for collecting as

you read through the plant chapters of this book.

At the same time you are thinning in general, selec-
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Lively harvest the weeds around die base of your domes-

ticated plants. Harvest from the base outward. When
your tomatoes are two feet tall, you should have harvested

ever}^thing within about six inches of their bases. Cover

that now-barren ground with mulch. When the tomatoes

are three feet tall* you should have harvested everything

within a foot of the base. These are rough amounts; some-

day someone will do a study to calculate exactly how much

space CO allow. In the meantime, try what I have suggested;

you will get the hang of it. Your goal is to grow as much

weed as you can without choking out the domestic plants.

Just like the weeds, your tomato plants will do better with

plenty of soil nutrition, water, and sunlight.

If you plant your domestics dose together, your grad'

ual weed-harvesting process will result in whole patches of

the garden being weedless. Tins is fine—con tinue to mulch

those areas il you want. It is better for the soil creatures

and your domestic plants to have mulch. Take care not to

harvest all the weeds. For year-to-year sustainable yields of

edible weeds, you need to let a few of them go to seed.

Once the seeds begin to drop, aid the process by spreading

them throughout the garden When you turn the soil the

next spring, the seeds will get mixed into different depths.

The ones near the surface will germinate when the condi-

tions are right again.

The fully wild garden
You can, of course, take t his all a step further and cre-

ate a fully wild garden, planting no cuJtivars at all. I find

I now prefer this type of garden since I do not really have

great gardening skills or the time to develop them. Plus, I

want more wild food. Accomplishing this requires turn-

ing over the soil at least once, often twice, or even three

times a year and watering as if you had domesticated plants

TO nurture. I prefer adding soil amendments like organic

compost, minerals, and lime so that the w^ds will really

perform. As you will see throughout this book, some ofour



prime annual weeds will grow to sizes you can only imag-

ine. "Ihis produces better-quality food over a much longer

season in much greater quant i ties*

Some people love weeds because ol their legendary

tenacioLisness, dhey believe thar weeds are strong, vital, and

stubborn, and will grow regardless of your neglect, Hiese

people are correct, sort of* Refuse ro water or nourish the

soil in your garden, particularly after continual harvests

that deplete the soif and die weeds will be happy to show

you how^ strong, stubborn, tiny, stringy* fibrous, leafless,

and generally useless as a food they can get. Starving them

gives you starved plants. They %vill mature rapidly into tiny

beings and be past their prime (if you can call it a prime)

in the blink of an eye. If nature provides you with enough

rain, then you can just sit by and watch. But without some

soil amendments over time, you will deplete your soil and

the wild foods will be much less productive.

To keep my annual weeds thriving year after year,

I remove the debris of old stems and branches in the

autumn and turn over selective parts of the garden before

winter arrives. This allows the weed seeds to wait in the

soil under ideal conditions for the next growing season.

Some sprout in the fall but stay small and relatively dor-

mant until they can explode with growth in the spring.

Others, the biennials, develop their roots so that they can

finish out their life in the second yean Where the bien-

nials have started, I do not turn over the soil. Perennials

that have sprouted in convenient corners of the garden

are left undLsturbed so they can continue to produce for

me year after year.

After some of my early spring plants have spent diem-

selves, I turn over part of the garden again to stimulate a

new set of seeds into germination lor a whole new crop of

young plants.

Here are some basic considerations for keeping the g^ir-

den productive, 'ifiey are not much different from things a

domesticated garden needs:
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C&Ojuflp

WATER SUPPLY: If you do not water regularly^ your

plants will nor produce as much as they couldn They will be

small and short-lived with sparse leafage.

SOIL AMENDMENTS: If you do not enrich the soil,

the depleted ground will starve the weeds over time, caus-

ing them to be small and unproductive. They will still

grow and survive, but not enough to feed you. Harvest-

ing weeds depletes the soil just as harvesting domesticated

plants does.

Fart of my 2006 wifd garden.

Other than some perennial

asparagus. French sorrel,

and irises along the fence,

this is all wild. Plants in this

image include pokeweed,

wild spinach, wild mustard,

dandelion, mallow, nipplewort,

and sheep sorrel.

THINNING; If you do not harvest (thin out excess plants)

regularly, the weeds will compete with each other, and

yon will not like the results. Either they will be short and

stunted or they will bolt into tall stringy plants with fewer

leaves. Having to keep up with the growth of your weeds

can be fun because you get all this fresh food in rapid suc-

cession. Often you will have to freeze, can, or dry some of

it because it will be just too much to eat. With the wrong

attitude, keeping up with rapid growth may become a

chore. But if you really love eating wild foods, and you

want your garden to be the most productive it can be, you

will have to can, freeze, or dry some of it. Ifyou dont, the

plants will go past their prime, and you will have lost the
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good stuff. If you are willing to do some of the basic things

listed here, you will harvest more choice wild lood than

you could have imagined.

Even with successful crops of wild Foods, you will find

dial some weeds will not be able to keep up with your insa'

Liable hunger for them. If this is the case, try to go with die

flow and take what your garden gives you. If you siLLl want

more, then go ahead and turn more of your yard into gar-

den space and/or go foraging in your neighborhood.

introducing wild seed into

your garden or yard
There are many times over the years that I have wanted

to expand the diversity ofwild edible plants growing in my

garden. Every time I move to a new home and landscape,

1 take the first year to assess which edible weeds are already

in the soil. I decide which of my favorite plants are miss-

ing. Tlieti 1 go on a quest in search of those plants. When

1 find them, 1 assess rheir form. Since each wild plant is

an Individual genetically, each can vary in how it grows.

For exajnple, a tali-stemmed wild spinach plant wi th few

leaves wLli most likely produce the same kind of stemmed

children. A plant crowded with large leaves will produce

offspring that grow into plants crowded with large leaves, I

wait till that preferred plant is going to seed, uproot it, and

randomly spread the seed where I want it to grow. IVe even

transplanted immature plants into my backyard so they

would eventually spread their seed where I wanted it.

If you are not careful^ yon will introduce bad seed

(producing weeds with poor form) into your garden, and

then you are stuck with its children for years.

The Wild Landscape
Landscaping is different from gardening. A land-

scape IS more permanent than a garden and contains more

perennials. It is usually located in areas around the perim-
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Eastern Blue Violet

(Vtola Sorom}. This

edible plant makes an

excellent ground cover.

eter of your yard, along sidewalks, and wherever grass is

not intended.

Wild landscaping is what I have done around my

house in addition to my wild garden. 1 did not go to the

extent of replacing all the grass, but 1 did use the borders of

the yard to foster a variety of mostly perennial wild foods.

Ajiywhere that was available, I either let preexisting wild

foods cake over or brought in ones I wanted. Among oth-

ers, IVe introdaced common blue violet {Vioia sororta),,

sweet violet (Viaid odordta), and miners lettuce {Claytonia

perfoliatd). All three are doing well and carpeting certain

areas. Pokeweed {Phytolacca americana)^ tawny daylily

{Hemerocallis fuivd)^ and lady fern {Athyrium filix-fimina)

were already here.

“Edible landscaping” is the practice of planting food-

producing trees, shrubs, vines, and perennial herbs on your

land as opposed to or in addition to nonedibles. So, beyond

just wild food perennials, consider planting fruit trees, nut

trees, and spice bushes. You can get a huge amount of food

from your own yard over time.

Edible landscaping is more productive if you are disci-

plined, k is just as much work as conventionally landscap-

ing your yard if you want tight control over its look and
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Feed Yourself—Help the Farmer
Fresh edible weeds can be collected by individuals

for their own use. Setting up this arrangement requires

developing a relationship with a farmer. One cannot just

nespass, chinking that since they are doing a good deed

{pulling weeds) that it is okay to invade someone elses

property unannounced. The individual will probably be

allowed in the fields when others are either doing the same

thing or when paid staft are pulling weeds. As a result ol

this book, and if there are enough people interested in this

activity, clubs might form for just such a purpose and per-

haps sponsor wild food dinners and other events from the

foods collected*

In order for this to work, the farm wmdd have to be

open to coordinating days when outsiders can go into

the fields—supervised or unsupervised. Tliere would also

have to be some sort of training mechanism to ensure thar

harvesters know the plants they are gathering, how to tell

them from look-alikes, and how to work around the beds

so that they do not damage them or any intended crops.

Training could be done by farmers^ the USDAs Coop-

erative Extension Service, Master Gardener programs, or

local wild food dubs.

In the process of making it possible for organic farm-

ers to succeed, what follows are some of the benefits of wild

foods for fiirmers and the society in general.

Farmers—Turn a Liability
into an Asset

Edible weeds compete with farmland crops. Since

die plants covered in this book are wonderful contribu-

tors of flavors and nutrients, why not create a new market?

These are, after all, now considered exotic foods* IVe seen

fine restaurants tout dishes that include wild foods* Wild

mushrooms are most commonly used, but more and more

“exotic"’ and “wild’" greens are being offered—often at pre-

mium prices.
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Creating new markets would accomplish many things.

Harvesting wild foods would provide the following:

—Another tool would be added to the arsenal of inte-

grated weed managements Many weeds would trans-

form from a liability to an asset.

—‘A more diversified crop portfolio would be av^ailabk;

both planted crops and weeds would be sold, increas-

ing die variety of offerings and decrcising dependence

on just a few plants. If certain crops failed, others

would survive, particularly hardy weeds.

—^The farmer would benefit finmcially. Tlie expense of

hand-weeding would be offset by the income of har-

vested culinary weeds. Each plot could he harvested sev-

eral times, bringing in additional income. Less money

would be spent on killing or removing weeds.

—More farmhands could find work and spend their

money to help sitmulate our economy The profits

produced by selling the wild foods would cover pay-

rolls and bring additional income to die farm.

—The population would benefit from an increase in

the diversity of lood supply This would be true from

both culinary and nutritional standpoints.

—Harvesting edible weeds would be good for the

environment there would be no need for herbicides

tliat leach into the groundwater, remain as residue on

piants 1 or affect farmworkers.

One strategic opdon that farmers could choose is to

dedicate whole plots and farms to wild foods. This would

be less complicated overall—easier to manage, easier

to monitor, easier to harvest, etc. Weeds are often more

disease-resistant and retjuire less care. Weeds are often

hearty and can survive unexpected conditions that would

cause many “conventionar' crop plants to die.



Farrnbands weeding around

tomato plants. Gleaners

could harvest weeds from

around cultivated plants

to be used for a variety of

food-related purposes.

Marketing Wild Foods
to the Public

The difficLilties in introducing new foods to the puh-

lic .should not be understated. Developing venues for new

products takes sophisticated marketing, edncation, sup-

port, and follow-through. You cannot just introduce new

foods (okay, these are old foods being reintroduced as new)

and expect them to fly off the shelves. Underdeveloped

introduction of these foods into the market would result in

financial strain for the people attempting it.

For introduction of a wild edible to be successful, the

public has to be made aware that these new “desirable”

foods exist, of the general health benefits of increasing the

diversity of vegetables in the diet, and of any known nutri-

ent data. Consumers need to know how these foods can be

used in conventional ways, of the great flavor possibilities,

and they need to be intrigued enough to start experiment-

ing with them.
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Expcctanions must be positive, first experiences must

be delightful (or at least comparable to conventional

foods), consumers must be given access to easy starter reci-

pes, and so on. Unless there is a grassroots movement driv-

ing the market, making ^vild foods a mainstream reality

will require substantial up-front investments. 1 hope that

this book will provide a user-friendly educational guide to

help support at least some of this process.

In addition to consumer awareness, the management

ofthese plants from germination to presentation in the mar-

ketplace needs to be worked out. Growth characteristics,

optimal harvest times, mass-scale harvesting techniques,

packing, transporting, shelf life, and shelf presentation all

need to be established through testing and experience.

lhat being said, there is tremendous potential for

many of the wild foods discussed in diis book to become

mainstream foods if managed properly.

Humanitarian Organizations—
Fresh Food for the Poor

There are nonprofit groups that employ gleaners, who

spread out over cropland that has already been harvested

to collect any plants (broccoli, carrots, cabbage) that were

missed or rejected for market, Tliese foods are then deliv-

ered directly to the poor, given to humanitanan organiza-

tions, or served fresh or cooked in soup kitchens that serve

the poor and homeless.

Gleaning For the remnants of a cultivated crop Is lim-

ited to posthaivcst. Tor instance, gleaners have to wait until

the cabbage has been harvested before they can go in to

pick the leftover cabbage heitds. Most leftovers arc perfectly

edible, just damaged or otherwise unattractive, and would

not sell very well on die open market.

In contrast, wild food gleaners have the advantage of

being able to harvest wild foods at their prime all season

long. Wild foods grow in beds anytime the soil is turned

and watered. Within weeks after any planting, a new crop

GLEAMING
Today, gleaning is typically

dene by nonprofit

organizations that gather

food tor the poor Gleaning

Involves more than )us

t

gathering crop leftovers

Gleaning organirstions

receive donations from food

manufacturers in tlin form of

goods that may have been

mislabeled or overproduced,

from bakeries, and from

supermarkets dumpnig

nonpenshable items that

are not selling or are getting

near their expiration dates.
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of wild foods would avaiUble. Ihere are always weeds

CO pick*

For this to workj gleaners would have to be cralned

in the details of harvesting, packaging, and Transporting

these new loods. Food preparers wonid need to be trained

in how to make best use of the plant matter they receive.

Wild foods represent a huge untapped resource that

could, under the right circumstances, improve the food

options of consumers, help the iarmer, and improve the

condition of many underprivileged people.
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Index

A
^icclimati^uion of plants t<J coki

weather, 51,218, 236-37, 378

aging, rapid, 49-50

agriCLiUuTai agfiocropliytology, 3S5

agnomjphytology, 3S3-S5

allergies, Fond, 41-42

Ailiaria peiiolata.& garlic mustani

alpha—tocopherol, 35

Althaea ojfidmlis (marsh mallow),

102, 107, 111, 114, 122,210

amaranth, 358—59, 370

Amarmuhus retroftexus (green amaranth):

growth oF, 48, 69; sprouts of. 70; mitrient

value oF, 358-59, 366, 367, 369; in wild

garden, 388; as problem planr, 394

Araamnthm isp, 358-59, 366, 368

Anagalih arvmns (scarlet pimpernel), 90, 91

anaphylaxis/anaphylacric shock, 41

Angler, Bradford, 9

antigens, 4l

antioxidants, 365, 366, 368, 370-71

Aquilegta chymniha {columbine), 164, 228

Aretium lappa (burdock roots), 58—59

Armenia triphylium ()ack-in-the-pulpit), 39, 374

Asarum canademe (eastern wild ginger), 260

Aiclephu syriaca (milkweed), 36—37

iiscorbk add (vitamin C), 3 5 8-6 1, 366, 378

asparagus, 46—47

Astcraceae (aster Family), 261-62,

269, 297, 313,329

Athynum jilix-femina, 393

awFulkcrSi 346

B
bags. Foraging, 58, 63-64

Barbarea vema (upland cress), 220, 225

Bat'barea utdgarB. See winreicress

basal rosette, defined, 200

Beans vddi Garlic Mustard, 246

bee srings, 41

beer leaves, 374

BeUti perennis (English daisy), 258,296

belt, foragers utility, 53-55

bcta-carotene, 358-61, 365* 370

Bhhgy ofCanadian Weed% 1

6

birter greens: plants comprising, 261—62; taste

of^ 262“63; ahtsur and managing, 26d-6S;

finding pleasure jn, 263-65; preparing,

265-66; bencfii.‘s of, 267; nutrition of

267-68; plant chajirers, 269-342

bittersweet nigittshade, 1 69

black mustard, 196, 2l2

black tea, 374

Borago ojficinaB^ (borage): flowers,

138; leaves, 210; seedlings, 388

botanical agriotrophyto logy, 385

bracts, 103

Brmika hina (white mustard), 212

Brmskajumea (brown mustard),

197, 198, 212, 360-61

Brmska napus (canola), 197, 204

Brasska nigia (black mustard), 196, 212

Britiska okracea, 360-61

Brasska mpa. See field mustard

Brasskaceae (mustard family),

J92, 195, 217, 231, 249

broad-leaved dock, 153-55, 358-59, 371

broccoli (cultivated), 360-61, 365, 568

brown mustard, 197, 198, 212

buckwheat family (Polygojiaceae),

141, 143* 153, 165, 166,374

bull thistle, 44, 1/6, 1 87

burdock roots, 58-59

c
calcium: 358-61,367* 374, 377

calcium oxalate crystals, 39, 373-74, 371^77

calyx, 103

Canadian journal ofPlant Seknee, 16

canola. 1 97, 204

CapteUa bursa-pa^mm. See shepherd s purse

carabiner, 55 -57

carotenoids, 370

carrot, wild, 294, 367, 371



Caryophyilaceae (chickweed family), 85

cat’s ear {Hypochaeris radimtay. chapter,

297-31 leaves of, 252| m comparison

to dandelion, 274, 275; background and

nutritional value of, 298-99, 358-59, 369,

370, 371; growing conditions for, 299-300;

leaves of, 300-30U 307^, 309; stalks of,

301 , 304-5, 308-9; roots of, 303-304;

flowers of 304-6, 305, 308-9; seed head

of 306; harvesting, 307-9; preparing and

cooking, 309-12; in Cats Ear Stems, 311;

in Cats Ear with Peppers and Onions, 312

Cats Ear Stems, 311

Cats Ear with Peppers and Onions, 312

caudex, 303-4

celery 382

Cemstiumfmtanum (mouse-car chickw-eed), 90

charlock, 197

ChenoptKilaceac (gooscfoot family), 67, 3/4

Chempodium album. See wild spinach

Chempodium hni&ndien, 68, 80

Chempodium qutnoa (quinoa), 80-82;

seed processing, 81, 188

Chicken Mumbo Gumbo Soup, 1 13

chickweed {Steliaria media}: chapter, 85-100:

overwintering, 50-51; foraging, 56; flowering

dps, 92; background and nutritional value

of 86-87, 358-59, 367, 368; growth of

87-88; sprouts of 88-89; stems of 89;

leaves of 89, 92; edible look-aJike of 90;

poisonous look-alike of 91; edibilit)' of

93-94; harvesting and serving, 95“100,

96, 97, 98, 99; in wild landscape, 394

chickweed family (Caryophyllaceae), 85

Chickweed Salad, 97

chicory, 270, 274, 273, 303

chifFonade, defined, 288

children: teaching, about wild foods, 346-47

Cichonum intybm (wild chicory),

270, 274, 275, 303

Cmtum imlgare (bull thistle), 44, 176, 187

Claytoaia perfoimta (miner's lettuce): leaves of

29, 30, 45; overwintering, 51: harvesting,

96: in soup, 296; as nitrate accumulator,

382; ii:t wild landscape, 393, 394

climatic changes, 31-32

dover, 178, 182-83

cocoa, 374

cold acclimation, 5

1

collard greens (cultivated), 209, 360-61,

366, 368

columbine, 164, 228

common blue violet, 370, 393

Conium macuktum (poison hemlock), 367

Coniiolvulous ipp, 169

Coon, Nelson, 260

copper, 358-61 , 368

cop ro I ires, defined, 349

corm, defined, 200

com, 382

creasy greens, 220

Crete, 354-^55

Cruci ferae (mustard family), 192

culinary agr io t rophytology, 385

curly dock {Rumex trhpus): chapter, 143-64;

background and nutritional value of

144-^5, 358-59, 365, 370, 371; growth

of l45; sprouts of 145; ages of 146—47,

152, 156-57; recognizing, 148—49; fruit

of 1 49-151, 1 50; in comparison with

broad-leaved dock, 1 53-55; harvesting,

1 56-^58; seeds of 1 58; preparing and

serving, 1 59-61
;
in Curly Dock Pie

Filling, 1 62; in Curly Dock Soup, 1 63; in

Curly Dock Greens with Raspberries and

Cashews, 164; as nitrate accumulator, 382

Curly Dock Greens with Raspberries

and Cashews, 164

Curly Dock Pie Filling, 162

Curly Dock Soup, 163

cyanide, 36, 40

D
dandelion {Taraxacum offidmle): chapter,

269-96; leaves of 45, 273—274, 275,

277-8 1 ,
286-90; background and
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nutritional value of» 267> 270-71, 352,

358-59, 366, 367, 369, 370, 371
;
growing

conditions for, 271-72, 280, 394; sprouts of,

271-72; growth of, 271-73, 276, 280-81;

fools of 272, 273t 285-86; flowers of,

274, 276-77, 283, 293-94; seed heads of

276, 284-85; edibility of 277-86; heart

of 281-82, 291-93; stem of 282, 283,

295; buds of 283-84, 293-295; harvesting,

286-95; recipes for^ 287; preparing and

serving, 288-95; in Dandelion Greens, 289;

in Vegetable Stir-fry, 291; in Mushrooms

Stuffed with Dandelion Hearts, 292; in Tuna

Fish Sandwich, 294; in Pond Lily Soup, 296

Dandelion Greens, 289

dandelion heart, defined, 281 -82

Daums carata {wild carrot), 294, 367

Dieff'enbachia seguine {dumb cane), 374

dietary Abet, 357, 358-61

digging took, portable, 58-61

dill pickles, purslane, l40

din time, defined, 345

disclaimer, 12-13

docks: nuLritiona] value for^ 358-59,

367, 370, 371; oxalates in, 374

domesdeared greens: consistency of 25;

nutrienrs iOi, 351-52; vs, wild foods, 352-53

Duke, James, 220

durnb cane, 574

E
eascern blue violets, 370

eastern wild ginger, 260

Eat the Weeds, 1 1

1

edibility of wild plants, 35-37

edible landscaping, 393-94

edible wild planes, defined 35—42, 383-85

elderberry, blue, 35-36

elliptical, 145

ejid si^, of plant parts, 44

Emerson, Ralph Vf^aldo, 27

English daisy, 258

erucic acid, 193, 219

ethnographic agrimrophytology, 384

Euell Gibbons* Prr^pared Mustard, 213

etdachon grease, 262—63

experimental agriorrophyrology, 384

F
Fancy Mustard Sauce, 2l4

farming practices, 353, 395-400

Fatal Oxalk Add Pmsoning Sonei Sf^iip,

375-76

fats, 264, 265

fennel, 371

fiber, dietary, 357, 358-61

fibrous texture, 44, 46

Field Guide to Medidnal Plants, A, 220

field mustard {Brasska mpa)\ morphing, 24;

In salad, 97: iri sandwich, 98; field of

194; chapter, 195-216; background and

nutritional value of 196^98, 360-61, 371;

as an annual, 198; as a biennial, 198; leaves

of 199-200, 202, 206; taproot and corm

of 200-201; stems of 201-203; buds and

flowers of 202-204, 203, 206, 212, 216;

harvesting of 205-9; seeds of 205, 207-9;

sprouts of 206; dps of 206; seed pods of

207-208; roots of 207; processing, 209;

serving Fresh, 209-10; boiling, 210-1 1;

srir-frying, 21 L 216; steaming, 212; in

Euell Gibbons* Prepared Mustard, 213; in

Sun pic Prepared Mustard, 21 4; in Fancy

Mustard Sauce, 21 4; in Mango Mustard

Seed Sauce, 215; In wild garden, 388

flavonoids, 370, 371

flavor analysis of first wild foods, 33

flavor: optimal vs, off-flavors

in plants, 43-45, 49

foladn, 358-61, 366

food dryer, 125

food sensitivities, 41-42

ForageAhead, 348

foragers play/work/ roles, 32

fo raging: cools for, 53-64; for salads, 77; for

cooking, 77-78; for mass-coUeedng, 78^79
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foundatmti greens: about and managing,

66; plant chapters, 67-l40

Frdtag^ Kris, 295

French sorrel, 14 1, 173, 367. 374

Fruit, deft necl, 106

G
garlic mustard {AllmmpmokmY. chapter, 213-

48j background ajid nutritional value of, 102,

232-35, 352, 358-59, 365, 366, 367, 368,

369
j
370> 371

;

grovvth of 235-39; harvesting,

239-42; processing, 242-44: leaves of 242-

43; main stems of 243; roots of 243—44; seeds

ol^ 244; serving feh* 244—45; in Beans with

Garlic Mustard, 246; serving cooked^ 246-24S,

247; In Garlic Mustard Omelette. 248

Garlic Mustard Challenge, 233

Garlic Mustard Omelette, 248

genetics, role of, 20, 2533, 41,

44, 167, 181,352, 392

germination conditions, 49-50

Gibbons, Euell, 9, l4, 114,

161^2, 265, 281,347-48

Gibson, Mef 349

ginger flavor, 260

gleaning, 398-99

Glorious Foods ofGrteve, Ihe^ 354

glucosinohtes, 1 93^ 219, 254, 37

1

glutamate, 265

glutathione, 371

goosefoot family (Chenopodiaceae), 67, 374

Dandelion Cookbook, 287

Greek diet, 354—55

Greek Salad with Nipplewort Ijeaves, 340

green amaranth; growth of 48, 69: sprouts of

70; nutrient value of 358-59, 366, 367, 369;

in wild garden, 388; as problem plant, 394

Grilled Fish Sandwich, 175

ground chefr)^ nightshade, 72

growing conditions, 43^4, 47-52, 394

growth stages of plants, 36-37, 42—47, 52

Gtdlitfers Travels, 1 31

gumbo, 1 1

1

H
hairy nighcsltade, 72

Half Allan, 9, 114

Handbook ofEdiMe Weeds. 220

HarlanJack R., 27

Han is. Ben Charles, 1 1

1

harvesting: opporiunit}'. 32;

permission for> 24 1 , 396-97

HemerocdllhfiilvH (tawny daylily), 42, 393

henbir, 394

herbaceous plants, 46

historical agriotrophyrology, 384

how to:

carry your foraging tools. 53—64;

dig with a spade-pick, 60;

find maximum tenderness, 43-46;

gather and transport your take, 53-64;

harvest and winnow seeds, 207-9;

identify growth stress in a plant. 47-52; keep

keep your harvest fresh, 62-64;

make a tea bundle, 1 85;

manage bitterness, 43^5, 261^8;

snip a salad, 96-97;

squeegee a le:af 1 59;

squeegee a stem, 77—78, 109-10;

taste a wild food for the flrsT time, 33;

tell time with a dandelion pufiTbalf 276;

treat nature defldt disorder. 346;

use this book, 27

Hmv to Stay Aliw in the Woods, 9

Huckleberry Mallow Meringue Pie, 120—2 I

Hypoclmeris ntdicata. See cats ear

I

identification ol wild plants, 30—31

indoles, 37

1

inedible plants, 31

infants: food warning for, 380-82

ingestion of toxins, 39

Integrated Taxonomic Information System, 16

iron, 358^61,367

isothiocyanaceS) 193, 234
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J

J :ick- in- til e- pu Ip i t. 39 , 374

Japanese lenotwecd, 161-62, 370, 374, 394

K
kak: in mustard family, 209; nutrienti; l\u

360-61,365,366, 368

Kallas, John, 9-1 1, 74. 137, 285

Keys, Ancel, 355

Kingsbury, John, 375

knifes, foraging, 61

Kochilas, Diane, 354

L
Lattucif serrhin (wild lettuce):, 45

lady' feriij 393

lambsquaitcrs. ^i'js'wild spinach

Ldniii^nj (hen bit), 394

Lapsatia communh. See nipplewort

Child in the Wmds, 346

Lathynti Intifolhi^ (wild sweet

pea), 112, 173,210

lawn-adapted cats ear. 301

leaching, 37 j 266

leaf lettuce, 360-61

leaJ}' stem, 47

leaves of plants, 44^5
Leucanthemum mlgare (ox-eye daisy),

S3, 262, 370

life stories of plants, 25-3

1

Lilliputian, 131

lutein, 370

lycopene, 370

LysichUtm ajnmcamm (western skunk

cabbage), 374

M
macronutrients, 264

maintenance metabolism, 44

mallow {A4alpa negkvtd): chapter, 101—28;

background and nutridonal value of, 102-4;

growth of, 104; sproucs of 1 04-1 05 ^ 1 10,

1 32; leaves of, 1 05—6, 108; flowers of, 1 05-6,

109; fruit of (millow peas), 106, 1 09-1 0, 1 1 5;

harvesting and serving, 106—10; roots of, 1 1 0;

in Gumbo^ 1 1 L m Shfimp Mumbo Gumbo

Sauce, 112; in Chicken iVfumbo Gumbo

Soup, 1 13; in amfections, 11 4; in mallow

whites, 1 15—16; in Mallow foam, 117; in

Mallow Whipped Cream, 1 18; in Mallow

Meringue, 1 ] 9; in Huckleberry Meringue Pie,

120-21; in Mallowmdlow, 122-26, 124, 128;

in Mallow S mores, 1 27; In wild garden, 388

mallow family (Malvaceae), lOT

Mallow Foam. 1 17

Mallow Gumbo, 1 1

1

Mallowmullow, 122-26, 124, 128

MaUow Meringue, 1 1

9

Mallow pcAs. 1 06, 1 09- 1 0, 1 1 2^1 3, M

5

mallows: low, 102: small-

flowered, 102; high, 103

MaJlow S’mo re-5, 1 27

Mallow Whipped Cream, 1 1

8

inallow whites, defined, 1 1

5

Maiva negiem. See mallow

Malm pareifima (small-flowered mallow). 102

A7i^r/|^^T wttmdyaiia (low mallow), 1 02-3

Malt/it jyivestrh (high mallow), 1 03

Malvaceae (mallov/ fimily), 101

manganese, 358-61, 368

Majigo Mustard Seed Sauce, 215

marsh miillow, 102, 107, 1 1 I, 122

mass collecting, 78

medicinal plants, defined^ 40-4

1

Mediterranean Wild Food Diet, 130, 354-55

methemoglobinerria, 381

Mcxican~st>'le Tortillas with Chickweed, 99

Meyers; Siewan, 161, 162

milkweed, 36-37

miners lettuce: leaves of, 29, 30, 45;

overwintering, 51; harvesting, 96; in

soup, 296; as nil rate accumulator,

382; in wild landscape, 393, 394

mint, 394

morning glory 169

morph, defined, 43
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mt>Uiit:-ear chickiA'eed, 90

inucilagCj defined^ 108

mucopolysaccharides. 103

Munibo Gumbo, 1 1

1

Mushrooms Stuffed with Daitdehon HearL'i, 292

mustard (cultivated), 360-61
> 366

mustard family (Brassicaceae or

Crudferae), 192, 195, 217, 231,24.9

mustard seeds, 1 92, 205

mustard spinach, 198

N
Naniral Resources Canada, 16

Nature Boy cartoon, 13

Nature Deficit Disorder, 346

nature, mans rdationship with* 26

NatureServe Explorer, 16

jiightshade family, 4 1 ;
potato, 35

J997Joy ofCooking, Hje, 21

4

nipplewort (Lapsana communh): chapter,

329-

42; as compared to sow thistle, 3 1 6;

background and nutrirional value ofi

330-

3 1
;

growing conditions for^ 330;

seeds of, 330; leaves of, 33 1-33, 336-39,

338; taproot ofj 333; stem of, 334-35,

339; in Nipsparagus, 335, 342; buds of

336, 337; flowers of, 336, 337; harvesting.

336-39; serving, 340—42; in Greek Salad

with Nipplewort Leaves, 340; in Poached

Egg with Nipplewort Greens, 34

1

Nipsparagus, 335, 340, 342

nitrates, 379-82

nitrite poisoning, 380-82

nutrient charts: 356,358-61, research for,

362-64

nutrient density^, 351-52, 369

nutrients in wild foods. 348-49;

chapter, 35 1-72; charts 358-59

nutritional agriotrophytology, 384

o
ocrea, 149, 168, 169

okra, 108, 111

omega-3 fatty adds, 357, 358-61, 365

opportunity harvesting, 32

ovate, 145

overwintering, 50-52, 21 8, 172—75

oxalates, soluble (oxalic acid): in wild

spinach, 69; in tart greens, l4l,

1 44 45; in sheep sorrel* 166; in wood

sorrel, 179; bind with calcium, 367; in

wild foods, 373—78; in domesticated

plants, 374; binds toxic metals, 377

Oxalidaceac (sorrel family), 14 1,

166, 177, 179, 374

Oxalis corniculaia. See wood sorrel

Oxnih smeta, See wood sorrel

ox-eye daisy, 83, 262, 370

P
pappus, defined, 284

Pasta with Sow Thistle Greens, 328

Patapsco State Park, 233

peanuts, 41

pennycre&s, 254

perennial sow thistle, 31

4

petals, 255

phenols, 370-7

1

phycares, 234

phytochemicals, IS, 74, 351-53, 369-72

P^rytokcea amerkana (pokeweed), 37, 374, 393

phytonutrients, 1 93^ 268, 369, 370

pistil* defined, 255

Pica Bread Sandwich with Chickweed, 98

plant parts, defined, 35, 43

Piantago mnpr (plantain), 252

Plants IJied by the hidiam ofMendocino

County, California, 256-57

Poached Egg with Nipplewort Greens, 34]

poison hemlock, 40, 367

poison ivy^ 39

poisonous plants: as look-alikes to edibles, 3 1;

with edible parts, 35; at different stages,

36; processing of* 37; definition of, 38-40;

Solanum genus as, 72; scarlet pimpernel as, 91

Poisonous Plants ofthe United
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States and Canada, 375

poisons, defined, 38-40

poke sallet, 37

pokeweed, 37, 374, 393

Polygonaccae (buckwheat family),

141, 143, 153, 165, 166, 374

Polygonum cuspldatum (Japanese knorwecd),

370, 374, 394

polyphenols, 371

Pond Lily Soup, 296

Portulaca olemcea. See purslane

Porrulacaceae (purslane family), 129, 374

poultice, defined, 331

Practical Cookery, 1 1

1

preparation ot wild Ibods, 37

Puccinia maludcearum (fungus), 109

pungent greens: about and managing:

191-94; plant chapters, 195-260

purslane {Portuiaca oleracea)\ chapter, 129^0;

background and nutritional value of, 130,

358^59, 366, 367, 369, 370, 371
^
growth

of, 130-31; sprouts of, 131, 132, 133;

stems of, 133—34; Bowers of, 1 34, 135;

seeds ol, 134, 135-36; harvesting, 136“38;

serving, 138^0; in Purslane Salad, 138;

in Purslane DtlJ Pickles, 1 40; oxalates

in, 374; as nitrate accumulator, 382

purslane family (Portulacaceae), 129^ 374

Purslane Dill Pickles, 1 40

Purslane Salad, 1 38

Q
quanritaiive agriotrophyrolog)', 384

quinoa, 80-82, J 88; seed processing, 8

1

R
rags, foraging, 57-59

rapid growth, 43-4 5,, 47^9
red cloven 1 82, 1 87

resvcrarrol, 370

Retinol Activity Equivalency (Ri\£), 365

rhizomes, defined, 181

rhubarb, 141,367,374-75

riboflavin, 55S-61, 366

Roasred Chicken with Sheep Sorrel LSaucc, 176

Roasted Lamb Chops, 139

root vs, stem, 46

Rumex acetom (French sorrel). Hi, 173

Rumex acetosdla. See sheep sorrel

Rumex cris^m See curly dock

Rumex oktusijbiius (broaddeaved dock), 1 49,

153-55,358-59

Rumex spp, 3 58—5

9

s
safety in consuming wild plants, 35—37, 41

salads: with wild spinach, 77, 82, 83^84;

with chickweed, 93j 97-98; with mallow,

107; with purslane, 138; with sheep sorrel,

173; with wood sorrel, 186; with field

mustard, 209; w^ith wild greens, 21 0; wath

wintercrcss, 227-228; with garlic miistardj

245; with shepherd s purse, 258; with

danddian, 288; with cat’s ear, 309-10; widi

sow thistle, 326; with nipplewort, 340

salsify, 262

Samhiats canadensis (blue ddcrberiyOT 35-36

Sami^ucus cerulea (blue elderberry), 35-36

saponins, 79, 81

scarier pimpernel, 90, 91

scissors, foraging, 55—57

selenium, 234, 358-61 , 368

sepals, 103, 255

sesquiterpenes. 37. 267-68

shamrock, 178, 180

sheep sorrel (Rumex acetoselia): chapter,

165—76; background and nutritional vaJue

of, 166, 358-59, 367, 369, 370; growth

of, 167; identifying, 168-70: harvesting,

171-72; serving, 1 73-74; in Sheep Sorrel

Salad, 173; in Sheep Sorrel Pesto, 1 75:

in Grilled Fish Sandwich, 175; in Sheep

Sorrel Tea, 176; in Sheep Sorrel Soup,

176; in Roasted Chicken with Sheep

Sorrel Sauce, 176; oxalates in, 374

Sheep Sorrel Pcs to, 1 75
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Sheep Sorrel Salad, 173

Sheep Sorrel Sauce, 1 76

Sheep Sorrel Soup, 1 76

Sheep Sorrel Tea, 176

shellfish, 41

.shcphcrd*s purse {Capsella bursn-pnstoris):

chapter, 249-60; background and nutritional

value of, 250, 352, 358-59, 365, 367, 368,

370, 371
;
growth of, 250—54; sprouts ol,

250-251; leaves of, 252-53, 254-256,

255, 258-59; stalks and stems of 253,

254, 256, 258-59; flowers of 253-54;

gathering, 254-57; seeds and seedpods of

256-57; in Wild Shepherd s Purse Salad,

258; serving fresh, 258; serving cooked,

259-60; roots of 260; ginger flavor in, 260

shoots, 46

shovel, foraging, 58-61

Shrimp Mumbo Gumbo Sauce, 1 12

Simple Prepared Mustard. 214

Simtpis arvemis (charlock), 1
9'7

skunk cabbage. 373-74

Smith, Michael, 214

soil amendments, 391

SoLtnmn flulcumam (bittersweet nightshade). 169

Solarium phyudifoLium (nightshade), 72

Solanurn sarracoides (nightshade), 72

Solarium villosum (nightshade), 72

Sonebus arvensis (perennial sow rhisde), 314

Sonchus asper (spiny sow thistle), 3 1 4,

320-21; nutrient value of 352, 358-59

Soriclm filiractus. See sow thistle

sorrel family (Oxalidaceae), l4l,

166, 177, 179. 374

sour grass, 166

sow thistle {Sonchus olcmrrus): chapter,

313-28; background and nutritional value

of 267-68, 314-15, 358-59, 365, 368,

370, 37 1
;
growing conditions for, 315-1 6;

seeds of 315; seedlings of 315-16; leaves

of 316-19. 325-26, 332; stems of 319,

323; buds of 322; flowers of 322, 325, 327;

taproot of 323, 327; harvesting, 323—25; in

Sowsparagus, 324, 327; serving, 325-328;

in Pasta with Sow Ihistle Greens, 328

Sowsparagus, 324, 326-327

spade-pick, foraging, 59—61

spinach (cultivated): nutrients in,

360-61, 366, 367, 368; oxalates in,

374; as nitrate accumulator, 382

spiny sow thistle, 314, 320-21; nutritional

value for. 352, 358-59, 365, 367, 368

spray mister, 62—63

squeegee method: 77^78, 109-10, 159

Stalking the Healthful Herbs, 114

Stalking the Wild Asparagus, 9, 114, 161-62,

213, 281

stamens, 255

Stein, Sara Bon nett, 27

Stellaria media. See chickweed

stolons, defined, 181

stress, in plants, 48-49

succulent, defined, 133

survival training, recreational, 51

sweet violet, 393

.Swift, Jonathan, 131

Swiss chard, 374

Symplocarpttsjoetidus (eastern skunk cabbage), 374

T
tannins, 37, 371

lamxacum officinale. See dandelion

tart greens: about and managing,

14 1-42; plant chapters, 143-90

tasting wild plants, 33-34

tawny daylily, 42, 393

Tender Wild Spinach Stems, 83

terpenes, 267-68

texture: tenderness vs. fihroiisness

in plants, 43-46

thinning wild sprouts, 388, 391-92

thiols, 371

Ihlaspi arvense (pennycress), 254

Tools, foraging, 53-64

Toxicodendron radicam (poison ivy). 39

toxins, defined, 38—40
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Triigopongon ipp (salsify) ^ -62

transpiraiion, 62

tret nuESt 41

Trichopoulou, Antonia, 354

Trijolitijn diibium (clover) ^ 178

Trifoluim prtteme (red clover), 182, 187

Trifolium tepem (clover), 178

Trojan liorsc, 378

tubercles* 151, 1 55

Tuna Fish Sandwich, 294

tuniip greeiis (cultivated): 197:

nutrienis in, 360-6 1 , 365, 366^

368^ as nitrate accumulator, 382

u
Liman t, 265

>
287

upland cress, 220, 225

m ushiol, 39-40

USDA Plants Database, 16

Usifful Wild Plants of Texas, Hm. 198

Iking Wayddi* Plants, 260

urility belt lor foraging, 53-55

V
Vegetable St if' fry, 29

1

vegetative growth, 25

1

Viola odomta (sweet violet), 393

V'mlu sumrhi (eastern blue violet), 370i 393

vitamin A (RAE), 358-6 T ^ 365

vitamin C, 358-51, 366, 378

vitamin E, 358-61, 365-66

w
water trav's, 64

watering, a wild garden, 390-91

weeds, defined, 27

western blue elderberry, 36

while musraref, 212

Wild Food Adventures, 10

wild food plants, defined, 35-42, 383-S5

Wild food Trailguidc^lhe, 9^ 114-15

wild foods: historic study of, 14-15: book

as user manna I for, 17-18, 26—28:

current studies of* 1 9-20: life stories of,

25: ex perimeming with, 30; identifying:

30-3 1 : vs. inediblcs, 31 , 35-38; and

climate changes, 3 U adventure of 32-33:

first-time tasting of 33-34; growth stages

of 3fi—37, 43-49; germination of 49-50;

overwintering of 50-52; reasons tor

eating, 345-49; vs. domesticated greens,

352-54; tiurrierjts in, 353-57i 365-68;

nutrient charts lor, 358-61; growing, in

wild gardens, 387-92; cultivating seeds for,

392; growing, ir wild landscapes, 392—94;

harvestJng to help farmers* 395-96; as a

new culinary mt-rket, 396-97; marketing, to

the public, 398' 99; gleaners for, 399^00
wild garden, 387-92

Wild Green Salad, 210

wild landscape, 392—94

wild lettuce, 45

Wild Shepherds Purse Salad. 258

wild spinach [Chmopodimn dlbitm): chapter,

67-84; leaves of, 45, 47, 7 1 ; background and

nutritional \^lue of 68-70, 352, 358-59, 366,

367 t 368, 369, 370; sprouts of 70-71 , 76^;

toxic look-alikes of 72; plant size and form

of 73, 74-75; flower buds of 74, 80; seeds

and seed capsules of, 75, 80-82; harvesting

and serving, 75-77; harvesting techniques fm;

47, 77—79; serving tedmiques for, 82-84; in

Wild Spinach Pizita, 84; oxalates in, 374; as

nitrate accumulati^r, 382; In wild garden, 388

Wild Spinach Pizza 84

wild sweet pea flower as garnish, i 12, 173, 210

winnow, defined, 208-9

winmnving, 208-9

winter diemis try, 237

winteremss {Barband mdgurh): chapter,

21 7-30; overwimcfing. 51,218; background

and nutritional Viilue of 218-20, 358-59,

366, 369 ^ 371; gtowrh of 221; identifying,

221-23: buds and flowers of 224—25,

226, 226-27, 230* 366; pods and pod

stalks of, 225, 227: seeds of 225, 227,
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230; harvesting, 226-27; serving freslii

227—28> 229, 240; serving cooked, 228-30

Wincertress Greens, 228

wood sorrel {Oxaiis strict^ or comkuLita}:

chapter, 177-90; background and nutritional

value oS 178-79, 358-59, 367, 369r

leaves of, 179, 184; rhizomes of, 180-81;

flowers and pods of, 181-82; selecting

and harvesting, 183—86, 185; serving,

186; in Wood Sorrel Soup, 187; hi Wood

Sorrel Sauce, 188; in Wood Sorrel Dessert

Topping, 189-90; oxalates in, 374

Wood Sorrel Dessert Topping, 189—90

wood sorrel family^ 177, 374

Wood Sorrel Sauce, 1 SB

Wood Sorrel Soup, 187

z
zinc, 358-61, 367—68
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